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Epitome
On June 7-9, 1994, over 100 attendees heard 95 plenary talks on the Future of HighSensitivity Charm Ezperiments.
Twelve working groups focused on the physics opportunities
and technical challenges facing this field.
Speakers representing the CLEO, BES, SLAC
B-Factory,
Fermilab E653, E687/831, E769/791, E781, and CERN WA82/9& and WA89
collaborations reviewed the current statzls and future prospects. Ezponential growth in charm
sensitivity
during the past decade, along with the rapid pace of advance in technology and
computing, suggests the goal of 10s reconstructed decays (three orders of magnitude beyond
current samples) for an ezperiment to run in the Year Y 2000. This served as a unifying
theme for the diverse areas of charm physics surveyed: spectroscopy, semileptonic decays,
QCD tests, baryons, pare and forbidden decays, charm mizing and CP violation.
In contrast with beauty, for which the most exiting
prospects ape detailed tests of CP
violation in the Standard Model, the grail for charm is physics Beyond the Standard Model,
for which the rates of flavor-changing
neutral currents, mizing, and CP violation ezpected
in the Standard Model present negligible backrounds.
Observable effects in one OT moTe of
these areas are ezpected in theories which make useful predictions about the fermion masses
and m&zings, such as supersymmetry,
technicolor and left-rightsymmetric,
grand.-unijied,
and multiple-Higgs
theories.
Also d&used
were progress in ptiel and diamond detectors, scintillating-fiber
tracking,
vertez triggers, and other new techniques which make the promise of a lo’-charm
experiment
realistic. Organizers and attendees were enthusiastic about the prospects for advancing the
~$rogrammatic”
production,
spectroscopy and decay physics by three orders of magnitude
and essaying sensitivities
of order 10e5 for mting,
10m7 for rare decays, and 10e3 for CP
asymmetries.
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Introduction
The past decade has seen an exponential rise in the sensitivities of charm experiments.
The number of reconstructed decays is expected to reach 10s at CLEO and in the next round
of fixed-target experiments (E781 and E831) at Fermilab; > lo8 appears a feasible goal for
the next generation of experiments. With this capability comes the potential to make charm
decays an increasingly incisive probe into the Standard Model and to search beyond it.
The Workshop on the Future of High-Sensitivity
Charm Experiments brought together
theorists and experimentalists
to explore both the motivation for and the technical challenges
of achieving such sensitivity.
Among the topics covered were expectations for charm mixing,
CP violation, and flavor-changing
neutral currents in the Standard Model and its possible
extensions, testing perturbative
and nonperturbative
QCD and the Heavy-Quark
Effective
Theory, and advances in vertex detection, track reconstruction,
partible identification,
triggering, and data acquisition and analysis. Such key questions as
a what will be done and what left to do after current
s which measurements
l

comparison

l

the importance

experiments

will be the most incisive

of fixed-target

vs. e+e- vs. hadron

collider

for charm physics of possible accelerator

were discussed in invited

talks and working-group

upgrades

sessions.

It is di&ult
at the inception of planning for a workshop to anticipate
We organized CHARM2000
on rather short notice (about two months),
receiving registrations
mostly by electronic mkil; posters were sent out
before the workshop. Based on the number of preregistrants
we reserved
meeting room (capacity 100). During Ken Stanfield’s introductory
talk
that we were bursting at the seams, so we negotiated a move to 1 West.
We attribute this enthusiastic response to the breadth
stems from a number of circumstances:

the level of interest.
publicizing
it and
a mere three weeks
Fermilab’s Curia II
it became apparent

and depth of charm physics, which

1) The ch arm quark is the only charge-2/3 quark able to form bound states which can
be perturbatively
treated, yet it is light enough that higher-order and nonperturbative
corrections can be tested.
2) Charmed particles can be produced in sufficient
sensitivity searches.

numbers for precision

studies and high-

3) The Standard Model effects which give beauty its allure are suppressed in charm, making
it a suitable venue to search for TeV-s&e
physics beyond the Standard Model.

ix

At the workshop it became clear that current and upcoming experiments are far from exhausting the potential of charm physics to elucidate these issues. Charm will continue to
be exciting as new levels of sensitivity are reached, and the ingenuity of experimenters will
continue to be rewarded.

x
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EXPERIMENTAL ISSUES IN HIGH-SENSITIVITY CHARM EXPERIMENTS

Jeffrey A. Appel
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*
CHARM2000 Workshop
June 7,1994

Abstract
Progressin the exploration of chsrm physics at fixed target experiments has been prodigious
over the last 15 years. The issue before the CHARhI
Workshoo is whether and how this
progress can be- continued beyond the next fmed target run. Ad equivalent of 108 fully
reconstructed charm decays has been selected as a worthy goal. Underlying all this is the list of
physics questions which can be answeredby pursuing chsrm in this way. This paper reviews the
experimental issues associated with making this next step. It draws heavily on the experience
gathered over the period of rapid progressand, at the end, posesthe questions of what is needed
and what choices may needto be made.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC02-76CH03000.
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1.

Progress

and Projections

One measure of the progress in charm physics over the last 15 years is the number of charm
decaysfully reconstructedby a single experiment In 1980, a fvted target experiment was lucky to
observe one hundred such decays. Many experiments before had actually failed to produce
significant signals at all. However the real progress has come since that time. Fi ure 1
demonstratesthe exponential growth in Fermilab fixed target charm samplessince 1980.1f 1 The
rate of growth has averaged 1.7 per year, a factor of 5 per running period. This growth is
projected to continue at about the samerate into the next nmning period also.
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Fig. 1. Progressionof the number of reconstructedcharm decaysin Fermilab fixed-target
experiments.
The announcedgoal of the CHARM2000 Workshop is 108fully reconstructedchatm decays.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, this requires a step as great as the most aggressivesingle step achieved
in the history of the last 15 years.
2.

New Techniques

Along the Way So Far - Critical

Issue

The single biggest step in the progress shown in Fig. 1 appeared with the ability to do
precision vertex determination combined with the ability to handle vastly increased amounts of
data.121These advances were made possible by the introduction of silicon microstrip detectors
(SMDs) and parallel processing farms of inexpensive computers. These, in turn, allowed the

2

experimentersto take advantageof the good duty factor and high intensity, high energy beamsof
the Tevatron accelerator. The rather open on-line event selection is what resulted in an impressive
range of physics capability, and is why the CHARM2000 goal is stated in terms of fully
reconstructedcharm decays.
The size of the biggest step in increasedcharm capability came mostly becauseof the silicon
microsttip detectors. These have beenwidely recognized as &heimportant technological innovation
making high statistics charm experiments possible in a fixed target environment The precision
tracking of particles with the SMDs is usedin the separateidentification of the primary interaction
vertex and the charm particle decayvertex. This, in turn, has two featureswhich are both essential
in improving capability: fust, the selection of events which have a high probability of charm in
them and second, the identification of that subset of tracks coming from a charm decay. Both
features assist in improving the signal over background. The latter feature is specially critical in
hadroproduction where the total number of tracks in a charm event is quite high.
In spite of the importance of the SMDs, additional technological innovation has been needed.
This additional innovation was primarily associatedwith handling ever increasingamounts of data.
Off-line computer power increasedabout as fast as the increasein charm samples. However, it has
also been necessaryto speedup the front end signal processing, to increasedata readout rates, to
add on-line data storage, as well as to increase long term data storage density and cost
effectiveness. These features have been the primary engines of increasedphysics capability since
the introduction of the SMDs.
The lit of technological advances has been quite long. All of the advances have been
necessary in order to maintain the exponential growth of the number of reconstructed charm
decays. The reach of the next fixed target run depends on applying these same set of
improvements. However, aside from the anticipated reduction in the per-calculation-cost of offline computing, no new technology has yet been identified for the next run. What can one say
about the period beyond the next fixed target run? Some new technology will need to be applied
to continue the current rate of improvement Some extra ordinary improvement wiIl be neededto
teach 108 reconstructedcharm decays.
3.

Other

Relevant

Experimental

Issues

Beyond the critical issue of technological innovation, there exists a rather long list of choices
to be made in preparing an experiment. These choices may be influenced, even driven, by any
technological innovation planned. Failing to have identified an obvious such innovation, it is still
possible to review the issues which have been important so far. These had best be considered
when an experiment is conceptualized.
It is important to rememberthat an experiment is always a compromiseamong divergent pulls.
Yet, one often hears that a particular factor is enough to justify proposing a new effort In fact, it
is the combination of choiceswhich must work together to achieve an experimental goal Thus, no
one of the following set of issuescan be viewed independently of the others. They eachplay a role
in determining how well an experiment can do in reaching toward a particular goal. And, the
particularity of the goal matters. Different goals (at a minimum, different final decay modes of a
particular charm particle) will have different benefits from any experiment configuration choice.
There is no choice which is best for everything.
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3.1.

Cross Sections

and Rate Projections

By now, cross sections for the common charm particles as seenin particular decay modes arc
well measured by multiple experiments. In photoproduction, the cross section is forward peaked
(typically reaching a maximum at Feynman x of 0.2) and the crosssection is slowly saturating at
the energies achievable with today’s Tevatro&]
In hadroproduction, the cross section is still
rising at Tevatron energies, growing by a factor of two for each factor of two in available beam
energy.L4] The mesons are produced more centrally and, for protons, are symmetric about
Feynmanx of 0.0. The falloff with Feynmanx is quite steep,although leading particle effects may
be useful for restricted classesof charm studies (e.g., baryon physics as proposed for E781). The
total cross section for photoproduction reaches about 1 microbam, while for forward
hadroproduction (Feynman x > 0.0) the cross section is more like 20 microbarns.
3.2.

Incident

Particles

While the cross section for charm production is essential for reaching the l@ level of
reconstructed charm decays,the cross section is not the only feature of importance related to the
incident particle type. The track multiplicity in events, for example, and the resulting signal to
background are important. After all, the reason to seek 10s decays is to reach more rare
occurences,and backgroundsmust be reducedto make the signals useful for physics.
Photoproduction and hadroproduction track multiplicities are shown in Fig. 2. The most
likely number of tracks in photoproduction E691 was 10, while in hadroproduction E791 the value
is about 14. Even among the hadroproduction beam options, there are differences. Signal to
background is somewhat worse for protons than for pions and kaons, even after selecting optimal
cuts. Of course, the event selection for proton induced events is more demanding and the
efficiency is lower -just as was the casein going from photoproduction to hadroproduction and
achieving the same signal to background levels. There is about a factor two lower acceptancein
hadroproduction relative to photoproduction when the samesignal to backgroundis required.
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3.3.

Event

Topologies

The cloud of particles produced in the violent interactions which produce charm may be a
problem in terms of event reconstruction complexity and backgrounds. However, there is a silver
lining to that cloud. In particular, the higher averagetrack multiplicity is useful in identifying the
primary interaction point The precision with which that vertex can be specified is also improved.
Having an incident high momentum track is also useful in specifying the transverselocation of the
primary interaction.

3.4.

A Dependence

and Other

Target

Material

Issues

Heavy nuclear targets appearbeneficial in rate calculations since the charm production rate is
roughly proportional to the atomic weight of the target, A. On the other hand, heavy targets are
ruled out for photoproducton (due to pair conversionsof the beam). In hadroproduction, there are
a number of penalties paid for a heavy target These include (1) higher track multiplicity with the
concomitant worse signal to background for a given set of cuts, (2) lower efficiencies for most
signals at the optimal cuts, (3) possibly worse massresolution (certainly when decaysare allowed
in the target or when multiple target foils are used).
3.5.

Decays in Free Space

The importance of secondary interactions as a source of backgrounds for charm signals has
become increasingly apparentto experimenters. Candidate charm decays appear at downstream

locations where there is material. E687 is showing generic charm generatedMonte Carlo events
which model the wings of mass distributions only when the decays are selected as appearing in
free space.[5] Otherwise (i.e., when vertices are allowed to appear in matter), the backgrounds
are signiticantly worse.
3.6.

Acceptance

Issues

In designing an experiment, a kinematic region for acceptedevents is selectedconsciously or
unconsciously. This selection has implications for (1) the rates of reconstructed decays, (2) the
resolutions of mass and other parametersand (3) the signal to background ratios. Typically, where
the ratesare smaller, the signals are cleaner. Thus, leasbackgroundis generally evident in plots at
higher Feymnan x and at higher transversemomentum. On the other hand, since higher Feymnan
x correspondsto higher decay panicle momenta, the mass resolution is surprisingly worse at high
Feymnan x. In E791, for example, the massresolution at Feynman x of 0.8 is three times worse
than at the optimal 0.1. Multiple scattering dominates only below this value of Feynman x. This
may come as a surprise to people used to e+e- environments.
There is a little noticed implication of acceptancefor mixing searchesin fl hadronic decays.
The acceptanceas a function of proper lifetime is a function of the selection criteria used. The
more selective one becomes,as required to push mixing limits further, typically the more reduced
is the efficiency for short lifetimes. On the one hand, this helps in getting away from the
backgroundposedby doublyCabibbosuppresseddecayswhichhaveanexponential dependence
on proper lifetime. The mixing signal is expectedto be maximal at two proper lifetimes. On the
other hand, once one allows for interference between the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decay
amplitude and the mixing amplitude, one needsacceptancein the short lifetime regime as well, in
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order to separate the two possible sources of decay. Doubly Cabibbo suppresed decays are
backgroundto the much more interesting possibility of fl mixing.
In the same way that inefficiency at shorter lifetimes affects the Do mixing capability of an
experiment, it also influences the capability of observing one charm particle relative to another.
Since tighter cuts am required in charm hadroproductionthan in photoproduction, the capability of
hadroproduction for charm mesonswilI be optimal relative to photoproduction. For the shorterlived charm baryons, on the other hand, hadroproduction experiments will have reduced
efficiency.
4.

Trigger,

Data Acquisition,

and Off-Line

Computing

Issues

While trigger, data acquisiton and off-line computing has beenmade a separatesection of this
review, it is really a continuation of the previous section on experimental issues. Choices of
experimental configuration have a direct effect on triggering, data acquision and off-line
computing. It would be better to think of the whole configuration together. Restricting acceptance
of the detectorto part&&r regions of phasespaceor particle types directly affects triggering and is
a part of it. The choice of very wide acceptanceand the selection of more complicated events
directly influence the computing load of the experiment, both on-line and off-line.
4.1.

Triggers

- Event

Selection

Issues

The main goal of the experiment trigger is to enrich the charm fraction of the sample of events
which enter the data acquisition stream and passalong it. This enrichment, E, is the product of the
rejection of unwanted events,R, and the efficiency of the trigger for the events of interest, eff.
E=R*eff

(1)

The goal is to optimize E, not R or efl alone. The associated issues include the level of
sophistication required and the level of complexity needed. Somewhere among these words
should be read cost and difficulty.
Recent fIxed target triggers for charm have been notable for their directness, simplicity, and
openness. This is in distinction to the first charm experiment at the Tagged Photon Laborato
E516. In that case,a very fast and sophisticatedsystem (the ECL-CAMAC Trigger Processor[8 )
was designed and built to select events with large forward going effective mass, based on
measurementsof recoiling protons alone. The system worked very well technicalIy. However, it
failed to enrich the sample of recorded events. The measurementwas indirect and the efticiency
for the averagecharm particle was low. The mom open triggers in use now either acceptalmost all
hadronic interaction events or select those eventswith high forward effective mass (approximated
by transverseenergy) measureddirectly by observing the relevant particles themselves.
The options for selecting charm eventsat the trigger level comprise a reasonably long list. A
version of the list presentedin 1981 at Erice is shown in Table I. As far as I am aware, this was
the first time that transverse energy was suggested as a trigger for charm in fixed target
experiments.[7] Missing from the Etice trigger list is direct observation of evidence for secondary
charm &cay vertices. Many have proposed, and recently experiments at CERN and E789 at
Fermilab have used sophisticatedtriggers looking for suchevidenceon-line. These triggers are the
most dtrect charm cuts one can use on-line. They are similar to the important off-line analysis
selection cuts for charm events used by all. However, two things should be noted. Even having
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the full reconstruction of events with final calibrations of the detector, early-selection subsetsof
data have only been reduced by typical factors of 5-10 using this kind of information. The
smallnessof this factor may be due, in part, to the ability to handle large data sets and to a natural
conservatism.
Table I.

Trigger

Possiblities

A. Target Recoil
1.

2.

High Forward Mass
*a.
Missing Mass B la TPL
b. T ’ TMIN or Recoil KE

> KEMIN

Coherenceof Scattering From Nucleus
For later reconstruction
LT. Primakoff trigger for q
c, b...

B. Decay Product
1.

Highp,
Leptons
Charged particles

*a.
b.
2.

Decay Chain
a. @ in Cerenkov/momentum correlation
b. KO, A0 - Downstream VO or AQ
D* +Dx
7r.k from
C.
B**+Bn

AQ’s near target
v - missing energy

d.
e.
C. Event Topology
1.

Multipicity

2.

Zip;,

CpTz,

%v2 from calorimeters

(*Triggers

which had been used by 19SI)
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However, it will take courage to reject larger factors on-line than experiments have been willing to
reject off-line. The largest rejection which can be obtained reasonably with a transverseenergy
requirement on-line is about 5. In conjunction with such a transverse energy cut, the extra
rejection of a secondary vertex trigger will be worse. The larger factors of rejection sometimes
cited also fail to maintain effkiency for tinal charm samples. The factors of enrichment which one
readsin the literature are usually for the longest-lived charm particles only.
4.2.

Data Acquisition

Issues

Most recently at Fermilab, experiments have taken to increasingly powerful data acquisition
systems and recording increasingly large data sets. This has been made possible by improvements
in electronic circuits, to be sure, but mostly by the growth of parallelism and the cost effectiveness
of writing data to 8rnm magnetic tape. Table II demonstratesthis pattern from the experiments at
the Tagged Photon Laboratory. The data set sizes have grown by a factor of 700 in the decadeof
the 80’s, the number of events by 1000. The number of reconstrucedcharm decays in final data
sets has grown by even more, a factor of about 2000. A continuation of this trend requires
technology beyond what is presently forseeable. Thus, there is great interest in improving triggers
and/or moving more computing on-line in the future.
Table Il.

Growth
Tiie

#Data

# Oulpot

streams

# Events

Dataset
Size

# Reconstma
charm

Frame

Exp.

1980- 2

E-516

1

1

1

20M

70GByts

100

1984-S

E-691

2

1

1

1OOM

400GBytes

10,oGQ

1987- 8

E-769

7

17

3

4OOM

1,500GBytes

4,W

1991-Z

E-791

8

54

42

20,000M

50,OtKl
GBytes

200,Ooa

4.3.

Off-Line

Streams #cPus

of DA Parallelism

Computing

Issues

The trend toward more cost effective computing seems to be continuing at the same
phenomenal rate as over the last decade. This implies that continuation of the general slope seenin
Fig. 1 is possible from this point of view. However, even with these expected gains, additional
improvements will be required to reach 108 reconstructed charm decays. Again, the trigger is
usually hoped to provide the answer.
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5. Summary and Conclusions
It is necessary to put all the above considerations together in proposing an experiment to
achieve the goal of 108 reconstructed charm decays. Using the example of a hadron beam
experiment proves instructive. What happensif one tries to reach the goal? The flow is shown in
Table III A fust pass through the conceptual design stepsrequires a return to the first step in an
iterative procedure. It is not clear that one can reach the goal by simple extension of current
concepts.
Table lB.
REACHING

FOR 108 RECONSTRUCTED CHARM
- SIMPLE HADRONIC EXTENSION?

DECAYS

1. Reconstructedcharm = 0.005 x number of charm events

2x1010channevents

2. Charm events= 0.002 of hadron induced interactions

1013interactions

3. 2-W% interaction length target
hadrons

l-5 x 1014 inc.

4. 3x106seconc1sof~3eamsp~l

-+

30-160 Mhz beam

5. Suppose100 MBytes/secondinto DA pipeline
6.

and 3 KBytes/event

30 K events/second

7. Given the above lines 2 and 4

3 Mhz interaction rate

8. Given abovelines 6 and 7

Trigger R = 100

9. But, as trigger rejection must go from today’s factor of 5

Remrntoline1

I

(Remember to reduce efficiency in line I when R increases)

‘Ihe basic question in my mind is whether a 108reconstructedcharm decayexperiment can be
achievedby this simple extension of current techniques. A new technological breakthrough (akin
to that provided by SMDs) is required. Furthermore, even with 108 reconstructeddecays,do we
know how to extrapolate current precision and upper knits into the future? What would be the
equivalent number of decaysneededin terms of physics reach? Narrowing the physics goals to the
most important oneswill ahow more incisive choicesand better matched compromises.
For these reasons,I prefer to think about 108eauivalent charm decays. That is, without a
new breakthrough, I don’t expect a genetic, open geometry experiment whose physics reach is
representedby extrapolation to I@. We will need to narrow our focus, our experiment design, to
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particular physics goals. Then; it may be possible to achieve the desired physics sensitivity for
those particular goals. Otherwise, we need something that breaks with recent tradition.
Hopefully, the CHARM2000 workshop will point the way to the best choices of physics and
experiment setup.
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Abstract
We review recent results on charm semileptonic decays, make some guesses at the future of
charm semileptonic physics, outline a method for measuring charm absolute branching fractions
in fixed target experiments, and review recent progress in obtaining limits for Do -r
mixing.

1

Charm

Semileptonic

Decay

I will fail in my attempt to do adequate justice to the huge number of new, interesting
experimental
results which have been made available in the last few years given space limitations.
Below is a highly schematic table which summarizes the states which have been
studied, how they have been studied, and either the realized or future () physics potential
of such measurements.

Results from
annihilation
(e’).

lixed target experiments
(ft) continue to complement
those from e+eCharm semileptonic studies provide a wealth of information
including:
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important
probes of quark dynamics through measurements of form factors (f+($))
and
(Al(O), V*(O), l$(O)), model dependent information
on the absolute branching ratios (Abs
BF) for the D$ and hf, information
on CKM matrix elements (Vd/Va), and tests of HQET.
Determination
of CKM matrix elements (I&,) and more stringent tests of HQET will be
possible through the interplay of studies of both charm and beauty semileptonic decay results.
At present there is a long standing theoretical problem with the observed ratio of vector to
pseudoscalar decay widths for D+ + K% relative to D+ -f Kev [l] which may be clarified
through comparisons of the width for 0,’ + &v to D? -+ (7 + 7’)~” (Vec/PS). Because
of the undetected v, one only partially
reconstructs the Snal state leaving the important
experimental
challenge of proving exclusivity
of the final state; ie one must establish that
one is observing the claimed final state without additional, undetected neutrals. A variety
of experimental
techniques can be brought to bear on the problem of isolating semileptonic
decays from both non-charm and charm backgrounds.
Frequent use is made of D’ tagging
(D’). One often has the ability to exploit the charge correlations between leptons and kaons
or D* decay pions and thus eliminate backgrounds through a wrong sign subtraction (WS).
Often, in fixed target experiments,
Cabibbo forbidden decays (X) are subject to particle
mis-identification
backgrounds from the much more copious Cabbibo allowed (J) decays.

1.1

D” + K-P-v

and D ---) irev

These decays are particularly
interesting to study since they can provide information on
the 4s dependence of the charm semileptonic form factors, f+($).
The decay rate expression
for Key is:
dr
-=
yy:pi;{If+(q”)l’
+ m: If-(q’)l”...}
(1)
d-?
where FK is the momentum of the kaon in the D” rest frame and one of the two allowed form
factors f-(qs) becomes unimportant
in the limit of zero lepton mass. Two parameterizations
are used for f+( q2):

or f+(d = f+Wnq2

f+k2) = (1-$$!&

The first form is motivated by the belief that the coupling of the es quarks to the virtual
W* should be dominated by bound states r of the CS system; the second form is motivated
[2] by the ISGW model. Figure l(a) illustrates the difference between f,(q*)
for a pole
form, an exponential
form and a linear form. Over the restricted q2 range available for
the presently studied D” + K-.@v d ecay, one is primarily measuring just the slope ratio,
(df,/dq’(O))/f+(O).
To go futher, we will probably have to wait for the future for measurements of D” -t ?r-e+y so that the q* domain can extend much closer to location of the
anticipated
D+* (rather than D,+’ ) pole. Figure l(b) illustrates that ft(q’)
has a rather
subtle, asymmetric,
and difficult to measure influence on dI’/dq*.
Most of one’s ability to
measure beyond f+(O) and df+/dq2(0) occurs at large q2 where the rate is low.
‘Hence one expects that n+,l. should be set to the mass of the vector D:(2110) since it has the same
spin-parity as the current described by the form factor.
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Figure 1: (a) Various parameterizations of $(g2) over the kinematic range for Do - IS-e+v (vertical solid)
and Do - r-e+v (vertical dashed). The pole form (solid), exponential form (dashed) and a linear form
(dotted) are displayed. (b) dF/dq* for mpole = 2.1 GeV (solid), n+,le = co (dashed) , n+.~. = 1.8 GeV
(dotted)

Much of the information
on the detailed decay shapes originally came from fixed target
experiments which exploit their generally excellent vertexing capability in order to “close”
the decay kinematics and measure q2. The momentum of the unobserved neutrino can be
measured to within a two fold ambiquity by balancing pt about the line between the primary
and secondary vertex.
The CLEO Collaboration
[2] recently devised a way of obtaining
qz information
without using information
about the D” line of flight which is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Boost the Z?from the D’+ + ji+(K-Pv)
decay to the K-P
rest frame. The Y momentum can
be computed from the Do mass; and the angle 0 between the C ad the Y fan then be computed from the
D“’ mass. g* is bounded by minimum g2 on the neutrino cone closest to e and a maximum g* furthest from

e.

Figure 3 shows the fits to the dl-‘/dq2 distribution
obtained by CLEO snd preliminary
results obtained by the E687 collaboration.
One can measure f:(O) by integrating
the
shape and setting the
dI’/dq’ expression given by Eqn. (1) using the measured f+(q2)/f+(0)
integrated width to the measured total width for T(K-4+v).
In some experiments, r(K-Pv)
is obtained by measuring the ratio of K-Pv
/ K-r+
yields which can be converted to a
widthusing
the Do + K-n+ a b so1u t e b ranching ratio and the known D” lifetime. The below
table summarizes information on the f+($) form factor which describes D” -+ K-Pu
decay.
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Exp.
E691(3]

Mode

m,k

I f+(O) I

K-e%,

2.12:; & 0.2

0.79 310.05 f 0.06

CLE0(91)[41

K-e+ve

2.1+0.4+0.3
-o.z4.1

0.81 f 0.03 f 0.06

CLE0(93)[2]

x-z+v,

2.00 * 0.12 l 0.18

0.77 * 0.01 f 0.04

MKIII[5]

K-e+v,

1.8+0.s+o.s
-0.24.2

1 V, 1 (0.72 i 0.05 f 0.04)

~~687 (PreW

K-P%,

l.g3+o.?a+?
-o.16-?

0.70 * O.okt?

appear consistent
with the expected D:+ pole mass of 2.1 GeV. The j+(O)
are also consistent
with theoretical estimates:
f+(O) % 0.7 - 0.9. CLEO obtains

All results
values

an exponential
fit to the alternative
illustrated
in Figure 1 (a) is nearly
symmetrical
error bars).

form: f+(q2) cc exp (0.29 -+ 0.04 h 0.06) q* which as
indistinquishable
from the pole form (but has more

CLEO [6] has recently made a measurement of D+ -+ ?r”lv/Koev
which is substantially free of the usual misidentitication
background expected for a ?r* . Their signal is
brought out through tagging via D’+ + ?r”D+ decay. They summarize their measurement
a~: ]fX/frc12 ]&/I&,]’
= .085ztt.027f0.014
since present theoretical uncertainties
in the form
factors exceed uncertainties
in the CKM matrix ratio. Using jVJV,j2
= 0.051 f .002 obtained from neutrino produced charm data [7] , CLEO obtains a form factor ratio consistent
with unity as expected theoretically.

1.2

D + Fl+v

and D+s +,#Je+v

The vector ev decay process involves
and vector meson wave functions which
by two axial and one vector form factor:
methods including QCD sum rules, quark

a hadronic current describing the overlap of the D
(in the limit of zero lepton mass) can be described
AI
, &(q2), snd V(q*). A variety of theoretical
models, and lattice gauge theory have been brought
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to bear on the prediction

of the three form factors.

Although the full expression for the decay width is rather lengthy, a clear exposition can
be found in the seminal reference 18). It has become costumary to assume that q* dependence
of the from factors is dominated by the D$*) spectrum of poles (2.1 GeV for the vector and
2.5 GeV for the axial). Given the narrow q* domain, this is tantamount
to assuming values
for the form factor q* slope ratios near 0. This leaves one with three measurements A,(O) ,
A*(O), and V(0). It has become traditional
to factor out A:(O) from the decay width, leaving
two ratios: Rv = V(O)/Al(O)
and R2 = A2(0)/AI(0)
which serve to describe the shape of the
decay distribution.
The value of A,(O) then follows from the decay width which is generally
estimated by measuring the branching ratio of the semileptonic decay with respect to a
reference state and then using the absolute branching fraction of the reference state and D
lifetime to compute a total decay width. The decay width shape depends on qz and three
decay angles: the polar angle describing the vector + two pseudo-scalar, the polar angle
describing the decay of the virtual W -+ ev, and the azimuthal acoplanarity
angle between
the vector meson and virtual W decay planes. At present, information
on the form factors
comes primarily
from: E691 [8] , E653 [9], and E687 [lo]. These fixed target experiments
use vertexing methods to estimate the Y momentum and thus measure considerably smeared
values of q2 and the three decay angles. Figure 4 compares the R2 and Rv measurements
obtained by E691, E653, and E687 with the preliminary
results from E791 based on au
analysis of 15 % of their data. The most striking aspect of Figure 4 is that the earlier,
L
i
I
j1
(==m

Figure 4: Comparison of the RZ and RV form facto~zkavn
are the 1 and 2 o contours describing the Ei’91
preliminary measurement with the earlier measurements (shown by enar bars) of E691, E653 , and E687.

E691 data are consistent with an Rz form factor ratio consistent with zero; while the E653
and E687 prefer R2 values near x 0.74. However, our fit for a combined average of the
published E691, E653, and E687 {Rv , R2) values gives a 60 % confidence level for the
hypothsis that all three experiments are consistent with average values of Rv = 1.86 z!z0.20,
Rx = 0.72 f 0.14, and an implied virtual W spin polarization
of It/It
= 1.21 4 0.1. The
preliminary
E791 result tends to split the difference on Rz.
Several of the many theoretical estimates come very close to predicting E691/E653/E687
averages for Rv and Rz As just one example, one recent estimate from lattice gauge theory
[ll] obtains values of Rv = 1.99 rb 0.22::;:
, and R2 = 0.70 Z!Z0.16$:0, which agrees with
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our experimental

average with a CL of 95 %.

When these shape parameters are fed back into the decay rate expression to obtain values
for A,(O), the agreement with theory is not good. E691 obtains A,(O) = 0.46 f 0.05 i 0.05
while E687 obtains 0.56 f 0.04 f 0.03, for a combined average of about 0.5. Theoretical
estimates for Al(O) tend to cluster around 0.8. For example, Reference Ill] predicts A,(O) =
0.84 + 0.14 zt 0.28. This indication of a KVv shortfall is borne out by directly comparing
the ratio of K'lv/K&
which experimentally
ranges from 0.4 - 0.6 where it is expected to
be much closer to e 1. Recall that there is fair agreement between theory and experiment
for the value of the f+(O) form factor which controls the rate for D -f KPv decay.
The rate for decay 0,' -+ #+v decay is frequently used to obtain estimates of the 0," absolute branching fractions. The absolute branching fraction into a given final state f is related
to the lifetime of the given charm particle (C) and the decay width via: I(f) = K B(f)/r.
In the spectator model, one generally assumes equality of each inclusive semileptonic width,
P(C + X&),
however an explicit model is required to relate the semileptonic widths between, decays into two exclusive final states. One obtains D,+ absolute branching fractions
by relating l?(Df + &?v) to the width of a reference state with a well measured absolute
branching fraction.
The 1992 Particle Data Group [7] average for B(D,f -f qh') = (2.8 f 0.5)%. E687
[16] references their qVpYwidth to I'(D+ --i Fp+v)
and measures B(DT -+ &T+) = (3.1 zt
0.9 rh 0.5 f 0.4)% using a fit where contamination
from various suppressed bsckgrounds
such as D+ -+ dp+v are measured from a fit to the decay kinematics rather than being
stipulated as zero. When such backgrounds are assumed to be negligible, E687 gets (2.9 f
0.5 f 0.45 + 0.39)%. CLEO [13] references their ~,UV width to r(D" + K*-!+v)
and obtains
B(Df
-+ &r+) = (5.1 zt 0.4 f 0.4 f 0.7)?’ o assuming a negligible level for OZI suppressed
backgrounds. The difference between these numbers reflect both the choice of reference state
as well as differences in the assumptions for the semileptonic width ratios s.
A recent, unresolved experimental
controversy has arisen concerning the relationship
between the form factors for Df + &L+Y and D+ + Fp+v
decay which are expected [ll]
[14] to be very close. E653 [15] measures Rv = 2.3fi:$ h 0.4 and Ra = 2.1?::: f 0.4 based on
a sample of 19 events for DYJ + &+Y. E653 measures an Rz value which is about 2.5 o from
the E691/E653/E687
average of Rz = 0.74 f 0.14 for K’op+v
decay. E687 [16] measures
Rv = 1.8 jz 0.9 zb 0.2 and R2 = 1.1 & 0.8 f 0.1 on their sample of 90 D,+ -+ &.L+v decays.
The E687 &r~ form factor measurements are consistent with the measured K’“p+o
factors
as expected; but are not inconsistent with the E653 measurements either.

1.3

~~ +

he+v

Both CLEO [19] and ARGUS [ZO] see evidence for this decay by looking for an excess
of he+ compared to Al- events and by placing kinematic cuts (such as cuts on M(M+))
*EM7 uses 0.9 f 0.12 as a composite [7j of theoretical estimates of the &+v/li’“p+v
a $/.AJ/K’-~+v
ratio of 1.0 which is the prediction of the modified ISGW model.
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ratio. CLEO uses

to control possible backgrounds
with additional
neutrals.
In analogy with the previous
discussion on the Df, the relative Mv yield can be used to infer absolute A, branching
fractions using an assumption of a universal charm semileptonic width , I’(C -) Xev) ,
which can be estimated as the average of the (consistent) inclusive widths for the D’ and
Do. CLEO measures B(& -+ A&J) = (6.67&.35f1.35)%xJr,
whereF = l?(M’Y)/l?(Xev),
ie the unknown fraction of inclusive Xeu which are exclusively APv. 3
An even more interesting result concerns the polarization
of the final state A which is
predicted [18] to be large in HQET. Both CLEO and ARGUS measure the decay asymmetry
for A& by fitting their data to the the form: afd cos 6 0; 1+ o a~ cos 0 where 0 is the angle
between p’ (the A decay proton) and -(e’+ 17) evaluated in the A rest frame; aud aa = 64
is the well known self-analyzing asymmetry of the A The AC momentum can be estimated
both from the thrust axis and visible decay products.
CLEO obtains a = -0.89?~:$~:~;
while ARGUS obtains -0.91 zb 0.49. Use of HQET for the heavy charmed quark reduces
the four possible helicity form factors to just two, and allows one to predict Q as a function
of q2 in terms of the unknown ratio of the remaining form factors R = fJf1.
As q2 + 0
the longitudinal
helicity dominates and Q --) -1 irrespective of the value of R as shown in
Figure 5. In the limit of infinite product baryon mass fi(q2) + 0, while fi(q*) remains finite
and thus one expects IRI < 1. At the average probed q2 range of = .7 GeV* , one would
expect a z -0.9 in agreement with the measurements.
I-

j
i

,.,[ R--zo --

j R = f2yj

j.-ggz&

J1lq*)

0

0.4

03
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Figure 5: Predicted asymmetry

2

Future

parameter o as a function

of q2 for various form factor ratios, R.

prospects

Certainly it will be of interest to further study the q* dependence of charm semlleptonic
decay. As discussed earlier, the process D + ?rev will allow one to probe much closer to the
possible D’ poles in f+(q’).
However particle identification
in a fixed target environment,
or high efficiency r0 + y7 reconstruction
is likely to be challenging.
One can estimate the anticipated
3As a guide, (If + K’)ev/X!v

statistical

= 0.9 in DoI+ decays
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errors in vector ev physics using the a prior’

error matrix

formula

[17]:
d5
--I(Z)

al(Z)

aI(Z)

at,

atp

For an experiment with perfect resolution on the q2 and the decay angles, employing the
standard likelihood fit which uses all four decay quantities, this formula predicts statistical
errors of o(Rv) = 4.7/a
and a(Rs) = 4.1/fif
or f orm factors near the E691/E653/E687
average. My experience is given the substantial resolution smearing, a(Rv) = 7/a
and
u(b)=
5/v% are probably more realistic error estimates. 4 If the vector and axial pole
masses are included as fit parameters as opposed to being assumed, the error on the vector
pole mass is expected to be 24/m
; while the error on the axial pole mass is expected to be
56/n.
The statistical error in Rv essentially doubles when the pole mass is unconstrained.
Experiment E831 expects to collect a fully reconstructed, clean sample of 20000 K’Opy
decays, 2250 &Y decays, and 500 ppv decays. In pole constrained fits, these yields suggest
that in the absence of systematic errors Rz could be measured to 5 % , 14%, and 29 % for
the K’ , 4, and p decay respectively. These calculations show that statistical errors on the
vector pole mass in Fev
decays would be 160 MeV which is roughly the present precision
of the vector pole for the f+(O) f orm factor as determined from KPv decay.
Systematic - uncertainties
are, of course, much harder to predict. I believe instrumental
systematics for K*Opv decay are likely to be very small. As a way of illustrating
this, consider
the 18 bin fit employed by E687 [lo] w h ere one fits for RV and R2 by measuring the fractions
of decays which are observed in 18 bins of cos & x cos 0, x q2 where 3 bins span each angle,
and two bins span q2. Consider possible systematics problems that arise from a scenario
where the center 10 mrad of a muon detector system has suffered a loss in efficiency. Lack
of knowlege of this efficiency will create a systematic error to the extent that the fraction
of events with a muon produced in the central 10 mrad varies from bin to bin. Figure 6(a)
however shows this fraction is remarkably
constant over the 18 bins. Often, as in E687,
one triggers events on an hadronic energy threshold.
The exact threshold is often difficult
to properly model and correct for. Figure 6(b) shows that the fraction of photoproduced
events with a hadronic energy deposition exceeding 70 GeV is very uniform over the 18
bins as well The final instrumental
study concerns shower clustering in the reconstruction
of K’Oev decay. We plot the closest transverse distance between the e and F
---f K-x+
secondary on a shower counter located about 25 meters downstream of the target.
Here
we see that clustering distance varies considerably
from bin to bin. To me this suggests
that understanding
inefficiencies in electron identification
due to shower clustering may set
a systematic error when one uses e* rather pi leptons.
Although instrumental
systematics may be relatively easy to control, backgrounds are
likely to continue to be serious sources of systematic error. I believe it is possible to remove
nearly all sources of non-charm background in a vertex-based fixed target charm experiment
by demanding that the secondary vertex lies outside of the target. Figure 7 illustrates this
4These are the mars expected in the 18 bii likelihood fit used by E687 [lo] where the cos 0, x cos 8, x q*
space is divided into 3 bins , 3 bins , and 2 bins respectively.
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Figure 6: (a) The fraction of K’Opv decays with a muon detected in the central 10 mrad as a function of
the cos 8, x cos 6’2x q* bin number. (b) The fraction of decays with more than 70 GeV of energy deposited
in a hadron calorimeter. (c) The minimum distance between the e+ either the daughter K- or r+.

for E687 data by comparing the observed M(K-n+zr+)
distribution
to the distribution
of a
pure c? Monte Carlo based on JETSET/PHYTHIA.
The agreement in both level and shape
is quite striking, suggesting that nearly all background is of a charm origin. However Figure
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Figure 7: (A)M( K-x+n+)
for D+ candidates observed in E687 downstream of the target. The overlayed
curve is a pure CT Monte Carlo with no non-charmed backgrounds. (B) M(r+r+)
for simulated events of
the form D+ - K’O&v
where the Kahn has been misidentified as a pion. The line shape is that expected
for w+ -+ pp+v decays over a background.

7(b) shows that charm backgrounds can be particularly
pernicious by showing how much
a D+ --) Fp+v
decay looks like the Cabibbo suppressed D+ + ppLfv decay when the
kaon is Cerenkov misidentified
as a pion. Our experience has suggested that for Cabibbo
allowed states uncertainty
about the background contamination
can easily contribute
a 10
% systematic error. Of course as mammoth charm samples are obtained, these backgrounds
may become better understood and the systematic error associated with them might fall.
Beyond the next round of charm experiments one may well reach the place where experimental errors become smaller than theoretical uncertainties
which in Lattice Gauge Theory[ll]
are expected to diminish to less than 10 %.

3

Measuring

charm

absolute

branching

fractions

in fixed target

experiments

Many of the semileptonic
physics topics not related to form factor shape are tied to
semileptonic widths and thus ultimately
to knowledge of the absolute branching fraction.
At present, these are known with a fractional error of about 52% and a systematic error of
about double that with nearly all information
coming from e+.e- annihilation
experiments.
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The most recent measurements come from CLEO collaboration[21]
who measure absolute
branching ratios by tagging ?r from P + ED. If one can reliably tag ?i’s without
reconstructing
the accompanying D, an absolute branching fraction can be obtained, say for
B(D” + Xx), by dividing the efficiency corrected yield of reconstructed D’+ + (Ii’-?r+)ir+
decays by the yield of ir+ tags:
B(DD” + Kn)

= 1 (KT)?i+
E ( )ir+

Because we find that the primary vertex multiplicity
detected in the E687 forward spectrometer is very low (z 2.2 tracks), we believe that it is fairly easy to cleanly tag s’s in
photoproduction
and thus measure absolute branching fractions in fixed target experiments
as well. Because of the limited energy release in D’ decay, scaling the ir momentum by
the ratio of the D’ to pion mass serves as a good estimate of the momentum of the parent
D’.

Hence Af = (fir’

+ m./m,

+?*)’ where zr)

. the & carried by the recoil D produced
IS

against the D’ --) ?rD” is essentially a slightly smeared version of the p: carried by the photoproduced D’zi pair. Figure 8 (b) illustrates a large excess of right sign ii events at low Af
indicating a copious number of tagged ii’s equal to roughly l/10 of the number of inclusive
Kr, K2?r, and K37r D’s reconstructed by E687. These tagged f?s found against a recoil DC’)

Figure 8: (a) Scatter plot of the normalized mass (m - m,&o
of D versus i? showing an a 320 event
excess bf events where E687 fully reconstructs both members of a photoproduced D -B pair into the Ki7
, K2x and K37r decay modes. (b) Search for ?i from the decay D’+ - ?iD. The distribution for the pI
balance variable, A: for ?i’s produced against a reconstructed recoil D. The upper, solid curve is for right
sign combinations and is a smeared version of the p: distribution obtained for fully reconstructed Dz events.
The lower, dashed curve is for wrong sign combinations.

form the denominator
sample for Eqn. (3); the numerator sample are from events where
both a D and recoil D(‘) are fully reconstructed.
Figure 8(a) taken from Reference [22] shows
the yield of these events obtained in E687. Scaling up this yield appropriately
for E831, we
anticipate fractional statistical errors on B(D”) of (2.5 + 4.5)% with considerably different
systematics from those in e+e- annihilation.
Reference [23] describes how one can bootstrap
the B(D”) measurements to get estimates of B(D+) and more speculatively, B(Ar).
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4

DOD

Mixing

In analogy with the K” -F
system, it should be possible for a D” produced in D’+ -+
?+D” decay to mix into a F (with a probability
r,iz) and then decay as a p (eg via
F -+ If+r-).
Mixing is observed to be nearly complete (r,iz Y 1) in the K” -F
system,
very large in the B”F
system, and is expected to be very , very small for the D“F
system
with Standard Model estimates ranging from T,;, x 10-l’ to 10-r. The smallness of D
mixing relative to say B mixing can be understood in terms of the ratios of CKM elements
and masses of quarks that run around the virtual loops, which appear in the “box” diagrams
responsible for generating the AM between the mass eigenstates[24]. To the experimentalist,
a very low Standard Model expectation for Tmir is both bad news (probably won’t see mixing!)
and good news (a signal implies physics beyond the Standard Model1251 such as 4th Quark
: left-right supersymmetry,
snd/or Higgs multi-doublets).
The possibility that long-range
+ p) could significantly
boost r,,,ir to
Interaction
contributions
(such as D” -+ K+Kthe 10e4 + 10e3 level has been frequently discussed in the theoretical literature
[26] but
the prevailing conclusion within the Standard Model seems to be that r,iz < 10-r which is
likely to be inaccessible to experiment for quite a while.
At present, the beat experimental upper limit (r,iz < 3.7 x 10e3) comes from E691[27]
who searched for D*+ + a+(K+?r& K+?r-~+a-)
decays as a mixing signature as described above. It should be possible to observe a false D*+ + x+(K+r-)
mixing signal
from doubly Cabibbo suppressed decays (DCSD) which have been observed at the N 1%
level by CLEO [28]. Mixing can be distinquished
from DCSD and other backgrounds by
measuring the time evolution of the decay vertices: dN(DCSD)/dt
0: exp-t/r
whereas
dN(mizing)/dt
c( t2 exp-t/r.
The maximum yield of D*+ + ?r+(K+?r-)
from mixing
occurs at a secondary proper time of 2 x r (7 is the D” lifetime) since one must “wait for
the D” to mix into the p.
Comparable (model dependent) limits for mixing, which are
free from the complication
of DCSD, have been obtained previous to E691 by searching
for same-sign p’s (presumably from charm semileptonic decays) produced in fixed target
muon[29] (r,,,;= < 0.012) and pion[30] (rmiz < .0056) experiments.
The logical successors to E691 in establishing a mixing limit through D’ + r+(K+r-)
decay are Fermilab E791 and E687. E791 has recently set a preliminary limit of rmiz < .0047
based on l/3 of their data set and using the Kx decay mode alone. Figure 9 illustrates the
cleanliness of the E791 signal by comparing the D mass and D*- D mass difference lego plots
for right sign D’ + ?r+(K-r+)
and wrong sign D’ + r+(K+?r-)
candidates.
In order to
achieve this remarkable signal to noise, E791 unleashed a wide assortment of powerful tricks
to reject backgrounds from random pions - most notably the use of neural networks and
Fisher discriminants.
Their limit is extracted by making a fit to lifetime evolution including
the mixing evolution, the exponential evolution expected for WS D band events, and random
backgrounds whose lifetime evolution is parameterized as a sum of two exponentials.
The
background lifetimes and yields, the rate of DCSD, and the mixing parameter are among the
16 fit parameters used in their likelihood fit. Special care is taken in the process of extracting
the errors from MINUIT
in order to convert to a limit. They obtain a preliminary
value for
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Figure 9: Right sign and wrong sign mass versus Q (= M(Kna)
E791 on l/3 of their data.

r~csn

- M(Ka)

-M(r))

lego plots obtained by

= 1.9?::: x 10-s from their fit.

We turn last to a progress report on mixing limits from E687 where we use both the
Kn and K37r decays of the D”. Based on an analysis of our 87188 data (X 10% of the full
E687 sample), we [31] reported a limit of r ,,,iz < 6 x 10e3. We then doubled the ssmple by
including about l/10 of the 90/91 data sample and quoted (321 an encouragingly improved
value of P,L~ < 3.4 x 10m3. Perhaps the limit would continue to improve as l/N?
When
this same analysis was applied to our full data sample, we obtained a rather discouraging
upper limit of r,iz < 4 x 10e3 indicating the onset of non-zero backgrounds which implies
rather sluggish l/a
future improvement.
The right sign and wrong sign D versus D’ - D
scatterplot of the full E687 data sample is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Right sign and wrong sign KT mass versus D’ -D mas.v diierence scatter plots obtained by E687.
The wrong sign Do band is due to real D” combined with a random wrong sign r from the primary vertex.
The box= indicate signal regions and regions used in finding the time evolution of the random backgrounds.

The full, E687 sample with the presently
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explored

cuts is indeed clean, but clearly

not

clean enough! We are actively pursuing new cuts to eliminate random backgrounds. Hence
we are not even reporting a new preliminary
mixing limit, but rather just giving a progress
report with a possibly long journey ahead. Although it is tempting to assess the quality of
an experiment on the smallness of its upper limits, Figure 11 suggests that such temptations
should be resisted! Figure 11 shows ten simulated histories of how a mixing limit will improve
as one accumulates more and more statistics. We note that the final limit fluctuates wildly

once l/v%

sets in.
s~wlawddNaruns

Figure 11: A simulated mixing limit history as a function of yield of K3z eventscollected in 10 independent
runs of an experiment like E687.
Milind V. Purohit
implies that all mixing

ultimately

has recently noted [33] that the CLEO observation of DCSD [28]
limits baaed on non-observation
of a D’ + (K+r-)7?+
signal must

hit the dreaded l/n

limit even if the time evolution is employed in the fit.

Purohit estimates that the inclusion of time should reduce limits by x I/&
over limits
based on simple counting of wrong sign events. To improve limits as l/N one must base

limits on semileptonic decays which is likely to be a daunting challenge for CHARM2000.
5
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Abstract
la the standard model, CP violation and F~WOI Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) are
expected to be small in charm decay, while Lepton Family Number Violation (LFNV) and Lepton
Number Violation (LNV) are forbidden. This, comb&d with the distinctive signature of these
&e&s, make them ideal for searches for physics beyond the standard model. Charm decay may
be the only window on this new physics, since it is pcwible that the mechanism responsible
will only couple to uptype quarks. Currently, many experimentsl gronps are presenting new
(and mostly preliminary) results on searches for FCNC, LFNV, LNV and CP violation in charm
decay. In almost all cases, these new limits represent a substantial improvement over previous
results
or are the tint reported. After reviewing the current status of the field, the potential of
an experiment with lo* reconstructed charm days is discussed.

The commor~ thread tying searches for rare/forbidden
charm decay and searches for
CP violation in charm decay is new physics - physics beyond the standard model. Flavor
changing neutral currents (FCNC) in ch arm decay are expected to be extremely rare in the
standard model, while lepton number violating (LNV) and lepton family number violating
(LFNV) decays are forbidden.
CP violation is expected to be very small. An anomalously
large rate for any of the above would be a strong signal for new physics; the anticipated
rarity of each means there is a large window of sensitivity.
Most importantly,
this window
may be unique to charm: it is possible that the new physics will couple only to up-type
quarks.
Currently, many experimental
groups are presenting new (and mostly preliminary)
results on searches for FCNC, LFNV, and LNV in charm decay, with sensitivities to branching
ratios in the range 10W5 - 10-4. For some modes the resulting limits sxe the iirst reported.
For the rest of the modes, the limits typically represent an improvement
of l-2 orders of
magnitude over previously published limits [I].
There are also recent results [2] from a search for
The experimenters
set limits of roughly lo-20% on the
Cabibbo suppressed Do and D+ decay modes. The limits
and represent a significant improvement in the old limit

direct CP violation in charm decay.
CP decay-rate asymmetry for some
are the first reported for Df modes,
for the fl mode [3].

In the following, searches for rare and forbidden decay (FCNC, LFNV, LNV) are discussed separately from searches for CP violation.
In each case, the current status of searches
is discussed, followed by a discussion of the challenges and potential of a hypothetical
experiment (“Charm 2000”) with a sample of 10s reconstructed charm decays.
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1

Searches for Rare and Forbidden

Charm

Decay

In the standard model, FCNC decays such as D”-+e+e- and D++?r+p+pare secondorder electroweak and sre expected to be extremely rare. Schwartz [4] calculates a D+
inclusive branching ratio of 1.8 x lo-*.
Calculat’ Ions [5] of exclusive branching ratios vary
from lo-r7 to lo-‘.
Anomalously
large rates would imply non-standard
model tree-level
FCNC diagrams or non-standard
model contributions
to higher-order loop diagrams. Either
way, to quote from Schwartz, u . ..rare decays probe particle states and mass scales which
cannot be accessed directly.”
LFNV and LNV decays such as D+-+r+,u-e+
or D+-m-e+e+
are forbidden in the standard model. However, unlike charge conservation (which is required by gauge invariance),
there is no fundamental
principle which requires lepton number conservation.
It therefore
seems reasonable that at some level lepton number conservation should be violated.

1.1

Methods

In determining
the branching ratio for a decay mode (or setting a limit on one), the
relative branching ratio (RBR) method has two advantages. The method is relatively simple:

(1)
where e is the acceptance times efficiency for each mode, and N.bs is the number of observed
decays (or the upper limit on that number). Secondly, because it is the ratio of E for each
mode that is important,
many sources of systematic error cancel. To determine the absolute
branching ratio, one then multiplies RBR by the absolute branching ratio for the normalizing
mode (using the world average from the particle data book [l], for example.) Uncertainties
in the absolute branching ratio for the normalizing
mode wiIl therefore contribute
to the
errors in this method.
An alternative to the above approach is to use knowledge of the production cross-section
and beam flux (or luminosity)
to calculate the number of produced charm mesons, so that:

BR(D+XFCNC)

=

&,~(D+&cNc)

~(D*XFCNC)

1

Npmdu&D)'

Uncertainties in c (due to triggering, acceptance, reconstruction
efficiency, . ..) are important
in this method. In addition, cross-section and flux measurements are dillicult to make, and
this is often reflected in large errors in NprOduc~(D).
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1.2

Current

Limits

Until very recently, the best limits on FCNC, LFNV, and LNV charm decays were all
a few years old. With the possible exception of BR(D’-tp+p-),
this is about to change
significantly.
1.2.1

E6.53 (Topological

Search)

Fermilab experiment E653 has preliminary
limits on several dimuon modes, including
the iirst limits for Q and AZ decay modes. E653 employed a hybrid emulsion detector with
emulsion/silicon
vertexing.
Their results are based on data taken in a 600-GeV rr- beam
during the 1990-91 fixed target run. An initial skim of their data resulted in 950 dimuon
events in their fiducial volume. In 49 events, both muons were consistent with coming from
a common vertex and were unmatched with tracks in the primary vertex. Of these 49, 33
were judged to be events in which both charm particles decayed semimuonically
(which was
consistent with their Monte Carlo prediction of this background).
There was strong evidence
that at least one of the muons in 13 other events was from a secondary interaction
or kaon
decay. This left 3 candidate events: two 2-prong secondaries, no 3-prong, and one 4prong.
This topological approach has a tremendous advantage: in principle it can be used to
set limits on any dimuon decay mode, as long as the relevant charm particle production
cross section is known and the efficiency/acceptance
of the decay can be calculated.
E653
uses their measured charm meson production
cross-sections, and uses the A$ cross-section
measured by other experiments.
Their efficiencies for each mode range from 4.6 - 15.9%.
Table 1 shows their 90% CL limits.
1.2.2

E789 (D” --‘p-f/1-

Smch)

Fermilab experiment E789 has recently reported [6] a limit on BR(DO-tp+p-),
based
on a partial sample of their data taken in the 800-GeV primary proton beam during the
1990-91 fixed-target run. The E789 apparatus is a limited aperture spectrometer, optimized
for 2-body heavy flavor decays. Four stations of 50 micron pitch silicon microstrip detectors
are used to reconstruct secondary vertices.
E789 uses a hybrid of the relative branching ratio and cross-section approaches, using
their observation of J/+p+pto normalize their result. As a result, their uncertainties
in
triggering and reconstruction
efficiency largely cancel out:

For the J/+, the differential cross-section was used since the cross-section at 800-GeV had
not yet been published. It is relatively flat over the rapidity range (Ay) of their acceptance.
The “A-o.‘on factor accounts for the differing A dependence of the J/q11 and Do cross-sections.
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Table 1 90% CL upper L
a!!?
FCNC

LFNV

LNV

Mode
P+e+eDo+p+pD”+poe+eD”+pop+pDO-++pP+F”e+eoO-JP/L+pD+-m+e+eLl++*+p+pD++K+e+eLP+K+p+,uD++p+p+pq+K+jL+pC+P/J+P00 +p*er
D+-m+p+eD++n+e+pD+-m+p*e~
DChK+p+eD+-+K+e+pD+-m-e+e+
D+-m-/,L+e+
Dt-m-p+p+
D+-+K-e+e+
D++K-p+e+
W+K-p+,U+
D+-+p-p+p+
Df+K-p+/b+
Af+zrp+pf

105) on E w
1 :E687 E771
E653
-

v,
E789
-

1.2

3.1

!e

2.7

,NV C mmDecay Modes.
E791

24
17

y-G$y
1.1
45
81

E615
CLEO
CLEO

170

MK3

250
290
480
920

MK2
CLEO
MK2
MK2

10
330
330
380
340
340
480
370
680
910
400
430

ARGUS
MK2
MK2
CLEO
MK2
MK2
MK2
MK2
MK2
MK2
MK2
MK2

25

-

22

9.7

33
58
60
33

8.5

20

33
60
60
1
- 72

17

20

4.6

Using sidebands in the dimuon invariant mass spectrum to estimate the background iu
the 00 mass region, they fiud -4.lf4.8
candidate events, and set a limit of BR(D’-lp+p-)
<
3.1 x 10-s (90% CL). They believe it is possible that their limit will drop below 1.0 x 10m5
when they include all of their data.
1.2.3

E771 (D’+,u+p-

Sea&)

Fermilab E771 also has a preliminary
limit on BR(D’+p+p-),
from data collected
during the 1990-91 fixed-target run with the 800-GeV primary proton beam (interacting in
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their silicon target). Like E789, they use their J/+ signal to normaiize their result. (They use
their measurement of the J/$ production cross section.) Based on 40% of their data sample,
and without using their silicon vertex detector, they obtain a Iimit of BR(D”+~+~-)
<
1.2 x 10T5 (90% CL). Due to their lack of vertexing information,
E771 has substantial
background in the signal region (roughly 1000 events per 20 MeV bin). The upper Iimit
(90% CL) on the number of signal events in their sample is 108.7.
When they add information from their silicon microstrip detector,
data set, they anticipate reducing their limit by a factor of 2.

1.24

E791 (D+-dp+p-

and analyze their full

Search)

Fermilab E791 is currently reporting
a limit on Bi?(D++n+p+p-),
based on l/3 of
their fuii data sample. E791 used an open-geometry spectrometer with 23 planes of silicon
microstrip detectors to collect events in a 500-GeV 1~~ beam during the 1990-91 fixed-target
run.
E791 uses the relative branching ratio approach, normalizing to the decay D+--+K-x+x+.
After a series of vertexing and muon ID cuts, they are left with 5 fully reconstructed x+p+pcandidate events in the D+ mass region. They expect 4.6 events from false muon tags, which
they estimate from data by finding the number of times two tracks are identified as muons in
D++K-x+x+
decays. If they take the product of this double-misidentification
probability
and the number of rr+p+p- candidates they have before muon ID cuts, they get 4.6 events.
With 9692 events in their normalizing
mode, E791 tinds BR(D++&p+p-)
< 4.6 x 10e5
(90% CL).
1.2.5

E687 (Dimuon

Searches)

Fermilab E687 has preliminary
results on several dimuon modes (see Table 1). E687
is an open-geometry
photoproduction
experiment with 12 planes of silicon microstrips for
vertexing. They collected their data in the wide-band photon beam during the 1990-91 fixed
target run.
E687 uses the relative BR method (D”+K-a+
for 2-body modes and D+-+X-?r+x+
for
3-body modes). Their hadronic misidentification
probability
in charm events is typicaIIy 1%
for muons (and electrons). After vertexing and muon ID cuts, they typicaJIy have no events
in the signal regions of their invariant mass plots.
The limits quoted in Table 1 used only the inner muon ID system. The outer muon
system performed poorly during the 1990-91 run. Electron ID information
is available;
limits on dieIectron and electron-muon modes are in progress.
E687 will run again (w E831) in the next fixed target run, and will increase their data
sample by a factor of 10. They also wiU upgrade their muon and electron ID systems. With
improved muon systems, their acceptance*efficiency
for dimuon modes should increase by a
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factor of six to eight.
1.2.6

Summary

Essentially all of the new results on FCNC, LFNV, and LNV charm decays are preliminary or based on partial data sets. The current status of searches is summarized in Table 1.
The new results typically represent an improvement
of l-2 orders of magnitude over old
limits (ii old limits existed). For many modes there are no new results yet, but this situation
should change within the next year (the list should also get longer).

1.3

Charm

2000 -

Potential

and Challenges

A “back of the envelope” estimate of the potential sensitivity
of a 10’ reconstructed
charm experiment can be made using eq. 1. In making this estimate I am assuming an opengeometry, general purpose experiment such as E791, E687, or the straw-man experiment
suggested by Dan Kaplan during the conference. The ratio of E for the rare and normalizing
mode should be approximately
one. The number of observed events in normalizing
modes
such as D’+K-rr+
or D++K-rr+r+
is roughly 25% of the total reconstructed
sample. If
no candidate events are observed (a big if) then the upper limit on the number of observed
rare decays is 2.3. I?mally, to get a limit on an absolute BR, one needs to multiply
by the
absolute BR for the normalizing mode, which is typically 3-10%. Assuming lo%, one finds
that the potential limit is roughly l/N-u,
or 10m8.
It has been suggested that Charm 2000 should not be a general purpose experiment, but
should be one or more “dedicated”
experiments.
Estimating
the sensitivity
of a dedicated
rare decay experiment is much more di&ult,
since it would probably not be a “scaling
up” of a current experiment.
In this case, the estimate above represents a lower limit on
the expected sensitivity
(otherwise the motivation
for a dedicated experiment
is greatly
diminished).
One of the advantages of searching for charm decays into final states containing
two
charged leptons is the tools one has for background rejection. Lepton ID tends to be efficient
and clean (hadronic misidentification
rates of 1% can easily be obtained). A strength of fixedtarget experiments is excellent vertexing, which can be used to require that the daughter
tracks of a candidate (especially the two leptons) form a good vertex, well isolated from the
primary and from other tracks in the event.
Eficient background rejection is very important
because
long as there are no backgrounds. Once backgrounds kiclc in,
statastics only as l/n.
Charm 2000 is an extrapolation
and it is impossible to anticipate all sources of background.
considered are discussed below.
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limits decrease as l/N only as
limits decrease with increasing
of three orders of magnitude,
Sources that must certainly be

1.3.1

Misidentified

Charm Decay

Backgrounds from charm decays are a problem because vertexing doesn’t help reject
them. As an example, consider the decay D+-+T+?T-R+.
If two of the pions are misidentified
a~ muons, this decay will look like D+-&,u-~+
and should pass any vertexing cuts applied.
The resulting invariant mass will be close to the D+ mass: E687 iinds that the msss peak of
such events is shifted by roughly 20 MeV/c2, whereas their mass resolution is approximately
10 MeV/c*. If the muon fake probability
is O.l%, then the double fake probability
is roughly
10-s. The branching ratio for D++?r+r-&is
about 10b3, so this background would then
occur at the lo-’ level. If the fake probability
is 1% (more typically of current experiments),
this background is important at the 10v7 level, which is too high.

1.3.2

Random

Combinatorics

The principle function of vertexing cuts is to eliminate random combinations
of fake
and/or real leptons. For the purposes of this discussion, “fake” leptons are hadrons (v/K/p)
which are either misidentified
or which decay in flight, and “real” leptons come from charm
semileptonic
decay. The resolution of the vertex+
system and the fake ID probablity
determine the level at which the combinatoric
background becomes significant.
To estimate the random combinatoric
background for Charm 2000, and provide feedback for the design of the experiment, detailed studies will be required. However, a rough
guesstimate can be illustrative.
If this background is just below the sensitivity
of current
experiments, then it will have to be reduced by three orders of magnitude for Charm 2000. A
factor of 100 would come from reducing the lepton fake probability
to 0.1% (ignoring for now
the contribution
of real leptons, i.e. those from semileptonic charm decay). The required
increase in rejection due to improved vertedng would then be a factor of 10 (which sounds
hard).

1.3.3

Other Physics Processes

It is possible for other physics processes to contribute to the decay modes of interest in
FCNC searches. For example, BR(D++pr+)
< 1.2 x 10e3, and BR(p+p+p-)
= 4.6 x 10-s.
If D++pr+
occurs just below the limit on its BR, then BR(D++plr++(p+p-)X+)
will be
about 5 x 10W8.

1.3.4

summary

Efficient rejection of fake leptons is crucial to searches for rare and forbidden charm
decay. Fake probabiites
of 0.1% will probably need to be obtained by Charm 2000. Vertex
resolution is also very important,
slthough it will take some work to qua&ii
the required
improvement
over the current generation of experiments.
If backgrounds can be efiiciently
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eliminated
(a big if), a general purpose Charm
limits on rare decays at the level of lo-’ - 10-s.

2

Searches

for CP Violation

in Charm

2000 experiment

has the potential

to set

Decay

CP violation can occur in charm decays via the interference of two weak decay amplitudes
to the same final state. Indirect CP violation is mediated by D” - Do mixing. For example,
the two amplitudes might be Do-+K+Kand @+i?c’ +K+K-.
However, the interference is
largest if the two amplitudes are roughly equal. Since mining is expected to be extremely
small, indirect CP violation is not expected to be a big effect.
Even in the absence of mixing, a decay mode (e.g. Cabibbosuppressed
mode) that has
two weak amplitudes contributing
to the same tinal state can exhibit direct CP violation.
Final state interactions
(FSI) induce a phase shift between the two weak amplitudes, leading
to --a decay-rate asymmetry between a charm meson decay and its CP conjugate: r(D+f)
#
P(D4.f).
FSI are substantial in charm decay, and the two weak amplitudes can be similar
in size. Asymmetries
as large as O.l-1.0% are possible in the standard model [7], especially
in D+ decay.

2.1

Recent

Results

A few years ago, E691 set an upper limit of 45% on the CP asymmetry for the Cabibbo
suppressed mode Do -t K+K[3]. Recently, E687 has presented results [2] for Do -+ K+K(with a D’+ tag) and Di + K+K-r+.
The Df + K+K-r+
mode is complicated by the
possibility
of intermediate
resonant states (p°K+
and &r+). The CP asymmetry could be
different for each decay mode, since the strong phase shift and relative size of the two weak
decay amplitudes varies. They therefore look separately for an asymmetry in the resonant
decay modes as well as the K+K-?r+
mode. For the &r+ @‘OK+) mode, non-resonant
events are removed by subtracting
sideband events in the 4 (??‘) msss plot.
Equal numbers of D and B mesons are not produced in photoproduction,
so they use
Cabibbo favored modes (@‘*K-r+,
D++K-r+r+)
to determine the production
ratio.
Their raw, uncorrected production asymmetry is roughly 5%. Using Cabibbo allowed modes
to normalize the production
asymmetry has the advantage of mitigating
many sources of
potential systematic error (for example, a charge dependent acceptance). Because there are
about 20 times more events in the normalization
modes, there is little effect on the statistical
error.
E687’s measurements of the CP asymmetry
Table 2, along with 90% CL upper limits.
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in each of the above modes are given in

Table 2: CP Asymmetry:

Decay Mode
DO -+ K+KD’ + K-K+*+
D+ -+ r°K+
D++&T+

2.2

Charm

(r.

- I’,)/&,

+ I-~)

Measured Asymmetry
0.024 f 0.084
-0.031 l 0.068

90% C.L. limit
-11% < ACP < 16%
-14% < ACP < 8.1%

-0.12 f 0.13
0.066 f 0.086

-33% < ACp < 9.4%
-7.5% < Am < 21%

2000

Errors in the above asymmetries will decrease as fl.
Extrapolating
from E687 (10’ reconstructed
charm, u(A~p) = 7-14%), Charm 2000 should be sensitive to asymmetries of
0.2-0.5%. This is in the range of standard model expectations, and if new physics produces
a larger asymmetry it will almost certainly be observable.
Charm 2000 will have to worry about a production
asymmetry.
One search strategy
might be to ignore this complication
and use a “shotgun”
approach: measure asymmetries
for several modes, and look for statistically
significant differences. (Essentially this is what
E687 did.) This method will work unless nature conspires to make the CP asymmetry the
same for all modes (which seems highly unlikely).
Another search strategy which may prove fruitful at Charm 2000 is one suggested by
Bigi [8]. One looks for a “triple correlation”
in the decay planes of vector-vector
charm
meson decays such as D+-tp”pf.
If the polarisation
and momentum of the p” are CO
+,
then
the
triple correlation for D+ decay is
and $0, and Z+ is the polarization
of the Ic
C+ = (&. (Z. x E;)). CP is violated if C+ + C- # 0.
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Abstract
The future of charm physics at &IO
GeV is considered, using the present CLEO experiment
a5 a starting point. Detector design, event yields, and limiting experimental systematics are
considered. The projections are general and applicable to the E-factories presently planned for
both SLAC and KEK, as well as the upgraded CLEO-III experiment.

1

Introduction

Sometime in the late 1970’s, when Johnny Rotten and the Pistols were deciphering basic
4/4 for a prog-rock ridden pop establishment which had drifted into overproduction,
multiple
Moogs, and Louie L‘Amour - laced lyrics, there was a band of four Rockaway Beach - bred
longhairs in leathers and ripped dungarees that were habitually
blowing out the woofers on
the house PA at CBGB’s in New York City. They were called the Ramones[l].
Roger Daltrey,
who had by that time drifted away from his anti-establishment
roots and was playing movie
roles opposite Bridget Bardot, offered the following advice to Johnny Ramone: “You look
like, but you don’t play like leather-clad rockers. Noone will ever take your music seriously”.
The CLEO experiment at 4 -10.55 GeV, although to the outside world leather-clad
in B-physics, has maintained a strong charm physics program. Judged by sheer numbers of
publications,
this charm program has actually been more prolific than its bottom physics
program. Present charm physics at CLEO has been covered by Ame Freyberger [2]. I will
discuss future charm physics that will be done at the upgraded CLEO experiment
(19952000), and at high-luminosity
10 GeV machines in general (including
the SLAC or KEK
B-factories).
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Inclusive

2

charm

production

rates at ECM=lO

GeV

The cross-section for the production
of charm-anticharm
events in e+e,&lo
GeV is approximately
1.1 nb; this is, of course, simply the e+e- + p,u
cross-section multiplied
by the ratio of (nc/qfi)s multiplied
by the color factor
mately 3. Typical cross-sections for production
of charmed particles at CESR
Table 1. We note the following:

collisions at
point charge
of approxiare given in

s There is a canonical factor of l/3 expressing the relative likelihood of popping an SSpair
out of the vacuum compared to either a uti or a dd pair at &=lO
GeV. Correspondingly,
the production
rate of D, relative to (Do + D+) is approximately
l/6 - we are three
times as likely to produce a primary cti or a cd state compared to a fi state.
s The production
of J=l vectors relative to J=O pseudoscalars (D' : D) has been measured to be approximately
3:l for D-mesons, as expected by simple 2J+l spin counting
arguments; this ratio has not yet been quantified for 0; : D,. Breakdown of 2J+l spin
counting occurs for L=l mesons - production of L=l, J=2 orbitally excited charmed
mesons occurs at -5-10% of the inclusive rate of the ground state meson rather than
being a factor of 5 times larger; a similar pattern holds for h:‘s relative to A,‘s as well.
This is presumably a consequence of the penalty incurred by having a unit of orbital
angular momentum between the c quark and the other quarks in the hadron.
s The production
of charmed baryons relative to charmed hadrons is roughly equal to
the production
rate for protons to pions in electron-positron
collisions, i.e. smaller by
approximately
an order of magnitude.
l

The smallness of the cross-section for $ production on the continuum indicates that CZ
pairs are popped from the vacuum extraordinarily
rarely, if at all, at &=lO
GeV. This
makes the observation of the doubly-charmed
baryon[3] at a lo-GeV machine unlikely
to antedate an appearance in the World Cup Finals by a team from the United States[4].

A typical e+e- B-factory experiment will take two thirds of its data at the T(4S) resonance (Ebcom= 5.29 GeV) for B-decay studies (T(4S)+
BB), and one-third of its data on
the continuum at center-of-mass energies 60 MeV below the T(4S) resonance (&,,,=5.26
GeV). Since the resonant T(4S) cross-section of lnb is a factor of 3 smaller than the continuum e+e- +hadrons
cross-section, the data at energies off the resonance peak are useful
for evaluating the continuum backgrounds to the T(4S) data. The hadronic cross-section as
it depends on center of mass energy is shown in Figure 1, showing the narrow (T(lS),
(2S),
and (3s)) bb bound state resonances, and the T(4S). The T(4S) is the lowest-lying
state
massive enough to decay into BB, and is therefore broader than the lower resonances below
threshold. Since b + c, also included in Table 1 is the production
cross-section for charmed
hadrons from B-decays; this is a source of charm which has not yet been fully exploited.
As
discussed by Isi Dunietz[5] at this conference, B-decays to baryons may be very useful for
determining absolute branching ratios for charmed baryons.
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Figure 1: Hadronic crosssection

in the 10 GeV energy region.

To set the scale, extrapolating
a visible cross-section of approximately
1Opb for the
to a 3O/fb sample of data, a CLEO-type detector should
process D’+ + D%+; Do + K-r+
have 300K such decays observed. I will comment in the Conclusions Section on which physics
topics are more well-suited for a fixed-target
or a tau-charm Factory experiment.
For other
charm-physics environments
(hadron colliders or CHIC, e.g.), I refer the interested reader to
the appropriate write-ups in these proceedings [6, 71.

3

Detector

design,

CLEO-II

to CLEO-II.5

to CLEO-III

A schematic of the CLEO-II detector is shown in Figure 2. The specifications of the
present CLEO-II detector are given in Table 2. These performance specifications set the
baseline for future upgrades of tracking, particle identification,
and calorimetry.

3.1

Installation

of Silicon

As with most general purpose particle detectors, a silicon-based tracking system close
to the production
point will be an essential element of the new detector.
Not only will
this provide substantially
improved vertexing resolution, but it will also improve the angle
measurement on charged tracks by at least a factor of two. Endview and sideview schematics
of this detector are presented in Figure 3.
The advantage to be gained in background reduction from the silicon vertex detection
system is illustrated
in Figure 4, based on Monte Carlos of the present tracking system
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Particle
cc
D"+ijo
D+$DD*+p
D,'+D,
D'++D'&+D;
D;++D'O
nt.+g
ii'++ll'c
c
t, + z:,

a, + Gc(*)
+

Continuum

Inclusive

1.1 nb

0

BB Inclusive

0

1.2 nb
2x0.60 nb
2x0.28 nb
2x0.45 nb
2x0.15 nb
(2x0.07 nb)
(<2x0.07
nb)

2x0.55 nb
2x0.25 nb
2x0.40 nb
2x0.15 nb
2x0.07 nb
2x0.10 nb
2x0.15 nb
2x0.10 nb
2x0.01 nb
2x0.03 nb
2x0.01 nb
0.04 pb

2x0.05 nb
(<2x0.01
nb)
2x0.045 nb
(2x0.01) nb
1 pb

Table 1: Inclusive crosssections for the production of charmed hadrons for e+e- collisions (nb). Crosssections given are the sum of both particle and antiparticle production. Values in parentheses are estimated
and not yet measured.

(without
silicon) and the future tracking sytem including silicon. Shown is the vertexing
resolution with the present CLEO-II inner tracking system, consisting of a six-layer straw
tube chamber using DME as the drift gas and a lo-layer high precision vertex detection
system occupying the region 7.5cm< r <17.5 cm, where T is the radial coordinate measured
from the beam line. Also shown is the vertexing resolution expected after installation
of the
silicon tracking system. Note that the simulation is for charmed particles produced from the
continuum,
and not from B-decay. Typical lab momenta (and, therefore decay lengths) of
charm from B-decay are a factor of 2 smaller than those from the continuum.
Typical gains
in signal to noise for D+ decays can be read off of the two plots, and are roughly an order
of magnitude.

4

From

CLEO-II.5

The assumptions
have:
s the ability
luminosity

into the B-Factory

Era

that I will make are that the proposed

B-Factory

era experiment

will

to handle high trigger rates (> 10s Hz written to tape, based on a design
of L: = 2 - 3 x 10s2/cm/s2) with small dead time,

s charged track reconstruction
performance
(($)2 5 (0.0015 p)” + 0.0052),
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at least as good as CLEO-II

at present

1.00

&I-

L7s.

&I-

Figure 2: Cutaway picture of present CLEO-II detector

s silicon with typical vertexing resolutions of 40pm, which will significantly
improve S:N
for charm and offers the possibility of perhaps measuring the D’ and C, widths through
the application of vertex constraints (not to mention the benefits in B-physics),
s photon reconstruction
based on CsI with performance
CLEO-II at present (3.9%(1.1%) at lOO(5000) MeV),

specifications

at least as good as

. a particle ID system with 2 3a r/K separation at p=2.8 GeV/c; this requirement
is
dictated by the necessity to separate B -+ rr+r- from B -+ K+r-.
By comparison,
the present CLEO-II particle ID system achieves 1.8~ x/K separation in the dE/dx
relativistic-rise
region.
The projections
above requirements.

5

Particle

in Table 4 for event yields assume a detector

ID in the B-factory

capable of meeting

the

era

At present, three particle identification
options are being considered for the CLEO-III
detector. These are: a) a fast RICH counter, b) high pressure threshold gas tubes, and c) an
aerogel detector. The Babar detector will feature a DIRC detection system, operating on the
principle of total internal reflection of Cerenkov light through a light path of known length.
Simulations are underway at CLEO to evaluate the impact of each particle-ID
option on
the physics we would like to do. As an example, Figure 5 shows a Monte Carlo simulation
of the discrimination
between Do + r-Pi+
and Do + K-e+vt which we can achieve with
39

Endcap TF
Barrel CC

2x28
6144

31-89
102-132

120-125
167

0.81-0.96
0.82

Endcap CC
BarrelMU
Endcap MU

2 x 828
3
2x1

33-91
210,246,282
160-310

125-155
240
280

0.81-0.98
0.71
0.67-0.85

ut(e) = 240 ps; (lPMT/ctr)
F[%] = g& + 1.9 - O.lE
a+[mrad] = 2.8/a+
1.9
%-[%I = 0.26/E $2.5
z 4 cm @ 5 GeV
= 5 cm @ 5 GeV

Table 2: Brief description of the CLEO detector subsystems: the PTL (precision tracking layers), VD
(vertex detector), CT (Cathode hoops) (two for each of the vertex detector and the drift chamber),
DR (drift chamber), CD (total centA detector, i.e., PTL+VD+DR),
TF (time-of-flight),
CC
(crystal calorimeter), and MU (muon system). Presented are the number of components, # (layers
for CD, counters for TF, crystals for CC, superlayers for MU), approximate coverage in cylindrical
radius R and longitudinal direction Z, polar angle coverage ]cos01, and resolutions.
* instrumented for charge division.
** 40 axid ; 11 small angle stereo.

the present dE/dx particle identification
system, compared with the upgraded particle id
system including
a RICH detector.
In order to determine the D + nev ( 3 spectrum
($ = m$,) over the full kinematic regime, such a particle identification
system will clearly
be essential. Recall that the primary obstacle to obtaining
a model-independent
value of
the CKM matrix element Vub is the requirement to extrapolate
the b --+ ueu signal over the
entire available phase space from the very limited region where there is separation from the
b + Cev background.
It is expected that the c + t&v differential
cross-section will provide
a model for understanding
b + uev, provided that the former transition
can similarly be
probed over the entire Dalitz plot. The Figures therefore clearly illustrate the importance
of an improved particle-ID
system in obtaining a more model-independent
value for &.
Particle ID will also help for another, more subtle reason. The detection of semileptonic
(D + Kev, e.g.) and leptonic (OS --f pv, e.g.) charm decays necessarily involve an unseen
neutrino in the event. In the case of D, + pv, a particle ID system which allows n/K/p
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Figure 3: End view (left) and side view (right) of the silicon detector scheduledfor installation into CLEO-II
in Nov. 1994
separation over a large fraction of the accessible momentum range will allow a more precise
determination
of the total energy carried by charged tracks in an event, and will therefore
sharpen the pW estimation.
One important
feature of a B-factory
detector which should be kept in mind when
discussing charm physics is that the detector is just that, a B-factory detector.
Design is
driven by achieving the physics desirable from the B-sector more than anything else, as the
above specifications indicate.
Although the general purpose B-factory detector would, in
principle, be well-suited for general charm studies, an ideal charm detector would probably
not have the detector asymmetry which must be built into a facility designed to measure
CP-violation
in B-decay, and would probably be more designed with sn eye towards KE
detection, and lepton detection at the low momenta typical of a V - A c + s transition.
The’detectors
planned for high-luminosity
experiments at CESR and SLAC are displayed
in Figures 6 and 7. The Babar detector (7) has its geometry matched to the beam energy
asymmetry (&+=9
GeV, E,-=3 GeV) of the planned B-factory project at SLAC.

6

Examples

of physics

studies

at 10 GeV

To illustrate some of the accessible physics, and techniques used at 10 GeV machines,
I will consider two physics topics - studies of charm semileptonic decays, as well as the
determination
of absolute branching ratios.

7

Consideration

of semileptonic

decays

(by A. Freyberger)

As an example of a charm physics analysis at fi=lO
GeV, we will consider the charm
semileptonic decay analysis carried out with CLEO-II data with 2/fh of data, or 6% of the
41

Vertex resolution - present CEO-II
-tracr*
from primary verte
0 D’doughters
m D’doughters

.

D- daughters

Measured iifetime (meter*)

Figure 4: Vertex resolution for CLEO-II in present configuration (left), and with silicon (right)
CasonicaJ B-factory data sample of 3O/fb. Interest in charm semileptonic decays is motivated
by the simplicity of the decay. For example, in the decay Do + K-e+F the electron and
anti-neutrino
are unaffected by the strong interaction and all strong interaction effects can
be absorbed in a form factor. This form factor can be thought of as the probability
that the
meson K will be formed as a function of the momentum transfer in the decay, qz = A&.
We write the differential
decay rate for Do + K-e+c as:

fl/dq* = (1/24~3)G2FIvCs12f+(qz)P;:
where GF is the Fermi constant and IV,1 is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix
element governing the c -+ s transition
of the charm quark. The c + d transition
is also
allowed for the charm quark, such decays are called Cabibbo suppressed since the CKM
matrix element for these decays, IV,1 is much smaller than IV,l. The form factor in Equation
1 is denoted as f+(q2). The Pi factor is the phase space term for a spin one half particle
decaying into a vector and pseudo-scalar.
Since the CKM matrix elements, V,, and Vd are
known to within &l% due to theunitarity
constraint [S], measurements of charm semileptonic
decay rates provide information
on the form factors involved. These measurements can then
be compared with predictions obtained from quark models, QCD sum rules and lattice gauge
calculations.
Charm analysis at e+e- machines operating in the Y(4S) resonance region uses charm
events produced in continuum
reactions, e+e- -+ cc. The c and ? quark fragment into a
spectrum of charmed hadrons. The momentum distribution
of charm hadrons from continuum production
is much harder than that of charm hadrons from B decays. This fact is
utilized by placing momentum cuts to reduce the combinatoric background and obtain clean
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Figure 5: Simulation for the Cabibbwsuppressed semileptonic decay: Do - X-PVC and the expected
background from the Cabibb+favored channel: Do - K - !+vl at present, with dE/dx as is, and in
conjunction with the CLEO-III particle ID systems under consideration. The Monte Carlo data sample
shown correspondsto approximately 2/fb.
signals.

7.1

The Do and Df

semileptonic

decays

The Do and D+ mesons are the most scrutinized charm hadrons.

The measurements of
the semileptonic exclusive rates are becoming precise enough for detailed comparisons with
the model predictions.
Both CLEO [9] and ARGUS [lo] rely on the initial D’+ -f r$D"
decay to reduce backgrounds.
CLEO also exploits their exceptional calorimeter to utilize the
D*+ + x,OD+ decay to gain access to the D+ channels. This technique utilizes the fact that
although the momentum of the neutrino is lost, the mass difference, 6m = mR(.)l+xt -rnRc.jl+
still peaks at the nominal value. As the mass of the k(*)I system increases the momentum
carried away by the neutrino decreases and the Sm distribution
becomes more sharply peaked.
The CLEO collaboration
has measured yields in all four Cabibbo favored decay modes
of the Do and D+, Do -+ K-l+fi,
D+ + I?'l+F,
Do -t K'-l+v
and D+ -i i?"l+~.
The p channels are reconstructed
through the following decay chains, K*- -+ K,O?r-,
The data is split into two mass regions, low j?(‘)I+ mass
K," -+ ?T+?T- and kt” + K-T+.
(1.2 5 rnRc.,,+ < 1.4 GeV/c2) and high K(*)I+ mass (1.4 5 mRc.,l+ < 1.8 GeV/c’) to take
advantage of the correlation.
For the D + E”l+c modes a fit was performed to the MK~
distributions
for each bin in 6m. CLEO combines the electronic and muonic yields, corrects
for the phase space difference due to the different lepton masses (191, and quotes a value for
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Figure 6: Schematicview of the planned CLEO-III detector, scheduled for operation

in 1997

the semi-electronic
branching ratio. The yields are normalized to hadronic decay modes of
the D that resemble in topology the semileptonic decay. Table 3 lists the four ratios obtained
by CLEO compared with previous measurements, also included is a recent result from the
ARGUS collaboration
on Do + K’-e+fi.
For those ratios where a common normalizing
mode has been used among the experiments, the agreement is quite good.
With the large sample of Do -+ K-I+F decays, 1510 & 60 events, CLEO has extracted
the q* distribution
and performed a fit to two functional forms of the form factor f+(q2).
The most common form is the pole form, f(q2) = f+(O)/(l
- q2/M&,),
where one extracts
the value of the Mpolc. There also exists an exponential parameterization
due to Isgur et al
(ISGW) of the form f+(q2) = f+(O)e”q”
[IS].
To calculate q* for the event, CLEO II uses q2 = Mf + 2[ErE, - PIPG COS&$~]where
in the KI rest frame only cos.6’1~ is unknown.
The range of cos& can be restricted to
reside within the two values given by cos 6’1, = cos 0,, cos 6’,, rt sin BrG sin t& where f3,, is
determined from 6m and rnK{. The value of q2 within the allowed range that is the most
probable solution based on the known decay angular distributions
is then chosen. This gives
a resolution in q2 of 0.24 GeV2 (RMS). The result of the fit is Mpole = 2.00 f 0.12 zt 0.18
GeV or cy = 0.29 Z!Z0.04 rh 0.06 GeV-s. The pole mass agrees with the expected value of the
0: mass, and the value of a corresponds to IC = 0.57 % 0.07 which agrees with the value of
n = 0.7 used by ISGW.
By integrating
f+(q2) over the entire q2 range, the value of f+(O) can be extracted.
Using the CLEO II [26] measurement of B(D” -+ K-r+)
and the world average [S] for 7~0,
CLEO finds l?(D’ + K-e+~)
= (9.1 h 0.3 f 0.6) x 10r’s-i for the decay width. This width
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Figure 7: Schematic view of the planned Babar detector designed for the SLAC B-factory, scheduled for
operation in 1998.
corresponds to f+(O) = 0.77 f 0.01 & 0.04 in good agreement with the model predictions
[18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 251. CLEO also extracts the decay width for D + x*efP
by
averaging the two D * l?*e+F modes, they find l?(D d R*e+C) = (5.7 f 0.7) x ~O”S-~.
With a B-Factory detector, we can expect an improvement of at least a factor of 4 in the
statistical error with a 3O/fb data sample. We also expect a large reduction in non-charm
backgrounds as afforded by the silicon vertex detector. At this point, as indicated in Table 4,
the limiting systematic errors are both the absolute tracking efficiency as well as the lepton
identification
efficiency.

8

Absolute

branching

ratios

As another example of the charm physics program that one might hope to carry out
at &=lO
GeV, let’s consider determination
of absolute branching fractions.
These have
implications
not only for constraining
calculations of absolute partial widths, but also are
crucial in understanding
the b + c decay width.

8.1

Do --) K-x+

The technique pioneered by HRS[27] was to tag using the correlation of the slow pion
?T;~~ emitted in the decay chain: D*+ -+ w+( Do) with the thrust axis of an event to determine
the total number of D*+ produced. By determining how often a particular
Do mode is fully
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B(D”-K-e+Gi
wD+-.K’“e+G)
g&gq
w
*(P-K-r+,
s,D+-K-n+r+
0.978 f 0.027 f 0.044 2.60 i 0.35 i 0.26 0.38 f 0.06 f 0.03 0.67 i 0.09 h 0.07

EXPT
CLEO II [9]

B(#-K.-&B)
B(DD-K’-*+x-)

ARGUS [lo, 111
0.87 f 0.07

CLE01.5 [12]

s(D+-fPc+s)

I

B(D+-K-r+n+,

E691 [13]
Em7 1141
WA82 [X5]

0.91* 0.07 zlz0.11
0.87 + 0.08 f 0.06

E653 1161

0.32 + 0.05 5 0.05

0.66 l 0.09 l 0.14

0.49 * 0.04 f 0.0.5
0.56 -+ 0.04 zt 0.06
0.62 zk0.15 + 0.09

S(D’-.K-e++c)
B(Do-c+x)

B(D” -

MARK III (171 )

0.40 i 0.07 z!r0.07 0.55 * 0.08 * 0.10
w
0.51 3~0.18 zt 0.06

K-e+c)

B(D+ + k%+i~)

3.4 i 0.5 rt 0.4%

6.0:;:: 3~0.7%

&Do - K’-e+fi)

5.4?1.1f 0.6?‘i

0.46 310.07 f 0.08
B(D+ w Pe+q
4.4?1.0* 0.79c

Table 3: Summary of D + K(‘)I+c branching ratio measurements. The use of different normalizing modes
m&es comparisons difficult for the D+ - @‘I+fi and Do + K’-l+c charmel.

reconstructed
(D’+ + T:~D’;
Do ---i K-n+,
e.g.), and normalizing
to the total number
of soft pions, a branching ratio for the mode of interest can be determined.
The present
CLEO value for this branching ratio of (3.95fO.O8+rO.17)%[26]
is limited by the systematic
uncertainty
in the track reconstruction
efficiency, which will hopefully be reduced (by as
much as a factor of two) with more effort. Such things as decay radiation
from the Do
daughter hadrons, precise knowledge of the detector material, and noise conditions in the
tracking chambers then make this difkult
to push beyond 1%. This is therefore taken ss
the limiting systematic in this measurement.
Also possible at BB threshold is au
construction of B -+ D+!v(.
Here again,
of the ~2~ only; kinematics allow one to
of this slow pion with the charged lepton

extraction
of this branching ratio using partial rethe decay D’+ --) D”nLjt is tagged by observation
calculate a pseudo-B mass based on the correlation
emitted in the semileptonic B-decay.

Both of these techniques can be used, in principle, to determine the inclusive branching
ratio of the Do into any arbitrary
final state particle by observing the correlation of that
finnal state particle with ~2~.
In this fashion, the semileptonic
branching fractions Do -t
X-e+r+ has been determined by CLEO to be (6.97fO.lSf0.30)%,
representing a substantial
improvement
over the value tabulated in PDG92. With 3O/fb, the statistical
error on this
measurement would shrink to less than 1%. Additional
inclusive yields of interest are:
s Do + 4 + X, to allow a determination
of D, ---) q5+ X in B-decay by subtraction of
the 4 component from B’s. The D+ + 4 + X branching ratio can be derived from the
DO -) eS+ X branching ratio by assuming equal partial widths, and using the difference
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in lifetimes. This could similarly be applied to inclusive n and n’ production,
however,
for the I) mesons, the light quark components of the wave function make the extraction
of the D+ rate less reliable.
. Do ---) K++X
would give a measure of the fraction
experiment would give a false result.

of times kaon-tagging

for a B-factory

Furthermore,
correlations of soft ?r+ with soft x- could be used to extract the absolute
cc cross-section by comparison with the inclusive (single-tag) value. Such double tags would
also be interesting
as a means of measuring charm-charm momentum correlations - since
the soft pion momentum scales with the parent D’+ momentum, one can use double tags
to investigate the momentum correlations of the parent D*‘s. Note that we can also get ocE
from @ correlations using the continuum data.

8.2

D+ -+ K-+x+

D+‘s
principle,
now using
produced
axis, it is
a neutral

are produced in association with neutral pions in the decay: D’+ ---f D+aO. In
this would allow an analysis similar to that used to determineL?(D’
+ K-T+),
but
the correlation of soft r”‘s with the thrust axis. However, because Do’s are also
via De0 + D”ao, when one observes a soft neutral pion correlated with the thrust
not known a priori whether the r” was produced in association with a charged or
D’. The soft pion trick is therefore impossible without knowing CQ.+/UD.~.

We determine the D+ -+ K-?r+?r+ branching ratio by making use of the Isospin constraint that relates the ratio of D’+ branching ratios into neutraI vs. charged D’s: R1-,i, =
g::zE>>.
By knowing the relative efficiency for slow vs. neutral charged pions, we can then
= 2.35 rfr 0.16 f 0.16. Using the above tabulated
determine the ratio of BR’s: “~~~1~~
value for Do + K-n+ yields Z?(D+ -+ K-r+n+)
= (9.3 f 0.16 zt O.lS)%. The limiting systematic on this measurement is the ratio of the reconstruction
efficiency for $, this can be
narrowed substantially
by taking data at the T(2S) resonance, and knowing that $$~$$
must be identically
l/2 (again, by Isospin). The limiting quoted error of 2% is the projected
attainable uncertainty
in this ratio of efficiencies.

The most frequently
D, + &r involves:
1. measuring

the efficiency-corrected

2. using the measured
3. invoking

invoked technique

D, lifetime

for determining

cross-section:

the absolute

~$~‘~:,‘),

to give the total D, width,

either:
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branching

ratio for

(a) equality of the c + SPVpartial width for all charm decays and subtracting
the rates
for D, + r#v + D, + $ev to give the remainder (assumed to be &),
or:
(b) taking r(D + K’f’v) N I’(D,
can then give D, + &r.

+ &)

to obtain

the branching

ratio for @ev, which

In principle, one could hope to tag the decay from the 0: via: 0; -+ D,y; in practice this
is difficult because the larger Q-value compared to the hadronic D’ --t DT transition
spoils
the correlation of photon direction with the thrust axis.
Other approaches are possible if the,D, decay constant fo, is either well-measured or
can reliably be taken from theory. In such a case, the D, -f PU branching ratio can be
predicted with very good precision knowing the D, lifetime. The decay D, + 1C proceeds
through annihilation
of the Cs quarks and therefore provides access to the wave function
overlap of the cs quarks at zero spatial separation.
This overlap is known as the meson
decay constant, fo,. The decay rate for D, + Iii is written as
r(D,

-t l+F) = &G;f&nz;M&

- MZ
mf Ylw2,
Da

where MD, is the mass of the D, and mr is the mass of the lepton. The relative branching
ratios for the eF, /.LC and rfi decay modes are 2 x IO-’ : 1 : 10. Although the TC mode has
the largest relative branching ratio it is experimentally
hard to detect. The ,ufi channel is
the most promising channel and there are several efforts to observe this decay both at fixed
target experiments and e+e- experiments.
By taking the measured rate for D, + PU relative to B(Ds + &T), one can derive the
4x branching ratio. Similarly, we can use double-charm
decays of the B-meson, assuming
factorization
is valid for these decays. Factorization
prescribes $~D4;’
- fD.. Since the
B + D*lv rate dependence on q* is now rather well-studied, we can derive the value for the
&r branching ratio which is required by factorization.
It should be mentioned, however, that
the double charm decays are low Q-value; the validity of factorization
valid in this limit is
more questionable than in the high-q* limit. (There is an unpublished
result from ARGUS
on B + DO:, where the 0: is partially reconstructed,
giving D, + &r = 1.4 & 0.7%.) I
have quoted an attainable error of 5% on this absolute branching ratio. This is a simple
scaling of the present error up to 3O/fb. With better theoretical guidance in the semileptonic
sector and more precise lifetime measurements, this may be possible.

9

A,+pK?r

As with D, -f &r, we can extract this absolute branching ratio by relating a
to an hadronic width: ;CyG;.
Just as with 4x, however, there is some model
in determining
the fraction of the total semileptonic width which is taken up
final state. Although
the prejudice is that the Isospin-zero diqua,rk remains
transition
and that A& should therefore saturate the semileptonic width, that
48

semileptonic
dependence
by the A&
inert in this
has not yet

also can be done analogously,
been measured precisely. 3: -+ Z-z+ and Z:; + 2:-x+*+
using the rates into Sv and z,.
Here, however, there is some uncertainty
owing to the
Z’s
(containing
two
identical
s-quark
fermions,
different symmetry properties of the final state
which must have an antisymmetrized
wave function) compared to the A’s. For the A, + A
transition,
we know that, in the c + s transition the (spin-O) ud diquark is mostly inert. In
the Z:c + Z transition, the us diquark should be inert, except that the identical ss fermions
in the final state will try to minimize their wave function overlap. This may make more
likely the possibility of having orbitally excited E’s in the final state.
Assuming that SC + Z&O saturates the Z, semileptonic width, CLEO has recently
performed this analysis and obtained branching ratios for Zz + Z-x+rr+
of (1.9 f 0.5+:::)%
andq
-+ S-x+ = (0.47 i O.l4?@J%.
Projecting to 3O/fb yields a 8% statistical error on
these branching ratios.
If */electron
A,('ESO)-A,x+r-;&+pKn

A,(2630)-A.a+a-,
vector lying along
D’ -f D7/x” with
strong thrust axis

separation

is good enough,

can use tags a 16 D’+

+

Do&

and measure

.II . Here, the signature is a low mass dipion pair with a momentum
the event thrust axis. However, there may be a large background from
photon conversion - this will fake the topology of a low-mass pair with a
correlation.

We can also use B + beryons; however, this often requires some knowledge of the
degree to which different possible mechanisms of baryon production in B-decay are actually
contributing
to the total B 4 baryons rate. As an example, consider the process B -+ A+X.
A’s are expected to be produced in B-decay predominantly
from one of two processes: either
B -+ E:,A or B -+ z:,A,, AC -+ A+X. Thus, a A is produced always in association with a s:,.
Measuring the rate for B+ZaS-‘ff
then gives the absolute branching ratio for g:, + zrr.
B-MX
With enough statistics, other techniques for determining
absolute branching ratios become possible. Consider Do’s decaying to a particular final state X. Writing the fraction of
times that a continuum c-quark fragments to a Do as fo, the number of single tags NX can
be written as:
Nx=2~czfD~XBX,

and the number of double tags Nxx

as:

assuming no correlations
between the fragmenting
charm and anticharm
quarks (this is
almost certainly incorrect on some level, and needs further study).
Given a number of
single and double tags using the most common modes Do + K-a+,
Do -f KO?T-?T+, D” +
K-x+r+a+
and D” -+ K-?r+n’,
one has enough information
to solve for the B’s as well as
the ci? cross-section. This is similar to what was done at threshold by MARK111 to determine
absolute branching fractions.
Finally, we note that, as the individual
branching ratios for Do --) K-T+
and D+ -a
K-x+x+
improve in precision, the unitarity
constraint that c + (Do + D+ + A, + D, +Z:,) -1
becomes an increasingly important tool in determining other charm absolute BR’s, assuming
the cc cross-section is known.
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The expected performance of a B-factory
ratios is summarized in Table 1.

10

Summary

of physics

era machine in the area of absolute branching

Issues in the B-factory

era

This topic is covered by others in these proceedings; I list in Table 4 only a couple out
of my own Top Ten Reasons to Study Charm at a B-Factory.
In the Table, the statistical
error ast.* is extrapolated from the present CLEO event statistics to the canonical B-factory
sample of 30/pb. Systematic limitations
of these measurements are discussed below. Possible
improvements due to “new” techniques are not considered here.

Comment

11

on systematic

errors

with

3O/fb

A scan of the publications released by the CLEO-II experiment within the last four years
shows a trend from statistics-limited
results to precision, systematics-limited
results. The
study of systematics will be an increasingly
time-intensive
effort with a 3O/fb data sample,
particularly
in tuning of one’s detector simulation
Monte Carlo to reproduce data.
As
discussed in other CLEO documents [28], there are many techniques for determining absolute
particle reconstruction
efficiencies. The most straightforward,
perhaps, is to compare a ratio
of branching ratios obtained, after efficiency-correction,
with the Particle Data Group value:
-X+11-7+
, e.g., gives a measure of ez*. Other techniques have been developed to deal with
thzaowing
sources of systematic error at CLEO, which are precisely those which will have
to be reckoned with in a high-luminosity
B-factory experiment:
l

Absolute tracking efficiency - There are currently
are quoted for CLEO measurements:

two tracking

efficiency

errors which

- The reconstruction
efficiency for simply finding a track, even if it is poorly measured.
This would be relevant in determining
a topological branching fraction (~0.6% per
track) This quantity is measured from the data and Monte Carlo using:
+ the number of times a minimum
matched to it,
+ rr events into observed lepton
events,

ionizing

shower in the calorimeter

has a track

vs. 2 prong compared with lepton

vs. 3 prong

+ y7 +two-prong
events using the number
charged tracks are observed,

of times one charged track vs. two

* Studies of hadronic events with net charge of magnitude 2, 1, and 0; and assuming that the migration from the generated events (always net charge 0) to
observed events with some non-zero net charge occurs through a random process
of track-finding
failure.
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- The track reconstruction
measured as follows:

efficiency

including

track-fitting

effects (~2% per track),

* The most reliable estimate of this comes from using the “satellite”
peak produced in the decay chain: D’+ + DOT+; Do + K-p+; p+ + xz*P+, and using
scatter plot without reconstruction
the signal observed in the AM - M(K-no)
of the r,‘. Comparing this signal size with the signal oberved for the case where
the D’+ + Do*+; Do --) K-p+ is fully reconstructed allows an estimate of the
absolute track-finding
efficiency with track-fitting
effects.
* no + e+e-y can be useful when the calorimetry is as good as it is with CLEO.
In principle, one can use the shower left by either the electron or the positron
in the calorimeter, and, knowing the direction and magnitude of the magnetic
field, determine the track parameters of a track at the origin (assuming that
the calorimeter has measured the electron or positron energy well). Thus, the
?y” ---) e+e-y signal can be reconstructed
without having to observe one of the
daughter charged particle tracks. By observing how often there is, in fact, a real
track mate&d
to the shower, the absolute tracking efficiency can be inferred.
* Embedding Monte Carlo tracks into real events is another technique for determining losses due to event environment,
as well as large scatterings through the
material of the detector.
. The efficiency

for reconstruction

of ?y”s is measured:

- Similar to the satellite-peak technique used to determine E,+, but here determining
the satellite peak signal size with and without full reconstruction
of ZT,“.
Since
- As a function of angle, by observing the B + no signal angular distribution.
the B has such little momentum, this signal should be isotropic for real decays.
This allows one to bootstrap an efficiency function from a “well-measured”
regime
(the barrel, in the case of CLEO-II) into a less well-measured regime (the endcaps,
e.g.1
It is relevant in this context to mention that detector design is often geared towards “optimal”
peak performmce.
However, in a systematics limited era, it may be that detectors should
be designed with an eye towards minimizing
systematic errors. In this light, it may be that
the best magnetic field for a B-factory experiment is not necessarily that which optimizes
momentum resolution (1.5 T), but that which has sacrificed slightly in tracking performance
for the sake of reliability
of Monte Carlo simulation
(l-l.2 T, e.g.) due to greater ease in
determining the drift-time relation and corresponding simplifications
in pattern recognition.
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Comparison

of tau-charm

vs. B-factory

vs. fixed target

In this section, J briefly compare the charm physics capabilities of a tau-charm
(TcF) vs. a B-factory vs. a fixed target program, using my own entirely subjective
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factory
scheme.

The primary advantage of a B-factory lies perhaps in the diverse physics program it offers unlike rcF, where the beam-energy is generally tuned to select a particular
charm particle
for study, all charmed particles are produced in e+e- collisions at &=lO
GeV. The situation
at a fixed target program depends on the selection of target plus beam; experience shows
that photoproduction
experiments
tend to produce the same broad assortment of charm
as in e+e- collisions; hadroproduction
generally produces a less democratic assortment of
charmed particles for study. Among the advantages of rcF is that the particles are generally
in a momentum range well-matched to present particle identification
techniques; additionally,
the beam energy constraint is extremely powerful in narrowing signal widths. As a rule of
thumb, assuming the physics process is accessible to a rcF, it takes about a factor of 45
less luminosity
to make the same measurements at rcF than at 10 GeV. Table 5 gives a
comparison of the different facilities.
The three programs very nicely complement one another.
The compelling argument
in favor of supporting
active charm physics programs at all three lies in the possibility
of
having redundant measurements of the same physics quantities with much different systematics. Thus, in addition to the well-established
fixed target program and the proposed TCF
program, there is every expectation
that the charm physics program at future e+e- colliders above threshold (CESR, KEK, and SLAC) will continue to make strong, and necessary
contributions
to chsrrn physics in the future.
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100 KeV
1.4 MeV
15K D” + D*lr
3K D,J --P D’K
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il%
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f5%

fD
CP
Penguins
Penguins/FCNC
DCSD
H& J=l, L=O
i&u J=l, L=l
Potential Models

carrel.
I3absolute
r3 absolute
B absolute

B absolute

PID(p~epton)
PID(K/?r)
PID(pr,tm)
PID hpton 1
%lcking -I- G/p/ -a6
%ocking
Qrptonrl5%
E1eptonr/5%

PID
u&$/500
Fitting/-

KeV
ostof

%wking

Extraction

model

Extraction

model

f5%

B .bsolutc
W dernal fraction
W -trrnal fraction
Weak asymmetries
in AC decays

&8%

7500

Table 4: Physics goals of a high-luminosity
Efactory experiment.
Event projections represent present
yields observed with CLEO-II scaled to 3O/fb of luminosity, and taking into account improvements in event
vertexing and particle identification (PID).
* Derived by using the CLEO result for T(B -4 K’y), and scaling using 2)’
(v,b/v,a)’
“This is the estimated number of ((0” + K-x+)(@
- K+x-))
double tags
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Physics
Absolute BR’s

rcF
$$

Fragmentation

c.5 correlations
Spectroscopy
Charm semileptonics
Rare modes (Do -+ K+r-,
Lifetimes
Decay Constants
Mixing + DCSD

eg)

$
$3
$$
~$3
$

B-factory
$3

Fixed target
$

$8

$$

$$
$3
$
$
$
$
$

$$
$$
$
$
$$
8
$$

Table 5: Comparison of charm physics at three different fadlites.
“F
“%$” indicates measurement is best-suited to the experiment indicated.
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indicates measurement is possible,
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abstract
The BES physics program is reviewed and the advantagesof physics at proposedtau charm
factories (Beijing, Argonne, and Dubna) are discussed. Special emphasisis given towards topics
that are in competition with the charm physics programsof future fmed target experimentssuchas
the proposedCharm 2000 and b factories. The BES group hastaken e+e- data in the region of tau
threshold (G-3.55 GeV) and recently completeda run at Ds pair threshold (G-4.03 GeV).
Future BES results and the detector upgradesare discussed. Final results to be presentedat the
1994 summerconferences,are not given here. The experimental advantagesand the physics
program of a tau charm factory are summarized.
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1.0 Current

BES program

The Beijmg SpectrometerCollaboration (BES) hastaken data at the J/v resonance(6 -3.1
GeV), at they’ resonance(16 -3.68 GeV), abovetau threshold (& -3.552 GeV) and most
recently aboveDs pair threshold (A-4.03 GeV).
During the Ds run, which ended May 1994,the total amount of integratedluminosity for useable
data was 22.4 inverse picobarns. The recentperformanceof the machine during the January- May
1994perioiowas ryghll - 10 inversepicobams in -15 weeks of running. The peak luminosity
was -6x10 cm set at 4.03 GeV. This is to be comparedto the running of Mark Bl at
-1
SPEAR which had a peak of -1.5~10~’ cmT2set at 4.13 GeV. During the run the integrated
luminosity per day (24 hours) was as high as 200 inverse nanobarus,but the averageover all was
-100 inverse nanobams(including down time). In comparison, SPEAR averaged-65 inverse
nanobarnsper day.
The BES data was analyzed both at the Institute of High Energy Physics (JHEP)in Beijing and in
the U.S. mainly at the UNIX processorfarm at PDSF at SSCLAB and in part at SLAC, University
of Texas at Dallas and Colorado State University. The new data was transportedvia 8 mm tapes
and reconstructedon VAX’s (IHEP) and HP workstations (PDSF, CSU, UTDallas).

1.1 BES Physics Program
The BES group began with a precision tau massmeasurementin 1992. The published result’
achieveda small error of -+.4 MeV statisticaland +2 MeV systematicusing only the electronmuon decaysfrom tau pairs. A new measurementpreparedfor the Glasgow meeting added
additional modesand reducedthe statisticalerror by a factor two.
In the q run, a total of -1.5M decayshave beenlogged to tape. In this data sample a new
precision measurementof the J/v leptonic decay,B(J&+e+e-), has beenperformed, using
decay r+r’-tJA@x-, J/W+e+e- and a new limit for the decay qr’+pn has been made.

the

In the 4.03 GeV run, completed May 1994, a total of 22.4 inversepicobarns has been logged to
tape. This is to be compared to the Mark IU which had 6.3 inverse picobarns at 4.13 GeV. In this
data the charm signals of e+e-+Ds+Ds, D*‘D”, D*“D*“, D*TD+ and DeTD** are observed.
The results to be presentedin the summerconferences

lJ. Bai et al., Phys. Rev. Lett, 69,3021(1992)
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(Glasgow* and New Mexicos) are an
absolute branching ratio measurementusing
double tag pairs of Ds events, evidence for
leptonic decay,DS-+LV and W, and a
measurementof the branching ratios
D*++D”+XandD*+X.
TheD**
branching ratios can be obtained from a
comparison of D ’ and D * produced from
D*D.

Figure 1
1000
800
600
400

In figures 1 and 2 is a signal of the massand
momentumofD~+KTx:%t~
andin
figures 3 and 4 a signal of the mass and
0 tt I I I ( I I I t I I I / I I I II I I
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2
2.1 momentum of D”+K a=n:*. The
momentum peaksat -150 MeV and -550
Invariant
Mass ( K-TT’TT+ )[ Gev 1
Mev are from ee+D*D* and D*D. The
D*D peaksare composed of the direct D
Figure 2
decays and the doppler shifted D decays
from D* +yD and rcD.
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The current run plan for the fall 94 is to run
severalmonths at the u/ to obtain 3-4
million eventsand then stop for a shutdown
from early Spring 95 to late faU 95 for the
upgrade installation. After the upgrade,the
future running although not yet decided may
possibly include \J’ running for D meson
studies.
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1.2 BJ33 Upgrade
The BES collaboration has begun an
upgrade of the machine and the detector.

%ee talks by Jin L.i, Changchun Zhang and Joe Izen
3see talks by Mike Kekey, Eric Sodmtmm, Bruce
Lmwy and Oliver Bardon
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The upgrade is a joint IHEP and DOE
supportedeffort. The mad-due will have a
luminos$y $easepf a factor 3-4 to
Figure 3
L
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800
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400
200
0

1.6

1.7
Invariant

Figure 4
350

t

300

2.8x10 cm XX at4GeVbytheuseof
minibeta and single interaction running. The
BES detector will be upgraded with the
Mark KEstraw vertex chamber, a new main
drift chamber, a new TOF scintillator
counter with Hamamatsu FM PMT’s and a
new DAQ system.
Boston University is making the main drift
chamber endplatesand outer support
cylinder. Caltech is building new luminosity
monitors. Colorado State is refurbishing the
Mark III straw chamber and fabricating the
1.9
2
2.1 main drift chamber feed throughs. IHEP
1.8
will string the main drift chamber,build the
Mass ( K-n’ ) [ Gev I
TOF system and build the new DAQ system.
University of Hawaii will make the vertex
chamber electronics and University of
Washington will develop the trigger. The
upgrade has started and should he completed
by the end of 1995. In table 1 are listed the
upgrade equipment.

2.0 Tau Charm Factories

250

The tau charm factories have been proposed
to operatewith a hrminosity of a few times
1O33in the 3-6 GeV center of massregion.
Below in table 2 are yields of events
possible with such a machine in a year of
running. For comparison we list the BES
and Mark III data setsin table 3.

200
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U/Hawaii, electronics

Table 3. Selected recent t&charm
Mark Ill
Data
5.6 m
J/w
.3 m
ti
yr” (D+D-,D “Do)
9 inv. pb.
DsDs, D*D 7D*D*
6.3 inv. Qb. (4.14)

data sets
BES
9m
1.5 m
0
22.4 inv. Qb(4.03)

Recently a tau charm factory was proposed at SLAC4 and in Spain5. Although the physics case
was compelling, tight funding in Europe causeda rejection of the Spanishmachine. There has
been discussionsat Dubna of a tau/charm factory6 and very recently at Argonne7 and at Beijing.
At IHEP, there has been discussion and agreementamong the acceleratorand experimental
physicists that the tau charm factory is a natural next step for their physics program.

2.1 Experimental

Advantages of tau charm experiments

Here we list tau charm unique capabilities, especially those experimental advantagesthat could
be very useful when comparedto B factories and fucedtarget experiments.
(I) Particles of interest are produced in pairs; T”;, Doso, D”D-, Ds+Ds-, D*D, D*D*, Ax.
This has important avantagesthat if you reconstruct one flavor of the particle-antiparticle pair,
you know the other recoil is of opposite flavor. This is important for normalization, flavor
tagging and the searchfor decaysthat require no backgrounds( or at least backgroundsthat can
be precisely simulated).
(2) Kinematic Constraints. Since the center of massenergy and the absolute momentum are
known exactly, thesecan add 4 constraints or 4-C fits to improve momentum and mass
resolution.
(3) Known production distributions; Many higb rate decayshave known matrix elements such as
+ee+D D is sin28, ee+ee,W is QED, J/w +pz. This enablesprecise comparisons between
data and monte car10simulations to test detector response.
(4) Charged and neutral tracks have low energy and low multiplicity. Lower energy allows
better resolution and a better particle ID and low multiplicity reducescombinatoric backgrounds.
+-

+-

+-

(5)Very High statistics calibration modes are available using the J/v +e e , p p , ye e ,
+w p , p7~,K*K, KSKL. This allows better calibration of the detector responseon hadron and
lepton tracks. Precision checks on tracking, on angular acceptanceand on the Branching ratio

4M. Perl, editor, SLAC Repon 343,June 1989
5Proceedingsof the Ma&&a Workshop,June 1993.in preparation.
%oceedings of JINR worksthop,May 1991.
7SeeJ. Repondtalk in thisworkshopand Argonne Report
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measurementswith crosschecks are possible using thesehigh statistics modes. These checks
will be much neededif tests of differences in angular distributions are to be made.
A detector optimized for tau charm physics is very similar to those generic designs proposed for
B factories*. These include (1) a low mass drift chamber to obtain high resolution for charge
track momentum with little multiple scattering, (2) inner charge track detector to detect soft
pions from the D* decays,(3) a crystal shower detector for low energy photons and electron
detection, (4) particle ID using a combination of TOF and dEdX (possibly a DlRC detector9
could be far superior) and a very fast DAQ that can handle pipelining with a J/v rate -1000 Hz
signal. It would seemunlikely that a silicon vertex detector would have much value in a tau
charm detector.

2.2 Tau Charm Physics
In this section charm physics topics are listed. For general reviews seethe proceedings of the
1989 SLAC workshop10 and the 1993 Mtibella workshop (to be published). Other charm
reviews include those by Pith”, Yaouanc etaLIz, and Bigi.13. Other tau charm topics14 in tau,
physics, charmonium and J/v physics are not covered here.
Direct absoluteBR The tau charm factory could measurethe absolute branching ratios of the
charm meson with essentially no model dependence. The technique is to use fully reconstructed
++eventsin e+e- + Do D ‘, D D , Ds Ds which are proportional to the product of 2 branching
ratios and to compare this rate to inclusive charm meson rates which are proportional to a single
branching ratio. It has beenestimatedthat the error will be about 1% and systematicslimited.
This could be very important to begin closure on all decaysusing -5-10M D tags to find out how
much is really missing.
Leptonic Decavs The tau charm factory can measureD+ and Ds+Lepton+v to 1% precision.
This measurementagain should be relatively free of background and theoretical dependence. It
could be interesting to compare pv modes to 2~. The leptonic decays of charm mesonscould

*SeetheBabarLetterof Intent,SLAC-443,
June1994andTheCLEOIII Detector,DesignandPhysicsGoals
9B.Ratcliff,SLAC-PUB-6047,
Jan.1993.
‘% Perl,editor,SLACRepon343,June1989
ll~. Pith, CERN-TH-7066,
November
1993
12‘A.Le Yaouancetal.,LPTHE-ORSAY-9249,
September
1992.
131.Bigi, SLAC-PUB4349,
June1987.
14h.l.Perl,editor,SLACReport343,June1989
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also be used to extrapolate the values for B mesons (fB) which could affect B mixing15 as this
pseudoscalarconstant is a factor in the calculation of mixing.
D’E’OMixing A tau charm factory may be the only place where mixing could be observed.
CLEO has observeda large double Cabibbo suppresseddecay rate which would contaminate
measurementsthat try to detect mixing using hadronic decays. This could make the technique of
using D*+rD”, D’+Kn very difficult. Several methods using hadronic decayscould include
using D*D, D*D* modes which by quantum mechanicsargumentscan separatemixing events
from double cabbibo suppresseddecays. A mixing measurementof r(D)-lO4-lOA5 is possible.
CP oossihilities CP violation in charm is expected to be small, however direct CP could be
observablein certain models. We list direct and indirect CP possibilities and Hyperon decays
(strangedecays) as areasof interest
(1) Direct CP violation: For direct CP violation the search16would look for partial decay rates
where a particular F(CP)+i;(CP conjugate). Such modes include F(D++ i?*‘K+)#F which
has been searchedfor by the E687 group. A value for the asymmetry of A=109 might be
experimentally attainable and it almost reachesa useful theoretical level.l7,18
(2) JndirectCP violation with mixing: In this method one searchesfor e+e- +D*D+yD 5
+$Klv)(CP eigenstate). As in the B factory studies (B*B) if one searchesfor CP eigenstatesof
D+KK or xx, the time integrated CP violating decayscould be observed. Although the rate is
expectedto be very smalJ,the results could be as surprising as was found in the different partial
rates of D-+KK and nx.
f-

(3) Hyperon angular distributions: J/r+r+E E +C

xx, using a mono-chronometer (+polarized
7 +e) for getting very high J/v rates, a large sample of 5x10 E E decays/ yr are possible and it
could lead to asymmetry in the decaysthat are a factor l-10 away from theorylg. Recent
calculations20by Lu, Wise and Savageindicate that CP violation may be small in this mode due
to smalJstrong phaseshifts.
1s~.Rosner,
talk in thisworkshop.
16J.Fry and T. Ruf, CEiRN-PPE-94-20,

Feb. 1994
17B. Grinstein and R Golden, Phys. Lett., B222,501(1989)
18~. Buccella etal, Phys. Lett, B302.319.1993.
I9 E. Gonzlez and J. Ilkma CERh’-PPED4-33, February 1993.
2%4. Lu, M. Wise,andM. Savage, preprint CALT-68-1940
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2.3 Concluding Remarks
For tau charm factories we need to understandfirst the significance of the attempted physics
measurements,secondthe capabilities of the tau charm experimentsto carry out the
measurementsand third what the competition from b factories and fixed target could achieve.
The physics significance needsto be answeredby the theorists. Tests of the standardmodel are
the conventional bench marks. Under theseguidelines, the D mixing and the searchfor CP
violation seemto be the most interesting measurements. It appearsthat D mixing is possible at
the 104-10-5 rate which is at the edge of the StandardModel predictions. A tau charm factory
has a unique niche where it could attempt searchesfree of double cabbibo suppressed
contaminations when looking for hadronic decay modes. These backgroundswill limit B
factories searchesthat usethe D*-+cD modes,D+hadrons. Fixed target experiments can
measurethe time evolution of this decay and might be able to reducethis background21. In the
searchfor CP violation in charm decays,the predictions are very small for indirect CP violation.
However, a tau charm factory could perform unique time integrated measurementusing yDD
from D*D and measuring CP eigenstates. Another area (which may be hit or miss) is the search
for direct CP violation in D decays. It is unclear if tau charm could compete with fixed target
experiments which can measurerelative branching ratios with very high statistics, although they
must correct for the differences in D and B rates in hadroproduction.
If there are attempts to measureCP violation (chatm,strangeor tau decays) by looking at
differences in angular distributions, the ability of a tau charm factory to measuredetector
responsesusing known decaysfrom QED and the J/v will be invaluable. Not only do detector
efficiencies become important, but also the differences of the hadronic interactions in the
detector material between the + and - charged incident track. This could be measuredwith the
very high statisticsJ/v decayswhich provide all +/- particle flavors at different momenta.
An important area of tau charm factories are precision measurementsof the absolute branching
ratios. Early studies seemto indicate a limit of 1% systematic errors. A crucial consideration
will be real understandingof the backgrounds (charged and neutral). It might be possible that by
measuring more and more charm decaysthat the simulations of the tau charm backgroundsmight
in fact be fully understoodand that the backrgroundsin the data underneaththe signal of interest
could be simulated as well as the signal. The non-tau/chatm backgroundscould be eventually
measuredby running below threshold. Since charm production is readily understood at low
21SeeRollin Morrison talk in this workshop
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energy and the running just below threshold should determine the non-charm backgrounds,it
would seem tau charm factories are ideal to attempt measurementswith 1% precision or less.
This is to be compared to CLEO’s excellent measurements22now achieving 4% systematicerrors
using the soft pion decaysfrom the D* to tag the chargedand neutral D’s,
J.nsummary, measurementsespecially in the charm sectorcould be very complementary between
tau charm factories, b factories and fixed target, As the precision increases,more and more cross
checks between different experimental techniqueswill be needed. This is especially important if
surprising experimental results are found. In many measurementshigh statistics limited by
systematics will not be sufficient to make progress in charm physics.
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Abstract
Some recent developments in the theory of inclusive decays of heavy hadrons are reviewed,
and applications to charm decays are discussed.

1

Introduction

The inclusive decays of heavy hadrons are currently the subject of great interest, both
theoretically
and experimentally.
In this talk, I want to review the ideas behind some of this
recent theoretical work, and present some thoughts on its relevence to the charm system.
Inclusive decays are particularly
clean theoretically
because all final hadronic states are
summed over, and so the decay is much less sensitive to the details of low-energy QCD
than the decay to any particular
exclusive state. Consider the semileptonic
decay of a
hadron containing
a heavy quark Q with mass mQ
>> AQCO.
The decay of the heavy
quark is a short-distance
process, with typical energies of order mQ being released, while the
hadronization
occurs at a much larger distance, set by AQcO.
Therefore, up to corrections
of order AQ&mQ,
the inclusive width of any hadron HQ containing a single Q is expected
to be given by the free quark expression
~I?(HQ

-+ X,eD) N l?(Q -+ qeii) = IVQ~I ‘~f(mp/mQ)

+ O(h(mQ))

(1)

X,

where f(z) = 1 - 8x2 + 8x6 - x8 - 24~~ logz. It has in fact been shown [l, 2] that Eq. (1)
is rigorously true, in the sense that it is the first term of a well-defined expansion in powers
of AQcD/mQ
and &(mQ),
with COITeCtiOn6 which may be systematically
computed.
Since neither the c nor the b quark is particularly
heavy compared to the typical scale of
strong interactions,
the corrections to Eq. (1) proportional
to powers of l/mQ
are of great
interest, and have been extensively studied for semileptonic [l, 2, 3, 41 as well as radiative
[5] decays.’ It was shown in [l, 21 that for the total semileptonic width (as well as partial
widths, such as cET/dq2 and dI’/dE,),
‘Nonleptonic

decays have also been analyzed using this expansion [2]. However, this requires a somewhat

stronger assumption of quark/h&on
duality than semileptonic decays, and I will not diicuss it here. See
also [S] for a critique of this approach.
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l

the leading term in the l/ma expansion reproduces
with quark (as opposed to hadron) kinematics,

. the O(l/m,o)

corrections

to the spectator

the results of the spectator

model,

model vanish

and
. at U(l/m;),
the corrections to the spectator model may be psrameterized
by two
nonpertubative
matrix elements. In addition, one of these matrix elements is determined
experimentally
by the measured B and B’ mass splitting,
leaving only one unknown
nonperturbative
parameter (in addition to the unknown quark mass).
Since this is a brief talk, I will not go into the details of the derivations of the various
results. Instead, I want to sketch the reasoning behind this approach and give some of the
main results. I will then discuss a few applications to the charm system.

2

Heavy

Hadron

Decays

The simple spectator picture clearly faces a few difficulties.
First, the true fmal states
are hadrons, not free quarks and gluons as they are in this simple picture. For charm decays,
this is a particular
worry since the semileptonic width is dominated by only two states, the
K and K’. Second, the decaying quark is not free, but is bound in a hadron and the decay
will be affected by the interactions with the light degrees of freedom. In particular,
the rate
is proportional
to the fifth power of the quark mass, and so is very sensitive to the definition
of the quark mass used. These di&ulties
will be treated systematically
in a manner very
similiar to the more familiar case of hadronic T decays [7], although the kinematics are
slightly more complicated.
Without knowing the details of low-energy &CD, the decay width to a specifm final state
is incalculable.
However, in the rest frame of the decaying hadron Ho the inclusive rate may
be written
C ~?(HQ + eiTX,) [phase space factors]P’W,(qs,
q*)
(2)
J
XV
where .P = @p(l - ys)Q, LJ’” = 4(PEPL + P:PE - gpP,. P,,), Q is the momentum transfer
to the leptons, and all the unknown hadronic physics is contained in the hadronic tensor

W’“(PO>
4’)=g (2f;$*x(H~IJ~+lX,)(X,IJ”IH~)(2~)46(4)(PQ
Because all possible final states X, are summed over, the optical
imaginary part of the time ordered product T(Pt, J”)
wp(q0,q2)

0: hTw(q0,q2)

= h=(HQIT(J’+,

- Px - 9).

(3)

theorem relates WJ’” to the

J”)IHQ).

(4)

This is useful because the analytic structure of Py(qo, q*) is known: it has cuts for alI complex
values of (qo, q2) where real intermediate
states may propagate between the currents in the
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Figure 1: The complex QOplane (where q is the momentum transfer to the leptons) at fixed q2 for heavy
hadron decays. The phase space integral is over the region labeled “physical cut”; the other cuts correspond
to different physical processes. The contour may be deformed away from the physical region where it is

insensitive to the details of the physical Ii&
time ordered product.
Fig. 1.

states.

At fixed q*, the analytic

structure

of TJ‘” in the qo plane is shown in

The phase space integral in (2) may now be rewritten as a contour integral around the
region labeled “physical cut,” which picks out the imaginary piece of TM” (the other cuts
correspond to other physical processes, such as lepton-hadron
scattering).
Close to the cut,
where there are real intermediate states, TJ‘” is sensitive to the details of low-energy &CD,
and so is not perturbatively
calculable. This corresponds to the fact that exclusive decays
cannot be reliably calculated in perturbation
theory. However, for the inclusive rate, the
path of integration
may be deformed to the modified path of integration
shown in Fig. 1
which stays away from the physical region. Since Tw is analytic everywhere away from the
cut, the integrals on the two contours are the same.
Along the deformed contour, the intermediate
state is off shell by an amount - m$.
Therefore, on the scale of the strong interactions the T-product is almost local, and may be
evaluated using an operator product expansion. Schematically, Tfi” is written
T”‘(qo,

q*) -

$

1
co(Qo, q2)Oo + cdqorq2)01
mQ

1

+
(5)
4
where Uc, Or, Us, . are operators of dimension 3, 4, 5, . , and the coefficient functions
G(qo,q2) are calculable in perturbation
theory.
Since the typical momentum
transfer is
of order mQ,
the relevant scale pQ for a, in the expansion is of also of order mQ.
The
nonperturbative
physics is contained in the matrix elements of the operators Oi between
hadron states.

The result is an expression for the inclusive
sion in LiQco/mQ
and &(mQ).
The additional
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+ ~c*(qo,q*)u*

semileptonic decay width as a double expanspin and flavour symmetries of heavy quark

systems [8] greatly reduce the number of possible operators appearing in (5). At leading
order the only operator is 0s = Ah, 2 which is a conserved current in the low-energy theory.
It simply counts heavy quark number, so its forward matrix element is fixed, and is the same
for any hadron containing a single Q quark. This term in the O.P.E. reproduces the free
quark expression for the decay width. Using the equations of motion it can be shown [l]
that the only operator of dimension four, &D’h, has a vanishing forward matrix element, so
the leading nonperturbative
corrections are given by operators of dimension five. Putting
this together with the leading perturbative
corrections yields the following expression for the
semileptonic decay width of a D or B meson to 0(1/m;,
o,):

C ~(HQ +

e+v,X,)

=

X,

=,vQql*

[ (1 -

19273

2&p)]
2”;

=

+ &)

f(z)

mQ

where h(z) = 1 - $2’ - 8x4 + 8x6 + $x8 + 8x410gz,
and X2 are defined by
x1

2n$~‘g(~)

g(x) may be found in 19, lo], and Xi

&(HglW3*~lHo)

As advertised, there are no O(l/mQ)
corrections to the free quark decay resuIt3. A similar
expression holds for the inclusive width of the AQ baryon. In this case, however, the light
degrees of freedom are in a spin-zero state and the analog of X2 vanishes.
Xi and X2 also appear in the relation

between the quark and meson masses:

Here, ;i is the energy of the light degrees of freedom in the meson and is expected to be
a few hundred MeV. Prom the measured B and B’ masses, Xs(mb) = 0.12GeV2, which
corresponds to &(m,)
= O.lOGeV*.
Since Xi contributes equally to the pseudoscalar and
‘Note that in defining quark operators I am using the standard HQET heavy quark fields h. Writing
the momentum of the heavy quark as P @ = mqrP + kfi, where k’ is a small “residual” momentum, h
satisfies S‘h = -ik’h.
Matrix elements of higher dimension operators are therefore suppressed by powers
of kfnQ - AQCDfmQ.
3This is of course only true when the quark, rather than hadron, messes are used in the leading tam.
Recently, use of the quark “pole” mass in Eq. (6) has been criticized because it is formally ambiguous due to
infrared renormalon e&&s [ll, 121. However, any such ambiguities always cancel out of physical observablea
The quark mass is unobservable, and so the fact that the pole mass is formally ambiguous is irrelevant. See
Ref. [13].
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Figure 2: The electron spectrum for B -+ X,ep decay, at leading order and including
spike at the endpoint indicates that the O.P.E. breaks down in this region.

l/m:

corrections.

The

vector masses, it cannot be determined from the measured masses. By dimensional analysis,
it is expected that ]Xi] < 1 GeVs. Note also that A, Xi and Xs depend on the initial hadron,
and are different for the D, D, and A,. However, because of heavy flavour symmetry [S]
they are the same in the D and B, the D, and B,, and A, and A*.
The shape of the electron spectrum in inclusive heavy hadron decays may also be computed in this manner. This is of particular
experimental
interest in the b system, and the
result is plotted (for Xi = (300 MeV)*) in Fig. 2.
Away from the endpoint, the corrections
to free quark decay appear small and under control. However, near the endpoint the corrections grow out of control. There is of course no physics in the spike in the spectrum at the
endpoint; it is simply a sign that the operator product expansion is breaking down in this
region, since the subleading term has become much larger than the leading term. This is not
unexpected, since near the endpoint the decay is dominated by only a few exclusive modes,
and the dynamics of the decay will be governed by hadron, rather than quark, dynamics,
which are not seen in the OPE. There has been much interest in the literature in the details
of the endpoint of the spectrum which I will not discuss here [14, 15, 161. If, however, we
calculate a more inclusive quantity, such as the electron spectrum “smeared)) with a smooth
weighting function, the resulting spectrum will be smooth and the O.P.E. well behaved.
Manohar and Wise [3] found that by smearing the spectrum in Fig. 2 with a Gaussian of
width N 500 MeV, a smooth spectrum was obtained which could then be compared with the
experimental spectrum, smeared with the same function.
The O.P.E. has therefore

enabled us to justify
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the spectator

picture

as the leading term

in a well-defined expansion of &CD, and it has provided a formalism to parameterize the
subleading corrections to this picture. All corrections up to CJ(l/m$) are determined by the
measured quantity As and two unknown parameters mQ and xi (or equivalently,
ii and A,).

3

Application

to Ch-

The focus of much of the recent work in this subject has been b decays. In this case,
the spectator model is expected to work extremely well, since the leading nonperturbative
COrreCtiOnS are SUpprt?SSedby o(AQc~/mb)~,
which is probably only a few percent. The
inclusive approach may be used, for example, to extract a value for Vb, which is competitive
with the extraction
from the exclusive mode B + D*eP [17, 181.
Since the c quark is not much heavier than typical hadronic scales, it is less clear that
this approach will be applicable to charm decays. The corrections to free quark decay are
likely to be substantial,
and it may not be su5cient to include only the leading 0(1/m:)
terms. The perturbative
corrections may also be a particular problem, since without a twoloop calculation of the inclusive rate the relevant scale pc for Q, in Eq. (6) is not determined.
While it is certainly of order m,, there is no reason it could not be as low as, for example,
m,/3, which would bring the validity of the perturbative
expansion into question.
On the
other hand, it is precisely these features which make semileptonic charm decays interesting,
as chsrm decays will allow us to test these ideas in a region where the corrections are expected
to be large, but where the expansion still does not obviously break down. Since treating
the c quark as heavy is a crucial ingredient in the extraction
Vk from exclusive B decays,
expansion as applied to the c
it would be valuable to have additional checks on the l/mQ
system [19].
The electron spectrum from D decay is plotted in Fig. 3. Clearly, the OPE breaks down
over a much larger region of the spectrum, requiring it to be smeared with a very broad
smearing function in order to bring the OPE under control, and is therefore less predictive
than in the b system. Therefore, in the c system this formalism is likely to be most useful
for predicting quantities which are integrated over most of the available phase space, such
as total decay widths and perhaps moments of the electron spectrum. I would like to close
by mentioning
one particularly
clean prediction
of this type, which would require a high
precision measurement of the inclusive semileptonic widths of charmed particles.
Although the l/m2 corrections in general depend on two unknown parameters, certain
ratios depend only on the differences of Xi and ;i in different systems, allowing absolute
predictions to be made [3]. Let us define the “spin-averaged”
meson mass fin = 1/4(mH +
3mH.). We then find

(this relation was also noted in [IS]), where I denote with the superscript u parameters in the
D system and with the superscript s parameters in the D, system. Inserting the appropriate
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Figure 3: The electron spectrum for D + X.eo decay, at leading order and including
0.P.E breaks down over a much larger range of Be than for b decays.

l/m:

corrections.

The

meson masses, this gives
Xi - A: = (6.7 f 3.3) x lo4 MeV’
which leads to a rather precise prediction
I’(D,

+ eCX)

r(D

+ eUXs)

for the ratio of the inclusive

(10)
widths

The uncertainty
of f0.005 corresponds only to the experimental
error in the relevant meson
masses, and does not include an estimate of the size of the l/m; terms. A similar analysis
for the A, baryon [3] gives the result
I&
+ eDX)
= 1.16 z!z0.04.
I’(D + eCX)
A useful feature of the predictions (11) and (12) is that the leading perturbative
corrections
to the individual
widths cancel in the ratio, making the prediction insensitive to the scale
of (Y,(/.L), which is a sign&ant
source of uncertainty
in the individual
widths [17]. Precision measurements of these ratios would then provide a very clean test of the size of l/m=
corrections.
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ABSTRACT
The Standard Model predictions for Do-Do mixing and CP violation in D
decays are revised. The emphasis is put on obtaining the order of magnitude of
the effects. In the caSe of mixing, the diEerent approaches to the long-distance
contributions are carefully discussed. The size of CP asymmetries is discussed
in general and some specific calculations are reviewed. The possibility of using
kinematic signals is briefly described.

Charm mixing and CP violation are usually thought to be negligibly
small in the
Standard Model (SM) when compared to the same effects in the K and B systems.
The question of how small is small becomes critical when we consider the possibility of
high sensitivity
charm experiments which could produce lo8 reconstructed
D mesons.
Although,
as we will see below, in most cases the calculations are plagued with stronginteraction
uncertainties
making precise predictions impossible, it is of great interest to
know at least the order of magnitude of the effects. This allows us to establish the
existence or not of windows for the clean observation of new physics beyond the SM. This
is particularly
true in the caSe of mixing.

1

Do-b0

mixing

in the Standard

Model

Mixing occurs because the two weak eigenstates Do and b” are not the maSs eigenstates. If we neglect CP violation, which a8 we will see below is a very good approximation
for D mesons, the mass eigenstates are also CP eigenstates and can be written as

IDI) = 5 (ID’)+ IDO))
IDS)
The probability
by

=

$

that a Do meson produced
P( Do -t Do) = +

‘Presented at the CHARM2000

(ID’)

- ID)“)) _

(1)

at t = 0 decays as a b” at time t is then given

{ 1 - 2e-9

cos Amt + cAr,},

Workshop, Fermilab, June 7-9, 1994.
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(2)

where Am = ms -ml and Al? = I’s -I’* are the mass and lifetime differences in the mass
eigenstates. These two quantities determine the ratio of “wrong” fmal state to “right”
final state in decay mode8 in which the final state can only be reached by one of the
neutral D meson flavors. This is the case in semileptonic decay8 where we can define
r(D”
TD = r(Do
This measurable quantity
corresponding expression

+ Z-X)
--3 I+x)’

can be expressed in terms of Am and AI’ by using (2) and the
for the unmixed case. In the limit
Am Ar
F’F<<l

(4)

it takes the simple form
TD=#g+(~)2]
As we will see, (4) is a very good approximation.
In the SM r~ is expected to be very small.
The question is how small. In this
workshop the possibility of having 10’ reconstructed
D’s in various experiments has been
discussed [I]. It is expected that in some cases a sensitivity of 10-5 in r~ could be reached
[2]. Several scenarios for new physics give contributions
to r~ at this level. Therefore
it is of great interest to establish at what level the SM contributes.
It is not possible
to compute 7~ precisely, given the theoretical
uncertainties
arising from long distance
dynamics. Unlike B”-Bo mixing, where 7~ is completely dominated by the short-distance
effect8 generated by the top quark, the inherently
nonperturbative
physics associated
with these long-distance
effects (e.g. propagation
of light quark intermediate
states) is
potentially
large. In what follows we review the status of our knowledge of the short and
long-distance
contribution8
to Am. The lifetime difference Ar is expected to be of the
same order of magnitude as Am
Given that we are interested in an order of magnitude
estimate we will concentrate on Am.

1.1

Am,:

Short

Distance

An effective AC = 2 interaction
is induced, at short distances,
like the one in Fig. 1, the box diagrams. After the loop integration
%A&2
eff

where, in addition

'my$)2

= ~8x8i~2BwIKw

by one loop diagrams
one obtains [3]

(0 + 0') ,

to the usual operator
0 = fh,(l

- %)W,(l

- 75)c

(7)

one has to consider
0’ = q1 + -&ql
arising

from the fact that

the mass of the chaxm
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+ r5)c
quark

is not negligible.

(8)
In (6) we

c

d&b

”

d,s.b

”

d,s.b

C

Figure 1: One of the box diagrams that induce a AC = 2 interaction.
neglect powers of m,/mw
with 9 = d,s and the b quark contribution
that, although
enhanced by a factor of (ms/mw)’
is largely suppressed by the factor IV$Vd[‘.
The GIM
mechanism produce8 the suppression factor (m: - m~)/m$:
the effect vanishes in the
W(3) limit.
The additional
suppression (mi - mi)/ma
comes from the fact that the
external momentum, of the order of m,, is communicated to the light quarks in the loop.
Both factors explain why the box diagrams are so small for D mesons relative to the K
and B mesons, where the GIM mechanism enters as mz/m& and m:/m&
and external
momenta can be neglected.
The mass difference generated

by the box diagram8 is

Am = 2(D”~‘H~~~2]~o),
where the matrix

element8 of the operators
(D”lc71bo)

=

0 and 0’ can be parametrized

(9)
as

8
-m&BD
3

(D”lS’l~o)= -; (~)‘m&&,.
The vacuum insertion approximation,
corresponding to the saturation of a sum over intermediate states by the vacuum state, gives BD = Bb = 1. Correction8 to this simplified
approach to the matrix elements are potentially
large, but are not expected to change
the order of magnitude of the effect. Therefore the box diagram contribution
to the maS8
difference is
Am~d~~0.5x10~17GeV(o~~V)*(~)*.

(12)

With the Do lifetime from [4] we have l? = (1.59&0.02) x 10-i’ GeV. Taking into account
that the short-distance
contribution
to Ar is of the same order as (12), we use (5) to
obtain the short-distance
contribution
to the mixing parameter to be
Tiid. z lo-lo
which is extremely

small.
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- 10-8,

(13)

Figure 2: Two pseudoscalar intemediate

1.2
1.2.1

Am:

state. There can be also KK

and xx.

Long Distance

Dispersive

Approach.

It has been argued that the fact that the main contributions
to intermediate
states in
D meson mixing come from light quarks signals the presence of large long-distance effects.
They correspond to hadronic intermediate states propagating between the D mesons. It is,
in principle, not possible to calculate these effects given their essentially nonperturbative
character. However it is crucial to estimate their order of magnitude.
In order to obtain
it the author8 of Ref. [5] make use of dispersive techniques.
They consider sets of nparticle intermediate
states related by SU(3). In the SU(3) limit the contribution
from
each of these sets must vanish. For instance, consider the intermediate
states ivolving two
charged pseudoscalars: K-K+,
T-T+, K-T+, K+T-.
Their contribution
to mixing comes
from diagrams like the one in Fig. 2. Calculating the loop one typically obtains

Qz) = A(g)[1”(-4) + . .] ,
where p is the external momentum and A(g) depends on the form of the interaction
and
on the coupling g. The ellipses denote constant terms that also depend on the form of
the vertex. However the logarithm gives en imaginary part that is related to the partial
width of the on-shell intermediate
state. That is, using
ln (-p”)

= lnp* + ia,

(15)

the relation
Im [C(p*)]

= r/2

(16)

fixes the coefficient of the logarithm.
Keeping only this term and properly
charged pseudoscalar states one obtains
Am’.d.
D

z-

l In 5
2?r
-2

r(D”

[r (Do +. K-K+)
+ K-*+)I’(DO
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adding all the

+ r (DO + z-T+)
4 K+T-)

1
,

(17)

where p is a typical hadronic scale (rz 1 GeV). In order to get an estimate for the longdistance effect we would need more information
on the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
mode
Do + K+r-.
If we define
l?(D’ + K+r-)
I? (Do + K-m+)

=axtan4ec,

then in the SU(3) limit one would expect a = 1. However,
CLEO collaboration
gives [6]

a recent measurement

a = 2.95 h 0.95 f 0.95,

by the

(19)

signaling a possibly large breaking of W(3).
Although the value of Am, must be proportional to the amount of W(3) breaking, the value of (19) does not mean the effect is
necessarily large. Large N(3)
breaking also occurs in the ratio [4]
r (Do -+ K+K-)
I’(D” -+X+X-)
thus allowing for a psrtisl cancellation
the result can be expressed as
Arnbd.
2! 8 x lo-’
r

of large W(3)

(1.4 - 6)

1: 3,
breaking

-N -2.5

effects in (17). In the end

x 10-4,

where the last number corresponds to taking the central value in (19). However it can be
seen that within the large error bars in (19) the effect is consistent with zero and more
data are needed.
One could imagine computing, in the same fashion, contributions
lated sets of intermediate
states: pseudoscalar-vector,
vector-vector,
etc. All of these are proportional
to the amount of SU(3) breaking in
signs of these contributions
are unknown and although there could
would expect the order of magnitude to stay the same.
1.2.2

Heavy Quark Effective

Theory

from other SU(3) rethree pseudoscalars,
the set. The relative
be cancellations one

(HQET).

The applicability
of the HQET ideas to D-D mixing rests on the assumption that the
charm quark mass is much larger than the typical scale of the strong interactions.
It was
first pointed out in Ref. [7] that in this case there are no nonleptonic transitions to leading
order in the effective theory since they would require a large momentum transferred from
the heavy quark to the light degrees of freedom. This means that, in the effective low
energy theory, mixing is a consequence of matching the full AC = 2 theory at the scale
m, with the HQET and then running down to hadronic scales (< mJ. In other words,
there are no new operators at low energy and the only Ulong-distance”
effects come from
the renormalization
group running below the matching scale m,. As a consequence, Arn~
can be computed in the HQET using quark operators and restricting
the nonperturbative physics only to their matrix elements, which in Ref. [7] are estimated using naive
dimensional analysis.
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Figure 3: Diagrams generating four-quark

operators in HQET.

First let us consider the four-quark operators generated from the box diagrams by
integrating
out the W’s. These and their matching diagrams in the effective theory are
shown in Fig. 3. The contribution
of these operators to the mass difference behaves like
t71
Amb” N 13,
(22)
16x2 rnz
where the first factor comes from the loop and md is neglected.
HQET version of the box diagrams.

This is nothing

but the

There will also be higher dimension operators. In principle they will be suppressed
by additional powers of l/m<. However, as we see below, they can give important contributions. For instance, six-quark operators are suppressed by one of such powers. We can
think that they arise by “cutting”
one of the light quark lines in the loop in Fig. 4 and
then shrinking the connecting line leftover when going to the effective theory given that
the momentum flowing through it is large (- mC). A s a consequence, we get rid of two
powers of m, and the contribution
from six-quark operators goes like

Arng,u Imf
m,G 64
where the last factor comes from taking the hadronic
goldstone boson decay constant.

’
matrix

elements and f is the pseudc-

Finally, eight-quark operators are obtained by cutting the remaining light quark line
and bridging the two four quark pieces with a gluon. The resulting contribution
goes like

Am(~) a 1 (m,fT
““;?;;G$ rnz
As one can see from (24), this is the least GIM-suppressed
contribution.
is suppressed by l/m:
and most importantly
by the factor a,/4v.
Relative
diagram this is
Am$l
a. (4rfj4
-N--"
x 20.
Am$j) - 4~ mfm: - 4~
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(24)
However it
to the box

(25)

Therefore there is no enhancement due to these operators. In Ref. [7] it is argued that these
contributions
correspond to the intermediate
states taken into account by the dispersive
approach. Thus the suppression factor a./4?r in (24) suggests that there are cancellations
among the different sets of states.
The six-quark

operators

give an enhancement

of the order of

(26)

A complete calculation
in this approach, including
performed in Ref. [8]. Their results can be summarized

In sum, the HQET

QCD corrections
as

Am$)

N

(0.5 - 0.9) x lo-“GeV

( o.2>eV)’

Amg’

N

(0.7 - 2.0) x 10-r7GeV

(o 22eV)3

A#

N

(0.1 - 0.6) x lo-r7GeV

(o 2:eV)2.

approach

to Amn

to one loop, is

predicts

Am
r

N (1 - 2)10-5.

The uncertainty
in (27) is mostly due to the uncertainty in the relative signs of the various
contributions.
However is clear that HQET predicts no large enhancements with respect
to the box diagram, which implies a mixing parsmeter of the order of
fD % lo-”

- lo-‘.

(28)

In conclusion, with the current data on DCSD there seems to be no large disagreement between the dispersive approach of Ref. [5] snd the HQET estimate of the mixing
parameter for D mesonsJ7,8].
A conservative upper limit can then be established for the
SM contribution
to Do-Do mixing to be
Ty

2

< 10-s.

(29)

CP Violation

In order for CP violation to occur there must be at least two amplitudes interfering
with non-zero relative phases. There are two mechanisms that can produce this interference. In the first caze the two amplitudes correspond to a Do decaying as a Do at time t
and a Do decaying, after mixing, as a bc at time t, both to the same final state f. This is
called indirect CP violation and is theoretically
clean. That is, the hadronic uncertainties
cancel in the asymmetry given that they are the same for both amplitudes.
However, as
we have seen in the previous section, the mixing amplitude is extremely small in the SM
and therefore the induced CP violation is negligible.
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More generally, CP violation can occur directly in the decay amplitude.
two amplitudes contribute to a given D decay mode. Then
Af = Al@

Let us assume

+ AzeisZ,

(30)

where Al and A2 are the two amplitudes after factoring out the strong interaction phases
6r and 6s. When the CP conjugate is taken the weak phases included in Al,z change but
the strong phases stay the same:
A3 = A;&
The CP asymmetry

+ A;+.

(31)

is then

IAA* - IA312
aCP = JAf12 + 1412 =

2Im [&A*]

sin (& - J2)

I-41* + IAzI* + 2Re [A;A2] cos (6, - J*)’

(32)

From (32) we see that in order to have a nonzero asymmetry the two amplitudes must
have different weak as well as strong phases. The predictions for ao~ are then plagued
with hadronic uncertainties
coming from the amplitudes and the final-state-interaction
phases.
The interesting
question is what is the typical size of the effect in the SM. Before
going into the more detailed analysis let us remember that any CP-violating
effect in the
SM must be proportional
to the rephasing-invariant
quantity
J = Im [Kj&VGi$]
for any choice of i # I and j # k. With the current values of the CKM
taking for the CP violating phase sin6 = 1 we know that J _< 10p4. From
see that CP asymmetries are larger the more suppressed is the mode
For
Cabibbosuppressed
decays we have an enhancement of sin-s (0.) and then
magnitude estimate for the asymmetry is
acp - lo-*.

phases and
(32) we can
instance, for
an order of

(341

In D decays all tree level diagrams contributing
to a given final state have the same CKM
matrix element combination.
They will interfere only with the one loop diagrams called
penguins.
Cabibbofavored
D modes do not have penguins and then we are left with
Cabibbo-suppressed
decays, for which the asymmetry is estimated in (34). However the
fact that one of the amplitudes is likely to be much smaller, the penguin in this case,
largely reduces the size of the asymmetry.
The relative size of the penguin to the tree
level diagrams is not a settled issue but one should consider (34) to be on the rather
optimistic
side unless there is a large enhancement from strong-interaction
dynamics, in
the same fashion as in the AI = l/2 rule. This possibility is raised in Ref. [9].
On the other hand, in D, decays it is possible to have two tree-level amplitudes with
different weak phases. For instance in D. + K?r the spectator and annihilation
diagrams
are proportional
to VSV, and VGVw respectively. Therefore, if the annihilation
diagram
is not suppressed relative to the spectator, asymmetries of the order of (34) are expected.
As was mentioned above, the calculation of the asymmetries involves the knowledge
of hadronic matrix elements and strong-interaction
phases. This is done, for instance, in
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Refs. [lo] and [ll]. In the first case, the relative strong phases are provided
diagrams and final-state interactions
are neglected.

by the quark

In the work of Ref. [ll], large final-state-interaction
phases are provided by nearby
resonances. This tends to give larger asymmetries. The typical result in this case is a few
x10-s. For instance, for the decay D+ + I?K+
acp = 2.8 x lo-‘.
In D. decays the
most interesting mode is K’q with sop = -8.1 x 10-s.
In any event, all calculations of direct-CP-violation
asymmetries are very uncertain.
The SM can give at most au effect of the order of 10m3 but more precise predictions are
not possible with our current imprecise knowledge of hadronic physics.
Finally, we mention the possibility of kinematic CP-violation
signals. For instance, in
decays to two vector mesons D(p) -+ Vl(k)V2(q) [12,13], it is possible to construct CP-odd
correlations of the two polarizations and one of the momenta. A triple-product
correlation
(k.sr x es) is T odd. However a non-vanishing
value of this quantity is not necessarily a
signal of CP violation:
the effect could be entirely due to strong-interaction
phases. In
order to have a truly CP-odd correlation one has to compare with the CP-conjugate state:
the sum of
Nf = NW- ~1 x l 2 > 0) - N(k.el x c2 < 0)
(35)
N&d
and the corresponding quantity for the CP-conjugate state, N3, should vanish if CP is conserved. Similar correlations but for semileptonic decays are discussed in [14]. Another type
of kinematic signal can be obtained in neutral three-body decays like Do + M+M-No
[15]. In general the partial decay rate of a given neutral D flavor need not be symmetric
in the energes E+ end E-. However when adding all reconstructed neutral D’s from the
final state without identifying the D flavor, the D&z
plot must be symmetric in E+, Eunless CP is violated. That is, given the expression
r [(Do + ijo) + M+M-No]

= a+ b(E+ -E-),

a nonzero value of b signals a net energy asymmetry

and therefore

(3‘3)
CP violation.

In all cases, the kinematic asymmetries are also plagued with hadronic uncertainties
as in the case of partial-rate
asymmetries in charged D decays. However it is important
that they are taken into account given that in some cases they might be easier to observe.
To summarize, the SM predicts that CP violation in charm decays proceeds via the
direct mechanism given the small value of Tn. Asymmetries are expected to be at most
of order lo-’ in modes with branching fractions of 10m3. This implies the need of at least
10’ reconstructed
D’s in order to observe a 3~ effect.

3

Conclusions

We have seen that the SM predicts extremely small values for the mixing parameter
rn. The effect, even after including
possible long-distancelong-distance
enhancements,
seems to be in the range 10-r’ - lo-‘.
These effects had been previously overestimated
in [16] giving therefore the impression that any observation of Do-Do mixing would be
contaminated
by long-distance dynamics. However this is not the case. An observation
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of D mixing
experiments,

at the level of 10e4 - lo-‘, which is going to be probed
would be a signal of new physics [17].

at high-sensitivity

On the other hand, CP violation in the SM might be marginally observable in some
cases. Signals from new physics could then be mixed with these. However, there are
models where sizeable asymmetries occur in Cabibbo-favored
modes, giving a clear signal
over the SM background [17].
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1

Introduction

In this talk I would like to discuss two aspects of charm physics. One is to show that
many standard model predictions for rare decay modes (along with Do - b” mixing and
CP violation)
are extremely small thus opening a window-for
new physics effects[l]; and
the other is to review the expectations from several plausible and interesting
new physics
possibilities.
The standard model will be taken to be defiued by the gauge group SU(3), x Sum
x
U(1) with three families of quarks and leptons, one Biggs doublet and no right handed
CP violation in the D
neutrinos (thus m, = 0). We will review predictions for D r&&g,
system and then discuss rare decays of D’s.
Everything in this talk is based upon joint on-going work with Gsstavo Burdman, Eugene
Golowich and JoAnne Hewett; many details and complete results will appear in a forthcoming
review.

2

D - b h&ing

and CP Violation

As already discussed by Burdman,[2]
D”bo mixing differs from K” - i?O and B” - B”
mixing in several ways. In the box diagram, the s-quark intermediate
state dominates; this
is in spite of the suppression by the factor (rn,/w~,)~ resulting from the external momenta
(i.e. the fact that m, > m.)[3]. The tinal result for 6m from the box diagram is extremely
small, one linds
6m
for ma N O-2 GeV ad

f~&

-

0.5.10-I7

- 0.2 GeV; leading
bm~/r,o

-

GeV

(1)

to
3.1o-s

(2)

One should worry whether long distance contributions
would give much larger contributions. The contribution
from two body states K+K-,
K-K+, K+x-,a+~was carefully
evaluated by Donoghue et al. [4] With the current experimental
values, this is rather small,
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of the same order as above. A very different calculation of the matrix element resulting from
the box diagram due to Georgi et al. [5] employing HQET also yields an enhancement of no
more than a factor of 45 over the short distance result. Even if none of these arguments are
completely convincing it is likely that the SM bm/T is not enhanced by more than an order
of magnitude over the short distance value of 3.10-s. Since the current experimental
limit
[6] is 0.083, there is plenty of room for new physics effects to show up.
CP violation in mixing is described by ED and the asymmetry a in e.g. e+e- + D”p
-a
L+L+z,L-C-z
defined by a = (N++-N--)/(N+++N--)
goes es 2Re co for small co. 2Re co
is given by

2Re eD =

2Im (iK~r;~)
M2) I2 + 1 (Rerl2

1 (Im

It is always possible to choose a phase convention
0. Then

2Re Ed 5

for the KM matrix

such that ImPls

=

{z:J
(

the left hand side is given by (y)’

I*

Im(Ud
2Re en 5

1
Uh.)*/tlz

and hence

lo-*.

This is the maximum value for the CP violating charge asymmetry
SM. The actual value lies between 5.10m3 and 5.10W4.

(5)
(due to mixing)

in the

Direct CP violation can also be looked for in partial rate asymmetries of charge conjugate
states. Such rate asymmetries are proportional
to sin(c$ - +j) sin(6; - Sj) where 4; are weak
CP phases, Si are final state interaction
phases and i, j are strong interaction
eigenstates
[I]. In SM for D (and Ds) decays there can be no CP violating rate asymmetries for the
Cabibbo allowed decay modes (and for the double Cabibbo-suppressed
modes as well) to
the lowest order. In Cabibbo-suppressed
modes there can be interference between the quark
decay diagram and Penguin (and/or annihilation)
diagram leading to CP violating partial
rate asymmetries.
The main diSiculty is evaluating the final state interaction phases. Several
groups have estimated these phases[S] and based on these the more promising candidates
and D+ + I?‘K+(p’z+)
with asymmetries in the range of
seem tc be D.f -P K’+T(T’)
(2-8)10-3.

3

Rare

Decays

There are a number of “rare” (one-loop) decay modes of D[9] which have extremely small
rates when evaluated in SM; thus providing a potential window for new physics contributions.
(i) Do -t p+p86

At one loop level the decay rate for Do + p+p-

r(DO + p+p-)

=

F =

6;

m&

fi

is given by

m: mD I F

32+

U..U,:
&b&.

I*

Ji=-GqFg

(6)

(G + 314 z: 4~)
(26 •,- 314 &G=b)

(7)

This yiehis a branching fraction of 10-r’.
There are potentially
large
and a; = mf/m&.
long distance effects; e.g. due to intermediate states such as v”, K”, %‘,q,$)
or (aa, Ki?)
etc. Inserting the hnown rates for Pi --* /P/L- and ignoring the extrapolation
the result for
B(D” + p+p-) is 3.10- Is. This is probably an over-estimate
but might give some idea of
the iong distance effects.
(ii) Do + yy
The one loop contribution
to Do + 77 can be calculated in exactly the same way as
above and the amplitude A is found to be approtiately
4.6.10-I4 GeV, where A is defined
by the matrix element A ar QZ” clp e% Y’p.
The decay rate is r =I A I* m&/64x and the branching fraction is lo-‘s. The single
particle contributions
due to (v, K,~,I]‘) yield 3.10b9 but again are grossly over estimated.
(iii) D ---) vfk.
The decay rate for c -+ uvC (for 3 neutrino

flavors) is given by

[- 1I&I*.

r=3@2Fm2 a *
1922
Insertiug

the one loop vahte for A,, one finds for the branching
B(D” + viiz)
B(D+ + vi&)

For the exclusive
contributions
yields

(8)

4lr2,

=
=

fractions:

2.10-‘s
4.5.10-l5

modes Do + nvP and D+ -+ X+VC an estimate

B(D” + a”vfi)
B(D+ --a x+vfi)

N

5.6.10-t6
8.10-‘6

(9)
of the long distance

(10)

(iv) D + l?‘(K)16
These modes have no short distance one loop contributions.
Estimates of long distance
contributions.
Estimates of long distance contributions
due to single particle poles yield
branching fractions of the order of 10-‘5.
(v) D -f eiz.
a7

The one loop contributions
from 7, Z and Ww intermediate
states give for the inclnsive
decay mode c -t u@ a rate which corresponds to a branching fraction for Di of the order
B.R.(D+

= 2.10-lo

(11)

This corresponds to a fraction for Do of B.R (Do -+ .&)
D+ + v+ti and Do + voti are expected to have somewhat
the range of a few times lo-“.

= 10-i’. The exdusive modes
smaller branching fkactions iu

(4

+

.&)

(D ---) 74

The Penguin diagram can give rise to c + u-y at one loop level and (before short
distance QCD corrections) gives a rate for c --* u7 corresponding
to a branching fraction of
B.R. (D + 72) of about lo- i6. This would yield brauching fractions for exclusive channels
such as Do + p”7,wo7 at a level of lo-l7 or so. It is expected that the QCD corrections
wiII enhance this rates (these cahxdations are in progress)...
On the other hand, if the precise partial wave structure in the amplitude for the decays
such as D --) 4~ (as web as the total rates) were known, it is possible to estimate the rates
for Do ---) 4’7, D + pi etc. At present only upper bounds can be obtained e.g.
B.R.(D+
B.R.(D’
B.R.(D”
If these long distance contributions
tributions
(even after QCD correction)
I suspect that this is the case.

+ p+7)
--) ~‘7)
4 +y)

<
<
<

2.10-4
2.1O-5
2.104

(12)

turn out to be much larger than the Penguin conthen the Penguin wili remain invisible in D decays.

From the data on Do + l?‘p”[6]
and VMD one obtains B.R. (Do + k”7)
- 1.6.10m4.
From the data on D+ + pop+, assuming that I A1 I>>1 AS I and that there is no par&&r
enhancement in DCSD mode D+ ---) K*+pO, one finds B.R. (D+ -t I?+p”)
- 1.4.10+ and
in turn B.R. (D+ ---) l?=+7) - 3.10-‘.
I should stress that in ah of the above the short distance QCD corrections have not yet
been incorporated.
Since these tend to enhance the decay rates and the long distance Vanes
tend to be over-estimates, the gap between the two wiII be smaller than it appears here.

4

New

Physics

(i) Additional

Scenarios
Scalar Doublet

One of the simplest extensions of the standard modelis to add one scaIar Riggs doublet[lO].
If one insists on flavor conservation there are two possible models: in one (model I) all quarks
get masses from one Riggs (say &) aud the other 41 does not couple to fermions; in the
other & gives masses to up-quarks only and 41, to down-quarks
only. The new unknown
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parameters are tanp(= vi/us, the ratio of the two vevs) and the masses of the additional
Biggs scalars, both charged as well as neutral.
In the charmed partide system, the important effects are in 6mo and the new contributions due to charged Biggses to rare decays such as Do + p+p-, D + d.?, D --) 77, D + p7
etc.
The mass of the charged Biggs is constrained to be above 50 GeV by LEP data and
there is a joint constraint on mH and tan@ from the observation of B + K-7. For large
tanfi, 6mo can be larger than the SM resuIts[ll].
(ii) Fourth

Generation

If there is a fourth generation of quarks, accompanied by a heavy neutrino (MN0 > 50
GeV to satisfy LEP constraints) there are many interesting effects observable iu the charm
system.
In general U,,w and Us will not be zero and then the-Y-quark
can contribute
to Srno
as well as to rare decays such as Do + p&D * L&D
+ nvij etc. (A singlet b’ quark as
predicted in E6 GUT has exactly the same effect). A heavy fourth generation neutrino No
with Ue&J;N
# 0 engenders decays such as Do + pi as well.
For U&s
(a) ho/l?
(b) B(D”

3 0.01 and w

> lOOGeV, it is found that[l2]

> 0.01;
+ p/Z) > 0.5.10-i’;

(c) B (D+ -f &@)

> lo-lo;

etc.

For a heavy neutrino of mass MNO > 45 GeV, the miring with e and p is bounded by
] Us&,,
I*< 7.10-6[13] and we find that branching fraction for Do -* p-e+,p+ecan be no
more than 6.10-**! This is aho true for a singlet heavy neutrino unaccompanied
by a charged
lepton. To turn this nsult around, any observation of Do + ,ue at a level greater than this
must be due to some other physics, e.g. a horizontal gauge (or Biggs) boson exchange.
(iii) Flavor

Changiug

NeutraI

Biggs

It has been au old idea that if one enlarges the Biggs sector to share some of the large
global flavor symmetries of the gauge sector (which eventually are broken spontaneousIy)
then it is possible that interesting fermion mass and mining pattern can emerge. It was
reahsed early that in genera this wih lead to flavor changing neutraI current couplings to
Biggs[l4].
As was stressed[l5] then and has been emphasized recently[lS],
this need not be
&rming
as long as current limits are satisfied. But this means that the Glashow-Weinberg
criterion wiII not be satisfied and the GIM mechanism wih be imperfect for coupling to
scaIars. This is the price to be paid for a possible “explanation”
of fenuion mass/miring
pattern.
Of course, the current empirica constraints from bmK, KL + pp KL + pe etc.
mast be observed. This is not at ail dithcult.
For example, in one early model, flavor was
exactly conserved in the strange sector but not in the charm sector[l4]!
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In such theories,

there will be a neutral
(@75c

giving rise to a contribution

scalar, 4’ of mass m with wupling
+ g’Ey&P

such as
(13)

to bmo

6mD -

5 fi

BDmD(mDimC)

With a reasonable range of parameters, it is easily conceivable for 6mD to be as large as
IO-l3 GeV. There will also new contributions
to decays such as Do - p&Do + ,ue which
will depend on other parameters.
There are other theoretical structures which are effectively identical to this, e.g. composite technicolor.
The scheme discussed by Carone and Hamilton leads to a 6mn of 4.10-‘s
GeV[17].
(iv) Family

Symmetry

The Family symmetry mentioned above can be gauged as well as global. In fact, the
global symmetry can be a remnant of an underlying
gauged symmetry.
A gauged family
symmetry leads to a number of interesting effects in the charm sector[lS].
Consider

a toy model with

acting on LH doublets;
The gauge interaction

with

only two families

[(Z)L (i)L]

and a SU(2)H

and [(Z#)L (;)L]

familJ

gauge

assigned to Iw = l/2

symmetry
doublets.

will be of the form:
g (a a)L 7u F.Gp

[

0

,”

L

+ . ...*..

I

After converting to the mass elgenstate basis for quarks, leptons as well as the new gauge
bosom, we can calculate contributions
to 6mK,6mo
as well as to decays such as KL + ep
and D + ep. The results are:

6mo/6mK

=

f;Bomo

m(PL

-+ ep)

=

dp
+!!2.p-d7]
11 1
5
I
f~~~wdd-~l
&g*fKm,
[T
+ rin2e$2ee]

m(D”

+ ep)

=

is*fmb P -t 4 P(1+ 7.)e.

ji(1 + 7s)e.

(16)

where &+,8” are 6, - themixing
angles in the&-s~,u~-c~
and ~L-PL sectors and arenot
measured experimentally
aud mi are the gauge masses. It is possible to obtain 6mn - lo-l3
GeV and B(D” + ep) - lo-l3 while satisfying the bounds on 6mK aud B(Kg + ep).
(4 Sup-metry
In the Minimal
Supersymmetric
Standard Model new contributions
to 6mo come from
gluino exchange box diagram and depend on squark mixings and mass splittings.
To keep
6rngUfl small the traditional
ansats has been squark degeneracy. In this case 6mgusu is also
automatically
suppressed, no more than lo-‘* GeV [19]. Recently it has been proposed[20]
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that auother possible way to keep 6m~usu small is to assume not squark degeneracy but
proportionality
of the squark mass matrix to the quark mass matrix to the quark mass
matrix. It turns out in this case that 6mn can be as large as the current experimental limit.
In some non-minim al SUSY theories certain radiative decay modes can have large rates[21].
(vi) Left-Right

Symmetric

Models

In a very nice paper[22], the Orsay group has pointed out that in left-right symmetric
extensions of the SM, there can be sizable CP violating asymmetries in the Cabibbo allowed
decay modes (which is impossible in the SM). I would like to illustrate this but in a diRerent
kind of model, the model of Gronau and Wakaisuni[23].
F&all that the basic premise of the model is that the suppression of b --+ &
not due to a small mining & but due to the decay proceeding via Wn exchange
smallness of the ratio (m~~Jtnwa)s.
This is accomplished by enlarging the gauge
symmetry and assuming
sum
x SU(2)n x U(1) but without manifest left-right
mixing matrices to be

UL =

(

1
-A
-pP

eia
.!JR =

0
0

x
1
-p.v

0
sei6
cei7

decays is
and the
group to
the two

PA3
0
1

0
&P
-,,i(B +7)

(18)

where X and p are the usual Wolfcnstein parameters and UL is red. As is evident, the current
b + c is pure FtEIC. For successful phenomenology
and a good fit to sll the data there are
a nnmber of constraints on the model; e.g. vn must have a mass in the range of few MeV,
comes from the RH
P - 0.2 to 0.7, mWR > 400 GeV, c > 0.8,s < 0.6. All CP violation
sector and e and ti require that: sin(7 - o) > O.l,sin(S - Q) < 0.5 and sin(a + w) < 0.7;
thus the constraints on the phases in UR are rather weak.
In this model, for a decay such BS D + Err, in addition to the WL mediated decay there
is an additional amplitude
due to Wn which now carries a CP phase. Because of the larger
Wn mass, the QCD coeEcients for the R.R operators are diflerent from the LL operators
resulting in a different ratio for the I = 3/Z to l/2 final states from the two operators; hence
osn/orn # asL/arL. Then the CP partial rate asymmetry for the decay mode Do ‘-) K-r+
and b” + K+*is given by

r - r
r+f=

s(a3R - a&
alL

sin(& - 63) sin(a - 6)

(19)

where we have taken from data alL - osr. If, for simplicity,
we take orn >> osn, then the
RHS becomes
Ein(6, - 63) sin(a - 6).
8 (mW‘/“WR)2
cw
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Takiug a u 0.5, sin(a - 6) - 0.5 in the allowed range, 6, - 6s N O(90°) from data, and
(m~,/m~,#
N 0.04 the asymmetry is of the order 0.01 to be compared to 0 in SM. As
showu in Bef. [22] similar values obtain in other left-right symmetric
this a generic result in Left-Bight
Symmetric theories. Incidentally,
to 6mD are no larger than in SM.

5

models as well making
the new contributions

Conclusion

To summarize, in the charm system several phenomena (such as bm, CP, loop induced
decays) which are easily observed in K and B system are greatly suppressed in SM and there
is a window of opportunity
for new physics to show up.
Of course, even when there is new physics beyond the standard model (BSM) it is not
guaranteed that there are interesting sign& large enough to be seen. Probably the most

likely place for some new physics to show up in 6mD. To disentangle the origin some other
effects have to be seen. CP violation (in channels forbidden in SM) and rare decays such as
Do + #,77,vvz
etc. would come a close second. Decays such as Do ---) ge are probably
unlikely to occur at rates large enough to be seea in the near future but who knows?
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Abstract
We review the spectroscopy and some properties of hadrous containing two charmed quarks,
or more generally, two heavy quarks. This includes heavy baryons such as (ZICU),and possible
exotic mnltiquark states.

1

Introduction

Baryons with two heavy quarks and one light quark, hereafter denoted (Q&q), intimately combine two extreme regimes of hadron structure.
There is first the slow relative
motion of the two heavy quarks, very similar to the quark-antiquark
motion in chaxmouium
and bottomonium.
In both cases, the heavy constituents experience an adiabatic potential
generated by the light degrees of freedom. The second aspect of (QQq) is the relativistic
motion of the light quark (I, which is presumably very similar for (cc& (as), and (Uq),
providing another example of heavy quark symmetry.
A rich spectrum is expected. There are excitations of the relative motion of the two
heavy quarks in the lowest Born-Oppenheimer
potential.
One can also get excitations of the
light quark, or a combined excitation of both degrees of beedom.
The ground state of each flavour configuration
cannot do anything but decay weakly,
by disintegration
of one of the heavy quarks, and sometimes by exchange of a W-boson
between the constituents.
A variety of final states are accessible, with no, some, or more
Cabbibo suppression. We have here an ideal laboratory for studying weak interactions
and
subsequent hadronisation.
If (QQq) spectroscopy becomes accessible to experiment, it will also be possible to look
at exotic mesons with two heavy quarks, (QQqq). They have been predicted to be stable on
the basis of the flavour independence of the static interquark
potential.
Other approaches
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have led to similar conclusions.
Current models gives stability for ratios (M/m)
of quark
masses corresponding to (bb@) or higher. However, reasonable long-range forces might well
push down this ratio, so that some (cgq) could become serious candidates to stability.
In this review, I shall briejly summarize these aspects of double heavy-flavour
spectroscopy.
General references arc [l, 2, 3, 41 for (Q&p) spectroscopy in potential models,
[4,5] for decays of these (Q&q), [6, 71 for (QQ@) exotics in simple models, while a comparison with atomic physics is attempted in [8], and another approach is discussed in [9, lo]. It
is hoped that this Workshop w?Il stimulate further investigations.

2

Relations

among

ground

state

masses

The value of a peculiar (QQq) maas is interesting only when compared with that of other
flavour configurations.
In the past, regularities have been noticed in the baryon spectrum,
such as the GelI-Mann-Oknbo
maas formula, or the equal-spacing rule of the decuplet. One
possible interpretation
in the modern language is based on fIavovr independence. The binding
potential is the same whatever quark experiences it. This property is a consequence of the
gluons being coupled to the colour rather than to the isospin, or hypercharge, or mass of the
quarks, at least before any relativistic
correction is written down. We shall come back on
flavour independence in Sec. 5, and stress the analogy with atomic physics, where the same
-l/r
potential binds positronium,
hydrogen and protonium atoms.
In the meson sector, we expect the lowest (be) meson approximately
half between J/Q
and T. In a flavour-independent
potential, this is in fact a lower bound [ll], i.e., we have
2(bc) 1 (cq + (bq.

(1)

If one knows the excitation
spectrum of (CE) and (a), one can extract model-independent
bounds on the average kinetic energy in the ground state, which governs the evolution of
the ground-state
energy when the reduced mass varies. This lea& to an upper bound on
the lowest (E) state [4], and all predictions of realistic potentials nicely cluster near 6.26
GeV/Z [12] in between the lower and the upper bounds provided by flavour independence.
Similar reguIarity patterns are expected in the baryon sector (the mathematics
of the
3-body problem is of course more delicate than that of the 2-body one, and sometimes
requires some mild conditions on the shape of the confining potential, which are satisfied by
all current models [3]). For instance, one expects an analogue of (1)
2(w)

2 (ccq) + (494)

(2)

which leads to an upper bound (ccq) 5 3.7 GeV for the centre of gravity of the ground-state
multiplet
of (cq).
A upper bound can also be derived for (ccs). On the other hand, the
convexity relation
2&d
cannot be tested immediately,

2 (4

+ VW,

as well aa the even more exotic-looking
3(bcq) 2 WI

+ (4
96

+ (QW),

(3)
(131
(4)

and its analogue with q + s. Of more immediate

use is the relation

(beq),
2 bz7)+ (cqd- (494),

(5)

which leads to a rough lower bound (beg) 2 6.9 GeV/cZ, if one inputs the following
and spin-averaged values: (bqq) = 5.6, (cqq) = 2.4, and (qqq) = 1.1 GeV/c*.

rounded

To derive these inequalities, one uses the Schriidinger equation, even for the light quarks.
Very likely, the regularities exhibited by flavour-independent
potentials also hold in more
rigourous QCD calculations
and in the experimental
spectrum.
Any failure of the above
inequalities would be very intriguing.
Sometimes, one can be more precise, and derive inequalities that in&de
spin-spin corrections, for instance relations between Jp = (l/2)+ baryons with different flavour content.
See [3] for details.
Another mathematical
game triggered by potential models consists of writing
among meson and baryon masses. The basic relation is [3]
2(PlwB)
obtained

L (41~22)+ (QZ&i3) + (n3!71),

by assuming that the potential

energy operators

2 C&(Iri

2Vm(r1,r2,4

i<j

which holds (with equality)
and for the simple model

for a colour-octet

V,(T)

= AT,

inequalities

v,,

fulfill

(6)

the following

- r;l),

exchange, in particular

= ,J +@I+

inequality

d2 + d3)

(7)
one-gbron

a&age,

(8)

where di is the distance from the i-th quark to a junction J whose location is adjusted to
minimize V,,, 1141. We obtain for instance [I] (ccq) 2 3.45 GeV/c2 for the (l/2)+ state. This
is rather crude, not surprisingly.
Years ago, Hall and Post [15] pointed out in a different
context that the pairs are not at rest in a 3-body bound state, and that their collective
kinetic energy is neglected in inequalities of type (6).

3

Spectrum

of doubly

flavoured

baryons

Computing the (QQq) energies in a given potential model does not raise any particular
difficulty.
The 3-body problem is routinely
solved by means of the Faddeev equations or
variational
methods. On the other hand, successful approtiations
often shed some light on
the dynamics. In particular, the Born-Oppenheimer
method works very well for large ratios
(M/m)
of the quark masses. At fmed QQ separation R, one solves the 2-centre problem for
the light quark Q. The energy of 4 is added to the direct QQ interaction
to generate the
effective potential V&(R)
in which the heavy quarks evolve. One then computes the QQ
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energy and wave function. Note that one can remove the centre-of-mass
also estimate the hyperfine corrections.

motion

exactly,

and

The physics behind the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation
is rather simple. As the
heavy quarks move slowly, the light degrees of freedom readjust themselves to their lowest
configuration
(or stay in the same n-th excitation,
more generally).
At this point, there is
no basic difference with quarkonium.
The QQ potential does not represent an elementary
process. It can be viewed as the effective interaction
generated by the giuon field being in
its ground-state, for a given QQ separation.
The remits

shown in Table 1 come from the simple potential
V = i C A + BT~ + &~i
* 3
a<1

’ cjG3’(rij)

,
I

with parameters p = 0.1, A = -8.337, B = 6.9923, C = 2.572, in units of appropriate powers
of GeV. The quark masses are m, = 0.300, m. = 0.600, m, = 1.905 and mb = 5.290 GeV. The
l/2 factor is a pure convention, although reminiscent from the discussion of inequalities (6)
and (7). The smooth centrai term can be seen as a handy interpolation
between the shortrange Coulomb regime modified by asymptotic-freedom
corrections and an elusive linear
regime screened by pair-creation
effects. The spin-spin term is treated at first order to
estimate MO. This model fits aIi known gound-state baryons with at most one heavy quark.

Table 1: Masses, in GeV, of (QQq) barycm in a simple potential
M, and the ma M, of the lowest state with Jp = (l/2)+.

State
z
MO

cq
3.70
3.63

ccs
3.80
3.72

bq
6.99
6.93

bcs
7.07
7.00

model. We show the spin-averaged mass

bbq
10.24
10.21

bbs
10.30
10.27

A more conventional
Coulomb-plus-linear
potentiaI wa.s used in Ref. [l],
remits. One remains, however, far from the large number of models available
and the non-reiativistic
treatment of the light quark might induce systematic
uncertainty
is then conservatively
estimated to be f50MeV,
as compared to
(bE). Note also that the b-quark mass mb is tuned to reproduce the experimental
at 5.62 GeV/Z, and this latter value is not firmiy established.

with similar
for (bE) [12],
errors. The
120MeV
for
mass of Ab

The Born-Oppenheimer
framework leaves room for improvements.
A relativistic
treatment of the light quark was attempted in [1], using the bag model. For any given QQ
separation, a bag is constructed in which the light quark moves. The shape of the bag is
adjusted to minimis e the energy. In practice, a spherical approximation
is used, so that the
radius is the onIy varying quantity. The energy of the bag and light quark is interpreted as
the effective QQ potential. Unlike the rigid MIT cavity, we have a self-adjusting
bag, which
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follows the QQ motion.

Again, this is very similar to the bag model picture

of charmonium

WI.

Unfortunately,
there are variants in the bag model, with different values of the parameters, and with or without corrections for the centre-of-mass motion. These variants lead to
rather different values for the (ccq) masses [l]. This contrasts with the clustered shoots of
potentials models, and deprives the bag model of predictive power in this sector of hadron
spectroscopy.
It is hoped that the QQ potential

will be calculated

by lattice

or sum-rule

methods.

The excitation spectrum of (Q&q) bury ons has never been calculated in great detail, at
least to our knowledge. In Ref. [l], an estimate is provided for the spin excitation
(ground
state with Jp = (3/2)+), the lowest negative-parity
level, and the radial excitation of the
ground state.
The spin excitation is typically 100 MeV above the ground state, and thus should decay
radiatively,
with an Ml transition.
The orbital and radial excitations of ccq) are unstable,
since they can emit a pion. The radial excitation of (ccs) can decay into (cq) + K, but the
orbital excitation cannot, and thus should be rather narrow, since restricted to (ccs) + 7, or
to the isospin-violating
(ccs) + w”.

4

Decay

of heavy baryons

The ground state of (QQq) decays weakly, with a great variety of final states. For
instance, the remaining heavy flavour can stay in the baryon, or join the meson sector.
Moreover, we have Cabibbo allowed, suppressed, or doubly suppressed modes. We refer to
Savage et al. [5] for a comprehensive survey of 2-body channels of interest.
Inclusive decay rates are also of great importance.
The difference between the Do and D+
lifetimes tells us that the charmed quark, while decaying, does not ignore its environment.
The main process is c -+ s + W, and W -f ud for hadronic modes, but one should also
consider W-exchange contribution
for Do, interferences between the two d in D+ decay, ti
annihilation
for D., etc.
The lifetimes of single-charm baryons have been analysed by Guberina et al. [17]. The
annihilation
diagram requires antiquarks from the sea, and presumably does not play a very
important
role. On the other hand, W-exchange does not suffer from helicity suppression.
We also have two types of interferences:
between constituent u and u Tom W decay, and
between constituent
s and s from c transmutation.
The prediction of [17]

T (n,o) 57 (q
seems confirmed
one predicts [l]

by recent data.

< T (A:) < i- (2:) ,

If one extrapolates

7- (2:)

< r (cl:)
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their analysis toward

< r (EL+).

the (q)

sector,
(11)

5

Exotic

mesons with

two heavy

quarks

The situation and the perspectives for the pentaquark will be reviewed by Moinester [IS].
The pentaquark is an exotic baryon (B = 1) with charm (or heavy flavour) C = -1, i.e., a
(eqqqq) struture. We shall discuss another possible multiquark,
the tetraquark, with B = 0
and C = 2. The main difference, besides these quantum numbers, is that the pentaquark
is tentatively
bound by chromomagnetic
forces, while the tetraqusrk
uses a combination of
flavour-independent
chromoelectric
forces, and Yukawa-type of long range forces.
Recently, Tcmqvist
[9], and Manohar and Wise [lo] studied pion-exchange
between
heavy mesons, and stressed that, among others, some DD* and BB* configurations
experience attractive long-range forces. By itself, this Yukawa potential seems unlikely to bind
DD”, but might succeed for the heavier BB’ system.
Years ago, Ader et sL [6] showed that (QQ@) should become stable for very large quarkmsss ratio (M/m),
a consequence of the flavour independence of chromoelectric forces. The
conclusion was confirmed in subsequent studies [7].
There
b ound states exhibit a simple structure.
In the limit of large (M/m),
(QQ#)
is a localized QQ diquark with colour 3, and this diquark forms a colour singlet together
with the two q, as in every flavoured antibaryon.
J.n other words, this multiquark
uses wellexperienced colour coupling, un.Iike speculative mock-baryonia
or other states proposed in
“colour chemistry”
[19], which contain dusters with colour 6 or 8.
The stability of (QQ@) in flavour-independent
potentials is analogous to
hydrogen molecule [8]. If one measures the binding in units of the threshold
the energy of two atoms, one notices that the positronium
molecule (e+e+e-e-)
masses is bound by only 3%, while the very asymmetric hydrogen reaches 17%.
understood by writ&g
the molecular Hamiltonian
as

that of the
energy, i.e.,
with equal
This can be

H=&s&
(12)

The Hamiltonian
Es, which is symmetric under charge conjugation, has the same threshold
as If, since only the inverse reduced mass (M-’ + m-l) enters the energy of the (M+m-)
atoms. Since Hs is nothing but a resealed version of the Hamiltonian
of the positronium
molecule, it gives 3% binding below the threshold. Then the antisymmetric
part HA lowers
the ground-state energy of H, a simple consequence of the variational
principle.
In simple quark models without
spin forces, we have a similar situation.
The equal
mass case is found unbound, and (Q&g@) b ecomes stable, and more and more stable, as
(M/m) increases. One typically needs (bb#), with q = u or d, to achieve binding with the
nice diquark clustering we mentioned.
However, if one combines this quark attraction
with
the long-range Yukawa forces, one presumably gets binding for (cc@) with DD* quantum
numbers. A more detailed study is presently under way [20].
100

signature of tetraquark
heavily depends on its exact mass. Above
The experimental
DD*, we have a resonance, seen as a peak in the DD* mass spectrum.
Below DD*, one
should look at DDy decay of tetraquark.
If it lies below DD, then it is stable, and decays
via weak interactions,
with a lifetime comparable to that of other charmed particles.
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upgrades to
much higher

1

charm photoproduction experiment E831 is described. The required ES31 changes
E687 spectrometer and the wideband photon beam are explained. Several possible
E831 are discussed and s method for increasing the photon yield is presented. A
photon flux cannot be achieved without an accelerator energy upgrade.

The Features

of an Incident

Photon

Beam

There are several good features to using a photon beam as compared to an incident
hadron beam. First, a neutral beam passes through the spectrometer without interacting
thereby reducing the singles rate in the spectrometer.
Second, the charm production mechanism is well described by the photon-gluon
fusion model. The background under the charm
signals (outside the target) is well represented by a charm-anticharm
Monte Carlo. Third,
very few primary tracks are produced. Photoproduction
experiment E687 has presented primary interaction
charged track multiplicities
that demonstrate that the mean charge track
multiplicity
(not including the charmed particles) is only 2.2. This small number of produced primary tracks in charm events makes photons an excellent system for examining
excited charm baryon and meson states. It also allows for a quick reconstruction
of the
event. Fourth, the photoproduced
charm cross section is roughly 1% of the total photon
hadronic cross section. This chsrm to total cross section ratio is about 5 times higher than
in a hadron beam.
The main bad feature of a photon beam is the large e+e- production
rate relative to
the hadronic interaction rate. For a beryllium target the e+e- rate is 500 times larger than
the photon total cross section rate. This means that the experiment must resort to low Z
(not so dense) target material.
Another disadvantage of a photon beam is the beam flux
limitation
and the difficulty in collimating
the beam. The large beam size might well be an
advantage in high rate experiments.
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2
2.1

Experiment

E831

Introduction

Experiment E831 is based on photoproduction
experiment E687 in which roughly 100,000
charm particles were reconstructed.
Experiment
E687 studied the production
and decay of
charm particles in a highly segmented and instrumented
spectrometer. The Et%37two-magnet
spectrometer has 300 threshold Cerenkov cells, a 10 meter neutral Vee decay volume, g-a
and pizero identification,
electron and muon identification,
a large charged particle acceptance covering the entire forward hemisphere, and most importantly,
12 microstrip
planes
with a total of 8256 pulse height analyzed strips. For more information
on the E687 spectrometer the interested reader is directed to reference I.
The E831 broadband photon group plans to accumulate 10s fully reconstructed
charm
particles. This represents a factor of 10 improvement in charm yield over E687. The study
of the feasibility of this experiment was conducted at the 1989 Breckenridge meeting [2] and
at the Snowmass 1990 meeting [3].
The physics of the experiment [4] wr‘11involve high precision studies of the D semileptonic
decays, QCD studies of double D events, a measurement of the absolute branching fraction for
the Do, D+, and the A,’ particles, searches for Do mixing, CP violation, rare and forbidden
of charm
decays, fully leptonic decays of the D+ and D,+, and a systematic investigation
baryons and their lifetimes.
The new experiment will run at 5 times the previous photon flux. This increase in flux
will be attained by reducing the secondary electron (positron) energy from 350 GeV to 250
GeV, running both positron and electron beams simultaneously,
removing material in the
beamline, and by increasing the incident proton intensity per pulse from 3x 10” to 4.5x
10r2. Another factor of two increase in events is derived from a reduction in the experiment’s
deadtime and from improved spectrometer efficiency.

2.2
2.2.1

Spectrometer

Upgrades

Changes For Increased

Rates

The spectrometer requires several upgrades to handle the increased rate. (The instantaneous rate in E831 will be about 7x higher than in E687.) The muon gas proportional
tubes
in the experiment
will be changed to scintillators.
The Isrocci tubes used for the hadron
calorimeter
will also be changed to scintillator.
The Proportional
Wire Chambers will be
changed to have lower gain and less noise. The central wires will be deadened and straw
tubes will be installed in front of MWPC’s PO, Pl, and P2 to ensure that there are no dead
tracking regions. Finally, the silicon microstrip
system will be speeded up. A schematic
drawing of the E831 spectrometer is presented in figure 1.
The critical

change is obtaining

a fast hadron
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calorimeter.

The hadron

calorimeter

will

be used at the first level in triggering and should dramatically
reduce the electromagnetic
contamination
in the triggers.
The fast readout should allow the spectrometer
to trigger
on lower energy and hence the overall efficiency should improve.
In addition,
the tower
geometry of the hadron calorimeter will allow identification
of neutrons and KL’s.

E83 I Specfrometer
Layout

1

Fiie

2.2.2

Changes For Improved

Tubes

1: A Schematic Layout of the l?831 Spectrometm

Performance

Other significant upgrades to the E831 Spectrometer involve segmenting the experimental target and reducing the thickness of each silicon microstrip plane, building redundancy
into and making finer the segmentation of the inner muon system to reduce muon misidentification,
and replacing the inner electromagnetic
calorimeter with lead glass.
The target segmentation is a major improvement.
We have learned that decays outside
of the target are entirely due to charm particles (see Figure 2). Inside the &get
there is
additional
background due to secondary interactions and probably background from strange
particle production.
Once the charm particle decays outside of the target a factor of 4 or
more improvement
in signal to noise is achieved. In E687 a 4 cm long block of beryllium has
been used as the target. In this configuration only 14% of the reconstructed
Do’s decay in a
material free region. Table 1 shows the increase in decays outside of the target under different
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with an l/u > 7. Figure 2a only includes decays which occur
Figure 2: A rnas plot of D+ - K-r+&
inside the target. Figure 2b is the same nxa distribution for decays owning outside the target. The dashed
curvea are results from a cE Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo matches the background outside the target, but
falls short when the decay is inside the target.
conditions.
As one can see it is possible to increase the number of Do's decaying outside the
target by a factor of 3. It is also possible to increase the number of D+'s decaying outside
the target by a factor of 2. By changing the target material from beryllium to diamond the
signal to noise for reported signals should be significantly
improved. The E831 collaboration
is still evaluating the optimum arrangement of the target, but it is clear that large gains can
be made.
Table 1: Percentage of Decays Outside the Target

Diamond

(2 parts)

Diamond

(3

parts)

40.3

60.6

49.3

63.0

Another significant improvement will be to reduce the amount of material in the target
region. In E687 a thin scintillator,
TRl, was placed between the beryllium target and the
silicon microstrip.
A hit in TRl indicated that an interaction had occurred in the beryllium

target. In E831 this trigger counter will be removed to reduce the extrapolation
microstrip to the target.

error of the

The E687 silicon microstrip system is composed of 12 planes of 310 micron thick silicon.
Every single channel is pulse height analyzed and a signal to noise for minimum ionizing
tracks of about 30 to 1 is obtained. In E831 we plan to reduce the thickness of the silicon to
cut down on multiple scattering. The impact parameter resolution at the target is limited by
multiple scattering in the microstrip (a problem at low energy). By reducing the thickness
of the silicon by 30% the impact parameter error for a 5 GeV track at the target is lowered
by 15%. Our group is presently studying two planes from Micron Semiconductor, one of the
planes is 140 microns thick while the other is 240 microns thick. The thickness of the planes
was dictated by what the compauy had available. In figure 3 is presented the improvement
in impact parameter in the x view as a function of momentum for the case of the removed
trigger ypter..
case of a 30%
30% reduction
reduction in the
the silicon
silicon thickness.
TRL and for the case
Loo
’
____I
____I
__......!
__......! . . . . . ,’
___- .,...__... ....
.,...__...
-

o.os--#’
o.os--#’

-

o.ooo.oo-

-

0.65
0.65 -

Momentum+
Figure 3: Reduction in Vertex resolution for the x and y views versus momentum. The upper dotted curve
shows the improvement in the vertex resolution with the multiple scattering from the target removed. The
dashed curve shows the effect of removing TRl. The upper solid curve is the change with the microstrip
thinned by 30% while the lower solid curve is the improvement with both TRl removed and the micro&rip
thinned.

Another major upgrade to the spectrometer will be to the muon system. The E831 muon
identification
is accomplished in two separate systems. The “inner” muon system identifies
muons which pass through both magnets, while the “outer” muon system identifies muons
which are only tracked through the first magnet. In E687 the outer muon system was not
operational
due to poor performance of phototubes in the magnetic field. In E831 fiber
readout will be used to move phototubes to a lower field region. This change should result
in a 50% increase in muon coverage.
The inner muon system in E687 consisted of 7 detector planes with 4 gas proportional
tubes and 3 scintillator
arrays located at two locations (See figure 1). Unfortunately,
the
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performance of this system was diminished because of a hole to transport the neutral beam
to an experiment behind E687. For E831 the hole will be filled in, an additional 24 inches of
steel will be added to reduce hadronic punchthrough
from the calorimeter, and a third x-y
array of scintillators
will be added downstream of the hadron calorimeter.
In this system
alone we expect a factor two improvement
in efficiency and a factor of 4x improvement
in pion misidentification.
For charm decays containing muons we expect a factor of 20x
improvement
beyond E687.
Lastly, the electromagnetic
calorimetry will be changed from a strip’ readout scintillator
detector to a tower geometry lead glass array. This modification will allow for better electron
identification
and much improved 7 and K’ identification.

3

Beyond

the ES31 Spectrometer

At the Breckenridge, 1989 study where the goal was lo7 reconstructed
charm particles
it was concluded that an accelerator upgrade was necessary to increase the photon flux. If
sufficient photon flux could be achieved, then there were several modifications
that were
needed to allow the spectrometer to survive the high rates. In this section the spectrometer
upgrades necessary to survive the high rates will be presented followed by a discussion of
possible improvements
to the beam.

3.1

Improvements

to the ES31 Spectrometer

In order to be able to withstand high rates it is necessary that all detectors be fast and
radiation hard. In particular all trigger counters need to have single bucket resolution.
For
the target region the beam will need to be spread out if silicon strip detectors are to be used
or one may wish to count on diamond strip detectors being a proven technology.

3.1.1

Possible Target Region Improvements

For the target region segmented targets will be crucial to improve the signal to noise
and to ensure that the background is well understood.
With high rates where redundancy
is important,
it is beneficial to have all detector elements instrumented.
Thus, the target
should probably be instrumented.
A good target would be a microstrip
diamond detector
where it might also be possible to look at the Cerenkov light. The ability to examine the
Cerenkov light is interesting as the readout would not be sensitive to target fragments.

3.12

Target Region

Tracking

The post target tracking will be accomplished with a microstrip detector, but the pitch
in the detectors should be reduced from 25pm to IOpm. The reduction in pitch has numerous
advantages. First, the target can be moved closer to the first tracking device. This move will
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improve the vertex resolution from the shortened extrapolation.
Second, the background
from the opposite charm particle will be reduced.
Third, the instantaneous
rate in each
detector will be reduced.
The microstrip
detectors will also need to be made larger to
increase the acceptance.

3.1.3

Spectrometer

Tracking

The E687/E831 spectrometer traces particles with multiwire proportional
chambers. In
the higher rate environment of E831 there are 5 cm of wires that will need to be deadened. In
a higher rate experiment the wire chamber system will have to be replaced with either straw
tubes or scintillating
fibers. An added benefit of changing to straw tubes or scintillating
fibers is that the position resolution and hence, momentum resolution will be improved.

3.1.4

Particle

Identihation

The particle identification
could be improved with the addition
RICH counter might take the place of Cl and C2.

of a RICH counter.

The

Presently, the “oute?
spectrometer in E831 does not have a hadron calorimeter.
A
hadron calorimeter could be added to identify Kj’s and neutrons in the outer spectrometer.
The electron identification
the addition of TRD’s.

3.1.5

of the electromagnetic

calorimeters

could be enhanced

with

Triggering

At high rates a better trigger will be necessary. For a Srst level master gate it would be
possible to use a transverse energy trigger. This trigger has been shown in previous studies
to enhance the charm production relative to the total hadronic cross section by a factor 5 or
more. For the second level trigger an impact parameter trigger would be needed.

3.2

Photon

Flux

Improvements

It is difficult to imagine a major improvement in photon yield per incident proton without
a change in the accelerator energy. Peter Kasper has calculated the photon flux as a function
of primary proton energy and secondary electron energy. His results are presented in figure
4. If a 2 TeV proton energy was available, then a factor of 50 increase in yield is attainable.
Peter Kasper’s numbers do not include secondary interactions
in the primary target and
hence, further improvements are expected.
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Figure 4: Electron yields for various incident proton enugia.

4

Conclusions

In
charm
signals
larger

the next fixed target running period ES31 will obtain 10s or better reconstructed
particles.
In experiment E831 it is anticipated
that the signal to noise for charm
will be improved over E687. Final states containing electrons or muons should see a
than 10x gain in yield.

It is my opinion that to achieve the CHARM2000
particles a major accelerator upgrade is required.

5

goal of 10’ reconstructed

charm
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Abstract
Current charm experiments still report meson samples that are 10 times larger than the most
copious baryon sample, A. -+ pK-r+
reported from CLEO II or E687. Important results on
the weak decay behavior of charm baryons are, nonetheless, starting to emerge. Next-run faed
target experiments at Fermilab promise to increase charm baryon statistics by factors > 10 for
AZ modes and even more for charm-strange baryom. Prospects for increases beyond these new

projections are discussed.

1

Introduction

E781 [l] is designed to make a systematic study of charm baryon production
and decay
physics. As previous speakers at this conference have emphasized, charm baryon physics
is now becoming a significant new source of information
about the weak decays of hadrons
containing a charm quark. In addition, recent observations of excited states of the 11: [2]
open the door to a rich spectroscopy of charm baryons, testing important
aspects of Heavy
Quark Effective Theory (HQET) or other confinement models.
One feature of the recent data is that it all comes from photoproduction,
either real
photons (E687) or virtual photons (Argus, CLEO II continuum charm). In both situations
the charm baryon samples are dominated by AZ states. The suppression of charm-strange
may not have any physical reason; it may be purely
baryons (Hz, HE, @) in photoproduction
instrumental.
Nevertheless, the available information
on charm-strange baryons is marginal.
The E687 lifetime measurement of the ‘=
-,t has about 30 events [3] compared to al500 events
in the AZ lifetime sample [4]. CLEO II reports similar loo-event samples of charm-strange
modes.
In contrast, early evidence from hadron experiments reports similar cross sections for
charm-strange and AZ states in modes whose branching ratios should be comparable [5]. The
*for the E7gl Collaboration
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original discovery experiment for the Z,+ was WA62, the CERN hyperon beam experiment
at 135 GeV/c, which had acceptance only at large ZF [S]. Recently, first results have been
reported at Moriond from the current CERN hyperon beam experiment WA89 [7]. Because
results are available only as preliminary
conference proceedings, I only cite the essential
experimental
features of those data. For details, one should consult the authors [7]. The
intriguing new features of production by hyperons seen in their data include the following:
th an of Di) Lager yield of A,’ + pK-T+
for the baryons than for the mesons.
ii) Evidence

of leading production

iii) Yields of Z$ + H-s+*+
of A: + pK-d.

-+ K+T-r-,

Goals of Charm

Broadly
categories:

2.1

speaking,

Baryon

a harder

IF distribution

of Cz compared to C:+ from the incident

and 2: + AoK-*+

(first observation)

These features suggest that hadronic production
develop large samples of charm baryon decays.

2

with

C- beam.

are comparable

will be an extremely

to those

effective way to

Studies

the physics goals of charm baryon

to illustrate

studies

fall into three principal

l

Weak Decay systematics,
weak decay amplitude.

the nature of non-factorizing

contributions

to the

l

Comparison of meson and baryon spectroscopy, to illustrate
the degree to which the
heavy nature of the charm quark regularizes the excitation spectrum for different charm
hadrons.

l

Understanding
production
systematics, including differences in “leading”
different states - baryon versus meson - snd different beam particles.

behavior

for

Weak Decays

Ultimately,
the goal of the Weak Decay study is to achieve a complete description of
charm hadronic processes on the basis of QCD calculations, either complete or on the lattice.
This is not likely to be achieved soon, given the complexity
of the problem.
However, in
order to guide theoretical development, it is important to have a comprehensive data set to
highlight regularities.
For charm mesons the development of the Mark III data, supplemented
by E691 measurements, gave a huge impetus to the evolution of the weak decay picture in the
late 1980’s. Progress came from the comparison of D+, Do, and D$ decays and excitation
spectra, not from detailed studies of single states. Bigi, among others, has emphasized the
need to include charm baryon results in this comparison [8].
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For baryons, the semileptonic decays play an especially important
role because of the
reduction of strong-interaction
corrections to the fundamental
process. From the HQET
viewpoint,
this feature should make baryon decays look rather similar to meson decays.
However, we note that the spin-orbit
corrections for the baryon system are likely to be
much smaller than the corresponding ones for mesons. In mesons, the hyperfine interaction
determines the splitting from the lowest pseudoscalar ground states to the first vector excited
states. For the A” the first excitation is a spin-orbit state, the A(1405)’ . How much does this
excitation contribute to the semileptonic decay? It will surely be a function of 9s. What does
the Dalitz plot look like for this mode? A recent CLEO II study of partially-reconstructed
modes showed that most of the AZ semileptonic
decays went to the ground state mode
Ate+v, averaged over the Dalitz plot [9]. To make further progress will take much higher
statistics, with large average efficiency per mode for all four stable charm baryon states.

2.2

Spectroscopy

The spectroscopy of the charm baryons is expected to look very much like the meson
excitation spectrum, if HQET ideas are confirmed. However, the extra degrees of freedom in
the baryon sector increase the complexity due to the interplay of the spin-orbit interaction
of the heavy quark and the light di-quark system, compared with the spin-spin interaction
when the d&quark is excited to spin 1 instead of spin 0. Lattice calculations, potential-model
calculations and HQET have made predictions for these splittings in the meson case [lo].
Some work has been done for the baryon sector, especially the simple case for the A,’ [ll].
Extending the baryon data set to include excitations in the charm-strange
sector is an important move to push further understanding.

2.3

Strong

Production

Physics

As discussed in Fiidohi’s talk at this conference, charm production physics presents great
technical problems for QCD analysis because the mass of the charm quark is of the same order
as the QCD scale parameter h. This leads to uncertainties
in the theoretical
calculation
that are large. In addition non-perturbative
effects like “leading particle” behavior appear
in the data, but are hard to treat in theory. Some enlightenment
may come from measuring
charm pair characteristics
along with single charm distributions.
Nevertheless, charm production
physics has many interesting features that require a
lot more work to understand.
We have alluded to the striking features of charm bsryon
production by hyperons as reported by WA62 and WA89. NA32 has reported that AZ and
c are produced with comparable rates for forward ZF from a rr- beam. E791 will soon have
the data to make a statement about this effect at 500 GeV/c. Having an anti-baryon at large
ZF is very hard to understand on the basis of perturbative
QCD processes. At this conference
Tang has reminded us of higher-twist
effects that have been invoked to explain features of
J/V? production for IF > 0.9 via the Drell-Yan process. Whether this kind of an explanation
can be applied to strong production processes to account for leading antibaryons is not at
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all clear. Alternatively,
Brodsky and Vogt have resurrected the intrinsic
charm model to
account for leading effects in charm meson production
[12]. It remains to be developed for
charm baryon states. The recent WA89 report of significant leading effects in charm baryon
production by hyperons raise new questions about the ability of the intrinsic charm picture
to account for apparent differences between proton, pion and hyperon beams.

Projections

3

for Charm

Baryon

Physics

at Fermilab

In the upcoming fixed target run E83l(photoproduction)
and E78l(hadroproduction)
charm. Each will attack the weak
plan to accumulate samples of about 10s reconstructed
decay physics and spectroscopy, with different emphases, re8ecting differences in the meson/baryon
balance and production
mechanism effects. Previous talks at this conference
have emphasized the impressive capabilities of E831. Let me advertise E781’s potential and
then make projections about future charm experiments.

3.1

E781 Design

E781 is a general charm experiment, emphasising charm baryons and charm pair production. It uses a 3-stage magnetic spectrometer and provides good particle identification
with a Ring-Imaging
Cherenkov (RICH), e1ec t ran TBD, and lead glass photon detectors that
cover the forward hemisphere in the charm decay frame. The layout is shown in Figure 1 for
the experiment in the Fermilab Hyperon Hsll.
The hyperon beam is very flexible in particle composition.
By changing the operating
momentum, one can change the C/w ratio by a factor of 10, as can be seen from Figure 2. A
momentum shift of this sort does not affect the charm production cross section significantly.
E781 will run with a C flux of 10s Hz. Including deadtime effects, the data sample will be
3 x 10’s interactions per 1000 hours of data-taking.
The three stages of the spectrometer
functions:

in Figure

1 are designed to perform

the following

l

Stage 1: Large acceptance spectrometer with 2.5 GeVjc momentum cutoff. Designed
for soft pions from excited state decays for spectroscopy, soft particles from decay of
partner charm for charm pair studies.

l

Stage 2: Forward spectrometer with 15 GeV/c momentum cutoff. Designed for efficient
trigger and large acceptance for charm baryons having IF > 0.1
Includes lepton
identification
via TF&D (e) and RICH (e, p), useful w/K separation from 20 to 225
GeV/c, K/p separation from 40 to 480 GeV/c.

l

Stage 3: Final measurement of ultra-high
momentum
proton momenta from downstream A + p?r- decays.
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charged tracks,

measurement

of

s Beam region: Silicon strip detector coverage of the beam region, to provide precision
tracking for high momentum, small angle tracks. This is important not only for charm
physics, but for small-t physics for which this spectrometer is also ideally suited.
s Vertex region: highly redundant 20-plane, 4view silicon strip system with VLSI readout. Measured performance in E781 test run and in WA89 proved high efficiency and
excellent resolution (4 pm for planes with 20 pm pitch).

3.2

Charm

trigger

E781 plans to select charm candidates from the overall data stream &fore writing
to tape. This is, of course, a two-edged sword:
It greatly

reduces the offline analysis load following

it requires an online physics monitor

the experiment,

them

but

to ensure that the data are not lost.

For E781 the key is the operation of the 2-stage magnetic spectrometer to reduce the
total number of tracks that the charm trigger stage must process. As Jeff Appel showed
in his introductory
talk at this conference, hadronic interactions usually produce about 15
tracks within a forward 150 mrad cone. For E781 non-charm interactions generally have only
5 tracks after the second magnet (M2). In only 10% of cases are there more than 3 positive
tracks, so this provides the first stage hardware trigger with a rejection factor of 8-10 against
non-charm interactions.
Full readout occurs at this stage and takes less than 30 ,US.
The charm trigger is primarily
topological,
baaed on evidence for a secondary vertex.
In E781 this requirement is imposed by projecting every M2 track segment back upstream
into the silicon vertex detector, to ask if there is a silicon segment that points back toward
the intersection of the beam track with the center of one of the 5 production
targets. Each
target foil is at most 1.5 mm thick, so that smearing of the transverse resolution due to
&rite target thickness is small Because the angular acceptance of M2 is 30 mrad, the worstcase geometric effect is 22 pm. We have found by simulation studies that a 30 pm cut on
this variable, called miss distance, keeps the non-charm background trigger rate below l%,
ussum~ng perfect tracking. This says that the fake trigger rate will be dominated by tracking
mistakes, not measurement errors.
To establish the fake trigger rate, we are now making a full GEANT simulation, using
silicon detector noise and response data from the E781 test run. That test experiment
studied interactions from 400 GeV pions in a single thick target (6% X;, Al). The fake track
probability/event
inferred in that analysis was < 5% [13]. This already meets the needs for
E781. The full vertex detector will do better.
This trigger is efficient for chsrrn hadron decays with lifetimes greater than 100 fs.
Because it is done in software, we can merge other triggers that select characteristic
decay
modes, e.g., multiple strangeness in 2: or Gz decays. If we use the RICH to select events that
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have both a K- and a proton or, even better, a K- and a A decay candidate, our simulations
indicate that we will achieve the required software rejection of hyperon beam inelastic events
without using a miss-distance cut. Thus, we can improve sensitivity to exotic final states or
very short lifetime decays. This flexibility
indicates the power of the computational
trigger
to respond to different kinds of information
from the detector in making a trigger decision.
Other aspects of the trigger should be noted. The topological trigger makes no discrimination between mesons and baryons.
E781 expects to have the largest sample of meson
semileptonic
decays of any experiment,
present or planned, among other aspects of the
data. To address the anti&wyon
production
question raised earlier, we note that while
our trigger requires 3 positive tracks after M2, the hardware trigger efficiency for the decay
xc,’ + $C+ris more than half that of the corresponding baryon decay. This sensitivity
to charm states with only one postive track in the final state occurs because of the extra
tracks from the non-charm portion of the interaction.
The software trigger will still require
a suitable miss-distance from such events in order to pass the tape-writing
selection.

3.3

Event

Isolation

The software trigger for most chsrm states includes a miss-distance cut of 30 pm. This
automatically
imposes a cut on the statistical significance of the separation between primary
and secondary vertices, one of the standard charm discriminants
in fixed target experiments.
As a consequence, most of the events listed in Table 2 will be useful for analysis. To illustrate
this, we show in Figure 3 the L/o plot for A,+ + pK-r+
at tF = 0.3. This distribution
looks very similar at other IF values. Note that small L/o values, corresponding to difficultto-analyze short decay lengths, are suppressed by the trigger. The present analysis does not
yet include constraints on the primary vertex error imposed by the thin target structures.

3.4

Yields

The goal of E781 is to accumulate more than 10s reconstructed
charm, half of them
baryons. Because this is a new experiment,
we have to take a conservative point of view
in estimating yields. For pion data, we have used the 230 GeV results from NA32, scaled
up by a factor of 2 in cross section, with a slightly steeper IF distribution
and the same
pi spectrum. For C- data we use the WA89 cross section at 330 GeV with no scaleup for
energy and with no scaleup to extend the IF range below their quoted limit of 0.2.
To convert these to E781 yields, we choose 1000 hours of data, 1000 seconds/hour
[12
weeks of good data at 83 useful hours/week],
4% inelastic interaction
probability,
and AlI3
scaling of charm production
compared with inelastic interactions.
For E781, the target x
is 32.8. An overall operating efticiency of 80% for the experiment is assumed. This gives a
sensitivity
of 2300 charm events/nb of cross section for 100% effmiency. Table 2 gives the
major factors affecting E781 efficiencies for the various modes as currently calculated by our
simulation
and converts to yields. Note that the trigger effiency is weighted by the cross
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?rAC-

Mode
A: + pK-T+
“+
“--C-I

;;

+;

X’X’

D,+ -+ K+K-T+
DO + K-r+
A.+ + pK-T+

I Expt I IF power
1 NA32 1 3.5ztO.5
0
I XTl nn I
:
lYX&4
3.7
0.25
NA32
3.7 f 0.2
NA32
3.7 ct 1.3
WA89

u. BR (nb)
E781 o BR
180f36
/
360
130 l 95
240
67f15
130
230 f 40
460
300 f 180
330

E781 XF power
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2

Table 1: Selected charm cross section parameters

section form
du/dxF

= (1 - xF)4’2

for all states. The reconstruction
efficiency is the geometric reconstruction
including detector
resolution and multiple Coulomb scattering in targets and detectors. It does not yet include
effects of pattern recognition mistakes. It does include:
a) pI’iUWTy Vertex
b) secondary

track assignment,

XF-averaged

vertex search and track assignment,

tp-averaged

The efficiencies quoted include only events in which all charm tracks are correctly assigned to the decay vertex by purely geometric analysis. There are additional
event candidates with one additional
track that can be excluded by kinematic analysis or further
selection. Such steps would raise this efhciency for all-charged events but may not be possible for states with neutrals.
Mode
AZ + pK-T+
“+
‘C 4 5-*+*+
D.+ + K+K-T+
Do + K-r+

“f+- ,-, I ec,,r
~.I,.
~-.- I CL.( O.lL9 , 0.88
---- , 0.55
-.-0.5
0.16
0.80
0.64
0.24
0.88
0.6
0.15
0.92

I I3,781 yield
, 7m-m
.-,--40,000
36,000
86.000

yield including anticharm
,
5 115,000
2 40,000
55,000
17n.nnn

Table 2: E781 efEciency factors and yields in selected modes from r-

beam

This table includes anti-particle
yields based on the NA32 report. For mesons this is
likely to be a good approximation.
For baryons E791 results will update the situation.
In
most cases from the pion beam, the anti-particles
have a relative trigger efficiency that is
0.5-1.0 of that quoted for the psrticle. Thus, the overall sample is larger by a factor of 1.52.0, as shown in the last column. There are many modes with significant branching ratios
and good acceptance factors that are not included in this sampling. The point of this table
is to demonstrate the broad range of final states to which E781 has good sensitivity
and to
reinforce the argument that we do expect 10s reconstructed chsrm.
It is more difficult to project
because cross section information

the range of charm yields from the hyperon beam, just
is just now starting to emerge from the WA89 analysis.
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However, we
and numbers
2-3, but they
the analyses.

can do something equivalent: scale yields based on acceptance, rejection factors
of triggered events. At this stage such projections are good only to a factor of
are indicative.
To make the comparison carefully requires knowing details of
We assume the following about WA89 data processing:

s WA89 average efficiency for hf + pK-rr+
data for ZF > 0.2 and the same cuts.
s WA89 trigger
s WA89 L/u

rejection

factor compared

cut is 5, comparable

is 1% in 1991 data, 2.5% in 1993 and 1994

to inelastic

interactions

is 5

to E781 software trigger.

The WA89 data sample is 1OOM triggers from 1991, 200M from 1993, and another
200M expected in 1994. With these assumptions, we can project WA89 observed signals in
particular final states to E781 yields:
i) WA89 observes 2 x lo9 total interactions
ii) E781 average &ciency/mode
iii)

Operation

in all runs; E781 will have 30 x log.

is 8%.

at 600 GeV increases the cross section by a factor 1.5.

iv) Both WA89 and E781 will improve
due to improved vertex detectors.

Mode
.a,t A,+ -+ pK-?r+
:; 4
4 AK-&r+
A K-lr+.u+
Z;
=+
-C + z-T+r+
=0
MC 4 AK-r+

the 1991 acceptance

119911 1 WA89(total)
WAR9ltotall
1 WA89 (1991)
650
65
I
Ann
A3
I
400
42
400
38
600
32

factor for Zz by a factor of 2

1 E781 (estimated)
50,000
I
30,000
orl
nnn
30,000
50,000

Table 3: WA89 and E781 projected yields in selected modes from C- beam
Comparing the overall yields, one sees that the rr- and C- beams will give comparable
numbers of charm baryons in comparable amounts of times. The differences expected include:
s comparable

anti-charm

yields from ?r- but not from C-

s suppressed meson production
l

from C- compared

enhanced leading effects for C- compared

to rr-

to x-

The ability of E781 to operate with both beams in the same apparatus at the same time and
to compare physics with online analysis will be of great importance in optimizing the charm
information
from a given running time.
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4

Conclusion

Charm baryon physics is beginning to achieve the statistical sensitivity
to theoretical
predictions that has characterized charm meson physics for the past five years. Measuring
the familial characteristics
of charm baryon decay modes will sharply limit the kinds of
theoretical
explanations
needed to account for the large range of charm baryon lifetimes.
Precision measurements of the lifetimes and the semileptonic branching ratios for all charm
hadrons, both mesons and baryons, is a stringent test of the fundamental
idea of HQET to
charm. Particularly
in the charm-strange sector, E781 is poised to make a vital contribution.
There are also a number of strong-interaction
questions to be addressed. The flexibility
of the hyperon beam to deliver pions, hyperons, or protons will permit detailed comparisons
of the large-zr behavior of charm production,
where some new effects have been proposed.
Also, the high sensitivity of the experiment should allow the observation of doubly-charmed
baryons. Models discussed at this conference by Richard predict the spectrum and general
decay features of these states, based on QCD potential models. Finally, having good acceptance for charm pairs will improve the data for studying QCD in the difficult limit of
charm hadroproduction.
Currently the data are too sparse to tell what the effects of the
scale uncertainty
in the model calculations might do, as Ridolfi described at this conference.
There is much work to be done. E781 will make a large step forward
physics.

5

Prospects

in charm baryon

for the Ebture

It is presumptuous
to discuss how to improve an experiment
that has not yet run.
However, at this stage in the planning for E781, we can address the question of how to aim
for a charm experiment to produce 10s reconstructed
charm. First, from Table 1 one sees
that the charm baryon cross sections from ?r- and C- beams are comparable.
The charm
meson cross sections are suppressed in the C- beam, having a much steeper TV spectrum,
according to WA89. Therefore, C- production is favored for a charm bmyon experiment, xproduction
for a general charm experiment.
Because available pion beams can be at least
an order of magnitude more intense than a hyperon beam, due to focussing, the ?r- beam is
probably favored for ultra-high-statistics
charm. Another advantage of a P- beam is that no
beam particle identification
is required. At high intensity, a sizeable fraction of RF buckets
are likely to have more than one particle. Beam particle counting is a big problem, let along
identification.
A second point for discussion is the trigger rejection ratio. The E781 trigger scheme
is deadtime limited, despite careful attention to fast-response readout systems. For higherstatistics experiments, details like drift times in gas detectors may become serious limitations.
Pipelined front end electronics will be important,
but even then it will be hard to run an
open trigger. For E781 the front end bandwidth
is 130 MB/set.
This is dominated by the
loose hardware trigger, prompted by a relatively open chsrm trigger. To improve the charm
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on tape by a factor of 100, one will have to improve the combination of front-end data rate
and hardware rejection factor by a factor of 100 in some ratio. This is a formidable challenge.
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Abstract
Measurements of hyperon magnetic moments have provided interesting insights into quark
models. Charm baryon magnetic moment measurements could provide direct information on
the magnetic moment of the charm quark. A recent demonstration of spin precession using
channeling in a bent crystal offers the interesting possibility of a technique to meas~~rc magnetic
moments of charm baryons. Accumulating evidence indicates the tools used for hyperon magnetic
moment measurements, polarized production and decay asymmetria,
will also be available for
charm baryons. Channeling measaremmta may be possible but they will require cballeagiag
beam conditions.

1

Charm

Baryon

Magnetic

Moment

Predictions

The non-integer values of the proton and neutron magnetic moments are good evidence
that baryons are composite particles. An early success of the simple quark model was the
explanation
of these magnetic moments in terms of the inferred magnetic moments of the
valence quarks. This model was extended to hyperon magnetic moments by taking the
expectation values of the valence quark magnetic moments in the baryon wave-function
[I].
This gives the following relations for the magnetic moments :
A=&=s.
n=ddu
= $d-iu
p=uud=$u-fd
The measured values of the proton, neutron and A moments,
p(p) = 2.793 nuclear magnetons (nm) ; p(n) = -1.913 nm ; p(h)
can be used to estimate
/t(u)

= 1.852 nm

the quark

moments

p(d) = -0.972

= -0.613 nm

:

nm

p(s) = -0.613

urn

These values of quark magnetic moments are then used to predict the magnetic moments
[3],
of the other hyperons [2]. For example, C+ = uus = 5 u - i s = 2.673 nm (experimentally
this is 2.461 & 0.005 nm.)
These predictions,
and the experimental
values, are plotted by the PDG on p VII.59 of
the 1992 ‘Particle Properties’ [4]. It is seen that the values are in agreement with the simple
quark model at the 10% level : the deviations
must hold more information
about the quark
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structure of baryons. There arc many theoretical strategies for extensions to the simple quark
model (for a review and list, see the thesis of A. Morelos [5]). Examples include changing
the effective quark mass in the different baryons, adding non-valence quarks (polarized sea),
carrying out bag model calculations,
or with lattice QCD. But at the 10% level, the SQM
results are satisfactory for making initial predictions in the charm sector.

Figure 1: ZO-plet with SU(3) octet showing singly-charged

charm baryons that

can be measured.

The stable single-charm
baryons are members of the J = $ 20-plet of SU(4)
They are on the center level, while the familiar octet baryons of SU(3) lie below.

(Sg.1).

In order to make predictions of the magnetic moments of these baryons, it is necessary
to assume a value of p(c) : if the charm quark is a Dirac particle with charge =$ e and mass
x 1.68 GeV/cr , then p(c) = 0.37 nm.
However, only 4 single-charm

states are stable :

Al

2,+

‘=O
-5

fc

g&

MC

&C

88C

(An underlined pair of quarks represents an antisymmetric
no net magnetic moment from this pair.)

(spin singlet)

combination,

with

Furthermore,
only positively charged particles are suitable for measurement by the channeling method. Thus it appears that A,+ and E:,’ are the only charm baryons able to be measured by the channeling method, and that they should have very similar magnetic moments
(z 0.37 nm).
It is important
to note that it is not just the magnetic moment itself which determines
the precession angle, but the g-factor of the particle under study : g = 2 8 2
g(A;)

2265
= 2 x 0.37 x 940

=

1.80

(These values should be compared with g(proton)

g(2f)

=

2467
2 x 0.37 x 940

= 2p(p) = 5.586)

=

1.95.

So both are expected
(see below).

to be very close to 9 = 2.0, which would mean very little

Motivated
by the deviations
moments, a number of theoretical

precession

from the simple model in the case of hyperon magnetic
predictions for A,+ and 2: have been made (see table 1.)

A$,=$

Independent quark model
following D GG [2]

pandit et al. [19]

0.370

Independent quark model
log V in spirit of Quigg and Rosner [23]

Jena and Rath [ZO]

0.352

MIT bag model
Topological s&ton

Bose and Singh [21]
Oh et al. [22]

0.503
0.28431

Table 1: Some charm baryon magnetic moment predictions (ii nndtar magnetons)

2

Requirements

for a Charm

Magnetic

Moment

Measurement

To measure a charm baryon magnetic moment it is necessary to produce a substantial
spin rotation in the short life of the particle. Since charm lifetimes are typically a thousand
times shorter than hyperons, the conventional
approach would require magnetic fields of
order 1000 tesla for charm particles with momenta in the 0.5-l TeV/c range. Channeling
in a bent crystal can provide such spin rotation within the charm particle lifetime, as is
discussed in the next section. Three other elements are needed: 1) a production
mechanism
that produces polarized, short-lived
bsryons, 2) a decay mode with a non-zero asymmetry
parameter to use as a polarization
analyzer, and 3) samples of channeled, polarized shortlived baryons on the order of 10,000 events or more.
A group working with the BIS-2 spectrometer at Serpukhov [6] has reported a limit
on the polarization
of A.+ produced by 40-70 GeV neutrons that is about two Q away from
zero and in line with hyperon polarizations.
More recently Jezabek et al. [7] have reported
evidence for polarization
in a 121 event sample fIom the ACCMOR
detector at CERN
(NA32).
E687, a high-statistics
charm production
experiment at Fermilab, and WA89, a
hyperon beam charm production
experiment at CERN, may shed more light on production
polarization
in the near future.
The ACCMOR
analysis was based on the decay mode AZ --) pK-n+,
a mode with a
branching ratio of 3.2%. Because this is a three-body
decay they must use a technique
similar to the approaches suggested by Berman and Jacob [8] or Bjorken [9]. The Bjorken
approach extends the alpha, beta, g-a
formalism used for two-body hyperon decays to
multi-body
modes. Note that information
on the final charm baryon spin direction could

also be inferred from observation of the decay of the daughter
will carry information
on the spin direction of its parent.

baryon.

For example,

the As

Groups at Cornell [lo] and DESY [ll] h ave now reported measurements of the A$ decay
asymmetry parameter for the decay AZ ---) Aor+ . Both groups get values of o x l.Of0.4
so
that the ssyrnmetry is pleasingly large. This is also in line with theoretical estimates. The
branching ratio to this channel is about 0.6%. Small branching ratios to two body-states
are a general problem for charm baryon studies. On the other hand, the Bjorken formalism
may be able to be exploited for the other states.
A sample of about ten thousand polarized charm baryons is needed for a measurement.
The largest sample of A,+ --) pK-*+
so far published for fixed target running in a hadron
beam is 154 events by ACCMORin
1990 1121, the data set used for the Jesabek et alanalysis.
Currently the published world sample of Azis less than 2000. E791 now has an order of
magnitude more data on tape than the ACCMOR sample. (However there may be little or
no polarization
since the baryons are produced by pions at small angles.)
BENT CRYSTAL

Figure 2: Schematic illustration

3

Channeling

Spin

of chamwling

spin precession.

Precession

When a positively-charged
particle moves through a crystal close to a plane or an axis,
it is channeled [13]. For an angle smaller than the so-called critical angle the particle glides
back and forth between the planes, repelled by the higher positive charge density near the
nuclear centers. The critical angle is small, so that the angular acceptance for channeRng is
small.
Energy loss for channeled particles is smaller than random particles because there are,
on average, fewer eIectrons in the channel. Measurement
of the energy loss of channeled
particles using detectors implanted in semiconducting
material provides a useful indicator of
channeling behavior.
Down to a certain radius of curvature, the Tsyganov radius, a channeled particle in a
bent crystal follows the bend. In the extreme relativistic
limit the Tsyganov radius is:
&

= pc/eE,

where e is the charge of the electron and EC is the critical field at which the particle no longer
channels. In practical experiments the radius of curvature must be several times larger than
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the Tsyganov radius to avoid significant dechanneling.
The Tsyganov radius is proportional
to l/Z where 2 is the nuclear charge of the crystal material. Increasing from 2 ~14 (Si) to
2 ~32 (Ge) or 2 =74 (W) could give substantially
higher fields as well as larger channeling
critical angles. However, crystals with low dislocation densities are needed for high energy
channeling. It is here that Si excels.
The average centripetal electric field in the crystal giving rise to the bend transforms
into a magnetic field in the particle center of mass. This field is equivalent to the field that
would deflect the particle through the angle of the bent crystal.
The spin of a channeled
angle I$ given by:

particle

moving

in a bent crystal

4 = -ieb

should

precess through

an

- 2112

for 7 > 1, where-y is the Lorentz factor, g is the gyromagnetic ratio, and 6 is the deflection
angle of the channeled particle [14]. The channeling spin precession process is illustrated
schematically
in fig.2. The crystal bend produces an average electric field that points in
to the center of curvature.
This results in the net effective magnetic field perpendicular
to
the plane of curvature.
The spin of a particle moving in the channel precesses around that
effective field.
Equivalent fields up to 1000 tesla are possible. In the recent demonstration
of chanueling spin precession done in E761 at Fermilab [15], the equivalent field was 45 tesla. The
equivalent magnetic field for bent crystal channeling for the case 7 >> 1 is:
B = p/0.3R
(here B is in tesla, p , the momentum,

is in GeV/c,

and~R , the radius of curvature,

is in m).

Because they produce large deflections in a short length of crystal, the high effective
magnetic fields associated with bent crystal channeling offer a unique possibility
for the
measurement of charm particle magnetic moments. On the other hand, the angular acceptance for planar channeling is small, typically 10 prad at 400 GeV/c , because the channeling
critical angle is small. This should be compared to typical particle production
distributions
which are in the 1 mrad range. The channeling angular acceptance is a significant limitation
for applying channeling to magnetic moment measurements.
In the recent Fermilab spin precession demonstration
polarized E+ from the Fermilab
charged hyperon beam were channeled in two 4.5 cm long silicon crystals with 1.65 mrad
bends, resulting in a spin precession of 60 zb 17’. This was in agreement with the predicted
value of 62” based on the world average of the measurements of the C+ magnetic moment.
The E761 experiment is shown in fig.3. A vertically polarized beam with a polarization
of 12 f 1% was produced by pitching the incident beam horizontally
by f4 mrad. A 7 m
long magnet after the target selected the C+ momentum.
The E+ fraction was about 1%
10 m from the target. A hyperon spectrometer
consisting of a magnet and silicon planes
determined the C+ direction. A downstream baryon spectrometer measured the proton from
the decay E+ * pro.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the E761 spectrometer
channeling spin apparatus below.

showing the overall hyperon spectrometer

above and the

The lower portion of fig.3 illustrates the channeling apparatus. Several silicon crystals
with one of their (111) planes close to the horizontal
were positioned after the hyperon
spectrometer.
An anti-counter
with holes over the active region of the crystals cut the
overall ‘start’ signal rate. A second ‘deflection veto after the baryon spectrometer eliminated
beam-associated particles.
The bends in the crystals above the center of the beam line were arranged to defied
down through 1.6 mrad while those below deflected particles up. The curvature around
the horizontal axis perpendicular
to the beam direction (the z axis) produced the effective
magnetic field B, to precess the hyperon spin in the (y,z) plane. Eight diodes implanted
along the 45 mm long, 400 pm thick crystals measured the energy loss of the beam particles.
The data was gathered in runs totaling seventy hours of beam time. Channeling
I?
events were selected by cutting out events without a vertex and eliminating
events outside
of the C+ -P pxs decay region. A cut was also made for smaU energy loss in a middle
pad to select channeling events. C+ were selected by determining
the missing mass of the
recoil particle. The mass resolution was the same as that achieved with more conventional
techniques.
At high energy, polarization
is relatively small. The secret of unfolding polarization
effects with modest polarization
has been bias canceling. In E761 this proceeded through
several stages. One was periodic polarization
reversal by changing the incident beam direction. The second was the partition of the incident hyperon beam phase space into small bins
so that angular acceptance biases of the baryon spectrometer were minimized.

Improvements such as the use of crystals with more active area and five to ten times the
bending angle would have permitted
this experiment to match precision experiments done
in the 1980s with a factor of three more running time (200 hours).

Bend
Dedannel

Chti
D-Y

i.=ib
In(N)

Z
Figure 4: Schematic of an experiment

4

A Conceptual

Charm

Magnetic

to measure charm baryon magnetic moments.

Moment

Measurement

An experiment for a charm magnetic moment would look quite different than the channeling C+ measurement.
Since the charm lifetime is short, there is not a beam of charm
baryons in the conventional
sense. A geometry for a possible experiment is shown in fig.4.
Charm baryons would be produced in a thin, high 2 amorphous target upstream of the
bent crystal. An amorphous target must be used since particles produced on nuclei in the
channeling planes of a crystal cannot channel. The charm particle angle relative to the direction of the production
beam would be established by the crystal critical angle. Different
polarization
orientations
arising from the production asymmetry could be realized by using
two crystals with opposite bends or rotating a crystal. The crystal bend may enrich the
trigger, since the charm particles are deflected somewhat from the forward cone. The longlived channeled particles go much further around the bend so they will not be as large a
background on the channeled charm side beam. The figure illustrates a conceptual variation
with a small straight section to direct many of the channeled particles to one angle.
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4.1

Rate Calculations

In order to find how many beam particles are needed to achieve the required number
of measured, channeled, charm decays, and thus how long the experiment
will take, some
details of the experiment design have to be assumed [16].
Dan&
and Lath [17] approached this by factoring the charm moment experiment production process into eight elements: 1) production,
2) charm fraction decaying to selected
mode, 3) charm particle fraction not decaying, 4) channeling
acceptance, 5) channeling
surface acceptance, 6) fraction not undergoing normal dechanneling,
7) fraction not dechanneling from bending, and 8) a pr sufficient to polarize. It is convenient to put these in 3
groups : a ‘production
factor’ (pr x ps x ps), a Lchanneling factor’ (~4 x ps x pe x pr) and a
‘decay factor’ (p3).
Thus, the number
(production

of polarized,

factor)

channeled,

x (channeling

PlP2PS

factor)

charm baryons
x (decay factor)

P4PsPeP7

x number

of incident

=

h

beam particles

A careful optimisation
is required, since these parameters vary strongly with momentum :
the ‘production’
and ‘channeling’
factors favor low momentum,
whereas the ‘decay’ factor
favors high momentum.
Furthermore,
the number of charm baryons required to make a
measurement of given precision is reduced at higher momentum, since the precession angle
increases, again favoring high momentum.
The effects of these parameters can be illustrated
by some particular
design choices for
an experiment at current energies, designed to make a 10% measurement of the magnetic
moments of (a) A,+ and (b) S$, before making an extrapolation
to possible Charm2000
conditions :
(a) 11: experiment, using a primary proton beam of 1Or’ s-r, a tungsten target of length
6 mm, a silicon crystal of length 2.0 cm and bend angle of 15 mrad, with a mean charm
baryon momentum of 300 GeVjc :
Taking the Aa + pK-r+
mode, with UB = 2 x 10-s barn and requiring pr to be above
1 GeV/cto give polarized A,‘, the production factor is estimated as 8.3 x lows.
For the channeling factor, the angle acceptance, p, = 4 x 10-s; the channeling surface
factor, ps = 0.84, and the bend dechanneling,
acceptance, ps = 0.5; the dechanneling
pr = 0.33. This gives a factor ~456, = 7.2 x lo-‘.
(This factor in the E761 setup was
4 x 10-4.)
For the decay factor, the mean momentum is 300 GeVjc, the mean distance travelled
is 2.3 cm, so p3 = exp(-l/X)
= 0.05. A more realistic calculation,
averaging over a range
of momenta, yields a v&e of ps = 1.2 x lo-*.
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Thus the overall factor is P~...~ = 7 x lo-r3 for A$, which translates
of 300 hours in these (challenging !) beam conditions.

to a running

time

(b) Z:,f experiment, using a beam of I? hyperons at a rate of 10s s-l, a tungsten target of
6 mm, a silicon crystal of length 2.0 cm and a lower bend angle of 5 mrad, with a mean charm
momentum of 300 GeV/c.
At first sight, it might appear that it would be advantageous
to use a beam of polarized C- , hoping to produce polarized E:,‘by spin transfer (as was
successfully exploited by EBOO [IB] t o make poltized
SI- from polarized neutral hyperons.)
But since the spin of the A: and Zy are carried entirely by the e quark, it seems that any
polarization
will have to be created in the same interaction
as creates the charm quark.
Thus the charm baryon must be produced at a finite angle, with the corresponding
loss
of cross-section.
Nevertheless, it is expected that there will be advantages in using a Ebeam, even if spin transfer does not work : a heavy quark in the projectile may be more
effective for producing a heavier quark in the interaction.
This is something that can be
tested experimentally
when Fermilab E781 takes data.
This time the production factor is - 2.5 x lo-‘,
the channeling factor is z 10v3 and the
decay factor is 0.11 (longer mean life for Z,+ ), leading to an overall factor of 2.8 x lo-r1 . The
estimated running time, in these much more favorable experimental
conditions, is a wholly
unrealistic
50,000 hours (2000 days !)

4.2

Extrapolation

to Higher

Energy

The factors giving rise to the yield in an experiment depend on the production
beam
momentum in different ways (fig.5). Above threshold, charm production rises approximately
linearly with momentum.
The effect of the charm decay length increasing with momentum
is somewhat complicated.
The functional form for a reasonable set of parameters in shown
in fig.5 The angular acceptance is determined by the critical angle which is proportional
p) . Ordinary dechanneling is small and can be ignored. Bending dechanneling is
to l/
4
also complicated.
A practical experiment will always bend near the Tsyganov radius so that
the factor p&, must be kept constant. This means that the net bend has to decrease as the
energy increases. Application
of the Baryshevskii formula shows that the effective yield of
Since the ratio is constant there is no increase or decrease with
particles goes as (p&)s.
energy.
Of course, it will be very important to see whether the polarization
phenomenon (which
is inadequately
understood) persists at higher energy, since it is essential to these measurements.

5

Conclusions

The conclusions from these studies are rather sobering. First- only two charm baryons,
AfandEz,
are likely to be measurable (it will be a long time before cc and ccc states are
seen). Second-both
of them will show small precession angles. Third-in
the simple quark
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Figure 5: Effective yield with momentum for a charm magnetic moment measurement.

model they will have the same magnetic moment. However, any mining of the E,+ will change
its magnetic moment, so measuring both A,f and E,+ is interesting.
Fourth-there
is no hope
to measure beauty baryon magnetic moments since there are no stable positively
charged
states. Finally, this study suggests we are about three orders of magnitude away from being
able to do the experiment.
In spite of the very challenging
situation,
the possibility
of charm baryon magnetic
moment measurements with channeling is worth keeping under review as experienceis gained
with channeling and with charm baryon production,
polarization,
and decay asymmetries
since the subject of charm baryon magnetic moments remains interesting.
We wish to thank the other members of Fermilab E761 for their help. In particular,
D. Daniels (Harvard), J. Lath (Fermilab),
and V. Samsonov (PNPI) have made significant
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Abstract
In this paper we explore the possibility
of building a tau-charm-factory
at the
Argonne National Laboratory.
A tau-charm-factory
is an e+e- collider with a center-ofmass energy between 3.0 GeV and 5.0 GeV and a luminosity of at least 1 x 10sscm-*s-l.
Once operational,
the facility will produce large samples of r pairs, charm mesons, and
charmonium with either negligible or well understood backgrounds. This will lead to high
precision measurements in the second generation quark and the third generation lepton
sectors that cannot be done at other facilities. Basic physical properties and processes,
such as the tau neutrino mass, rare tau decays, charm decay constants, rare charm meson
decays, neutral DO-meson mixing, snd many more will be studied with unique precision.
An initial design of the collider including the injector system is described. The
design shows that a luminosity of at least 1 x 10sscm%-’
can be achieved over the entire
center-of-mass energy range of the factory.
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I. Introduction
Progress in High Energy Physics (HEP) is achieved on two complementary
&ontiers, one requiring higher energies to discover new quanta and the other requiring higher
precision to ilnd violations of the selection rules of the. Standard Model. Whereas the
first frontier leads to the need for larger and larger machines, the second frontier requires
higher particle production
rates and high resolution detectors.
Both approaches have
been essential to the progress of the field.
The Tar&harm-Factory
(rcF) is an e+e- collider running at a center-of-mass energy between 3.0 and 5.0 GeV and with a very high luminosity of at least 1 x 10”cm-2s-1.
The energy range covers the thresholds for the production of charruonium,
T pairs, and
chaxm mesons. Runnin g the collider above and below the different thresholds creates
data samples with well understood backgrounds and, therefore, results in measurements
with very small systematic errors. The number of produced particles compared to a Zand a B-factory is compiled’ in Table I for one year running at the design luminosity.
The
table shows that a TCF produces a factor of five more charm mesons and r pairs, and is
unique in producing high rates of charmonium states. The goal of the Charm2000 workshop was to study experiments capable of collecting 10’ reconstructed
charm mesons.
This is clearly within the reach of a rcF.

II.

Physics

Case

Depending on the beam energy setting, the TCF will be optimized to study physics
with r leptons, with charm mesons, or with charmonium states. The following is a short
overview of the physics topics. The projected sensitivities are taken from Ref. 2(3) for
the rcF (B-factory).

A) Tau Lepton

Physics

The observed properties of the r lepton are consistent with it being a sequential
lepton, a heavier version of the electron and muon, with its own neutrino partner v,.
With a mass of 1777 MeV, the r lepton is the only lepton sufllciently
heavy to decay
into hadrons: approximately
64% of its decays contain hadrons. This makes it as ideal
tool to study hadronic weak interactions
under very clean conditions and to search for
deviations from the predictions of the Standard Model.
The optimal center-of-mass energy to study the production
and the decay of r
leptons is around 3.57 GeV, i.e. below the 4 resonance and the open charm thresholds.
The cross section is large, approximately
1 nb, and therefore high statistics data samples
of r pairs may be collected. The decay branching ratios, the Michel parameters, the r
neutrino mass, and the T dipole moment can be determined with unmatched precision.
A search for rare decay modes not expected in the Standard Model can be made to very
small branching ratios of the order of lo- ‘. Other rare decay modes, such as r + ~nv,
can be measured accurately if occurring at the rate predicted by the Standard Model.

Table II shows a comparison of the status of recent measurements (taken from
reports at the 1993 Cornell conference), the projected sensitivity of a rcF as advertised
during the 1993 workshop,2*4 and the sensitivity to be achieved at a B-factory.3
The production rate of f pairs is only a factor five larger at a rcF compared to a
B-factory. Nevertheless, the measurements at a rcF are significantly
more precise. This
advantage is mostly due to: a) the unique possibility
to control the systematic errors
threshold, b) the absence of charm meson
by running above and below the production
backgrounds, and c) the high efficiency for identification
of background-free
r pairs.

B) Charm

Meson

and Charmonium

Physics

The charm quark, c, is the only heavy charge 2/3 quazk accessible to precise
experiments.
Its variety of weak decays (Cabibbo allowed, Cabibbo forbidden, doubly
Cabibbo forbidden, rare second-order weak decays, . . .) can be used to probe the interplay
of the weak and strong interactions, including precise tests of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) at the interface of perturbative
and non-perturbative
dynamics’~4. Mixing in the
D” - do system and studies of CP non-invariance
in the charge 2/3 sector would be of
great interest, distinct i?om the studies of K - R and B - i? m.Sng and related CP
non-invariance
that involve charge -l/3
quarks. In addition, decays of the J/$, +‘,
and other charmonium systems provide important insight into light meson and gluonium
spectroscopy.
With the increase in event rate expected at B factories and high-luminosity
investigations
at the Z”, the precision attainable in specific rare processes will be limited by backgrounds and systematic uncertainties.
At a rcF, adjustment of the beam
energy above or below a particular threshold permits measurements of backgrounds directly. Data samples sre pure, free from contamination
from heavier flavor decays. Near
threshold,
heavy flavors are produced in simple particle-antiparticle
final states (e.g.
D”p,
D+D- , . . m). If the decay of one particle is observed, its companion is tagged
cleanly. Operation of a rcF at the JI” (3.77 GeV) would yield pure D”D
and D+ Dstates, without contamination
from other charm meson or baryon states. At 4.03 GeV,
tagged Df (cs) states can be studied, while at 4.14 GeV, D:* states can be investigated
via associated production
of D:*DT.
Operation at the J/+ (3.10 GeV) would provide
an intense clean source of gluonic states snd light-quark
hadrons.
Table III shows a
compilation
of the estimated sensitivity of a TCF in the charm and charmonium
sector.

III.

Design

of the Collider

An initial design of the collider to determine a preliminary
set of parameters and
the approximate
cost of the facility is presented. The design shows that a luminosity
in excess of 1 x lO%xn-ss-’
can be achieved with a center-of-mass energy in the range
between 3 and 5 GeV with beam-beam tuneshifts less than 0.04.
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The operational characteristics
of the machine were defined by the design of the
interaction
region, which determines the charge per bunch and the bunch separation,
and by the machine lattice, which det ermines the equilibrium
emittance.
The initial
parameters assume two rings with a vertical separation of one meter, and one collision
point halfwas between the rings. The beams will be steered to the collision point using
vertical bends, similar to the Spanish/CERN
designs.
The ring is oval, approximately
38 m wide and 100 m long with two zero dispersion
straight sections and a circumference of about 300 m. One straight section contains the
interaction
point and the other is used for injection and RF acceleration. The length of
the straight sections is determined by the optics that is required to couple the arcs to
the interaction
region.
Despite the relatively low beam energy, the large circulating beam currents, approximately
1.4 A, produce about 400 kW of synchrotron radiation per beam. This high
radiation is responsible for the production
of considerable gas in the arcs. Following the
design of Argonne’s Advanced Photon Source (APS)6, distributed pumping is used to remove this gas. The vacuum chamber is assumed to be a copper extrusion incorporating
non evaporable getter (NEG) tapes. Using the parameters of the vacuum chamber, the
design of the magnets and power supplies were based on algorithms developed for the
APS.
The RF system serves two purpose: replacement of the energy in the beams lost
due to synchrotron radiation and reduction of the bunch length. Superconducting
cavities
provide the required power and voltage in a system which has a large internal diameter.
Higher order modes are minimally
excited and can be damped.
The parameters of the interaction point are constrained by the nearest quadrupoles,
which are located within the detector. These are large aperture superconducting
magnets with concentric higher order multipole correctors. The beams are separated by long
electrostatic
separators. Masking of the synchrotron
radiation is somewhat easier than
in B-factoriesr”
due to the lower beam energies and the approximate collinearity
of the
beams.
The storage ring will be provided with a full energy injector. A number of options
for the injector system are being considered, including a small synchrotron supplied by
an electron/positron
linac.
The conventional
construction
will include the shielding requirements
for the
beams, a large hall for the detector, the work and assembly areas, the counting house and
the run control rooms, as well as buildings housing the power supplies, the refrigeration
plant, and the safety systems associated with the storage ring operation. The rings could
be located underground
and shielded by dirt. Additional
shielding will be required for
the straight section used for injection and acceleration of the beams and the injection
beam lines.
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IV.

Cost and Schedule

A preliminary
survey of the beam optics, the vacuum system, the ring magnets, the
power supplies, the RF system, and the interaction point has been completed, permitting
some preliminary
cost estimates of the systems and identification
of the critical issues.
The cost estimates are in fair agreement with extrapolations
based on existing facilities,
but preliminary.
The major costs of the collider are associated with the vacuum system,
the magnets, and the RF system. The costs of the collider and the detector are roughly
equal.
The construction
time of the facility is estimated to be about
approval, assuming the existence of a fairly complete design.

four years from

V. Conclusions
After evaluating the scientific and technical
reached the following principal conclusions:

matters

that are described above, we

1. Physics potential:
A rcF will be the most powerful tool anywhere for precise experimental study of the properties of the v lepton and the charm quark. Its combination of high production rate and low background will provide major advantages
compared to similar experiments at B-factory machines, and will be of particular
importance
for the study of rare decay modes and for sensitive searches for new
processes and new states.
2. Collider design and the Argonne site: the Argonne site offers important advantages
for the design, construction
and operation of a scF. A conceptual design of the
collider including several options for the injector system is in preparation.
A document describing the design and the costs is expected to be released within the next
few months.
3. Overall assessment: A rcF can be expected to be a unique, powerful, and costeffective tool in HEP research for many years. Whether such a project could be
funded in a timely way at ANL (or anywhere else) is not clear, in view of current
budget uncertainties
and the abrupt termination
of the SSC project by the US
Congress. Nevertheless, a rcF would provide excellent research opportunities
in
a very cost effective way and contribute signilicantly
to the productivity
and the
vitality of the U.S. HEP community.
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Table I
Particle

Z Factory

B Factory

rcF

Do (single)

1.2 x 10’

1.5 x lo7

5.8 x 10’ (+“)

D+ (single)

0.5 x 10’

0.7 x 10’

4.2 x 10’ ($“)

D$ (single)

0.3 x 10’

0.3 x lo7

1.8 x 107 (4.14 GeV)
0.5 x 10’ (3.57 GeV)

r+r-

(pairs)

0.3 x 107

0.9 x 10’

2.4 x lo7 (3.67 GeV)
3.5 x 10’ (4.25 GeV)

11,

1.7 x 101s

4’

0.4 x 1010

Table III
Topic
CKM

Matrix

Measurement
Elements

Weak Decay Constants
New Physics

Hsdronic

CP Violation
Branching
-“_
Charmonium
-“-n-

2%

fD, fD,

Semileptonic

-n-

Absolute

- 1%

&IL

Rare Decay Branching

D-BMixing

Sensitivity

Ratios

Decays
Decays

Decays into CP Eigenstates
Ratios

0(10-8)
TD < 2 x 10-s
-“- 1%

D Mesons

O(l%)

Ds, A., Z:., . . . Mesons

0(5%)

Spectroscopy

O( 103) More Statistics

Electromagnetic
Gluonium
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Coupling
Search

-n-n-

Table II
Measurement

1993 Cornell

TCF 1993

SLAC BF 1993

m,

zt 0.3 MeV

f 0.1 MeV

?

G

zkl.O%

m,

<32.6 MeV CL=95%

P
r Polarization

f0.3%
<l

-f 3.9%

* 0.02%

< 5.5 MeV CL=95%
ztO(O.l)%

f 10%
< 1 x lo-l’ecm

d,
Universality

MeV CL=95%

0(0.5)%

?

0.1%

0.5%

em

h 0.8%

f 0.1%

* 0.5%

PV

zt 0.9%

f 0.1%

zt 0.5%

%Y

f 2.2%

h 0.1%

* 0.5%

KU

* 10%

f 0.8%

?

PY

k 1.3%

?

?

3rv

f 2.4%

?

?

7r2n0v

zt 3.6%

?

?

f

16%

?

?

zk 43%

?

?

5sv
5?mov
dqv

< 1.1 x 10-s CL=95%

< lo-?

< 10-e

v

< 1.7 x 10-4 CL=90%

< 10-T

< 10-s

c”y

< 4.2 x 10-s CL=90%

< 1o-7

< 10-s

3/1

< 1.7 x 10-s CL=90%

< 2 x 10-s CL=90%

< 0.9 x 10-Z CL=95%

- 1 x 10-s

vu
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< 5 x 10-7

cL=go%

< 5 x 10-s CL=95%
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Abstract
We consider the prospects for high statistics charm measurements as a byproduct of
a dedicated hsdron collider R-axperiment. At RHIC energies (Js = 500GeV) roughly
10 % of charm production is expected to originate from sequential decays of B mesons.
Improved triggerability
and reconstruction efficiency of these sequential decay events
could &set the rate advantage of the bulk of c? production sources. An efficient B
trigger could yield a large sample of unbiased, tagged charm decays from the 1 x 1O’O
B’s which will be produced in a 2 x 1Oasac pp run at RHIC.

1

Introduction

The physics potential of an experiment designed to focus on the production
and
decays of particles containing a b-quarks at hadron colliders has been widely recognized. The main experimental
challenges are those of triggering on soft leptons in the
decay chain b + c+lv as well as the more general tag of a secondary displaced vertex. Such an experiment must have the capability of reconstructing
charmed particle
masses and identifying
secondaries (mostly ?r vs. K-mesons ) to discriminate
against
random
combinatorial
backgrounds.
It possible that any such experiment would be
well matched also to the direct study of charm and with minor corrections to the
trigger could be adapted to yield a very large sample of reconstructed
charm decays.
In this paper we consider the more intriguing
could most effectively be explored by continuing
running
at a high luminosity
insertion
when RHJC
will have the opportunity
to record a large fraction
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possibility
that the charm sector
to focus on B’s. An experiment
is colliding

protons

at full

of the 1 x 10” b’s produced

energy

in an

expected pp run . This assumes a production
cross section of 12 p b. The inclusive
charm cross section is expected to be 100 /r b but there is both larger theoretical and
experiental uncertainty
on this number than in the b case. On the experimental
side,
this is because charm decay secondaries have relatively low momenta making vertex
detection and mass reconstruction
particularly
difficult.
Even though hadron collider experiments have a big advantage in production rate
over fixed target experiments, only a handful of D mesons have been reconstructed
in collider experiments(CDF)
and those have been found by their association with a
B decay.

2

RHIC

pp running

The RHIC project at BNL is being constructed,
and will be operated by the
Nuclear Physics program of the DOE, starting operations in 1999. In addition to a
complement of 4 experiments to study heavy ion physics, the BNL scientific program
committee has approved a program of spin physics to measure high energy parity
violation and structure functions using 250-on-250 Gev polarized protons, and also an
experiment to measure pp total cross sections and elastic scattering. The constraint
on this HEP program is that it should be limited to the approximately
12 weeks not
scheduled for the nuclear program, and the incremental costs must be borne by HEP.
These costs are currently estimated at less than 0 IM/week.
Using an estimate of
2 x lo6 seconds of actual running (1 month), and the expected luminosity that can be
achieved for 250-on-250 Gev protons on protons( 4 x 10s*sec-‘cm-2),
results in a total
B production
of 10 lo . The running conditions at RHIC also provide the attractive
features of a short luminous region (uz = 9 cm) and a bunch spacing of 110 nsec, with
about 1 interaction
per crossing at the highest expected luminosity.
Finally, there
is an available intersection
region, which has the foundations
for a major detector
facility and 20m of free space between the splitting dipoles. The main parameters for
RHIC operation are shown in Table 1.
Table 2 shows comparisons of B production
at various current and planned facilities, utilizing
advertised design luminosities.
Planning advice from FNAL now
suggests using 50% of the luminosity
shown in the table, and experience suggests
it might take several years to reach the full luminosity
of the B-factory.
This table
illustrates one of the major features of hadroproduction
- approximately
half of the
B-flavored hadrons produced are not available in 4s running at a B-factory.
Of the
10” B’s produced in a l-month run at RHIC, 15% are B,, 0.1% are B,, and 10%
are B-baryons.
The other advantage for hadron colliders is the nearly 3 orders of
magnitude more B, and & produced per run. Initially
it will be more difficult to
exploit these mesons fully, due to higher backgrounds and trigger requirements
, but
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Value

Parameter

500 GeV
4 x 10”

4s
L pc*k

Table 1: RISC machine parameters

once one learns how to extract them, the ultimate precision
matrix elements will probably be made at hadron colliders.

Table 2: Comparison of B production

for hadronic and be-

measurements

of CKM

machines

The main feature of B-production
at RHIC is best illustrated by Figure 1 ,which
shows the acceptance of a detector for BB pairs in which a tag lepton from one
semileptonic decay and the decay products of another nonleptonic decay (assumed to
be B + rkK,) are measured. The total number of accepted events for a 1 month RHIC
run are plotted vs. lepton rapidity coverage for different ranges of barrel spectrometer
coverage.
The availability
of such large samples of B-flavored hadrons makes possible important studies of the spectroscopy of B,, the much rarer B,, and B-baryons.
The
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B, in particular, will be the first quark-antiquark
system with two heavy quarks pr&
viding a unique testing ground for potential models and HQET. In addition, with
2 x 10’ B, and & mesons available per run, many important
rare decay modes can
be studied. For the B, system, decays like B,” -+ K’l+Iand B,” + @+Itest
the limits of the Standard Model and provide important
new windows to extensions
of the SM. This is also true of the FCNC decay B, + K*p+p, and even more
interesting lepton-number
violating decays like B, -t K’p+e, which are completely
independent of current searches in K and p-decay, since the B decays sample effects
due to the third generation which have never been explored. While these rare decays
are challenging, most provide straight-forward
triggers.

3

A central

detector

geometry

Both forward and central geometry detectors have been considered at RHIC. A
forward proposal (COBEX) [l] has emphasized a first level trigger based on secondary
vertex identification.
Figure 2 shows an alternate approach which would capitalize on
the predominantly
central production
at RHIC. Whether or not a better yield could
be realized with this central geometry is now under study.
In the remainder of the paper we consider the central detector.
The current
design of the magnet which resembles the Axial Field Spectrometer
at the ISR and
PHENIX at RHIC, yields a field integral which varies from 0.75 Tm at 90deg to
0.4 Tm at 25deg to the beam direction [2]. Expected advantages over a solenoidal
magnet are the high bending power near the forward direction (due to the pole piece
design) and the relatively open geometry making possible a barrel particle id detector.
Since the magnetic field falls off rapidly at large radii ( B= 0.06 T at r=2.5 m) , this
system could use standard PMT readout. In addition to the particle id system , the
detector will consist of a Silicon Vertex Detector, low mass tracking chambers and
a barrel EM calorimeter.
We expect to have extended lepton (p ) coverage into the
plug region. In what follows, we assume a barrel coverage of f1.5 in 7 and a lepton
tag covering f3.0 units

4

Comparison

of CHARM

yields:

We now consider the acceptance for charm from sequential decays and compare
to a strategy where one triggers on the semileptonic decay of the associated D from
cc production.
1. b+ clv : trigger on the lepton which can then also be used for tagging in a search
for nonstandard mixing or CP violation.
Consider as an example for acceptance
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calculations

D + K?rn.

2. cE + (ZvX)(D
the c’s.

+

Kmr).

Here we trigger

on the semileptonic

decay of one of

The production rate for 2) is expected to be 1 x 10” whereas for 1) it is 1 x 10”.
In both cases we take the semileponic branching ratio 2 x 11% ( assuming capability
for both e and n) and x2. (taking into account that the lepton could come from either
b as it could from either c in 2)).
In what follows
sources.

4.1

lepton

trigger

we consider

yield statistics

after cuts in the case of these two

efficiency

The pt spectrum for leptons from 1) is harder
This is illustrated in Figure 3 , where the direct
by a pt cut on the charm jet at 2 GeV/c. In the
GeV/c on the lepton, 1) has a factor of 10 higher

than that from direct decays (2)).
Charm spectrum is already biased
2 distributions
shown a pr cut of 2
acceptance (20.% vs.2.% ) .

We then conclude that 1) charm production via sequential decays of B’s will yield
events with at least 1 lepton having pt 2 2.0 GeV/c at a level of 8 x lOsevents =
Lo x 2 x 10Sec x 2 x br x 20.%.
To calculate the yield from direct c? production with the same lepton cut we have
also to multiply the 2% lepton cut acceptance by the fraction (- 25%)of charm jet
production above n = 2GeV/c [3]. This results in a total yield of 2 x 10’ events for
the same running period.
So after this lepton trigger requirement,
sequential decays lead to a factor of 4
higher yield in the detector geometry we’ve considered.
We now consider further
differences between these two classes of events which favor sequential decays for the
study of charm.

4.2

other

considerations

s Acceptance for the nonleptonic
decay: Independent of the lepton tag efficiency,
the inclusive D production
spectrum also differs in the 2 cases and we find, as
a result, a factor of 2 higher acceptance in the case of sequential decays - again
we expect another factor of 4 to account for the fraction of c jets above our pt
threshold.
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l

The correlation
in n between c, ? produced at RHIC will be very weak, with
N 50% of events having An 1 1.4. Therefore, the acceptance for charm decay
with a lepton tag should be as high or larger in sequential decays where the tag
lepton comes from the same b-jet.

s Secondary vertex
but since b-jets
multiplicity
and
more efficient in

5

identification:
Charm and Beauty decays have similar lifetimes
have higher momenta than charm jets, as well as higher track
q-value, secondary vertex measurement will probably always be
the latter case.

Summary

A dedicated detector for etficiently triggering
on and recording B-decays at a
hadron collider would be a rich source of Charm with the added feature of providing
a relatively
unbiased lepton tag. Perhaps this detector would more appropriately
called the “Beauty and Charm Detector (BCD)“.
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Perspectives
(Fixed

I.N.F.N.

on vertex detectors
target scenario)

Luigi Moroni
M.&no, via Celoria 16

Abstract
Target configuration and vertex detector structure are discussed in the context of a high
Inminosity charm experiment. Several key issues about microvertex resolution and its role in
charm selection are examined. The impact of pixel detectors on this scenario is also discussed on
the basis of the present status and the related R&D programs.

1

Introduction

High luminosity
experiments on charm in the Main Injector
a crucial problem, the background and its reduction.

era have to face and solve

It is very well known indeed that the background
plays a fundamental
role in high
precision measurements.
In particular,
rare process limits are expected to improve as l/N
for a negligible level of background, or as l/a
only, when the background is present.

More generally, systematics are mainly dominated by background modeling; our experience suggests that inferring the background from the signal sidebands turns out to be very
problematic for a variety of reasons.
The reduction and a better understanding
of the background will then be a key issue
for the success of a future high statistics experiment in the charm sector.
As a consequence, the iigure of 10s fully reconstructed
charms, as the main goal for
CHAHM2000,
is by itself vague or at least misleading;
one would prefer to express the
sensitivity of a charm experiment as S signal events, over N background events.
Paradoxically,
depending on the level of background underlying
the signal, lo7 reconstructed charms could be even better than 10’; in other words, one has to find the right
compromise between the quality of the events and their quantity.
In this paper I would try to answer the following question: for a fixed number of produced
charms, which are the structural features of the vertex detector that can enhance the quality
of the events?
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2

What

can be learned

from

previous

experiments?

In E687, we demonstrated that a dramatic reduction of non-charm background can be
achieved by requiring the charm decay vertex to lie outside the target, in vacuum; furthermore, the remaining irreducible charm background can be well reproduced by a cZ Monte
Carlo.
To illustrate this, we present in Fig. 1 the Do + K-r-&n+
signal as found by E687
for a certain set of cuts; the global signal, shown in the frrst histogram (Fig. la), is then split
into its two components having the interaction
vertex in the first hti of the target (Fig. lb)
and in the second half (Fig. lc) respectively.
The dotted lines represent the corresponding
c.? Monte Carlo signals normalized to the peak values of the data. In all cases, the Monte
Carlo is not able to track the data, indicating the presence of a non-charm component in the
background.

SlM=,

1

C)

1

17s

73

zs
~~
‘11

7”*+@
11

Fig. 1: K?r?rv in variant mass (continuous line: data - dotted line: Monte Carlo)

As soon as the decay is required to happen downstream
ment between data and Monte Carlo becomes evident.

of the target,

Fig. 2, the agree-

Meanwhile, the significance of the signal goes from a S/N = 5 to 32 for increasing cuts
on the signi6cance of the distance between the decay vertex and the downstream end of the
target, D/UD (> 0, > 5 and > 15 in Fig. 2a, 2b and 2c respectively).
The situation is even more striking for multipion
decays; Fig. 3 and 4 show the same
sequence of histograms for the Do -t x-K-X+A+
decay.

m d!aqx. “Oil andD/o~3.15
SW=24

b)

SIN=32
5,
3s
73
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I
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01‘

Fig. 2: Kxmr

invariant

mass (out of target) ( continuous line: data - dotted line: Monte Carlo)

Fig. 3: mm

invariant mass
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Again, the evidence of the signal for the decays in vacuum is spectacular
surviving background comes from charm reflections.

Fig. 4: X*X?T invmimt

and the only

mass (out of target)

In Fii. 5 the X-X-&R+&
invariant mass is plotted with and without the target cut
(the second and the fmt histogram respectively).
In this case, one has to require the decays
outside the target just to establish the D+ and D, signals, which, otherwise, would be hidden
by the huge background.
& conclusion, selecting the class of charm signals reconstructed
in the vacuum, one
can get a spectacular reduction of the background,
a simultaneous
increase of the signal
signiikance and an insight into the dominant part of the remaining background.
I believe that this constitutes
in the next millennium.

3

Target

a crucial issue to carry on charm physics at fmed target

configurations

Following the previous considerations,
a hypothetica
architecture
has to maximize the fraction of decays outside the target.
In this perspective,
a) Segmented light

I foresee two extreme

configurations:

target (i la E831); Fig. 6a

b) Thin and dense target;

Fig. 6b

for a vertex detector

Fig. 5: 5-r invariant

mass

Configuration
a), depending on the particular experimental conditions, greatly enhances
the percentage of decays in the vacuum but introduces slabs of material in the tracking
volume, which degrade the track extrapolation
error at low momenta.
One has then to
maxim&e the &c/Lr=d
ratio of the target in order to keep this effect within reasonable
limits; Be or Diamond would be two possible choices for the target material.
One could
even extend the tracking into the target region by adding suitable tracking elements in the
most cm&l points. In order to leave as much free space as possible, one could place strip
detectors immediately
upstream of each target segment; much higher resolution detectors
are needed because of their proximity
to the interaction
point.
In such a way, configuration
high luminosity
photoproduction
transverse area.

a) is viable also for photoproduction;
in particular,
for a
experiment,
one can spread the e+e- flux over a wider

Confignration
b) represents the optimum solution to maximise the fraction of decays in
the vacuum. Although it employs a very dense material, the primary vertex reconstruction
is not problematic because of the very short lever arm in track extrapolation
into the target.
It is very well suited for hadroproduction,
but is certainly inconceivable for photoproduction.
The merits of a) vs b) would definitely depend on the kind of environment
the experiment, i.e. hadro vs photoproduction.
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chosen for

pVertex
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Light

target

segments

I

b)
-n--l
Dense

pVertex
tracker

target

I

Fig. 6: Possible target configurations

4

General

problems

related

to the microvertex

I discuss two aspects of this problem
decays, namely:
- the track extrapolation

tracker

which are crucial for the reconstruction

of charm

error

- the resolution in pointing back, i.e. how well the charm reconstructed
can be traced back to the primary interaction
vertex.

momentum

vector

The extrapolation
error has a critical dependence on the radiation length of the tracking
medium:
thin and light detector planes are preferable.
In this respect, Diamond strip
detectors are very promising.
For the same reason, the number of tracking

elements should be kept as small as possible.

As a candidate vertex detector for the following discussion, I would propose a triplet
of (r, y) (a, u) double sided silicon strip detectors, arranged in the configuration
sketched in
Fig. 7.
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7: A candidate vertex detector for CHARM2000

For this system, the calculated asymptotic errors at 7 cm upstream of the first plane are
shown in Table 1 in pitch units and in Table 2 for a 50 pm microstrip pitch.

Table 1: Asymptotic

errors at 7 cm from the first plane

Table 2: Asymptotic errors at 7 cm from the first plane for 50 pm pitch detectors

To investigate the effects of Multiple
effective momentum form:

Coulomb

Scattering,

we express the errors in the

where the two uncorrelated components are explicitly given: the first one, cm, is the asymptotic error at infinite momentum depending on the intrinsic resolution of the detectors, while
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the second one, Q, x F, represents the momentum dependent MCS contribution.
therefore, the momentum value at which the two contributions
sre equal.
The dependence of P‘ on the detector
50 pm pitch is quoted in Table 3.

Table 3: ESctive

thickness

for the considered

P’ is,

configuration

with

momentum vxbxs for 50 pm pitch detectors

In general, P*’ turns out to be a linear function

of the detector

Now, for a fixed detector configuration,
i.e. same geometry
varying the pitch the following relation holds:

thickness.

and detector

thickness,

on

CT- x P’ = constant
In other words, for a fixed MCS environment,
a fmer pitch improves the asymptotic
resolution, but it increases in the same proportion
the corresponding effective momentum,
P’. For instance, going from a 50 pm pitch to a 10 ,um pitch would boost Pi from 11 GeV
to 55 GeV and Pi, to the considerable value of 147 GeV. This means that, for a certain
range of momentum, further improvements of the detector resolution beyond a certain value
would be rendered vain by MCS effects.
Another crucial tool in charm selection is based on pointing the reconstructed momentum
of the charm candidate back to the primary vertex. The precision in this .process (Pointing
Back, PB) increases the rejection against backgr ound and reflections from charm decays with
different multiplicity,
which are expected to miss the primary.
To be accurate, pointing back needs precision in both track reconstruction
and momentum. In fact, the error on the direction of the charm momentum vector in a projection can
be expressed for a decay into n prongs as:

62(szqPeP*)

=

k(fi

6’(@i)

+

gj

P(pi)),

id

where S(Si) are the errors on the prong slopes as reconstructed
by the microvertex detector
and 6(p;) those on their momenta. For sake of simplicity,
we have ignored any correlation
between S(pi) and 6(6’i).
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In order to quantify how the momentum accuracy affects the pointing-back
we can calculate the critical momentum resolution, that is to say, the momentum
whose contribution
to the pointing-back
error equals that of the tracking.
Explicitly,
obtains:

for an n-My

decay and small 8i, equating

where 8+ is the angle in the z projection
the parent, chosen as z-axis.
Very roughly,

for a typicul isotropic

the two error components,

of the it’ prong relative

to the flight

decay in the center of mass transverse
*

Pi -p

direction,
resolution
one

direction

of

plane

J2(Pi) - b*(P)

and, for mi << M(paTat),
< 2

- iw”/(2np2)

e& >

i=l

Hence, because 6s(0,,)

= sz(&),
72

Now, since P’(p)/pz

P(e,)= f$ $$d

cc p2,

p.$l

- invariant

for decays of the same charm particle.
This means that
two body decays.

the strongest

constraint

on critical

momentum

resolution

It is then possible to get an estimate of the critical momentum resolution
the decay Do -f Kn, with pn = 200 GeV and p~,p= - 100 GeV.

comes from

just considering

In this case

WP= *
and, for 6(6’,) = 6 x lo-’
turns out to be:

6(el)= &

as in the example

(~(P)/P)’

w)

of Table 2, the critical

- 1%

momentum

at 100 GeV

A worse resolution would definitely degrade the accuracy in pointing
the effectiveness of this tool in charm selection.
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resolution

back and, hence,

5

Impact

of pixel

detectors

on this

scenario

To complete the picture on vertex detectors, I have to consider the new possibilities
offered by pixel detectors. It is ditlicult to draw conclusions now because of the continuous
evolution of pixel R&D programs.
I would prefer to discuss the present status of pixel detectors
applications for a CHARM2000
experiment.
The pixel detector I will consider is the so-called “intelligent
full sparce readout.

and examine the possible
pixel”,

capable of providing

The minimum pixel sise, so fsr achieved, is of the order of 15000&
and is limited by
the dimensions of the electronics; obviously, VLSI technology plays a fundamental
role in
this context.
This relatively large pixel area can be arranged in an asymmetric fashion, for instance,
50 x 3OO~rn*, which is natural in a barrel-collider
detector, but not in a fixed-target experiment.
Nevertheless, the unambiguous
coordinate information
makes pixels attractive also for
fixed-target
applications.
Track reconstruction
would surely benefit from them and would
yield a superior traclr purity (percentage of reconstructed fake tracks).
Moreover, their impact on the elaboration
of a fast trigger based on track reconstruction would be dramatic. In this perspective, the present readout schemes sre already fully
compatible for applications to the second level trigger for CHARM2000.
More problematic
would be the use of pixels in making a iirst level trigger: the main limitation
comes from
the time needed to transfer the information
from pixels to the perifery at each interaction.
Depending on the resdout architecture and the nature of the information
desired, i.e. digital
or analog, the rate capabilities of the pixels, at the tirst level trigger, would vary over a wide
range. However, this particular hind of application
would require important
changes of the
readout schemes so far developed and, hence, would need a specific R&D program.
In conclusion, pixel detectors offer unique features, that would be of high impact on the
CHARM2000 scenario; on the other hand, a major effort to fully exploit their potential has
still to be made. One should remember that pixel R&D programs have made impressive
progresses during the last quinquennium;
hopefully, we can expect great news on pixels in
the time frame of CHARM2000.
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Diamond

Detectors

R. J. Tesarek
Department
of Physics and Astronomy
Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08855

Abstract
Results f&m bigh intensity

fired target experiments question whether silicon microstrip deexperiments. In light
of this, alternate detector technologies arc being explored for microvertex detectors in the next
generation of charm experiments. The current status of one such technology is snmmticd
here,
namely the use of commercially grown diamond film as an active detector median. Particular
emphasis is placed on the development of diamond microvertu detectors with preliminary results
fmm a beam test at CERN of the first such device. Also presented are early results of radiation
hardness stndies of diamond detectors.

tectors can survive the rigors of the next generation of high sensitivity

1

Introduction

Diamond for use as an ionizing radiation detector offers several beneficial features which
make it an attractive detector material in high rate, high radiation environments.
Diamond
is radiation hard with fast rise and recovery times, typically collecting charge over 300 pm
thickness in 1 ns [l, 2, 31. The radiation length of diamond is 60% that of silicon which
admits less multiple scattering of charged tracks than an equivalent silicon detector.
A
smaller dielectric constant and extremely high resistitity
help to minimize noise in amplifier
electronics. The high resistitity
and large band gap imply that no p-n junction is required to
make a detector. The high resistivity
also allows one to use ohmic contacts to read out the
charge produced by ionizing radiation which makes a simple design of double sided detectors
from single wafers possible. Diamond is chemically inert and physically robust which makes
handling es&r.
A high thermal conductivity
allows the detector to heat sink its readout
electronics. Table 1 provides a numerical comparison of the properties discussed above with
those of silicon.
Large area diamond films are currently grown by the process of chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). In this process hydrogen and simple hydrocarbon gases such as methane or acetylene
are mixed with a small amount of oxygen and ionized to form a plasma. The plasma flows
past a carbide forming substrate on which the diamond grows. When the diamond film
reaches the desired thickness, the substrate is chemically removed leaving a diamond film.
This f&n is polycrystaline
in nature with columnar grains whose features range from 1 pm
‘for the DIAMAS

collaboration
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Table.1: Comparisonof Diamondproperties with Silicon.
Property
Band Gap
Resistivity
Breakdown Field
Electron Mobility
Hole Mobility
Dielectric Con&.
Energy/e-h pair
Density
Radiation Length
-4E
# :h/lOO
.um
TheAal
Conductivity

Silicon Diamond
1.1
5.5
lo5
> 10’2
103
10’
1800
1500
1200
500
11.7
5.6
3.6
13
2.3
3.5
42.7
21.8
1.32
1.20
7800
% 26
1.68

units
eV
Ci.ClIt
V/cm
cm2jV’S
cm2JV. .s
eV

g/cm3
g/cm2
MeV Jg ’ cm2
W/cm-K

on the substrate side to 50 pm on the growth side. One should note that the raw materials
for producing diamond in this fashion are abundant and inexpensive, thus making diamond
potentially
inexpensive.

2

Diamond

Detectors

The principle of operation of diamond as an ionizing radiation
detector is illustrated
in Figure 1. One applies an electric field across the diamond using electrodes on either
side of the wafer. W’hen a charged particle passes through the material, electron-hole pairs
are created. The charges separate in the applied electric field and induce a signal on the
surface electrodes which is read out through a charge sensitive smpliiier.
Since diamond
is an excellent insulator,
the leakage current for such a device is negligible even for fields
> lo4 V/cm. Typica.l leakage currents for the devices discussed here range between 10 pA
and1nA.
Detector grade diamond is catagorised in terms of its collection distance, 4. The collection distance is the average distance an electron-hole
(e-h) pair separate under the applied
electric field. In terms of other measureable quantities:
d, = PET,

(1)

where /1 is the average carrier mobility, E is the applied electric field, and r is the average
carrier life time.
The charge collected horn a detector is proportional
to the collection
distance, namely:

Amplifier
Charged Particle

Elecbrodes
Figure 1: Schematicof diamond

detector

operation.

Natural Ila diamond

1st Microstrip detector
1St Calorimeter

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995
Year

Figure 2: Collection distance of CVD samplesas a function of year. The collection
norm&cd
to that achieved with an appliedfield of 10 kV/c,n.
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distance numbers are

Figme 3: The iirst diamond microstrip detector. The diamond with 100~
VIKING readout chip is on the left.

where t is the thickness

of the material

pitch strips is on the right. The

and Qgcnnucd is given by:
dE

Q-=at”=-~‘13eV/e.hp~’

t
(3)

Figure 2 plots the collection distance of commercially
grown diamond over the past 5 years
demonstrating
an improvement
of over three orders of magnitude.
The figure shows that the
collection distance of commercially grown diamond has surpassed that of natural diamond.
The figure also shows two important milestones in the development of diamond detectors: the
testing of the fist diamond/tungsten
sampling calorimeter and the fist diamond microstrip
detector.
The diamond/tungsten
calorimeter demonstrated the first application of large amounts
of detector grade, commercially grown diamond in a prototype HEP detector. The calorimeter consisted of 30 layers of 3.0 x 3.0 cm2 detectors, 270 cm2 total area. It should be pointed
out that about half of the diamond for the calorimeter was grown and processed the week
before the beam test. The energy resolution for 0.5-5.0 GeV electrons measured with this
device was:
QE
(4.7 * 2.7)% $ (19.13 * O.SS)% $ (2 3 I 1 *)%
-=
(4)
E
E
dz
*-where $ denotes addition in quadrature.
The energy resolution of this device agrees very
well with results from an EGS simulation and with results from the same calorimeter using
silicon photodiodes in place of the diamond detectors [4].
In late October of 1993, it became apparent that a microstrip
detector could be made
with only small modifications
to materials of the same quality as that used in the calorimeter.
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J

particle.

micro&p

detector.

Fiie

6: Position rewlntion

of first dimmnd microstrip

detector.

The first diamond microstrip
detector measured 1 cm on a side with 100 pm strip pitch on
a 200 pm thick diamond wafer.
Each strip had an electrode width of 50 pm and was
wire bonded to special, low noise readout electronics (VIKING)
developed at CERN. The
collection distance of this diamond was measured at approximately
50 pm. Figure 3 is
a picture of the detector and the readout electronics.
The electronic noise measured for
this setup was approximately
140 electrons using a 2 11s shaping time in the preamphfiershaper electronics. Preliminary
results of a beam test at CERN using 50 GeV pions indicate
a signal/noise
of approximately
6:1, where the signal is the total charge collected on the
strips while the noise is from a single strip.
Fiie
4 shows signal and pedestal width
distributions
from these data. From the same data, the number of strips hit is shown in
figure 5. Figure 6 a residual distribution
for trachs passing through the diamond detector
giving a spa&l resolution of 27 pm. More information
about the beam test and materials
may be found in reference [5]. More recently grown diamond samples have shown collection
distances approaching 100 pm. These samples have been fabricated into new detectors and
were recently tested in 125 GeV beams at CERN.

3

Radiation

studies

In conjunction
with the fabrication of prototype detectors, we are studying the response
of diamond detectors to large doses of radiation.
To date, three studies have been performed
with many more soon to be performed. These studies include exposures to:
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?k source (2.3 MeV p-). These studies provide information
on short term and long
term low exposure effects and serve as a control for the other studies.

l

5.0 MeV 4 particles. The penetration
depth of the alpha particles is only 12 pm so
these studies provide information
on surface damage effects with massive amounts of
energy deposited in the material (up to 100 MGy).

. s%o souxe (1.1 and 1.3 MeV 7). These studies give information
about damage to the
bulk material induced by photons. These data also provide background information
for
future neutron studies using a reactor.
Data from both of the later studies are shown in figures 7 and 8. The @‘Co data indicate that
diamond may actually improve with moderate exposure to radiation. For very large doses of
radiation , N lo6 Gy, the observed signal size begins to decrease, with a loss of approximately
60% of the original signal size, with exposure of 100 MGy.

4

Summary

and

Conclusions

Diamond now appears to be a viable technology for use in detectors for future high
energy physics experiments.
Corwnercially
grown diamond has shown an improvement
of
over three orders of magnitude in the collection distance over the past 5 years. Large scale
diamond detectors are now feasible, and a working prototype calorimeter
and microstrip
detectors have been demonstrated.
New results horn microstrip
detectors fabricated with
the best diamond available are eagerly anticipated.
Early studies of the radiation hardness
of diamond indicates a high degree of radiation tolerance and even improvement
with moderate exposures.
Diamond now represents a ripening technology with good prospects for
applications in future HEP experiments.
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Low-PressureMSGC and a Searchfor a High-Efficiency
Secondary-ElectronEmitter
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Abstract
The operation of a low-presswe micro-suip gas chamber with a thick CsI secondary-elecuon
emitting surface as the somcc of primary ionization is presented. Fast signals are produced and
improvements in gain and timing resolutions of over an order of magnihlde, compared to
atmospheric devices, an achieved with reduced sensitivity to discharges. Such devices should
have little or no angular de.pendence in their position and timing resolution, or on their efficiency.

There is currently a great deal of activity in the development of micro-strip gas chambers
(MSGC) for tracking in high energy physics[lJ]. Their attractions are position resolutions as
good as 30 pm for particles at normal incidence, a rate capability of up to 106 s-rmm-2, and
radiation hardness. The MSGC also lends itself to tbe coverage of large areas.
There are shortcoming of the conventional MSGC, particularly in high-rate environments.
The typical gas gain considered safe from discharges is only 3000. Also, the collection of the
charge liberated across a 3 mm gap requires a collection time of 50-70 ns, requiring shaping
times of the low-noise amplifiers to be 40-50 ns in order to maintain high efficiency. Although a
timing resolution of 9 ns rms hasbeen achieved[2], resolutions of 217 ns are more typical[3] .
A big problem for MSGC in a 4x experiment is that their efficiency, position resolution, and
timing resolution degrade rapidly with increasing angle of incidence. As an example, a
measurementof the position resolution of 40 m at 0’ resulted in a resolution of only 300 ttm at
30’.
To addressmany of theseproblems we proposed and demonstrated the use of low-pressure
MSGC using secondary-electron emission (SEE) from a surface as the source of ionization[4].
With this approach, we have been able to increase the gas gain to >I@, improve the timing
resolution to better than 0.9 ns, and achieve a reduced sensitivity to discharges. In principle, this
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technique also eliminates dependenceof position resolution, efficiency, and timing resolution on
tbe angle of the incident particle.
The key to making the low-pressure MSGC a viable technique for high energy physics is
finding an efficient and stable secondary-electronemitter that can be operated in a non-vacuum
environment. To date the best emitter has been porous CsI. The best efficiency that we have
been able to achieve for a porous CsI emitter operated in a low pressure chamber is 30%.
including a 4% contribution from the interaction of the minimum-ionizing particle with the gas.
For non-porous CsI the efficiency is only 2-3%.
In search of a secondary-electronemitter with high efficiency, we were led to the study of
chemical vapor deposited (CVD) polyctystalline diamond films by two facts: 1) diamond is an
insulator in which free charge can be transported easily, and 2) with the right surface treatment it
has been shown in vacuum that the surface can be made to have a negative electron affinity
(positive work function). So in principle, though not yet in practice, electrons liberated by a
traversing particle should drift in the electric field in tbe diamond and exit tbe material into the
gas to be counted.
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ABSTRACT

A largeuackingdetectorconsistingof scintillatingplasticoptical fibershas been chosen by the DO
collaboration as a part of a planned upgrade at the Fem~iIab Tevauon. The tracker will utilize multiclad scintillating
fibersandopticalwaveguides
andstateof theartphotosensors
calledVisibleLight Photon Counters (VLPC). In this
paperwepresentsomegeneralcharacteristics
of fiber detectorsandthen describerecentmeasurements
of system
@nmance based on data from the 3072 channel cosmic ray test stand Based upon these studies, fiber detectors are
expected to perform very well for collider operation, and excellent performance is also expected for fixed target
applications.
INTRODUCTION
A scintillating fiber (SciFi) detector combines the old technology of scimihating plastics with
the new technology of fiber optics. Fig. 1 shows a schematicView of a generic SciFi detector for a
colliding beam experiment. Plastic optical fibers doped with scintiIlating dyes are precisely placed
on support cylinders which surround the point where two beamscollide. Charged particles which
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are produced in the collision passthrough the fibers and deposit energy, which is converted into
scintillation light. A fraction of that light is optically trappedin the fiber and travels to the end of the
cylinder, where the doped fiber is mated to a clear optical fiber, which in turn “pipes” the light over
some distanceto a photodetector.
A variety of technically demanding challengesmust be met in order for this technique to work
well as a particle detector. The location of the active fibers must be precisely known. The
scintillating dyes must produce enough light to be detectedwhile maintaining a low level of selfabsorption. Fiber-to-fiber interconnections need to have optical transmissions of near 10070,the
clear fiber must transmit light over large distances,and the photodetectoris required to have good
efficiency and high rate capability.
Several scintiUating fiber detectorshavebeenproposedand are under development around the
world, each with its own unique way of attacking the challenges listed above.1Perhapsthe most
ambitious of thesedetectorsis tire tracker beiig built aspart of the upgradeof the DO experiment at
Fermilab. This fiber tracker will contain 80,000 fibers and VLPC channels.
THE DO SCIFI TRACKER
A quarter-section view of the upgraded DO central detector is shown in Fig. 2. The DO
detector is designedto measurethe production of both chargedand neutral particles over nearly the
entire 4x solid angle. The SciFi detectorsurroundsa compact silicon strip vertex detector, and both
are situated within a superconductingsolenoid. The solenoid provides a 2 Tesla magnetic field to
deflect the chargedparticles and enable momentum measurement.In the region outside the magnet
(not shown) are located the liquid argon calorimetry and muon toroids.
Table I lists some of the parametersof the DO SciFi tracker. Each of the four support cylinders
contain 8 layers of scintillating fibers, four in the axial direction and two each at small stereo
angles(B). This fiber “superlayer” gives a 3-dimensional spacepoint and a mini-vector” in rt$
spaceat eachcylinder. The clear waveguidefibers are about 8 metersiu length in order to pipe the
scintillation light from the DO active volume to the photodetectors,which are located outside the
central calorimeuy.
Table I. Parameters of the DO fiber tracker
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A greatdeal of progresshas beenmaderecently towards optimizing the individual components
which make up this detector. The details of several of these developments are reviewed in the
following subsections, after which the latest results from tests of scintillating fiber @aching
systemsare presented.
Scintillator
Over the past several years, extensive research has been carried out to find the optimal
scintillating dyes applicable to fiber tracking. Desired characteristicsinclude high light output and a
fast decay constant.In DO,the active fibers are doped with a combination of 1% p-terphenyl (PTP)
aand 1500 PPM of 3-hydroxyflavone (3HF).3 Energy deposited in the polystyrene fiber core is
transferred non-radiatively to the primary dye, PIP, followed by a waveshift from the primary to
the secondary dye, 3HF. The fluorescence of 3HF has a decay constant of 7.8 nsec. The light
emission of 3HF peaks at a wavelength of 530 nm, in the yellow-green part of the visible
spectrum. At these wavelengths, attenuation lengths of 4.5m have been routinely observed in
scintillating fiber of 83Opmdiameter.
Optical Fiber
Scintillating fibers and clear optical waveguide fibers are of the step-index type. The
polystyrene core of the fiber is surroundedby a cladding of lower index of refraction, so that light
striking the core-claddinginterface below the critical angle is trappedinside the core and propagates
along the fiber. The fibers used in DO make useof an important new development in plastic fibers,
multi-clad construction. As shown in Fig. 3, the polystyrene core is surroundedby two claddings first an acrylic of index n=1.49, then a fluorinated material of index n = 1.42. The benefit of
adding this secondcladding is substantial improvement of the fraction of light trapped by internal
reflection, 5.3% for multiclad ascompared to 3.1% for single clad fiber. An additional benefit is
that the multi-clad fiber is mechanically more flexible and robust than single-clad fiber. This
performance improvement has been verified in several measurements, using photodiodes and
VLPCs.4

Ribbons, Cylinders

and Connectors

Before scintillating fibers are placed onto support cylinders, they are first made into ribbons.
The “standard” ribbon is a doublet structure, 128 fibers wide (Fig. 4). The 830 pm diameter active
fibers are spacedby 870 pm center-to-center.The two layers in the doublet are offset by l/2 fiber
diameter relative to each other, to provide an overall high detection efficiency per doublet, The
inherent position resolution of a ribbon doublet is 120 pm if the fibers are treated as a digital
system,i.e. a fiber is either “on” or “off’. The resolution can be further unproved by -50% using
pulseheight information from the fibers. Two methods of ribbon manufacture have been
developed.In the first, a layer of fibers is placed in a machine-groovedplate. The secondlayer of
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fibers are laid in the spacesbetweenthe fibers making up the fast layer, and whole doublet is glued
to make a ribbon.5 In the secondmethod, two separatesinglet layers are made with grooved plates
and glued to thin fiberglass backing material. The two backing layers are then glued together to
make the doublet ribbon. In both methods, the center-to-centerspacingcan be maintained to within
an RMS of lessthan 10 pm along the entire length of a 3 meter ribbon. The averagethickness of a
doublet ribbon is about 0.4% of a radiation length.
The support cylinders to be used in DO will be made of Hexcel covered by a carbon-fiber skin.
This creates a cylinder which is relatively light, strong and adds a minimal amount of inactive
material to the tracking detector. Test cylinders have been constructed and measuredvalues of
roundness and sag are well within the required specifications.6 The technique developed to
accurately mount the ribbons onto their support cylinders utilizes a large coordinate measuring
machine (CMM) which can measurethe ribbon’s location relative to the cylinder throughout the
mounting process.6
Although the design details are still under development the DOfiber tracker will have at least
two fiber-to-fiber connections per channel, one at the end of the cylinder and another at the
photodetector. These connections are required to be mechanically robust, reliable over time and
they must have a good optical throughput. The two techniques under discussion involve: a)
splicing clear fiber “pigtails” onto the ribbons and mating theseto the S-meter-longclear fibers with
connectors, or b) mate the scintillating fibers to the S-meter-long clear fibers directly with
connectors.With either technique the long clear fibers will have a diameter of 965 pm (compared
to 830 pm diameter scintiIlating fiber) to lessenthe demandson fiber-to-fiber alignment within the
connectors.
In either scheme, connectors mating large numbers of fibers (32-128) are required. Light
transmissionmeasurementshave beenperformed with connectorsmadefrom Deltin plastic. These
connectors are made up of two mating pieces, each with a matched, rectangular array of 128
machined holes, or alignment grooves. The fibers are glued into the holes (or grooves) and
connector faces are finished with a diamond fly-cutter. The two pieces are screwed together, with
alignment pins for precise registration. Repeatedtests of such a connector show that the average
optical throughput acrossthe connectoris better than 95%.7
Visible Light Photon Counter (VLPC)
There are stringent requirements on any photosensorto be used in a fiber tracking detector.
The photodetectormust be capableof detecting single photons with a high efficiency, at high rates
and with large gain. DOhas chosento use the Visible Light Photon Counter (VLPC), developedby
Rockwell International ScienceCenter.s,sSeveralof the key parametersof thesedevices are listed
in Table II. The lmm diameter pixel active area, fast rise time, high gain and good quantum
efficiency (QE) make them an excellent match to the needsof the fiber tracker.
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Table II. Geometric and operating characteristics of ihe VLPC.

The VLPc’s are produced in the form of a baredie containing an array of 8 pixels. Each array
is then mounted onto an aluminum-nitride substrate. (See Fig.5.) Once mounted, wire bonds
connect the active area of the pixel to readout pads located on the substrateto form a “hybrid”.
This VLPC-substrate hybrid is then mounted into a molded Torlon canier.The carrier has 8 holes
which are precisely aligned with the VLPC pixels, and into which the clear optical fibers carrying
the scintillation light to the VLPC’s are permanently glued.
The use of special materials for mounting and bonding to the VLPCs is necessitatedby the
cryogenic operating temperatureof the devices of 6-8 K. In the current design, 16 VLPC arrays
are housed in a container known as a “cassette”, shown schematically in Figure 6a. The VLPC
arraysare mounted on a copper isotherm at the bottom of the cassette.Short lengths of clear fiber
bring the light signals down from an opticaI connector at the top of the cassette,and special lowcapacitanceribbon cables take the VLPC output signalsback up to the preamplifier cards operating
at room temperatureand mounted outside the cassettevolume. The cassettesare operatedin a liquid
helium cryostat, also shown schematically in Fig. 6b. The cassettesare mounted into cylindrical
tubes which sit in the helium volume. The cold helium vapor rising up the walls of these tubes
intercepts heat flow and keeps the VLPc’s at their operating temperature. Currently a cryostat
containing 24 cassettes,supporting a total of 3072 channelsof VLPC, is being operated as part of
a large-scalecosmic ray test located at Lab 6 at Fermilab.
The first study of large numbers of VLPC arrays has recently been completed at Fermilab.to
A specialtest cassettewas constructedin which 8 VLPC arrays could be inserted, tested and then
removed.Light from an LED was optically mixed and then distibuted by clear fibers to eachof the
64 pixels. Figure 7 shows typical ADC spectra obtained from an g-pixel VLPC array. Clearly
visible are the first few individual photopeaksin responseto the LED light. The distance between
the peaks measuresthe relative gain of the pixel, while the ratio of 2nd to 3rd photopeak areas
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provides a measureof relative quantum efficiency. In this way the relative performance of 5000
channels of VLPC were studied as a function of operating temperature and bias voltage. As an
example, Fig. 8 shows the variation of relative quantum efficiency as a function of bias voltage for
several operating temperatures. The points plotted are averages over all the measured VLPC
channels.The results were consistentwith expectationsfor thesedevices.By comparing the VLPC
response to that of photodetectors of known QE, the mean quantum efficiency of the 5000
channels was measuredto be approximately 60% at a bias voltage of 6.5 V and temperatureof 6.5
K. The total number of bad pixels was less than 250, corresponding to a good channel yield of
over 95%.
This 5000 channel characterization study proved that the current design of VLPC (HISTE-IV)
performs adequately for fiber tracking. Even so, a new run of devices is underway at Rockwell in
which the chips will be further optimized to obtain higher QE and a reduced single-photon noise
rate. The new devices (designated HISTE-V) will be characterized in the same way and results
should be available by late 1994. Also under development is a new cassette design which
incorporates the VLPC arrays at a higher density. This will be necessarybecauseof the limited
spaceavailablefor cryostats in the W upgrade.
Readout
In the current fiber tracking tests,me VLPC outputs are sent to a charge sensitivepreamplifier
basedon the QPA02 chip. The amplified signal is in turn digitized by a separateADC. For the tinal
tracking detector, a single chip is desired which will amplify, shapeand digitize the signal from
each VLPC output. The VLPC gain of 10,000 - 20,000 meansthat the charge input to the preamp
is about the same as for silicon strip detectors, so DO is planning to build electronic readout
systemsfor both the silicon and fiber tracking detectorsbasedon the SVX-II chip at Fermilab. One
addedfeature of the fiber electronics will be a fast digital pick-off for the axial fiber channels.This
will allow the fiber tracker to participate in the fast triggering of the DOdetector.
TESTS OF SCIFI TRACKING

SYSTEMS

The preceding section describedthe statusof researchand developmentof the key components
that make up a scintillating fiber tracking detector. The results clearly show that the performance
and understanding of these components is at an advancedstage.Even so, it is essential to prove
that the individual parts can be assembledtogether and operatedas a system. Severaltests aimed at
demonstratingthe viability of fiber tracking have beenperformed recently. Key goals of thesetests
have been to measurethe position resolution and light yield of a fiber system. Since the number of
photons produced in a fiber by a charged particle obeys statistical laws, the mean number of
photons must be large enough to insure that all tracks are detected efficiently. For the DO fiber
tracker, a minimum of 2.5 detectedphotoelectronsper fiber is required.
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Proof of Concept
Beam tests involving small numbers of scintillating fibers were carried out at Fermilab” and
BNL.12 The measuredtracking resolutions were as expected, but observed light yields were too
low for efficient tracking. However, both of thesetestsused single-clad fibers and an early version
of VLPC designated HISTE-III. In summer 1993, a series of tests carried out at Notre Dame4
examined the light yield of 3 meter lengths of multi-clad fiber doped with 1500 PPM of 3HF, read
out through 8 meters of clear multi-clad fiber into VLPc’s of a newer version, I-IKE-IV. The
active fibers were excited with a 207Bisource or niggered on cosmic rays. The diamond-finished
ends of the scintillating and clear fibers were mated by pressing them together in lucite ferrules.
Measurementsof the light yield were taken for source or cosmic ray locations at the near and far
ends of the scintillating fiber. The effect of mirroring the non-readoutend of the scintillating fibers
was also studied - the mirroring was accomplished with an aluminized mylar foil. The results of
these measurements is summarized in Table III. In the worst case, a mean number of 6-7
photoelectronswas observedfrom the far end of the fiber, with no mirroring. However, in the DO
fiber tracker, the lowest photon yields are expectedfor particles passingthrough the fibers in the
middle of the tracker, at a distance of only 1.4 meters from the clear fiber splice. These particles
traversethe fibers at a 90” angle with respectto the fiber axis - the shortestpossible path length in
the fiber. Tracks passing through the far end of the scintillating fibers will give more light because
those particles traverse the fiber at an oblique angle and thus deposit more energy in the fiber. In
addition, the non-readout ends of the fibers will be mirrored in DO. Detailed simulations of the DO
fiber detector show that fully efficient tracking is achieved when the mean number of
photoelectronsis greater than 2.5.13Table III shows that the tracker designed for DO should have
adequatelight yield to track efficiently, with a safetyfactor of at least 4.
Table III.

Photo yield results for 3HF scintillating fibers spliced to clear
waveguide fibers and read out by VLPC’s.

Large Scale Operation: The Cosmic Ray Test Stand
The aforementioned tests have proven that the fiber tracking concept works well, at least for
small numbers of channels. The next step is to demonstratethat a large scintillating fiber system
can be operatedstably over an extendedperiod of time. For this purposea cosmic ray test has been
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commissioned at Fermilab.14 The test detector contains 3 fiber superlayers (24 layers and 3072
channelstotal) - one mounted at the top of a 2-meter-long supportcylinder, one at the bottom of the
cylinder and the third (or middle superlayer) on a flat board at the cylinder symmetry axis. As
shown in Fig. 9, the fiber detector sits upon a 2-meter stack of steel with trigger counters above
and below. The steel futers out low momentum particles and gives a minimum trigger threshold of
about 2.5 GeV/c. The scintillating fibers are mated to &meter-long clear waveguide fibers with
diamond-finished connectors made of Delrin plastic. The clear fibers pipe the light to VLPC’s
mounted in the cassettesand cryostat discussedabove.
The cosmic ray experiment tests essentially all the key components of the fiber tracker as an
integrated system,under realistic operating conditions. The three-superlayerconfiguration enables
detailed measurementsof tracking efficiency, position resolution and light yields. All of the 24 total
cassettesare installed and running. The cryostat is operating stably and is capableof controIling the
temperaturesof individual cassettesto ? 15 n-X.
Preliiaty
results on the light yield and uacking efficiency are consistent with expectations.
Figs. 10 and 11 display the observed photoelectron yields for individual fibers and for fiber
doublet layers. The far ends of the fibers are mirrored in each case. The mean values of these
distributions, 10.8 and 19.7 photoelecnons, indicate that very high photodetection efficiency is
achievedconsistentwith the earlier studies.
The inherent tracl&g ability of the fiber system is evident in Fig. 12, an event display which
shows a “zoom” view of part of the middle superlayer. This superlayer is made up of two axial
doublets which are separatedby 1.5 cm, with the two stereodoublets directly on top of the upper
axial doublet. Only fibers with ADC counts greaterthan 800 (- 2-3 photoelectrons)are drawn, and
the cosmic ray track is clearly seenwith no background.The number of photoelecuons detectedin
the hit fibers range from 8 to 15, and sevenof the 8 possible fiber layers show hits.
From track reconstruction of the test stand data, the intrinsic spatial resolution of a fiber
doublet can be determined as shown in Fig. 13. Currently for tracking studies, the fibers are
treated as digital elements: that is fibers are either “on” or “off’. If a single fiber is hit, the
coordinate is taken to be the fiber center. If a fiber and its nearestneighbor in the offset layer are
both hit, the coordinate is taken as the mean position. A resolution of 137pm is indicated. We
expect a value near 120um with improved fiber ribbon construction. Once pulse height
information from the fibers is incorporated into the analyses, in conjunction with expected
improvements in fiber ribbon consuuction, we anticipate a limiting resolution for tiber doublet
layers of -8Opm.
Fig. 14 displays the efficiency of a fiber doublet ribbon, and the efficiency of the individual
singlet layers of which the doublet is composed. The lower efficiency of the singlets is a
consequenceof the separation (gaps) between individual fibers which make a layer. The fiber
doublet structurefills in thesegaps. Ultimately, a doublet efficiency in excessof 99% is expected
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from the high photostatisticswhich we observe,once geometric construction of the fiber ribbons is
perfected.
SUMMARY
Particle physics tracking detectorsbasedon scintillating optical fibers are being proposedfor a
variety of experiments around the world. Several features of SciFi detectors, including good
position resolution, excellent time response,uniformity of material and relative easeof operation,
make them attractive choices for experiments studying high-rate, complex events at present and
future accelerators.The DOcollaboration haschosento build a scintillating fiber tracker aspart of a
major detector upgrade. The key components of this detector are well understood, and recent
systemtestsindicate that the Do fiber tracker wilJ be able to track particles at the Fermilab Tevatron
with very high efficiency and excellent position resolution. Comparable or even better
performance should be expected in fixed target applications, where scintillating fiber and
waveguide lengths may be shorter due to more favorable geometry and accessibility, and hence
higher detectedlight levels are to be expected.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of a generic scintillating fiber tracking detector.
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II
Figure 2. Quarter-section view of the DO upgrade central detector.
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multi-clad fiber, illustrating the additional light trapping.

Figure 4. Schematic of a fiber doublet ribbon.
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Figure 6. Schematic views of a (a) VLPC cassette and (b) cryostat.
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We briefly summarize some topics concerning particle identification in a high-rate fixed target
environment, such as might be envisioned for Charm 2000. This outline of topics served to
focus the discussion in the Particle Identification working group.
Introduction:
The dominant decay mode of the charmed quark is

where V cs = 1 and the leptonic final states occur about 30% of the time. Thus identification

of

electrons, muons and strange hadrons are all required to select the charm decay candidates out of
the copious hadronic background. Ferrnilab experiment E-791, which collected about 20
billion triggers, had a sample of about 200,000 charm events (i.e. about 1 in 105). Thus
incorporation of particle identification into the trigger is important. When discussing particle
identification systems the capability of generating fast signals usable in the early stages of the
trigger needs to be addressed.
Most of the issues relevant to charm decay are relevant to b decay and were discussed in detail at
last summer’s Snowmass Workshop on B Physics at Hadron Accelerators’.
I have bonowed
freely from the summary talks of E. C. Dukes*, N. R. Stanton3 and the hadron identification
working group4.
Muon

Identification

Identification of muons is relatively straightforward and typically uses an iron absorber.
In the
discussions of the working group, it was felt that the absorber could be instrumented as a
hadron calorimeter to help in the identifications of KLs. However, as indicated in the figure
below, what emerges downstream of the absorber consists of more than just muons.
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The size (and more importantly the cost of materials) of the muon system scales with the
overall detector length. However, the muon system is typically the downstream most element
and to first order can be treated independently of the rest of the detector. The major issue in
designing a muon identification system is its level of sophistication.
As indicated in the figure
hadronic punch-through and muons resulting from the decay in flight of pions and kaons are a
serious source of background. These backgrounds can be reduced if the muon candidate is
measured twice, once upstream of the absorber and once downstream of the absorber. This
means that the muon detector itself is a magnetic spectrometer. If one is interested in studying
the semi-leptonic charm decays, a double momentum measurement would seem to be essential.
By having the first momentum measurement as upstream as possible, the decays in flight can
also be suppressed.
A simple muon tag is easily incorporated into the trigger. The more sophisticated tag which
demands consistence between an upstream and downstream momentum measurement requires at
the very least a lookup table in the trigger hardware. As noted in the discussion of the SFT at
the Snowmass Workshop5, both the p and pT of the muon can be cut on independently in the
trigger.
Electron
Table I
and list
efficient
particle

Identification
is taken from a transparency shown by E.C. Dukes at the Snowmass Workshop summary
the tools available for electron identification, the momentum range over which they are
and at what level they can be brought into the trigger. Some of the other issues for the
identification working group can be outlined as follows.

Calorimetrv

:

What choice of materials best suits the electromagnetic calorimeter? Crystals, lead-glass and
lead-scintillator are the leading candidates. To answer this question, we need physics
simulation input for the proposed experiment so as to determine the energy and spatial
resolution required from the calorimeter.
The minimum constraint is that the energy
resolution from the calorimeter should match the momentum resolution for charged particles.
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The issue of segmentation for such a calorimeter is a convolution of the lateral shower size, i.e.
Moliere radius, and the cell, or tower, occupancy.
The uniform particle distribution in
rapidity space implies a l/r dependence on the distance from the beam. Occupancy of the
innermost cells dictates how far downstream the calorimeter must be placed to avoid saturation.
This means the cells closer to the beam need to be as small as possible; the Moliere radius puts a
lower limit on this value. Cells further from the beam can be larger. Coupled to the occupancy
question is the issue of radiation hardness. In the P-865 Letter of Intent. a cumulative dose of
7 MRad was anticipated for the innermost cells. While the measurements of Brass and PlaDalmau6 indicate that 3HFdoped polystyrene can withstand such doses, the use of such
scintillator forces the use of multialkali photocathode phototubes and increases the per channel
readout cost. It may be advisable to design the calorimeter mechanics so that replacement of
these innermost cells can be easily done.
The shower position resolution requirements need to be addressed. An energy weighted cent&d
of the struck cells may not give adequate resolution. However, the introduction of a shower
maximum position detector has implications for the longitudinal segmentation and the cost of the
associated readout electronics.
There is also the issue of a pre-shower detector. The material

upstream of the calorimeter, especially an hadronic flavor identification system, may lead to a
significant pair conversion rate. Two other issues that need study are the resolution of the
readout electronics and the attainable calibration accuracy.
In considering the former, both the
requisite dynamic range and electronic noise need to be addressed.

Two matters
This subject is being addressed in the talk immediately following this one’.
of concern for a transition radiation detector are the amount of material it will represent and
the overall length of such a detector.
RICH:
The issue here is whether one detector, such as a RICH counter, can do it all-eMK/p
identification or whether the electron identification is separate from the hadron identification.
RICH counters will be discussed below in terms of hadron identification.
Hadron Blind Detectors:

CF4

I

l*

4
Charged

particle

Figure 1 The Hadron Blind Detector
A new approach has been suggested by Giomataris and Charpaks and test results are availables.
In this approach electrons in a high hadronic background are detected using Cherenkov light to
both identify the electrons and measure their trajectories.
The test device is shown in figure
1. The same gas (CF4 plus a noble gas) is used for the radiator and detector, so that the device is
windowless. A thin Csl photocathode is used to convert the Cherenkov light to photoelectrons. A
Parallel Plate Avalanche Chamber (PPAC) amplifies the photoelectrons for collection by the
anode wires. Energy weighted signals from the cathode pads are used to localize the electrons.
The performance of this device is shown in figures 2 and 3.
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identification

The primary issue in hadron identification is the separation of strange particles, primarily but
not exclusively K mesons, from the pion background.
Some issues to be considered for candidate
detectors are enumerated below.

To a large extent hadron calorimetry is more of a trigger issue than a strict particle
identification issue since the need for a transverse energy trigger will govern the nature of this
device. However, a hadron calorimeter is necessary to tag both neutrons and, as noted earlier,
KoL’s. The question of integrating the hadron and electromagnetic
one which will effect the overall design.

calorimeters

is an important

In order to cover the momentum range anticipated at Charm 2000, a system of multiple
threshold Cherenkov counters with media of varying indices of refraction are required.
The
question is how many are required and of what overall length? The Tagged Photon Laboratory
(TPL) uses two multicell threshold counters one of index n-1=3.089 x 10M4 and the other of
index n-l = 9.01x1W5. The BaBar Collaboration is considering the use of aerogel of different
densities.
Clearly an important issue for the downstream detectors, e.g. the electromagnetic
calorimeter, is the amount of material these will represent. Of particular importance are the
mirrors and their supports, which will need to be of low density materials.

In his presentation at the Snowmass Workshop, Simon Kwan” reported the actual detection
efficiencies attained by the TPL threshold counters were only 3.1% and 6%. He further went on
to compare the resolution of threshold counters, where the Cherenkov angle is inferred from the
number of photoelectrons, and that of ring imaging counters, where the Cherenkov angle is
directly measured. His conclusion was that for the least chromatic radiators, the resolution of a
RICH counter could be as much as 250 times better than that of a threshold counter.
RICH Counters
While RICH counters have intrinsically higher resolution and can do particle separation over a
wide momentum range, the general experience in keeping them operating efficiently has not
been uniformly good. At Charm 2000, the issue will be complicated by the need for high rate
capability, i.e. fast readout. Two possibilities are worth discussing.
+AST RICH
The FAST RICH was originally proposed for use at the high-luminosity B-factory at the
PSI”. What distinguishes the FAST RICH is the use of fast photon detectors with pad readout.
The BaBar collaboration is considering a liquid freon radiator, C,F,,, with quartz windows, a
proximity gap, and a pad readout chamber based on a solid Csl photocathode12. A possible choice
for the radiator material is the one by DELPHI in their forward RICH counters, C,F,,, but this
gives a kaon
clarification.
that of aging
2000. aging

threshold of 9 GeV. The quantum efficiency of the Csl is an area which needs
Reported values range from 10% to 31%. Another area needing investigation is
of Csl or of any proposed readout chamber. In the high rate environment of Charm
issues become more important.

l VLPC RICHI
The FAST RICH has the advantage of eliminating the need for TMAE. This proposal for a
TMAEless RICH involves the use of Visible tight Photon Counters (VLPCs) which were described
at this workshop by R. Ruchti. L. D. lsenhower gave a detailed presentation on this proposal
during the particle identification working group session. The principle advantage of this
technique is that it works in the visible part of the spectrum. The idea would be to place
Winston light cones at the image plane and couple these to an array of VLPCs via clear optical
fibers. Such a counter has the advantage of being radiation hard and having a time resolution
~20 ns.
Again a major question is how much material would these represent to the downstream
detectors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD’s) have been used successfully for particle identification
in high energy physics experiments over approximately
the last ten years. They
have been utilized in a variety of experimental
environments,
including
the Intersecting
Storage Rings at CERN’, hadron collider experiments at the CERN Sp$ and at the Fermiiab Tevatron’ , and an internal gas jet target experiment at the SppS’ as weJl as iixed
target experiments at both laboratories4*5~“~‘*s.
The primary application
has been electron identification’~2~3~4~5~6, but, more recently, they have been used to identify hadrons as
well, including both primary beam particles’and
secondaries in the very forward region of
a multiparticle
spectrometers.
These versatile detectors show great promise for use in the
identification
of heavy quark decay products in future experiments.
There is a wide window over which TR can be used
tamination
from other species. This is because the total
to the Lorentz factor, 7, of the charged particle. Thus, a
between 1 and 2 GeV demonstrates the same response
energy of 250500 GeV.

to identify electrons with little conTR energy radiated is proportional
TRD which “turns on” for electrons
to pions only when they reach an

This is demonstrated in Figure 1, which shows the expected average number of TR
photons radiated and detected per module of the E769/791 TRD7 for electrons, pions,
kaons, and protons incident as a function of particle energy. The numbers shown have been
calculated using the simulation package developed for modeling this detectorg, which was
found to reliably predict the actual detector performance.
The measured efficiency for the
x-ray capture signal to be above the 4 keV threshold set on the electronic readout circuit,
which was 83%, has been included in the numbers shown. Comparisons to the results of
Reference 4 indicate that saturation is not modeled correctly in the simulations,
so it has
‘Talk presented at the Workshop on the Future of High-Sensitivity
Experiments (CHARM2000),
Fermilab, June 7 and 8, 1994
“Work supported under NSF PHY-86-15287
and PHY-89-01274,
and DOE DEAC02-76-ER00881-Task
D and DE-AC02-76-CHO-3000.
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been put in by hand at the g-a
value corresponding
to that for pions at an energy of
500 GeV. This seems prudent, since no experimental
data are available from the E769/791
detector at higher pion energies than this. Tests run during E791 indicated that saturation
does not occur below this value, although this is somewhat above the saturation
energy
for pions of 430 GeV predicted using the method discussed iu Reference 10. (Note the
author’s comments on the reliability
of this estimate, however.)
The dashed line on the
plot shows the drop in response for the pions due to the use of a latch for readout.
The
crosses, which show the measured response at 250 GeV and 500 GeV, are to be compared
to this. An enhanced performance,
closer to the solid curve, could be achieved by instead
recording sll electronically
separable clusters using a pipelined readout as is proposed for
SSC experiments”.

2. TWO

EXAMPLES

OF PUCTICAL

TBD’s

AT FERMILAB

The E769/791 detector is an example of a typical, practical TRD. It was made from
24 identical modules, one of which is shown schematically
in Figure 2. Each contains a
radiator made from 200 12.7 pm polypropylene
(CHx) foils stacked alternately
with nylon
net spacers, which are 180 /.crn thick.
The nylon net was cut away in the region of the
beam since it was found to attenuate the TR x-rays by a factor of approximately
2. The
radiator volume was flushed with helium during the E769 run but was run with air during
the E791 tests, since the difference is not significant.
The radiator is followed by a two-plane
proportional
chamber with single cell depth -635 cm, and active area 76 mm wide by 65
mm high. The 64 sense wires (anodes) are spaced at 1 mm and all are oriented horizontally
since the chambers were not used to measure position.
The wires are 10.2 pm gold-plated
tungsten and the cathodes are 12.7 pm mylar with 140 A of sluminum sputtered onto both
sides. The chamber gas used was xenon bubbled through methylal at O”C, which results in
a mixture that is approtiately
90% xenon. There is a .3175 cm buffer volume flUed with
nitrogen in front and in back of the two-plane chamber. The gas volumes were maintained
at equal pressure to keep the chamber gains uniform across the planes.
Because it is comprised of many layers, each with a relatively small number of foils in
the radiator stack followed by two chamber planes that are shallow in depth, this detector
is an example of a “fine-sampling
TRD ‘i*“.
This means that at most one x-ray is likely to
be captured per plane, which is the reason that the latch readout, although not optimum,
sufficed. Also, because of the short integration
time of the electronics circuits used, which
shaped the pulses from the very localized ionization of an Fess source to 26 ns full width at
half maximum, this TRD discriminates
using the technique of “cluster counting”
12*‘3. This
has been shown to give better separation between species than the method of total charge
collection.
The length of the detector as built was 2.79 m. The totsl amount of material in the
detector was 8.7% of an interaction length and 16.9% of a radiation length including two .3175
cm scintillation
counters used for gating. It would be diflicult to reach the 90% efficiency
for pions coupled with a factor of 30 in background rejection (in this case protons, since the
kaons were separately tagged by means of a Differential
Isochronous Self-Focusing Cerenkov

counter [DISC]i4) that was achieved with this detector with much less material than this.
The method by which the pion sample was selected is illustrated
in Figure 3, which shows
the distribution
of TRD planes hit per event for all events in which the beam particle was
not tagged by the DISC as a kaon from a typical E769 data run. As shown by the curves
in the figure, the proton and pion peaks were each fit with a double binomial on a run-byrun basis. A plane count cut was chosen such that 90% of the integrated pion distribution
lay above it. Then, the background above this cut was calculated using the proton curve.
The technique was verified using plane count distributions
made for the protons and pions
separately during special runs in which the DISC pressure was set to tag them. Further
details about the E769/791 detector are contained in Reference 7.
The second example I would like to discuss is the TRD which was designed and built
at the Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute for E715 4 at Fermilab. This detector was used
successfuhy to identify the electrons resulting from the beta decay of z1- hyperons, R- +
ne-v. The branching &action for this decay is three orders of magnitude smaller than that
of the non-leptonic
decay mode, D- + nx-, which has a branching fraction close to 100%.
Thus, in order to obtain a beta decay sample with only a few percent hadron contamination
it was necessary to achieve a better rejection of pions than could be accomplished by the use
of a calorimeter alone.
Since the momentum range of the decay pions and electrons from 250 GeV/c R- is
5-80 GeV/c, the detector was designed with foil and gap thicknesses such that saturation
was reached for electrons just below 5 GeV/c. Thus the efficiency for electron detection was
uniform throughout
the range of interest and also the pion rejection factor, since, even at 80
GeV/c, the pions are well below the threshold for TR.
The E715 TRD was made from 12 identical radiator-chamber
assemblies. Each radiator
stack contained 210 foils made from the same material as in the E769 TRD, CHs, but both the
thickness of the foils and the depth of the air-filled gaps were lager, 17 pm and 1 mm. This
is the reason that saturation is reached at higher electron energy. Since the chambers were in
the region downstream of the experiment target and behind the analysis magnets, they were
not exposed to very high rates. Thus they did not need to have such narrow wire spacing
or shallow cell depth as the E769 detector. Thus, for the E715 detector, the wire spacing
was 2 mm and the depth of the chambers, which were 6Iled with xenon-methane
70/30,
was 1.6 cm. The increased cell depth resulted in a somewhat better efficiency for capture
of the TR x-rays, especially the higher energy x-rays, in the chamber. In this detector, the
wires were ganged in sets of 8 and input to electronics circuits very similar to the ones in
the E769 detector. However, a scaler was put on the output of each discriminator
to allow
the registering of all clusters seen in the cell for each event. The combination
of several
factors, including the fact that the E715 detector was above saturation, had chambers with
deeper cells, and had electronics circuits capable of counting all (electronically
separable)
x-ray capture clusters, resulted in the excellent separation of electrons from pions in this
12-layer TRD. This separation is shown in Figure 4, reproduced from Reference 11. As
shown in a), the calorimeter alone does not pick out the beta decay signal. The addition of
the information
from the TRD as shown in b) results in a signal for I? -t ne-y which has
a background of only 3% i5.
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3. USE OF TRD’s TO IDENTIFY
FORWARD
COLLIDER

HADRONS

IN FIXED

TARGET

OR

TRD’s are useful in the very forward region of a fixed target spectrmeter for the identification of hadron secondaries resulting born charm decays at energies above those where
Cerenkov counters work well for hadron identitication.
This technique was actually used for
this purpose in one experiment using the OMEGA spectrometer
at CERN. Figure 5 displays the distributions
in the number of hits above the 4 keV threshold expected per track
for protons (dotted line), kaons (dot-dash line), and pions (solid line) traversing a detector
with 24 radiator-chamber
modules identical in construction
to the E769/791 detector. The
curves shown are for particle energies of 200,400, 600,800, and 1000 GeV, respectively. The
rejection for kaons or protons versus efficiency for pions is good over the range shown.

4. USE OF TRD’s TO IDENTIFY
ELECTRONS
MODERATELY
FORWARD
COLLIDER

IN THE

CENTRAL

AND

Since electrons radiate TR and hadrons do not over a two order of magnitude range in
momentum, the momentum window over which it is possible to discriminate
electrons from
hadrons is large. A TRD can be designed to saturate at just below 2 GeV for electrons, so
that above that value, the efficiency for electrons is constant.
In the same detector, since
the effect goes as 7, pions do not radiate appreciable TR until they are at energies near
that same value of 7, in the range of hundreds of GeV. When used in combination
with an
electromagnetic
calorimeter, the two can provide a background rejection of -10m4 with good
selection efficiency for electrons.
Figure 6 shows the expected hit distributions
for electrons (solid line) and pions (dotted
line) at 0.5,1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 GeV/c in a possible future TRD to be used for the identification
of electrons from charm decay. The curve shown for 2.0 GeV/c also represents the situation
all the way out to energies of 150 GeV/ c, since above 2.0 GeVfc the detector is saturated
for electrons and below 150 GeV/c pions are not yet at a high enough energy to radiate.
The simulations were carried out assuming 24 modules, each with a radiator made from 50
12.7 pm foils followed by a single-plane xenon-filled
detector .635 cm in depth. The results
indicate that a TRD could be built with total depth less than half a meter which is capable
of discriminating
electrons from pions at as low a momentum as 1 GeV/c.
Not only can TRD’s be used offtine to discriminate
between electrons and hadrons,
but they should also make it possible to trigger on electrons online at the first trigger level
providing the cell sizes are small and the drift time in the gas and the electronics can be made
fast enough. Since they are constmcted
using narrowly spaced wire chambers, TRD’s are
also capable of identifying
electrons inside jets, which makes them well suited for identifying
b and c jets in collider experiments.
And, they can simultaneously
be used as high resolution
tracking detectors and for particle identification
by splitting the wire signals and subjecting
them to multiple thresholds i6. The down side of TRD’s is that they represent a signiticant
amount of material, especially in radiation lengths. Further research is in progress to optimise
the separation relative to the amount of material utilised.
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Abstract
We describe the trigger and the finely segmented silicon microstrip detector used in the
WA92 fixed-target experiment at the CEFLN Omega spectrometer and give preliminary results
on their performance during the 1992 and 1993 data-taking periods and on the search for beauty
decay topologies.

1

Introduction

Experiment
WA92 [l, 21, which took data in 1992 and 1993 at the R spectrometer at
the CERN SPS, has been designed to study the hadroproduction
and the decays of particles
containing b quarks. Two factors are important for finding a beauty signal in a fixed-target
environment:
the selectivity of the trigger and the reconstruction
efficiency for decay vertices.
A large acceptance for beauty particles and high background rejection have been achieved
using the apparatus and the trigger we describe in this paper.
The apparatus consisted of a Si microstrip beam telescope, a 2mm Cu/W target, the
Decay [3] and Vertex [4] detectors, 15 modules of MWPC’s in the 1.8 T vertical field of the
R magnet, 2 drift chamber modules, the Olga electromagnetic
calorimeter [5] and the RPC
muon detector [6].
The Decay Detector (DD) is made of 17 planes of Si microstrip detectors with 10pm
pitch covering an area of 5 x 5mm2. The spacing along the beam direction is 1.2mm for
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l’rimq

X-verdm reconsrmcted by DD

Figure 1: a) Primary

intemction in (1 DD plane with lolo-energy back-scattered particle. b) Distribution
of
reconstructed primary interactions in DD planes which do not satisfy the conelation between hits in X,2 and
IT. c) BCT track reconstruction eficiency
(ISfunction of true track impact pammeter (fim simulation).

the first 14 planes and 5mm for the following ones; the first 6 detectors are 150pm thick
and the rest 300pm thick. Thirteen planes (12 in 1993) measure the Z (vertical) coordinate,
2 (3) the Y (horizontal)
coordinate and 2 are inclined for projection matching.
All strips
are individually
read out into g-bit ADC’s; with thresholds set for each strip at 4 times the
pedestal RMS we obtain efficiencies of 93% and 97% for the thin and thick planes respectively
with a noise level of 10v3 per strip. The measured single-point resolution is between 2 and 3
pm and the two-track resolution is of the order of 30/.4m. The DD was designed to allow the
reconstruction
of a decay chain with secondary and tertiary vertices which is an important
characteristic
of beauty events.
The Vertex Detector consists of 12 planes (6 per projection) of 25pm pitch Si microstrip
detectors spaced by 2.5 cm and 5 inclined planes with 50 pm pitch; a.ll detectors cover an
area of 5.12 x 5.12 cm2 and have a digital read-out. The 6 Z planes are equipped with a fast
read-out and are used in the impact parameter trigger.

2

Trigger

To counter the unfavorable signal-m-noise ratio (aJotot
N 10e6 at ,,G = 26 GeV/2)
we used of a combination of several independent trigger components:
. High transverse momentum Trigger:
This trigger selects, in less than 250 ns, events having particles with Pl 2 0.6 GeV/c
with respect to the beam direction, which can be produced in decays of high-mass
particles.
The trigger uses two sc-called butterfly hodoscopes [7]; as a result of the
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deflection in the magnetic field of the R spectrometer, a charged particle that originates
in or close to the target can cross the butterfly hodoscopes, and thus give a trigger,
only if it has Pt larger than the set threshold (0.6 GeV/c).
. Muon trigger:
This trigger takes advantage of the large semi-leptonic
branching ratio of B mesons.
The p-trigger [6] is based on two hodoscopes built with resistive-plate chambers, each
hodoscope having two chambers to measure the vertical coordinate (2 view) and one
chamber to measure the horizontal coordinate (Y view). Using only information
for
the Z view, a coincidence matrix logic [8] selects in 250 ns muon tracks coming from
the target region.
l

2.1

Secondary-oertez
trigger:
The secondary-vertex
trigger or beauty contiguity trigger (BCT) exploits the long B
lifetime (n N 450pm) which allows decay vertices to be well separated from the
primary interaction
point. The BCT hardware and the implemented algorithm have
been extensively
described elsewhere [4, 9, lo] and only their performance
will be
discussed here, with emphasis on the 1993 upgrades.
Secondary-Vertex

Trigger

The secondary-vertex
trigger uses 9 silicon strip detectors, providing
the Z projection, where tracks are not affected by the magnetic field:

views of events in

a two planes of 20pm pitch microstrips that measure the incoming beam trajectory, one
upstream of the 2mm
phe
at XB~ 2: -7lcm
and one plane at XBs 2: -1lcm
target (half of the 1992 data were recorded with a W target, the rest of the 1992 data
and all the 1993 data were recorded with a Cu target).
The two coordinates of the
.primary vertex position (Xv,&)
are given respectively
by the Xro position of the
target centre and by the linear extrapolation
to XTG of the track defined by the hits
measured in the two beam planes.
. one 200pm pitch silicon strip detector, placed 50pm after the target, fires
equivalent to at least five minimum-ionizing
particles (m.i.p.) is released in
strips. This condition is satisfied by N 90% of interactions occurring in the
by only N 4% of interactions occurring in the DD planes. This detector is
as the in-target counter (IT).
l

if a charge
one of the
target and
referred to

six planes of 25pm pitch microstrips with 5.12 x 5.12 cm* active area cover a region
extending from Xvi N 6 cm to Xvs N 42cm. Using the hits recorded in these six
planes, tracks with at least 5 hits are reconstructed by the BCT and classified according
to their impact parameters (IP) with respect to the primary vertex and dip angles.

The trigger algorithm is executed by the BCT in 35ps, which is about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude better than is achieved when running a similar algorithm on an off-line computer. The
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fBCT\
12.4%

Total=83.5%

of INT

\

2: The shaded region of the diogmm represents the 1992 WA92 trigger. The numbers we the beauty
acceptance with respect to the INT trigger, which had an efficiency of 75% for beauty events occurring in the
target.

Figure

BCT condition used required the presence of at least three primary tracks (IP 5 lOOpm),
to m-enforce the primary-vertex
constraint,
and two secondary tracks (1P 2 lOO/Im), to
indicate the existence of a secondary vertex.
We recognized that a weak point of the BCT in the 1992 configuration
was the primary
vertex definition, where triggering conditions were likely to be satisfied if the primary vertex
was not correctly reconstructed.
For example, when two or more beam particles arrived
during the live time of the front-end electronics (about 200 ns), the wrong (XV, 2~) could be
found. Also, the existence of a primary vertex in the target could be wrongly flagged because
of heavily ionizing nuclear fragments emerging from primary interactions in the DD planes
and travelling backwards (see Fig. 1.a). For 1993 we required a spatial correlation between
the firing IT strip and the extrapolated
(XV,&).
As an example of the improvement
achieved, we show in Fig. 1.b the X position of the primary vertex for those events that were
rejected by the 1993 BCT configuration
but would previously have been accepted.

2.2

Trigger

Performance

In triggering on secondary vertices there is a trade-off between beauty acceptance and
background reduction, and some attention is needed to avoid (or at least reduce) possible
trigger biases. In designing the BCT track-reconstruction
algorithm
we were careful to
minimize the effects of detector inefficiencies and noise and to correctly count and classify
tracks according to their IP. In Fig. 1.c the BCT track-finding
efficiency is shown as a
function of IP class for simulated beauty events. The double counting of tracks falling in two
neighbouring
IP classes that in 1992 led to an apparent efficiency of greater than one was
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largely eliminated in 1993 by an improved BCT algorithm.
Also, the peak of the primary
tracks, associated with a deeper valley in the first IP class, was reduced in 1993. We then
obtained a trigger providing an IP selection that is uniformly efficient between 100pm and
1 mm.
To understand the trigger behaviour we have fully simulated minimum-bias,
c? and b$
events. Minimum-bias
events were generated using Fluka [ll] as interfaced with Geant 3.21
[12]. This reproduces well the experimentally
measured charged particle multiplicities
and
kinematics, and also the production
of heavily ionizing particles, which is important for the
simulation
of the response of the in-target counter.
We generate CE and bz events using
a combination
of Pythia 5.4 [13] and Fluka.
In the generation process up to 98.5% of
the centre-of-mass energy is available for the simulation of hard processes by Pythia; the
remaining energy is used to simulate soft processes with Fluka. The passage of generated
particles through the experimental
apparatus is simulated in detail using Geant 3.21. Noninteracting beam particles, detector inefficiencies and random noise are added in accordance
with experimental
measurements.
In Table 1 we present the trigger rates obtained for background and signal with the
different triggers and in Fig. 2 we represent the beauty acceptance of the 1992 trigger for
the Cu target data. The interaction
pretrigger (INT) required the presence of an incoming
beam particle, incident on the target, and outgoing interaction
products, together with a
signal of more than 5 m.i.p. in the IT; the 1~ (2~) trigger required the presence’of at least
one (two) muon(s); the lHP, (2HP,) trigger required that there should be at least one (two)
particle(s) having a transverse momentum with respect to the beam 2 0.6 GeV/c; the BCT
required at least three primary and two secondary tracks. The 1992 trigger was the logical
‘OR’ of the ‘AND’ of any two of the lp, HP,, BCT triggers; all events satisfying the 2~
trigger were accepted. The 1HP’ (2HP,) trigger condition was used with the Cu (W) target.

Trigger

Type

INTIe,
Q/INT
2p/INT
lHP,/INT
2HPJINT
BCTIINT
1992 Tri/otot

Data
65 %
2.8 %
0.07 %
40 %
12 %
5.8 %
1 2.5 %

Min.Bias
67 %
2.5 %
0.1 %
40.5 %
11.2 %
5.1 %
2.2 %

CE

bi;

75 %
7.8 %
0.6 %
40.8 %
10.4 %
15.2 %
8.2 %

75 %
20.0 %
2.2 %
64.2 %
28.1 %
48.5 %
31.6 %

Table 1: Trigger mtes for 1992. The first column is for real data, the others ore fmm simulation.
definition of the trigger components see the tezt.
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For the

Figure 3: a) Position of reconstructed secondary vertices in the DD region. The vertices between the two
upper cwves we rejected OS due to secondary intemctions in the Si planes. b) Do and D* invariant mass
distributions showing the effect of the algorithm rejecting secondorg intemctions.

3

Rejection

of secondary

interactions

As shown in Fig. 3.q most secondary vertices reconstructed in the decay detector region
are hadronic interactions
in the silicon planes. The DD represents 0.6% of a x interaction
length and 4.5% of a radiation length. Given the small beauty production
cross-section, the
ratio between the number of secondary vertices due to beauty cascade decays and those due
to secondary interactions
in minimum bias events is of the order of 10e5. A simple cut on
the vertex position cannot be used because of the small spacing between the DD planes;
we have developed a method based on the large energy release due to nuclear fragments
and slow tracks which accompany most of the interactions in the Si planes. Cuts based on
the distance between the reconstructed vertex position and the centroid of the large energy
deposits reject 91% of the vertices due to secondary interactions
while loosing only 3% of
e and A0 and 8% of Do,* decays (Fig. 3.b). Some secondary vertices are due to coherent
or low-multiplicity
hadronic interactions surviving the pulse height cuts and others are fake
vertices due to high hit densities (mostly interactions).

4

Search for beauty

decays

In the 1992 run we have recorded on tape 80 . IO6 events; among these the Trident
reconstruction
program [14] found 12. 10s events with a secondary vertex, containing
an
estimated sample of 750 beauty events (assuming a cross-section of 5 nb/nucleon
and a
linear dependence on the atomic number).
The cut on hadronic interactions
has reduced
the data sample to 2.10s events. The events have then been separated into 3 streams to be
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Figure 4: Display of (I beauty multi-vertex
ore clearly visible.

analyzed with a graphical
the decay detector:
l

candidate event, 1992 data, 0.1 target. Both B -+ D decay chains

display progrsm,

events with at least 3 secondary

in order to exploit

the visualizing

vertices in the decay detector

s events with a fully reconstructed
charm meson NOT pointing
and accompanied by additional secondary activity;
l

capabilities

of

region;
to the primary

events with a high transverse momentum muon NOT associated
vertex and accompanied by additional secondary activity.

with

vertex

the primary

These strict selection criteria give, for the Cu target sample, about 5000 events amongst
which we expect to observe 20 beauty decays. The use of the DD information
in the graphical
analysis of these events has significantly
enhanced the S/N ratio and has led to the selection
of events with cascade decays such as the one shown in Fig. 4. The graphical analysis allows
us to check the reconstruction
of the tracks and vertices in the DD region, to correctly
measure the transverse momenta relative to the line of flight and to search for additional
secondary activity and kinks. It is therefore possible to improve on the selection based on the
kinematical information alone (transverse momentumof
the tracks in the lab frame, invariant
mass of tracks attached to a secondary vertex, presence of leptons), and thus obtain a larger
background reduction.
The background evaluation in the final sample is still in progress,
but the observation of events with properties strongly characteristic
of beauty decays gives
us confidence that we are actually observing beauty decays and that only a small fraction of
the final sample may be ascribed to background,
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5

Conclusions

A fast trigger looking for secondary vertices has been used for the first time in an
experiment to search for beauty particles.
The BCT trigger was able, in 35~s to reject
94.2% of the background keeping - 50% of the beauty signal (the background rejection
and the acceptance for beauty were, respectively, 97.5% and 32% for the global 1992 trigger
configuration).
A high precision (10pm pitch) Si telescope has been operated
and used to observe
directly the cascade decays of beauty particles.
Secondary hadronic interactions
can be
rejected efficiently with cuts correlating the vertex position to the large energy deposits.
The topological trigger, together with the high resolution of the decay detector, enabled
us to see beauty events in the data analyzed so far with the help of interactive
graphics.
More sophisticated
code is being developed to improve the event selection and allow us to
relax some cuts, thus gaining in acceptance and efficiency.
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Abstract
Any future charm experiment clearly should implement an ET trigger and a JL trigger. In
order to reach the IO8 reconstructed charm level for hadmnic final states, a high quality vertex
trigger will almost certainly also be me-y.
The best hope for the development of an offtine
quality vertex trigger lies in further development of the ideas of data-driven processing pioneered
by the Nevis/U. Mass. group.

1

Introduction

In his introductory
talk, Jeff Appel stressed that two technical developments have been
crucial to the success of the Fermilab fixed target charm program. He cited the use of silicon
microstrip detectors, which allow the selection of charm candidates through the detection of
separated decay vertices, and the use of inexpensive high density tape and powerful oilline
computing farms. However, he slso expressed the opinion that the exponential
increase in
the yield of charm reaped in the Fermilab fixed target program will not continue past the
upcoming run without another technical breakthrough.
Detector technology is continuing
to evolve which will meet the needs of a “Ml* reconstructed charm” experiment.
The breakthrough which is required is an ofIline-quality
vertex trigger which will allow background
events to be rejected in real time without losing a sign&ant
number of reconstructible
charm decays.
In this talk I will review the short list of triggers that have been used successfully by
charm experiments, and then present a partial review of development work related to vertex
triggers.

2

ET Triggers

The only unbiased trigger which has been shown to be effective for both photoproduction and hadroproduction
of charm is the requirement of “large” global event l&. A series of
experiments in the Tagged Photon Laboratory
have used ET triggers, with different thresholds [l]. Experiment
831 (in the wideband photon beam) will use an ET trigger in the next
fixed target run [Z]. For FNAL proposal 329 [3] we studied the use of the E791 calorimetry
for an ET trigger ‘. E791 ran with a 500 GeV/c rr- beam and triggered on ET, but with a
‘Most of this work was done by Ai Nguyen, Tom Carter, and Mike HaUing.
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threshold of 4 GeV/c, which rejected only about 4 of the total cross section and was close
to 100% e6lcient for charm. All of the information
available to the ET trigger logic was
written to tape for every event, so it was possible to study what would have happened with
higher ,!i+ thresholds.
We determined the fraction of events rejected as a function of ET
threshold using an untiltered data sample. The efficiency for a variety of charm decays was
determined using DST’s culled from approximately
5 of the full E791 data set. The charm
efficiency as a function of Er did not vary significantly
depending on which decay mode was
chosen. Figure 1 shows that a threshold of 8.6 GeV/c would have accepted only 20% of the
total cross section, but would have retained 69% of the P* -+ D”n*(Do
-+ KFrr*) decays
reconstructed by E791, yielding a charm enrichment of 3;.
Efficiency

for De--2DO

Pi (Data)

Fraction

-I-il_-if

6.5

of Total

~~1

7.0

7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0
Et threshold in GeV

Fie

1: &

We also studied the
reconstruction
programs.
this variable than using
that used by E791 would

9.5

6.5

7.0

7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0
Et threshold in Ge”

Muon

9.5

trigger study for FNAL P829 performed using E791 data.

effect of triggering on the sum of ]p~] of tracks found by the E791
It was possible to achieve a slightly larger charm enrichment using
the measured &.
It is likely that more modern calorimetry
than
yield a slightly better h+ triggers.

The bottom line is: ET works m a charm trigger and can “easily”pmvide
of 3-5 while rejecting SO-SO% of ata.

3

Accepted

an enrichment

Triggers

The other charm trigger which has been used successfully and has been widely proposed
for future use is a p trigger. E653 triggered on the presence of a p with p > 5 GeV/c, and
selected about & x uttot for 600 GeV/c x- interactions in a nuclear emulsion target (41. The
E653 spectrometer was unusually short, specifically to minimise ?r decays in flight. A longer
spectrometer would not get quite as large a rejection from a p trigger without detecting and
rejecting decays in ilight. The inefliciency
of a p trigger is typically not much worse than
the oflline reconstruction
inefliciency for JJ identification,
so a p trigger need not introduce
‘A similar study of Er triggerr, n&q Monte Carlo data, has been done by Kennedy, Karchin, and Harr
in the context of potible fixed target b and c ezperiments at the Tevatron and at the SSC. Their mema
were presented to the TX&U Group of this workshop.
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bias, at least not for the study of semi-muon&z decays. Moreover, since approximately
10% of
charmed meson decays yield a p, the trigger can yield an enriched sample of all charm decays,
provided that the spectrometer acceptance for the “other” charmed particle is adequate. The
combination
of an &- trigger and a p trigger could likely reject 99.5% of btOt while being
rate of 5 MHz, this
z 50% efficient for semi-muon& charm decays 3. Given an interaction
would yield 25 kHz to be read out and written to tape. This is easily within the reach of
current technology.
If one wants to concentrate on semi-muanic
decays, this combination
will be very hard to beat - and there is no need for a triggering breakthrough.

4

Vertex

Triggers

It is almost uniformly accepted that all future fixed target charm studies will employ a
very high resolution vertex detector and require that every charm candidate have a distinct
decay vertex. If one could construct a vertex trigger that identified all reconstructible
decay
vertices online, one could substantially
reduce the number of events which needed to be
written to tape without throwing away any reconstructible
charm. The E791 of&e software
filter accepts 9% of the events that passed the loose online .& trigger, based on the existence
of a secondary vertex seen in the silicon vertex detector4. If one used an fi trigger to reduce
the raw trigger rate by a factor of 5 and then rejected 90% of those triggers with an online
vertex trigger, then a 5 MHz interaction rate would yield 100 kHs to be read out and written
to tape. This is a factor of 5 higher rate than was mvisioned in P829, and a factor of ten
more than actually read out by E791, but not impossible to consider in the year 2000.
4.1

Simple/Fast

Vertex

Triggers

Vertex triggers may be divided into two types; those that don’t require data from tracking detectors, and those that do. Triggers that don’t require data from tracking detectors
put much less strain on the front-end data acquisition system, but they generally have inefliciencies that are d&rent
from the inei&iencies
of an offline event reconstruction
algorithm.
Significant progress has been made in the past few years on two types of fast vertex triggers
which do not require information
from tracking detectors.

4.1.1

Multiplicity

Jump

Some of the first high energy physics experiments to use silicon detectors attempted to
trigger on a multiplicity
increase between planes, as a signal of a charm decay between the
planes [5]. These attempts, and many subsequent attempts to trigger on a multiplicity
step,
were not very successful. The problem was that the the signal was due to energy loss, and
‘This implies an enrichment of less than 5 for all charm decays, but as much as 100 for semi-moo&
decays.
‘This is with a cut at dz > 6% for the dominant two prong vertices. Many I3791 analyses employ a
more stringent vertex separation cut.
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the amount of energy lost per particle has large fluctuations.
Moreover, the presence of slow
nuclear fragments, which are very heavily ionizing, makes the trigger even more problematic.
Hailing and Kwan have suggested avoiding these problems by using the Cherenkov light
produced in two quartz plates to estimate multiplicity
[6]. This method is sensitive only to
relativistic
charged particles and the fluctuations
arc given simply by the Poisson statistics
of the detected light. A beam test of this idea was performed using the E791 spectrometer
during the lest FNAL fixed target run. The amount of light detected per track was not large
enough to provide an efficient charm trigger. If one increased the amount of light detected
per track, either by using higher quantum efficiency photodetectors,
or by using a radiator
with a higher index of refraction, this might become a practical charm trigger.
However,
the Chercnkov radiator plates add material upstream of the silicon tracking detectors, which
degrades the vertex resolution of the spectrometer.
In addition, since a decay must occur
between the radiator plates, this trigger is likely to be inefhcient for the shortest lifetime
charmed particles.

4.1.2

Optical

Impact

Parameter

The other fast vertex trigger that is being developed [7] also uses Cherenkov light, but
in this case it is the uniqueness of the Cherenkov angle that is the key feature. The idea is to
use a solid radiator made horn two concentric spherical shells in contact with one another,
placed so that the (point-like)
interaction
target is at its center. The two shells sre made
of materials chosen so that the difference of their re&active indices allows total internal
reflection only for Cherenkov light made by tracks which do not originate at the center of
the shells. The detection of the light produced by these nonradial tracks provides the trigger.
Unfortunately,
one can show that only light made along a length of radiator approximately
equal to the particle’s impact parameter with respect to the target is internally
reflected. In
addition, the materials chosen for the two shells must not only have appropriate refractive
indices; their dispersion relations must also match. If the dispersion relations do not match,
then one must use only a narrow band of wavelengths - outside of which tracks from the target
may contribute totally internally
reflected light and tracks with non-eero impact parameter
may not contribute.
These details severely limit the amount of light which can be detected
per nonradial track. Much more development is needed before this idea is practical as a
charm trigger.

4.2

Tracking

Triggers

The second class of vertex triggers is those that require information
from some or all of
the tracking detectors. If such a trigger is to operate at level two in an experiment running
with a 5 MHz interaction rate and approximately
1 MHz of level one triggers, it will require a
much faster front-end data acquisition system than is familiar to most physicists. However,
there are systems that either have been built, or soon will be built, that are more than
fast enough.
For example, the E771 silicon strip readout system is capable of digitizing
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and reading out more than 3 MHz of high multiplicity
interactions with zero deadtime [8].
The digital phototube readout conceived for SDC and under construction for KTeV will be
capable of similar or higher rates [9].

4.2.1

Stored-Program

Processor Farm

Conceptually,
the simplest way to implement an ofHine quality vertex trigger is to use
a farm of conventional
computers running the same program as is used for oflline reconstruction.
This is exactly the approach being taken by E781, which will run in the next
FNAL fixed target run [Ill.
E781 does not plan to implement full vertex reconstruction
online, but forward positive tracks will be found and projected with full ofliine precision to
the production target so that an impact parameter can be calculated and cut upon.
Even with today’s fastest processors it typically takes many milliseconds to reconstruct
a single event. This implies that to implement a trigger similar to the E791 filter program, a
farm would require thousands of nodes to process 1 MHz of level one triggers. This approach
will probably be prohibitively
expensive, even in the year 2000. Moreover, the problem of
routing events into idle processors in such a farm would be quite challenging 5.

4.2.2

Memory

Lookup

If a processor farm represents one end of the spectrum of possible tracking triggers, the
other end is memory lookup. This approach is conceptually
easy and typically
very fast.
One “simply” precomputes all patterns of hit data that represent legal tracks, and then uses
the hit pattern horn an event to access the memory and retrieve track parameterss.
The
limitation
of this approach is that as the number of tracks per event and measurements per
track are increased, the required memory size becomes enormous. It is currently far from
possible to match oflline precision with memory lookup. Nonetheless, the integration
scale of
VLSI memory continues to increase, the cost continues to drop exponentially,
and progress
continues to be made on “content addressing” schemes [12].
4.2.3

Data-Driven

Processor (Nevis/U.Mass.)

The most promising prospect for implementing
an online quality tracking trigger for a
high rate charm experiment is a data-driven
processor of the type developed over the last
decade at Columbia University Nevis Laboratories and the University of Massachusetts [14].
The Nevis/U.Mass.
data-driven processor is a special purpose digital computer whose function is determined not by a stored program, but rather by its constituent modules and the
interconnections
between the modules. Data and control information
flow from module to
module and sequential steps in a calculation occur in sequential modules in the processor
5Perhaps this could be accomplished using one or more high speed switches similar to the type used by
telephone companies [lo].
6A related idea used in WA92 ‘RBSdescribed at this workshop by Dario Barberis [13].
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pipeline. Data flows only on transitions of a synchronous clock which is centrally generated
and fanned out to every module. All other control is local. The absence of shared resources
such as central memory or I/O paths eliminates possible bottlenecks and makes the structure
almost arbitrarily
expandable. The processor is naturally
parallel in that calculations that
do not depend on one another can be done in parallel; however, most of the tremendous
speed that is achievable derives from the pipelined architecture.
The processor implemented for FNAL E690 [15] consisted of approximately
800 functional modules of 45 different types. It was capable of track finding and least squares fitting
at a rate of approximately
1~s per fit track. Track reconstruction
of the full 5 biion event
E690 data sample was performed in approximately
100 days.
The same processor modules have been used in E789 to trigger on charm decay vertices seen in a closed geometry spectrometer
[16], and in a test at CERN (RD21) intended
to demonstrate
the use of a data-driven
processor as the primary trigger for a collider b
experiment (COBEX [17]). In that test, straight line tracks were found using information
from silicon strip detectors. The tracks were then fit to the hypothesis that all of the tracks
originated at a common vertex. Most events with b decays would fit this hypothesis poorly,
whereas the vast majority of all interactions fit well. There was provision to avoid triggering
on events with multiply scattered low momentum tracks by eliminating
the one or two tracks
contributing
most to x2; finally events were selected with a large x2. The average time per 16
track event was 12 psec. Since the COBEX design calls for a vertex detector which consists
of four separate quadrants, the tracks in each quadrant could easily be found simultaneously
in separate processor pipelines. This would reduce the time per event to approtiately
3
psec.
As an exercise for this workshop I have worked out another possible trigger algorithm.
My goal was to find an algorithm that could operate at level two in our strawman 10s charm
experiment,
which I took to mean that it should be able to process 1 MHz of level one
triggers. My approach was to try to avoid a loop over NZ combinations for an event with N
tracks. Here is what I came up with:
l

Require the interaction

point to be known in at least two dimensions.

l

Locate the target in a weak magnetic field such that tracks below a momentum cut-off
curve enough not to be found as straight lines (Th ese tracks will often have large impact
parameter because of multiple scattering).

l

Eliminate points on straight lines between the primary vertex and one measurement
plane (Requires only N cycles + the number of cycles to empty the pipeline).

l

Find straight lines with the remaining hits (Requires
the number of hits remaining in two seed planes).

l

Trigger on events in which at least one (or two...) tracks are found with an impact
parameter within a predefined window (The calculation
of impact parameter is very
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n x m steps where n and m are

fast, requiring
vertex).

only

about

one clock cycle per track

not originating

at the primary

Assuming an average of 16 hits per plane, 5 of which do not he on straight line trajectories
from the primary vertex, I estimate that this algorithm would require no more than about
40 clock cycles in any given subroutine using existing processor modules. With a 30 nsec.
clock cycle, this translates to 1.2 psec/event - very close to 1 MHz.
The current Nevis/U.Mass.
processor modules are based on 10 year old technology (all
ECL 10K and 10KH). It would be possible to construct an even faster and more powerful
data-driven pipeline if one were to update the processor using modern technology and larger
scale integration
(FIFO’s, DSP’s, ASIC’ s, etc.). This would also yield a system that would
require fewer modules to perform a given calculation.
The principles of the Nevis/U.Mass.
data-driven processor are well matched to the needs
of a fast vertex trigger.
Hopefully these ideas will continue to be developed.
Fermilab
participation
in this development could be crucial.

4.3

Conclusions

The triggering tools are in hand now for a 10s level charm experiment which focusses on
semi-muonic decays. In order to reach this level of sensitivity for hadronic decay modes, a
breakthrough
in triggering is required. The best hope for this breakthrough
is the continued
development of data-driven
processing.
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Abstract
A fixed-target

1

experiment capable of reconstructing

> lo* charm decays is described.

Introduction

In the P865 Letter of Intent [l], we have proposed a fixed-target experiment aimed at
achieving high sensitivity
to decays both of charm and of beauty. I describe here a revised
version which is somewhat more optimized for charm and less so for beauty. The rationale
for this change of emphasis is two-fold: by the time a new fixed-target experiment might run
(x Year ZOOO), it is likely that studies of beauty at the level proposed in P865 will no longer
be competitive; furthermore, it may well be that charm is even more interesting than beauty,
since the background to rare processes beyond the Standard Model is so much smaller in
charm than in beauty. At this workshop, Pakvasa has emphasized that rare and forbidden
processes such as Do mining, charm-changing
neutral currents, and lepton-family-violating
currents
must exist at some level if we are ever to have an understanding
of the fermion
masses and mixiugs; some extensions of the Standard Model predict effects detectable at the
level of sensitivity discussed here.

2

Beam and Target

To achieve charm sensitivity three orders of magnitude beyond that achieved in E687
and E791 and two orders of magnitude beyond that expected fkorn CLEO, E831, and E781,
i.e. >lO* reconstructed
decays, probably requires a primary proton beam, since it may be
di&ult
to produce a sufllcient rate of high-energy photons, pions, or hyperons.
For the
sake of discussion, I therefore assume a beam of 800 GeV protons.’
Then given Q (pN +
DX) + c(pN + D’x) z 40pb/nucleon
at 800 GeV [2] and a(pN -t Do X) 0: A’.” [3], and
assuming that the cross section to produce D, and charmed baryons is x 15% that of D
mesons, I estimate that charmed particles are produced at the rate of 7 x lo-‘/interaction
if a high-A target (e.g. Au) is used. A lmm Au target is suitable, representing
1% of
an interaction
length and on average 14% of a radiation length for outgoing secondaries.
Alternatively
(as suggested at this workshop by D. Summers), a low-2 target such as i3Cdiamond may be favored to minim& e scattering of low-momentum
pions from D’ decay;
‘Though

900 GeV 01 more may become available, this is unlikely
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to occw by the Year 2000.

then a Zmm target is suitable, representing ~1% of an interaction
length
radiation length and producing charm at the rate 3 x 10-3/mteraction.
Based on experience in ACCMOR,
desirable. This allows attention to be
stream of the target, and decays inside
larger’) to be excluded, and it simplifies
boost -/ = 20, a l-2mm target is short
baryons will decay outside it.

and ~1% of a

E672, E687, E789, and E791, a single short target is
focused on decays occurring in air or vacuum downthe target (for which backgrounds are substantially
secondary-vertex
triggers. Given the typical Lorentz
enough that a substantial fraction even of charmed

I take as a benchmark a 5 MHz interaction
rate, which then requires 500 MHz of beam
or 10” protons per 20 s Tevatron spill, an intensity easily attainable.

3

3.1

Spectrometer

Design

Rate capability

A significant design challenge is posed by radiation damage to the silicon detectors. To
configure detectors which csn survive at the desired sensitivity, we choose suitable mar&mm
and (in one view) minimum angles for the instrumented
aperture, arranging the detectors
along the beam tis with a smsll gap through which pass the uninteracted
beam and seconequally
daries below the minim um angle (Figs. 1, 2).3 Thus the rate is spread approximately
over several detector planes, with large-angle secondaries measured close to the target and
small-angle secondaries farther downstream.
Along the beam anis the spacing of detectors
increases approximately
geometrically, making the lever arm for vertex reconstruction
independent of production
angle. Since small-angle secondaries tend to have high momentum,
the multiple-scattering
contribution
to vertex resolution is also approximately
independent
of production angle. The instrumented
angular range is IS,] 5 2OOmr, 4 2 8, 5 175 mr, corresponding to the center-of-mass rapidity range ]y] < 1.9 and containing over 90% of produced
secondaries.
To m&mine
the rate capability of the spectrometer, the tracking is performed entirely
with silicon aud scintillating-fiber
planes. The rate per unit area (and hence the radiation
fluence) in a detector element can easily be estimated based on the uniform-pseudorapidity
apprommation.
Fig. 3 shows the rate calculation for an annular area dA located a transverse
distance r from the beam and of thickness dr. Since the operational limit of present-day
silicon detectors is 10’4particles/cm2,
the charged multiplicity
per unit pseudorapidity
in
800 GeV proton-nucleus
collisions is n y- 4 for high-A targets [4] (less for C), and a typical
run will yield up to niot z (5 x lOsinteractions/s)
x (4 X 106s) = 2 x lOI interactions,
we
2Tbis has been emphasised by several other speakers at this workshop, notably J. Cm&t
and L. Moroni;
see Sk0 Proposal 829 [IO].
3An alternative approach with no gap may also be workable if the buun is spread over sticient
area
to satisfy rate and radiation-damage limits, however the approach described here probably allows smalk
silicon detectors and is “cleaner” in that the beam pasxs throngh a mb,imu,n of material.
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can derive the “minimum

survivable”

inner detector

radius

n nht 4
-Tmm
= ( 2*10’4 > ’
or ~6 = 3.5 mm, which we set as the half-gap between the two detector arms. This ensures
that the detectors will survive for the entire run (or at most will need to be replaced once4).
To cover the desired angular range, we configure 14 double-sided silicon strip detectors’
above and 14 below the beam as shown in Fig. 2, such that at all angles of interest there
are at least six measurements per track (and more at small angles where the occupancy is
highest).
Calorimeters

:...
__-.____-:
4-l~

Magnet
.____
_______-,
l-l____
Silicon
.-.... .

I

-.__ __-.____- __,
*_____________ ____I
Y
lm
L

1m

r

Figure 1: Spectrometer layout (bend view).

Optical
trigger

Silicon

Target

Fiie

2: Detail of vertex region (showing opticml

optical impact-parameter

trigger).

The green-scintillating
SHF/PTP
fibers are deployed in staggered doublets in three
views. They are read out using cryogenic solid-state “visible-light
photon counters” (VLPCs)
(51, which feature high quantum efikiency (up to 85% for green light [6]), low noise, and high
speed: up to 30-MHz rate capability has been demonstrated,
with single-electron noise rates
‘In Ei’89 we operated silicon detectors at fluence up to z=s5 x 1013cm-2 with negligible eiliciency loss.
51 assume silicon strip detectors for defmiteness, but silicon pixel detectors would be better if available
with snifwient readout speed and radiation hardness; beurnre of their radiation hardness, diamond detectors,
if available, should also be considered (see talk by Teatrek at this workshop).
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dN
dy = constant

dr

E n

dA = 2mdr
dN
dN
-- dq
dx = dq dA
= n/277?
Figure 3: Calclrlation

annnlns.
of rate per unit area in 1111

of several kHz [7]. At this workshop Ruchti has reported the successful operation of a large
scintillating-fiber
tracking system with VLPC readout in a cosmic-ray test carried out for
DO. The long fibers (3m of scintillator
with 8m of clear waveguide) used in that test with
99% efficiency represent a more challenging application than that discussed here. Since the
fibers are more radiation-hard
than silicon detectors [l], and (due to occupancy; see below)
the beam gap between fiber planes is larger than that in the silicon, radiation damage of the
fibers is not anticipated to be a problem.
We assume l-bucket (<19ns) recovery times for sll detectors, so that there is no pile-up
due to out-of-time interactions.
Designs capable of this performance have been presented [l,
4, 81 for all detectors except the TRD.6
Detector-element
occupancies also follow from the derivation of Fig. 3. For an element
of height dy located a transverse distance y from the beam and covering -2,
< 1: < I,,
the occupancy per event (neglecting magnetic bending) is

“dy
--arctan-. %ax
“Y

Y

For 800 pm fiber diameter, this implies x16% occupancy at y = 1 cm, x8% at 2 cm, and x4%
at 4cm. A fuIl track&ding
simulation will be required to assess the msximum acceptable
occupancy, but this suggests xl cm as the minim um acceptable half-gap in the scintillatingfiber planes. The fibers near the gap could be split at z = 0 and read out at both ends,
halving their occupancies.
Since shorter fibers have less attenuation,
a smaller diameter
could be used near the gap, reducing occupancy still further.

3.2

Spectrometer

performance

I have carried out a simple Monte Carlo simulation of the spectrometer sketched above.
Assuming a 1.2-m-long snalysing magnet with pole pieces tapered to give 0.5 GeV pt kick,
I obtain (56 ck l)% geometrical acceptance for Do + K-T+
decays and (44 f l)% for
D’+ + Don+ --t K-r+&,
comparable to those of existing open-geometry
spectrometers
despite the beam gap. With silicon detectors of 25pm pitch read out digitally
(i.e. no
61t may be that a TRD for electron identbkation
prshower detector should be used instead.

is not cost-e&ctive
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and a hadron-blind

detector [9] or

pulse-height information)
and 8OOpm scintillating-fiber
pitch, and assuming &lo” stereo,
Gaussian fits to the reconstructed
distributions
give rms resolutions of 6MeV in mass (a
(bend-view)
and 21pm
factor x 2 better than that of existing spectrometers) and llpm
(nonbend-view)
in impact parameter, giving 40fs decay proper-time resolution, comparable
Since the mass resolution is dominated by scattering,
to that of existing spectrometers.
minimization
of material is crucial, for example use of helium bags and avoidance of threshold
Cherenkov counters employing heavy gas mixtures. The performance parameters just given
are a snapshot of work in progress and probably can be improved with further optimization.

4

Trigger

While the most successful previous chsrm hadroproduction
experiments (Ei’69 and E791)
used very loose triggers and recorded most inelastic interactions,
this approach is unlikely
to extrapolate
successfully by three orders of magnitude!
(Consider that E791 recorded
2 x 10” events - tens of terabytes of data - on 20,000 8mm tapes.) Thus our sensitivity goal
requires a highly selective trigger. However, we wish to trigger on charm-event characteristics
which bias the physics as little as possible. Lepton triggers,
used successfully by E653, while
-capable of great selectivity
(- lo3 rejection-for
minimum-bias
events), have only - 10%
charm eiRciency. The Et triggers used by E769 and E791, while highly efficient for charm,
have poor selectivity (5 10 minimum-bias
rejection). I therefore assume a first-level trigger
requiring calorimetric Et OR’ed with high-p,-lepton
and lepton-pair triggers. At second level,
secondary-vertex
requirements can be imposed on the El-triggered
events to achieve a rate
(- 100 kHz) which is practical to record.
Analyses of the efficacy of an Et trigger carried out using E791 data [lo] and the PYTHIA
Monte Carlo [ll] agree on minim urn-bias rejection vs. charm efficiency (though due to nuclear
effects not simulated in PYTHIA,
they differ as to the Et threshold corresponding to a given
rejection).
Fig. 4 shows the efficiencies for charm and minimum-bias
events as a function
of the PYTHIA
Et threshold.
A considerable degradation results if there is significant
probability
for two interactions to pile up in the calorimeter. Given the 53 MHs rf structure of
the Tevatron beam and the typical z 50% effective spill duty factor, at the benchmark 5 MHz
mean interaction
rate there is a x 20% probability
for a second simultaneous interaction.
Thus at a 5 GeV PYTHIA
Et threshold (corresponding to a ~10 GeV actual threshold [lo]),
the minimum-bias
rejection factor is 5, i.e. pile-up degrades the rejection by a factor N 2,
even for a calorimeter with one-bucket resolution.
The chsrm efficiency at this threshold is
about 50%, for a charm enrichment of x 2.5. (Th ese are rough estimates based on a relatively
crude calorimeter [ll], and an optimized calorimeter may provide better rejection.)
Such an
Et trigger yields a 1 MHz input rate to the next level.
While it may be teclmically feasible by the Year 2000 to record events at a 1 MHz rate,
an additional factor -10
N
in trigger rejection is desirable and can be achieved by requiring
evidence of secondary vertices. Existing custom track&ding
trigger processors [12], while
perhaps capable of this rejection, typically fall short by x one order of magnitude in speed.
an on-line farm of commercial processors would need a capacity of
At - lMIPS-s/event,
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Figure 4: Left: minimnm-bias

and D e&iencies vs. Et threshold; points are from PYTHU
simulation
of Ref. [Ill, alma are fits of the form ezp (-&),
and arrows indicate the 5 GeV threshold disc4
in
text. Right: estimated optical-trigger efiidency for minimum-bii
(solid cmses), PYTHIA charm (dashed
crosses), and p + m events (stars) vs. threshold in photoelectrons (from [l]).

- 10s - 10’ MIPS, which may be prohibitive
even in the Year 2000. It is likely that by then
a sufliciently fast custom tracldinding
processor can be developed. This would require fast
bufIering (- 100ns) and readout (- 1 ,US) of event information
in order not to impose excessive deadtime. Trackiinding
secondary-vertex
triggers benefit horn the use of focused beam
and a single thin target, which allow simplification
of the algorithm since the primary vertex
location is known a priori.
Since low-pf tracks have poor vertex resolution
[13], a trigger
which discriminates pt is more effective than one which is purely topological; such discrimination may be simply accomplished by placing the vertex detectors in a weak magnetic field
and looking for straight tracks.’
As an alternative to iterative trackfinding
at a 1 MHz event rate, three other approaches
also appear worth pursuing.
The first is a secondary-vertex
trigger implemented
using fast
parallel logic, e.g. PALS, neural networks, or pre-downloaded
fast RAMS, to look quickly
for patterns in the silicon detectors corresponding
to tracks originating
downstream of the
target. The others are fast secondary-vertex
trigger devices originally proposed for beauty:
the optical impact-parameter
trigger [14] and Cherenkov multiplicity-jump
trigger [15]; while
results from prototype tests so far suggest undesirably
low charm efficiency, these might
with further development provide sufficient resolution to trigger efficiently on charm. For
example, Fig. 4 shows the efficiency for minim urn-bias, charm, and beauty events projected
for a version of the optical trigger [l], indicating 40% charm efticiency for a factor 5 minimum‘As suggested by D. Christian.

Table 1: Estimated yields of reconstructed
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The resulting

= 0.4

x 0.2

Y 0.5

4 x 10s

2200 kHe event rate can be processed or recorded using &sting

Yield

The charm yield is straightforwardly
estimated.
Assuming a Au target and a typical
fixed-target
run of 3 x 10s live beam seconds, 10 r1 charmed particles are produced.
The
reconstructed-event
yields in representative
modes are estimated in Table 1 assuming (for
the sake of illustration)
that the optical trigger is used for all-hadronic
modes (but not
for leptonic modes, for which the first-level trigger rate should be sufficiently low to be
recorded directly) and performs as estimated above. Although due to off-line selection cuts
not yet simulated, realistic yields could be a factor Y 2 - 3 below those indicated,
the
total reconstructed sample is in excess of 10’ events. Given the factor z 2 mass-resolution
improvement
compared to E791, one can infer a factor N 50 improvement
in statistical
sigr&cance in a typical decay mode. Since the charm cross section at 120 GeV proton-beam
energy may be several % of that at 800 GeV, and the geometrical acceptance remains zz SO%,
interesting charm sensitivity may also be available using Main Injector beam during Tevatron
to debug and test the spectrometer
Collider runnin g; at the least, there will be opportunity
thoroughly
so that full-energy beam may be used with optimal efficiency.

6

Summary

A fixed-target
hadroproduction
experiment capable of reconstructing
in excess of lo*
charm events is feasible using detector, trigger, and data acquisition technologies which exist
or are under development. A typical factor N 50 in statistical significance of signals may be
expected compared to existing experiments.
The cost of the design sketched here hss been
estimated at under $lOM [l]. I anticipate an exciting future for charm physics at the turn
of the century.
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Abstract
We present recent theoretical results in heavy-quark production, and we show some comparisons between theoretical predictions and experimental data in hadroproduction and photoproduction of charmed particles.

1

Introduction

Next-to-leading
order calculations of heavy quark production cross sections have been
developed in the last ten years by various authors [l]-[ll].
In particular, in refs. [3, lo] a full
next-toleading
calculation of double-differential
distributions
was performed. On the other
hand, a large amount of experimental
data is now available, and it has become possible to
undertake the task of a systematic comparison between the full next-toleading
theoretical
results and experiments (see ref. [12] for a complete bibliography).
In the present talk we will deal with total, single-inclusive
and double-differential
cross
sections for charm production in hadron-hadron
and photon-hadron
collisions.
Our aim is
twofold. On one hand we will try to understand whether there are inconsistencies
between
perturbative
QCD predictions and experimental
results. This requires a thorough analysis
of the theoretical uncertainties.
As a second objective, we would like to see if, by a simple
parameterization
of the most important
nonperturbative
effects, one can give an adequate
description of the observed phenomena. We therefore present results where effects like the
primordial
transverse momenta of the incoming partons and the fragmentation
effects are
taken into account.
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2

Total

cross sections

In fig. 1 we plot the c? and b6 cross sections, computed in QCD at next-to-leading
order,
as functions of the beam energy, for ?rN collisions, together with some of the most recent
experimental
results. The E789 collaboration
1131,using an 800 GeV proton beam colliding
on a Be or Au target, studied neutral D meson production near xF = 0 to investigate the A
dependence of the results. As a by-product,
they obtain
u (Do/no)

= 17.7 + 0.9 iz 3.4pb.

(1)

In figs. l-3 three different bands are shown, each corresponding
to a different value of the
heavy quark mass. The cross sections are calculated using the parton distribution
set
HMRSB [14] for the nucleon and the central set SMRS2 [15] for the pion. The bands in
the figure are obtained as follows. We varied the renormalization
scale c(~ between half and
twice the heavy quark mass. The factorization
scale, in the case of charm, was kept fixed at
2m,, since available parameterizations
of parton densities are usually given for Q2 larger than
5 or 10 GeVs. For this reason, the bands shown in the figure are only an underestimate
of
the uncertainties involved in the computation
of charm production cross sections. The bands
represent the maximumvariation
of the cross sections in this parameter range. The bands in
the figure take also into account variation of &CD and of parton density parsmeterizations.
Observe the considerable improvement in predictivity,
after inclusion
order corrections, that takes place when going from charm to bottom.
strong mass dependence of the charm result.

of next-to-leading
Observe also the

The results of the same analysis for a proton beam and for a photon beam are shown in
figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Most of the considerations made in the case of the pion beam also
apply to the cases of protons and photons. This is certainly true for the large overall range
of values allowed by the uncertainties
of the calculation.
As one can see, experimental
results on total cross sections for charm and bottom production at fixed target are in reasonable agreement with theoretical expectations,
if the large
theoretical uncertainties are taken into proper account. The uncertainties in the case of phc+
toproduction
are smaller than in the hadroproduction
case. We can also see that the data
are compatible with a value of 1.5 GeV for the charm quark mass.

3

Single-inclusive

differential

distributions

We consider here the p’, and I+. single-inclusive
distributions
in charm production.
experimental
collaborations
fit their data using the following parameterization:

The

du
= A (1 - z=)~
dxp
for the zF distribution,

and
(3)
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for the p: distribution.
The data are then presented in the form of measured values for
the parameters II and b. A possible way of comparing the experimental
results with QCD
predictions is that of fitting the theoretical distributions
using the same functional forms,
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eqs. (2) and (3), and then comparing the values of the fit parameters obtained in this way with
the measured ones. We have therefore fitted the zF and p: single-inclusive
distributions
for
charm production
computed at next-to-leading
order in perturbative
&CD, using the forms
in eqs. (2) and (3). The values of 6 that we find for our theoretical curves are in reasonable
agreement with the measured values, while the experimental measurements seem to suggest
values of n which are smaller than the purely perturbative
QCD result, both for the pion and
the proton cases. In principle, some description of the hadronization
phenomena should be
added to the perturbative
calculation in order to compare it with the data. These problems
were considered in ref. [Ill, where the hadronization
phenomena were studied using the
parton shower Monte Carlo HERWIG [lS]. In ref. [ll] the conclusion was reached that
the combined effects of perturbative
higher orders and nonperturbative
(partonic intrinsic
transverse momentum and hadronization)
contributions
eventually result in a hardening of
the zF distribution,
that is, in a smaller value of n. In ref. [ll] it was also argued that the
usual approach of complementing
the perturbative
calculation with a fragmentation
function
in order to describe the zF distribution
is completely unjustified,
since the factorization
theorem holds only in the large p, region.
We find that the parameter b, that characterizes the p$ distributions,
is very sensitive to
the upper bound of the & range. This is due to the fact that the fall-off of the cross section
at large p, is not exponential,
but it rather follows a power-law. Experimental
data show a
similar trend (see for example fig. 8 in ref. [17]). We find that the form

provides

an excellent

fit to the theoretical

distributions

in the whole p, range.

Almost all the experimental
collaborations
observe, in pion-nucleon
collisions, the socalled leading particle effect, that is, an enhanced production of the D mesons whose light
valence quark is of the same flavour of one of the valence quarks of the incoming pion. We
have found that the QCD prediction is in better agreement with the available data for nonleading particles than they are in the case of the full D meson sample. For proton-nucleon
collisions the situation is less clear. Some collaborations
explicitly state that no leading effect
is observed.
Another, perhaps more significant, possibility
is to to compare the experimental
and
theoretical distributions
directly. This is done in fig. 4 for the single-inclusive
p’, distribution
measured by the WA82 collaboration
[17] in TN collisions. In this case, the agreement with
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Figure 4: Experimental p: distribution compared to the next-to-leading order QCD prediction, for m, = 1.5
GeV, with and without the inclusion of nonperturbative effects.

the next-to-leading
by the experiment,
theoretical curve.

order QCD calculation is almost perfect over the whole p’, range explored
although no higher-order or nonperturbative
effects are included in this

Due to the how mass of the charm quark, we can however expect that nonperturbative
effects may play an important
role. We therefore included in our calculation
an intrinsic
transverse momentum for the incoming partons.
The inclusion of this effect results in a
hardening of the single-inclusive
p’s distribution.
Another nonperturbative
effect that must be accounted for is the hadronization
process.
Thanks to the factorization
theorem, this effect can be described by convoluting the partonic
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cross section with a fragmentation
This degrades the parent charm
distribution.

function, which we choose to be of the Peterson form [18].
quark momentum,
and results in a softening of the p,

Both effects are shown in fig. 4, for an average intrinsic transverse momentum of the
incoming partons (Icz) = 1 GeV’. The parameter ec that characterizes the Peterson fragmentation function was set at its central value of 0.06. We have verified that the result does
not change substantially
if we use the smaller value cc = 0.04. ,From inspection of fig. 4, we
can conclude that perturbative
QCD, supplemented with some parameterization
of the most
important
nonperturbative
effects, leads to a prediction in qualitative
agreement with the
experimental
single-inclusive
& distribution
measured by the WA82 collaboration.
We have
checked, however, that, in order to reproduce the WA82 data, an average intrinsic transverse momentum (kz) = 2 GeV* is needed. This value for (k:) is rather large, and we will
comment later upon its effect on other observables. One may attempt to use larger v&es
of the charm quark mass in order to get better agreement with data without the need of a
large (kg). In fact, a larger m, would harden the p, spectrum of the quark. As better data
will become available, it will be ce&ainly worth comparing the data with QCD predictions
at different values of the charm quark mass.
In fig. 5 we present the I~ distributions
measured by WA82 in KN collisions, for Dand D+ mesons, compared with the theoretical QCD NLO curve for charm quarks. We can
see that the experimental
data show a harder behaviour, and that the agreement with the
theoretical distribution
is satisfactory in the csse of the non-leading ha&on (D+ in this case).
This is another indication that non perturbative
phenomena (such as color drag effects) are
present in production
of leading particles.
Single-inclusive
distributions
for charm production have also been measured by photonnucleon collision experiments.
In the case of photoproduction,
we expect QCD predictions
to be more reliable than in the hsdroproduction
case, since only one hadron is present in
the initial state (see refs. [7] and [lo] for a detailed discussion).
In figs. 6 and 7 we show the p”, distribution
measured by the E687 [19,20] and E691 [21]
collaborations
respectively.
We also show the next-teleading
order QCD prediction,
and
the QCD prediction supplemented with Peterson fragmentation
and an intrinsic transverse
momentum for the incoming partons with (J$) = 0.5 GeVs, 1 GeV* and 2 GeV*.
It is
interesting to notice that, in this case, the fragmentation
effect, combined with a moderate
intrinsic transverse momentum of the initial state partons, is sufficient to reproduce the
experimental
distribution.
Contrary to what happens in the hadroproduction
case, this
distribution
is now less sensitive to the choice of the (kg), and it can accommodate any value
between 0.5 and 2 GeV’.

4

Double-differential

distributions

Correlations
between charmed particles in hadro- and photoproduction
have been studied by many experiments, which reported distributions
of the azimuthal distance between the
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Figure 5: Experimental z, distribution for D- and Dt mesons,compared to the next-to-leading order QCD
prediction for charm quarks (m, = 1.5 GeV).
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charmed hadrons, the rapidity difference, the invariant mass and the p, of the pair. In what
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follows we will focus on the distributions
of A4, defined as the angular difference between
the transverse momenta of the heavy quark and antiquark, and of the transverse momentum
of the pair. Leading-order
QCD predicts that the heavy-quark pair be produced exactly in
the back-teback
configuration,
corresponding to A$ = ?r and p=(&Q) = 0. Next-tc&ading
order corrections, as we11 as nonperturbative effects, can cause a broadening of these distributions, as illustrated in refs. [lo] and [Ill. In the hadroproduction case, the data show
some enhancement of the A4 distribution
around r. There is however no sound agreement
on the significance of the enhancement observed by different experiments.
For example, the
WA75 collaboration
[22] favours a relatively flat distribution.
The E653 collaboration
[23]
has mild evidence for a peak in the Ad = r bin. A recent analysis performed by the WA92
collaboration
[25] shows clear evidence of a back-tc+back enhancement of the distribution.
We addressed the question, can next-to-leading
order QCD predictions account for the
available experimental
data? We have chosen, as an illustration,
the cases of the WA75 and
the WA92 results, which have both been obtained in a-N collisions at the same energy,
E6 = 350 GeV. In both cases, the experimental
data are broader than the pure QCD NLO
calculation.
One should however take into account also nonperturbative
effects, as in the case
of single-inclusive
distributions.
We have computed the A4 distribution
in perturbative
QCD
with an intrinsic transverse momentum of the incoming partons (the use of a fragmentation
function has no effect on the A4 distribution,
since it does not affect momentum directions).
all
An average value (,$?) = 0.5 GeV*
ows to achieve a rather consistent description of the
heavy-flavour
azimuthal
correlation in the case of the WA92 data, while a higher (Its) is
needed in order to reproduce WA75 data, as shown in fig. 8. The WA75 collaboration
also
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Figure 8: Next-to-leading order QCD result (for ms = 1.5 GeV) supplementedwith a primordial

transverse

momentum for the incoming partons of 0.5 GeV’ (solid) and 1 GeV* (dotted), compared with the WA92
and WA75 data.
published in ref. [22] the distribution of the transverse momentum of the heavy quark pair.
This distribution is very hard, and in this case the theoretical prediction supplemented with a
parton primordial transverse momentum with (k:) = 1 GeV* 1s insufficient to reproduce the
data, as displayed in fig. 9. Unlike the azimuthal correlation, the pair transverse momentum

0
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Figure 9: Next-t-leading order QCD result (for m, = 1.5 GeV) for the &(Q@ supplemented with a
primordial transversemomentum for the incoming partons compared with the WA75 data.
distribution is affected by fragmentation effects, since these effects can randomly degrade the
momenta of the quark and antiquazk by different amounts. Fragmentation effects, however,
have also the effect of moderating the pair transverse momentumarising from gluon radiation,
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or from an intrinsic parton transverse momentum.
We have verified that at the end, at
.Eb = 350 GeV, the fragmentation
effect always tends to soften the pair transverse momentum
distribution.
Summarising,
the WA75 data, both for the azimuthal correlation
and for
the pair transverse momentum, require a very large intrinsic transverse momentum of the
incoming parton. On the other hand, the Ad distribution
measured by WA92 is consistent
with a reasonably moderate intrinsic lcT distribution.
Clarification of this issue requires more
experimental
information.
We observe that the procedure of adding an intrinsic transverse momentum to the incoming partons to the perturbative
computation
is not theoretically
well defined. In fact,
the perturbative
expansion itself does provide, via gluon emission, a transverse momentum
to the partons that enter the hard subprocess. We find for example that changing the renormalization scale pa to lower values leads to a broader A+ distribution.
This is illustrated
in
fig. 10, where we see that for a choice of pa = @c/2 there is no need of an intrinsic transverse
momentum in order to reproduce the WA92 data. As an additional remark, we mention that
in ref. [ll] we verified, using the Monte Carlo HERWIG [16], that perturbative
higher order
effects do not affect significantly
the shape of the Ad distributions.
I
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Figure 10: Next-tc-leading
the WA92 data.
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order QCD result (for m, = 1.5 GeV) calculated with pn = PO/~ compared with

Photoproduction
of heavy quarks [24] is another example in which a L-= kick would
induce broader correlations.
It can therefore be used to see what is the value of the parton intrinsic transverse momentum favoured by the photoproduction
data. In fig. 11 the
azimuthal correlation measured in photoproduction
experiments is given, together with the
next-to-leading
order result, with and without the addition of an intrinsic Ic, of the incoming
partons with (kz) = 0.5 GeV* and (kz) = 1 GeVs. A s one can see, the data do not require
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representation
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which is very sensitive to the intrinsic transverse momentum of the
momentum of the heavy quark pair, displayed in fig. 12. Even in
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this case, we see that the data favour a reasonably
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small intrinsic

result (for m, = 1.5

transverse

momentum.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a comparison between charm production data and theoretical predictions. All the most recent total-cross-section
data are in reasonable agreement with the QCD
next-to-leading-order
predictions, once the large theoretical uncertainties
are properly taken
into account. The measurements for charm production
in pion-nucleon,
proton-nucleon
and
photon-nucleon
collisions are consistent with a quark mass value of 1.5 GeV.
We have shown that the pure QCD perturbative
results are not adequate to describe the
observed charmed meson distributions,
and that the inclusion of nonperturbative
effects is
necessary. We attempted to model these effects by giving a randomly distributed
transverse
momentum (&-kick)
to the partons entering the hard subprocesses, and by applying to the
final-state heavy quarks a Peterson fragmentation
function in order to model hadronization.
For the single-inclusive
transverse momentum distribution,
the agreement with the phctoproduction
data is quite satisfactory for values of (!c;) between 0.5 and 2 GeVs. These
distributions
are not very sensitive to the value of (kg). They seem however to favour large
case we were able to
values of (kz), at least for m, = 1.5 GeV. In the hadroproduction
perform a meaningful comparison only for the data of the WA82 collaboration.
We get a
good agreement with the WA82 data for (Icz) around 2 GeV2.
We have also shown that the measured zF distribution
can be reproduced by the perturbative QCD next-to-leading-order
result only for the non-leading D-meson hadroproduction.
Due to the failure of the factorization
theorem in the high-zf region, we were not able to
supplement our perturbative
calculation with a description of the hadronization
phenomena.
In ref. [ll] this problem was studied using a parton shower approach, which led to harder
distributions,
possibly consistent with the data.
We also compared theoretical predictions with experimental
measurements in the case of
double-differential
distributions.
We considered the distribution
in the transverse momentum
of the heavy-quark
pair, and the distribution
in the azimuthal
distance between the two
heavy quarks. For the transverse momentum of the heavy-quark pair, we find that a value
of (/cs) = 1 GeV2 fits the photoproduction
data of the E687 experiment well, while in the
hadroproduction
case the experimental
distribution
(measured by the WA75 experiment)
is
much harder than the theoretical one for any plausible value of (kz). For the A4 distribution
we found that in almost all cases a definite choice of (kz) is sufficient to reproduce the data.
However, different data sets favour different values of (lci), ranging from 0.5 GeV2 for the
WA92 experiment to 1 GeV2 for WA75. Photoproduction
data are well described by both
dues.
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Anomalous

Charm

Production

at Large ZF 1

W.-K. TangZ
Stanford Linear Accelemtor Center
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract
We show that the new QCD production mechanisms which were proposed by S. J.
B&sky, P. Hoyer, A. H. Mueller and the author can explain at least some of the
anomalous behavior of open and/or closed charm production at large 2~.

1

Introduction

Charm production at large ZF is a very fascinating regime which provides a lot of information
about the internal structure, especially the higher Fock state components of the projectile in
the question [I, 21. No matter whether it is deep inelastic scattering, pion nucleus collisions,
open charm or hidden charm production [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 12, 141, all of them show
anomalous behavior which cannot be explained by leading twist PQCD. In fact, in the z + 1
limit, there is a new hard scale Aso&(1
- z), and the corrections to leading twist terms are
of order A&/(1
- z)&‘. Actually, in the combined limit,
with

p* m (I-

s)Qr fixed,

the twist expansion breaks down and higher twist terms are no longer suppressed and can
become dominant.
This paper is organized as follow: in section 2, we will review some of the experimental
data which shows that higher twist effects are important at large ZF. It is well known that
higher twist terms are suppressed by O( l/Ms) so it raises the question why they become
dominant at large ZF. Thus, we need to understand the physical origin of the suppression
of higher twist terms at moderate ZF and this is reviewed in section 3. We then explain in
section 4 why in the new limit, IF + 1 and M* + co but with $ = (1 - zF)@ fixed,
higher twist terms are not suppressed. We will argue in section 5 that in this new QCD
limit, the cross section for freeing the c5 pair is not small due to the fact that the dominant
contribution
comes from peripheral processes in which slow spectator quarks interact with
the target. These new production mechanisms are then applied to different processes and
can explain at least some of anomalous behavior observed. Finally, we give our conclusion
in the last section.
‘Invited talk presented at Workshop on the Future of High Sensitivity Charm Experiments:
Fermilab, Batavia, Il., June 7-9, 1994
zWork supported by the Department of Energy, contract DEAC03-76SF00515

Charm2000,

2

Anomalous
production

behavior of open and/or
at large zF

hidden

charm

(4

It is reported by EMC [3] that the e(z) distribution measured at large zbj is anomalously high. The CEFLN measurements disagree with photon-gluon fusion by a factor of 20
to 30 at Qs = 75 GeVs and r&j = 0.422 as shown in Fig. la and b. One should notice that
the measured ssj is the fractional IongitudinsJ momentum for one charm quark only. The
total Zbj for the cZ pair should be nearly double which is 0.85, very close to 1. In Fig. la
and b, one can see that photon-gluon fusion fits the data well for Zjb less than 0.3, but badly
for rsj larger than 0.4 .
1

0.1
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0.001

0.0001
1
I-94
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X

0.5
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TIwl

Figure 1: Fig. la shows the value of F;’ versus Qs for fixed I: o (x=0.00422),
x(z =
z
=
0.0422),
.(z
=
0.0750),
O(z
=
0.133),
0.00750), A(z = 0.0133), @(z = 0.0237), o(
$(z = 0X37), '~(2 = 0.422). Please notice the large disagreement between experimental
data v and the PGF prediction (smooth curves). In Fig. lb the charm quark momentum
density distribution zc(z) as a function of z and Qs is plotted. The PGF prediction (smooth
curves) does not fit the data when z is large. The data is from Bef.[3].
A sudden change in polarization of the J/$ is reported by CIP [4] and E537 [5]
@I
at large ZF in nN collisions. The polarization of the J/$ is determined by the angular
distribution
of its decay muons in the J/+ rest frame. By rotational symmetry and parity,
the angular distribution
of massless muons, integrated over the azimuthal angle, has the

form
(2)

where B is the angle between the p+ and
Jackson frame). The parameter X is directly
i.e.,
1
A=
0
I -1

the projectile direction (i.e., in the Gottfriedrelated to the polarization of the J/T) particle,
transverse JfJI
unpolarised J/tj
longitudinal
J/$.

(3)

In Fig. 2, where X is plotted against~ ZF, one can clearly see that the polarization of the
produced J/tl, changes sharply from unpolarised to longitudinally
polarized around 2~ 0.85. This dramatic effect is inconsistent with leading order QCD.

I

I

I

I

h
-0.5 -

-1.0
0.25
7-w

0.50

0.75
XF

t.
1.00
TMSU

Figure 2: CIP data: zy dependence of X fitted to the J/+ decay. Please notice the sudden
change of the J/T,~ polarization around IF - 0.85.
The measurement from NA3 [S] shows that double J/+ pairs are hadroproduced
(cl
only at large ZF. In the NA3 experiment, 6 11$ are found at 150 GeV and 7+$ at 280 GeV
in x- beam scattering with a platinum target. In table 1, we list the ZF of the $11, pair of
all 13 events in ascending order. The mean ZF of the pair is 0.71 (150 GeV) and 0.53 (280
GeV) which is very large.
The data also indicates strong correlations in the production mechanisms. The transverse
momentum of the $ti, pair is 0.9 f 0.1 GeV for the 280 GeV beam; whereas uncorrelated
pairs from a Monte Carlo study have a much larger mean transverse momentum of 1.7 GeV.
Also amazingly, the mean value of the individual J/$ transverse momenta in the r& events,
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p,

150 GeV
280 GeV

0.58
0.39

0.61
0.47

ZF of $w pair
0.75 0.75 0.77
0.47 0.48 0.51

0.78
0.65

0.75

Table 1: The ZF of the $+ pair of all 13 events in ascending order. The data are from F&f.

k%
1.5 GeV, is significantly higher than the mean transverse momentum of the +,J, pair, so there
is strong correlation of between the transverse momenta of two J/$‘s produced.
To make a quantitative statement about the correlation, we should compared the measured double J/rl, cross section per nucleon o++ with A’~3(~~/ot~)Zot~,
which is the theoretical estimate sssuming that the +‘s are produced uncorrelated. Here u+/otot is the probability
of producing a J/+ in a pion nucleon collision. The extra A’i3 dependence takes into account
the nuclear effect. In table 2, we compare the two cross sections and find that the theoretical
prediction is off by three orders of magnitude! This strongly indicates that we need a new
production mechanism in order to account for the large disagreement. The leading charm
hadroproduction
and the nuclear dependence, being reviewed in the following paragraphs,
give us hint of the nature of this new mechanism.

P,
150 GeV
280 GeV

UN [pbl u+ [nb] ut,t [mbl A’/3(ud~tot)2utot
[IO-*pb]
18f8
30 f 10

6.5
a.7

- 25
- 25

1.0
1.7

Table 2: Cross sections per nucleon for double J/+ production in x-N collisions and the
theoretical prediction assuming the J/l/k are produced uncorrelated. The data is from Ref.

PI.
Dramatic leading particle effects in hadronic D production are observed by WA82
(4
[7] and E769 [S] experiments.
In x-(d)
interactions with hadrons or nuclei, the D-(d)
and #‘(cii)
are referred to as ‘leading” charm mesons while the D+(d)
and p”(S)
are
“nonleading”.
The asymmetry between leading and nonleading charm, which has been used
in the analyses of the WA82 and E769 collaborations, is defined as
A = +ading)
o(leading)

- o(nonkading)
+ a(nonleading)

(4)

Both experiment find that the measured A(zF) incresses from m 0 for ZF 5 0.4 to N 0.5
around ZF = 0.65 (Fig. 3). Therefore, the leading charm asymmetry is localized at large ZF
only.
According to leading twist QCD, the hadroproduction
cross section of D mesons is given
dAB-Dx

dzadzbdrl

= Cf./A(z.)fb/8(sb)~~b-~DD/~(z~).
06
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Figure 3: heading charm asymmetry
hge ZF.

1
0.6

versus ZF. A substantial

asymmetry

is observed at

The structure functions of the initial hadrons, f./~(z,),
are process independent while the
fragmentation
functions DD,~(zI) are independent of the quantum numbers of both the
projectile and the target. Thus, leading twist QCD predicts the leading charm asymmetry
to be nearly zem3 The observed large leading charm asymmetry breaks QCD factorization
which strongly suggests that it is a higher twist effect.
The data [ll, 12,131 on J/+ production in hadron-nucleus collisions exhibits a sur(e)
prising result. The NA3 and E772 data give direct evident for the breakdown of the leading
twist approximation
at large ZF. Following the argument of Hef.[l4], by the factorization
theorem, the cross section of J/$ production in zA collisions is,
d”~l;~~

= f./&dfb&2)~.(ab

+ J/d-)

(6)

For simplicity we just assume gluon gluon fusion to be dominant. For & I% M$ and
ZF > 0, approximately 11 z tF, 22 z Mi/ZpS. h the fact&Led formula (6), the nuclear Adependence appears only through the target function fb/A(zs). Hence, ratios R = Ao(pp +
J/$ +X)/&A
+ J/t,b +X) of J/$ production should be independent of c.m. energies Js
when 4 and zF varied in such a way as to keep zs constant. However, as shown in Fig.
4, the NA3 data [II] shows that the ratio for H/Pt is consistent with Fegnman scaling, i.e.,
scales with zF but not with 2s. A dear energy dependence is seen at smsll values of 2s.
Thus the leading twist factorization fails at large Feynman z of the J/~!J, since z2 z M$fzFs.
A similar result was observed by combining pA data from NA3 and E772 1121.
The same anomalous behavior is also observed if one studies the nuclear A-dependence
of the J/+ production cross section through the parametrization
a~ = upAa. The effective
3Nut-til&g
order calculath do give rise lo II small charge asymmetry between t and c production
due to qg and qf interference [9, lo].
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Figure 4: The ratio R = Aa(m, + J/$ + X)/o(pp -+ J/$+X)
of inclusive J/$ production
on Hydrogen and Platinum Ill]. In (a) the ratio is plotted as a function of ZF of J/$, ad
in (b) as a function of ea.
power CI at different energies show that indeed o = Q(ZF), i.e., the nuclear suppression obeys
Feynman scaling [12], and is not a function of zr. The power Q decreases from 0.97 at 2~ = 0
to 0.7 as ZF + 1 [ll, 12, 13) (see Fig. 5), i.e., becomes surface dominated at large ZF.
-The above nuclear A-dependence and the leading charm asymmetry directly contradict
leading-twist PQCD factorization and suggest that higher twist effects play an important role
at large 2~. But it is a well known fact that higher twist effects are suppressed by 0(1/M*).
This raises the question of how the higher twist effects survive and become dominant at large
ZF. In the next section we will review the physics of higher twist terms and point out a way
to overcome the usual suppression.

3

Physical

Picture

of Higher

Twist

Terms

Let us take the well known process, Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS), to illustrate the physics
of ‘leading twist’ and ‘higher twist’ terms. In leading twist diagrams (Fig. 6a), only the
active (hit) parton interacts with the external photon and there is no connection between
the spectator partons and the active parton. On the other hand, there are strong interactions
between the active parton and the spectator partons in higher twist diagrams (Fig. 6b).
If we take the ‘infinitive momentum frame’ in which the parton language is valid, the
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Figure 5: The effective power o of the A-dependence
E772 (o) data.

0.9
-

of J/q6 production

: E789 (0) and

proton is boosted to very high momentum along the z axis with four momentum given
by P = (p + m2/2p,Q,p).
In this frame, the photon momentum can be taken as 9 =
(Q2p/m2z,~,Q2p/m2z)
and the virtuality
of the photon is Q2 = 2; i.e., the resolving
power in transverse dimension.
In other words, the transverse dimension of the partons
that interact, directly or indirectly, with the photon is of the order of l/Q. With the above
pictures in mind, it is easy to understand why the higher twist terms are suppressed by
l/Q’ in the usual Bjorken lit
Q* -) m with z fixed. As the interaction time r of the hard
subprocess eq -+ eq scattering is very short, only of the order of l/Q, any interaction between
the active parton and the spectator partons must occurs within this short time interval r
and so they must be within transverse distance of r~ w l/Q (Fig. 7). This immediately
leads to the conclusion that higher twist terms are suppressed by l/Q* as the probability of
finding two partons with dimension l/Q’ within an area of l/Q* is given by the geometrical
factor l/Q*R*, with R the size of proton.
However, there is an exception to the above conclusion. Suppression of higher twist terms
depends a lot on the size of proton, which is of order of 1 fm, much larger than the size of
the parton, which is l/Q. If somehow the initial proton or meson is already very small, of
the same size as the parton, then there is no suppression. But how can that be realized?
The answer to that question lies on the large z kinematic region and we will review that
region in the next section.
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Figure 6: DIS scattering:

(a) leading twist and (b) higher twist.

Figure 7: The transverse view of the partons in the hadron in the infinite momentum

4

The combined
x)Q2 fixed

limit

: x ---f 1 and Q2 + oo with

frame.

(l-

In the large z kinematic region, besides the usual hard scale Q’, another new scale A&n/(1z), which reflects the hardness of this new limit, emerges [2, 11. In fact, this new hard scale
actually is the transverse size of the meson; i.e., r: - (1 - z)/A&n.
If the two scales are
comparable; i.e., taking the combined limit as in equation (l), higher twist contributions
will not be suppressed assuming p* - A&n. In this new limit, higher and leading twist are
of the same order,
1/Q2_
e

&D

(l-z)Q*

_ kwl.
P*

But how does the new hard scale A&,/(
l-z) emerge in the limit z + l? Let us consider
Fig. 8 which gives the probability amplitude for the z + 1 perturbative distribution
of the
meson. The soft non-perturbative
distribution
is described by the wavefunction qi(yp,nl)
which is suppressed in the extreme kinematic limit y + 0,l or nl + 00. The perturbative
contribution
comes from diagrams where one or more gluons are exchanged between the two
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quarks. For simplicity,

we just consider exchanging one gluon between the quarks in Fig. 8.

qn;
6s

7-W
nom

AEe

Figure 8: The z + 1 limit of a hadron structure
exchange.

function

generated by perturbative

gluon

The separation between the two quarks rL can be estimated by considering the interme
diate state qqg. The virtuality of this state is given by
2pAl&

2: N

m*+n:
py

-

m;+k:
1-z

_ (nL - u*
z--Y

m;+k:
1-z

when

Since AE,,

is independent

of nl, the perturbative

tail is

I
/”

dm4(yp,w) =
=

/ODdm4(yp,nd
dYP, rl

= 0)

which shows that the transverse distance between the two quarks is r: - (1 - z)/k:,
very
compact at the moment of creation. For a typical value, kl - Agcn, we find the new hard
scale A$cD/(l - z) as promised.
Another interesting physical quantity is the transverse distance RI between the two
quarks after the exchange of the gluon, i.e., when one of the quark carries nearly all the
longitudinal momentum. The life time of this intermediate state is very brief,
ArzL-

AE,,

2p(l2)
- k: + rni

(10)

Nevertheless, during this short life time, the Lslow’ quark can move a transverse distance
RI z ulAr

=

kL
2p(l -I)
~(1 - z) ki + mi

2kl
z ki+m:

which for kL = a(AocD) can be of the order of 1 fm. Hence, the specific large z kinematic
region selects a very compact Fock state component of the meson at the moment of creation
and then it expands very quickly to its normal size of 1 fm. The large transverse size RL of
the light quarks has a very important implication in the production of heavy quarks.

5

Dynamics

in the new QCD

Limit

In the previous section, we showed that there is a new scale A&n/(1-r)
at large z and that
the transverse size of the light quarks R* can be bs large as 1 fm. In this section, we want to
exploit these properties in the production of heavy quarks at large a. As the transverse size
Rl of the light quarks is very large, one can imagine that the heavy quark pair can be freed
easily by deflecting the slow light quark. This phenomenon has been studied in Hef.[l] in
the case of heavy quark production on nuclear target. The new limit in this case is defmed
by:
MZ-+CC
Z--t1

with

$ m (1 - z)M* fixed

where M is the msss of the heavy quark pair. To understand the physics in this new limit,
let us consider the ‘extrinsic”
and “intrinsic”
diagrams as shown in Figs 9a and 9b. In the
extrinsic diagram the produced heavy quark pair couples directly to only one parton in the
projectile while in the intrinsic case it couples to several.
The energy difference in the extrinsic diagram is given by
2pAE - &
The first
produced
from the
In order
and thus

+M2.

(13)

term k:/( 1 - r) comes from the effectively stopped light valence quarks qq as the
QQ pair carries almost all of the momentum (z -+ 1) while the second term comes
virtuality
of the gluon which is of the order of the m-s of t.he heavy quark pair.
to get a large production cross section, the energy difference should be minimized
the two terms in equation (13) are of the same order, i.e.,
k; N (1 - z)M’

= p*

(14)

Now we have a very nice result. The transverse momentum square of the. light quarks
are of the order of p* and so these states can be resolved by a target gluon of transverse
momentum IL of order of p. Hence the hardness of the scattering from the target is not Mz as
one would expect in the leading twist calculation, but instead it is $ = (1 -z)M’.
Actually,
the transverse size of the stopped light quark pair is given by l/kL - l/#. This explains
why the scattering dominantly occurs off the light quarks. Therefore, we can conclude that
heavy quarks can be, and are, produced at large z by soft peripheral scattering and so the
cross section is large. These new production mechanisms csn help to explain the various
anomalous behaviors of charm production as described in section 2.
In leading twist diagrams, the usual lowest order diagram describing the fusion process
CJCJ
+ QQ is shown in Fig. 10. Although the size of the light quark pair is large, the heavy
A target gluon can resolve the
quark pair QQ still has a small transverse size hl - l/M.
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r

I

a

Figure 9: Leading order diagrams in heavy quark production
extrinsic diagram and (b) intrinsic diagram.

in the new limit

(12):

(a)

QQ pair only provided that it has a commensurate wavelength, i.e., [A u M as indicated in
Fig. 11. This is much large than the 21 -. p required to resolve the light quarks. Hence the
leading twist is actually suppressed by l/M compared to the new mechanisms in the new
limit.
One can also go through the same argument as described in the previous section and
conclude that the Fock state of the projectile hadron from which the heavy pair is produced
has a small transverse size r: m (1 - z)/p2 w 1/M2.
Because of the smallness of the
transverse size, the intrinsic diagram s shown in Fig. 9b, where an extra gluon is attached
to the heavy quark pair, is not suppressed relative to the extrinsic diagram Fig. 9a. Therefore,
the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic processes essentially disappears.

6

Applications

of the New Mechanisms

Let us summarize the physics in the new limit (12) before we go on to apply it to the
anomalous charm production. In the combined limit, the Fock states are very compact and
small. The transverse radius square of the states has a typical value of (I- z)M*. Because
of the compactness of the Fock states, intrinsic diagrams and extrinsic diagrams are of the
same order. But the intrinsic diagrams can numerically dominate the extrinsic contributions

Ti
gi-P

0
M

PA--P
T.iF
,(Y

ti I
l?a110

Figure 10: Leading twist diagram in heavy quark production:

99 -+ QQ.

because of the large combinatic factor. The heavy quark pair can be freed easily by stripping
away the slow light spectator quark in the projectile through an interaction with the target.
The hardness scale of the collision is given by (I- z)Ms. It is a soft peripheral process and
so the cross section is large. This picture can provide a QCD framework for understanding
the puzzling features of the large z data mentioned in section 2:
The larger than expected charm structure function of the nucleon at large r6j
(4
reported. by EMC [3] can be understood by the large intrinsic charm contribution
in the
proton. In this case, QZ = 75 GeV* (for the data point with rbj = 0.422) is fixed and the
photon can resolve the charm quark easily. But as discussed above, the intrinsic production
of the charm pair at large 5~ (which is nearly twice of fbj) can numerically dominate the
usual extrinsic production considered in PGF calculation and boost up the charm structure
function a lot.
The longitudinally
polarized J/ti, at large ZF in xN collisions has a natural explana(b)
tion by the new production mechanisms [15]. The dominant contributions to the polarization
of J/v,6 at large ZF are the intrinsic diagrams as shown in Fig. Il. The initial state pion
valence quarks naturally have opposite helicities. There is a factor l/(1 - ZF) enhancement
for the emission of transversely polarized gluon with same sign of helicity as the radiated
quark. Thus the two gluons coupled to the charm pair have opposite helicity. In order to
form a bound state, the transverse momenta of the gluons and thus of the charm pair should
be small. In that case, the initial J, = 0 and thus the formed J/ti, is in longitudinally
polarized state. Here, we have made the assumption that the formation of the J/$ through
the radiation of an extra gluon does not change the polarization of the charm quarks. In the
large Z.F limit, the radiated gluon must be soft and this justifies our assumption.
The counting rules in powers of 1 - .r~ are presented in Bef.[l5]. The cross section for
producing a longitudinally
polarized (Fig. 12a) and a transversely polarized (Fig. 12b) J/G
is proportional to (1 - 2~)~ and (1 - ZF)’ respectively. We find that the basic r-n
for the
dominance of the intrinsic polarization amplitude (Fig. 12a) is that it allows two helicity
Sips of the heavy quarks, each contributing
a power of M N l/m
in our analysis.
Thus, the longitudinal
polarization of the J/$ at large ZF is mainly due to intrinsic charm
production mechanisms.
The anomalous double J/* production can be understood qualitatively
by consid(cl

Figure 11: Dominant diagram in heavy quark production.
to the particle helicities.

(a)

(b)

+

I\

b

Figure 12: The production

The plus and minus signs refer

A

rli”ll- l\

of (a) longitudinal

and (b) transverse J/$.

ering intrinsic production as shown in Fig. 13. The two J/$‘s produced as shown in the
diagram clearly are strongly correlated. The cross section for freeing the pairs becomes large
at large ZF as it is a soft peripheral scattering from the target. This helps to explain why
the J/v+h pairs produced at large 2~ only. Intrinsic charm production (Fig. 13) has another
nice feature. The total transverse momentum square of the J/$ pair is of the order of
p2 = (1 - ZF)M~ only, i.e., of the same order as that of the light quarks. However, the
individual J/qh’s cm have transverse momenta up to the mass scale M. In fact, if one uses
the measured mean value of ZF, which is 0.53, from the NA3 280 GeV beam data and the
measured mean transverse momentum of the individual J/ti’s, M - k~ = 1.5 GeV, one gets
p = 1.0 GeV which is close to the measured value of < pp >= 0.9 & 0.1 GeV. Obviously,
one cannot take this number too seriously. Nevertheless, it indicates that all these features
fit nicely with the data and the proposed new mechanisms may play an important role in
double J/$ production.
The leading charm asymmetry has been studied in detail by R. Vogt and S. J.
(4
Brodsky [16] using a twocomponent
model. The first component is the usual leading twist
fusion process while the second component is based on the model discussed above.
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Figure 13: Intrinsic

diagram that may account for double J/ti

production

at large IF.

In the usual leading twist fusion subprocess, there is a finite probability that the produced
charm quark will combine with a spectator valence quark in the final state to produce
a leading hadron.
Such final state coalescence mechanisms have been incorporated into
PYTHIA, a Monte Carlo program based on the Lund string model [17]. In that model, the
“string acceleration” of slow heavy quarks by fast valence quarks can boost the fast charm
rate. However, such a mechanism overestimates the observed asymmetry d(zF) at low zy.
The Lund string model is strictly a final state coalescence. However, the model we propose
is an initial state coalescence. The pion can fluctuate into higher Fock states as shown in
Fig. 14. All the partons have nearly the same velocity in order to minimize the invariant
mass of the state. As the charm and the valence quark have the same rapidity, it is easy for
them to coalesce to form a large D meson state without paying much penalty. Thus, it can
produce a strong leading particle correlation at large 2~.

Figure 14: Initial state coalescence producing
tuation at large a~.

a D meson through

Figure 15 shows the results of the twocomponent
relative importance of the leading twist and intrinsic
reproduce the general trend of the data.
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the intrinsic

charm flue-

model. The parameter < determines the
charm components. All the calculations

- --4.5

0
7-s
Figure 15: The prediction

Yd.8550.5
RA,Pg=os
I

.-*......

0.5
XF

of the two-component

l&3.65=0.5
qJ.6~=0.9
I

1.0
?74e*, 5

model. The figure is from [16]

(e) The new production mechanisms have all the novel features observed in the nuclear
dependence of J/Q production.
QCD factorization is invalid in the combined limit since
there is no relative suppression of interactions involving several partons in the projectile.
The nuclear A--dependence is a function of 2~ rather than a function of zr of the targetparton momentum fraction. Because of the rapid transverse size expansion of the spectators,
production cross sections in nuclear targets becomes surface dominated at large ZF.
7

Conclusion

We have reviewed the experimental status of charm production at large ZF and observed
a lot of anomalous behaviors in this kinematic limit. Both the leading charm asymmetry
and the nuclear J/$ production show that factorization breaks down at large ZF. Higher
twist effects becomes dominant because a new scale A&/(1
- Zp) emerges, which re6ects
the small transverse size of the Fock state, in the z - 1 limit.
In the combined limit
(12), the heavy quark pair can be freed easily hs the coherence of the Fock state is easily
broken by soft interactions of fmite transverse momentum because of the rapid expansion of
the transverse size of the spectators. This new production mechanism helps to explain the
anomalous phenomena observed at large ZF. This new picture of hadron formation opens
up a whole new avenue for studying the far-off-shell structure of hadrons. It is thus critical
that a new measurement of the charm and beauty structure functions be performed in future
experiments.
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Abstract
The current status of direct measnrements of the CKM matrix elements V, and V,, is
reviewed. Future prospects for improving these measurements towards the unitary limit are
S-tied.

1

Introduction

The CKM parameters IV&l and IV,.I can presently only be directly measured via the
neutrino production
of charm at high energies. This paper summarizes the current state of
knowledge of these parameters and estimates the possible precision that will be achieved in
future experiments.
In the standard three generation CKM matrix, unitarity and the precise determinations[l]
of IV,/ = 0.9744 + 0.0010 and IV.,l = 0.2196 zt 0.0023 tightly constrain IV,] and IV,/.
This can be easily appreciated in the Wolfenstein parameterisation,[2]
in which sin 6’rs = A,
sine 23 =AX2, and sin&#
= AA3(p + iq). In this scheme

II
Kd

-

KM

= 1 + A’&

- ;) N 1 + (2.4 x 10-3)A2(p

- ;),

and
K
-

I V“d I

= 1 - +

2: 1 - (1.2 x 10-3)A2.

Since A and p are known to be of order unity from measurements of V, and Vd at CLEO
and Argus, IV,\ and IV,1 must be within a few parts per thousand of IV,1 and jV,,l.
On the other hand, if three generation unite&y
is not assumed, the coupling of IV,1
to IV,] is much less tight. For example, in a four generation unitary CKM matrix, mixing
between the second and fourth generation (sinQ
could allow IVu,l - IV,] 5 0.03 while

maintaining
IV&j* + 11/;#12N 1. To summarize, the standard model predicts IV41 and IV,1
to a level of N &O.l%. Any larger deviation would indicate new physics, and deviations as
large as 10% are interesting.

2

Charmed

Hadron

Decay

At first sight, it would seem that the way to measure IV,/ and IV,l is from the study of
De3 decays of charmed mesons, for example
r(1)’
I’(D”

--) r-e+v,)
-t K-e+u.)

should provide a measure of 121’. Unf ort unately the semi-leptonic widths depend on transition form factors that cannot be separately measured or calculated yet with any reliability.
Mark 111[3] and CLE0[4] have measured
121” = (O.O57+::E

f 0.005) l@l’(Mark

121” = ( 0.085 f 0.027 f 0.014) I $$

III),
’ (CLEO).
I

Current models give a range for the form factor ratio of 0.7-1.4[5]; a useful calculation
to be accurate to the percent level.

needs

It also does not seem possible to measure the form factor ratio independent of the CKM
matrix elements. It may be, however, that other ratios of suppressed to favored decays
depend on a less model dependent ratio. A possible example is
l?(Dg -3 K”e+ue)
I’(D+ -f $Pe+v.)

3

Measurements

of Vd and V, in vN Production

The cross sections for the production
can be written

’

of Ch-

of charm in neutrino

and antineutrino

tv,l* Fss MI, Q;), w-(Qo), G(t, Q:)]
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interactions

The terms multiplying
the CKM elements represent valence quark scattering (Fv), light sea
quark scattering(Fs),
and strange sea quark scattering (Fss). Unlike the charmed hadron
case, these non-calculable terms can be determined independently
at some reference momentum transfer Qt from the measured inclusive charged current structure functions.
Furthermore, as indicated schematically
by the arguments of Fv, Fs and FSS, QCD calculations,
available to next-to-leading
order[6], reliably predict the Q* evolution and the charm mass
threshold dependence of the cross sections. In practice, only IV&l can be currently measured.
This is because the strange quark distribution
s(t, Q’) can thus far only be determined in the
same charm production process. The size of the strange sea in the nucleon is conventionally
parameterized by
2 .I; dz . z+, Q2)
h=
where in the W(3)

limit,

~~~.z~(z,QZ)+5~dz:.z~((r,QZ)’

IC = 1.

Thus far the only bigh statistics samples of charm in neutrino scattering are from the
CDHS[7] and CCFR[8] experiments,
each of which is sensitive to charm only through its
muonic decay, the signature in the detector being an opposite sign dimuon pair. The more
complete and up-to-date CCFR analysis will be briefly described; a much fuller account is
available in the reference. A key point about the dimuon measurements is that they require
information
about charm production
and decay. This information
can be summsrized by a
mean inclusive muonic decay fraction for charmed hadrons produced in neutrino scattering,
BC.
The CCFR dimuon sample from FNAL E744/770 consists of 5048 neutrino induced
and 1068 anti-neutrino
induced events. Backgrounds from r/K decay have been accurately
measured in hadron test beams and are at the level of 16% for neutrinos and 11% for antineutrinos. The only other sign&ant
experimental
issue is the antineutrino/neutrino
confusion
that remains after kinematic identification
of the incident lepton. Monte Carlo calculations
indicate that 1.2% of the nominal neutrino and 25.6% of the nominal antineutrino
sample
are mis-identified.
Three kinematic variables enter the subsequent analysis: Evir, the energy of the neutrino;
z,ir, the fraction of the nucleon’s momentum carried by the struck quark; and zvh, the ratio
of the secondary muon momentum from the charm decay to the total hadronic energy. The
subscript ‘vis’ denotes the fact the there is missing energy in the event carried away by the
neutrino from the charm semi-leptonic
decay. Using the formalism of reference IS], a fit is
performed to binned distributions
of the three kinematic quantities.
The tvir distribution
is sensitive to the charm quark fragmentation
and allows an in situ determination
of the
fragmentation
model parameters. The E,k distribution
is sensitive mainly to the threshold
behavior of the cross section and provides a measure of the charm mass of
m, = 1.70 f 0.17 jr 0.09 GeV/cs.
The agreement of the “m,” measured in neutrino interaction
with the ?n.,” determined
by next-to-leading
order QCD analyses of photon-gluon
fusion [9] is evidence of the fact
that this parameter can be meaningfully
identified as the mass of the charm quark, and
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to I ;;;I?’

I B,(X)(%)
I 7.91 f 1.1

Table 1: Production

Aactions

and Semi-mnonic branching h&cm

for charmed hadrom.

lends confidence in the theoretical description of the charm production
process. The z,is
distribution
is sensitive to the relative amount of production
of charm off d-quarks vs. squarks, and hence to Vd and V,. Roughly speaking, the low z,k data from the anti-neutrino
data determines V,, while the higb t,b neutrino data determines Vd. The actual quantities
extracted are, for E,, > 30 GeV,
IV,12 B, = (5.34 zk 0.39 & 0.24f::;:)
x 10-3,
$ IV,l’B,
= (2.00 zt 0.10 i 0.06f:::)
x 10-3.
The first error in each of the quantities is the statistical
uncertainty
and the second the
experimental
systematic uncertainty.
The latter is dominated by imprecise knowledge of
charm quark fragmentation.
~The third error is the QCD scale error; it is relatively
large
because an absolute rate is being used to determine the fit parameters.
The final determination
can be written:
B, = f(D’)B,(D’)

of IVdl requires

B, from other measurements.

+ f(D+)B,(D+)

+ f(Dt)B,(D,+)

This parameter

+ f(C)B,JC),

where contributions
from 2, and R, are neglected. The f(X) arc the production
fractions
of the charmed hadron ‘X”. They have been measured by one experiment, FNAL E531[10],
which recorded 122 charm events in an emulsion target. Of these, only three were examples
of anti-neutrino
production.
An assumption must thus necessarily be made that the antineutrino mean branching ratio is the same ks that for neutrinos. The B,,(X) are the branching
ratios for X -+ e plus anything.
Most of these measurements[l]
are actually for X + e
plus anything.
No correction is made to convert these to muonic branching ratios. Table 1
summarizes the vales for the f(X) and B,,(X). It is remarkable how dated and imprecise
these important
measurements are.[ll]
The result for the average branching

ratio is

B, = 0.099 iz 0.008 f 0.009,
where the first error is the contribution
from the production fractions and the second is the
contribution
from the hadron branching ratios. Using this value of B, results in
IV,/

= 0.232 zk 0.019.
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The error contains contributions
from the experimental statistics (&0.009), charm fiagmentation and other experimental
systematics (f0.007),
the QCD scale uncertainty
(&0.009), the
charm production fractions (&0.009), and the charmed hadron branching fractions (f0.010).
The CKM parameter IV,] requires an independent
determination
of the strange sea
&action R, which is currently unavailable.
Using the value of B, given above and making
the conservative assumption that tr 5 1 implies that
IV-1 > 0.69 at 90% C.L.
There is a possibility
that n will be independently
determined from a refined analysis
of inclusive charged current scattering underway at Columbia. The analysis is based on the
fact that, to leading order, the difference in the parity violating structure functions between
neutrino and antinentrino
is related to the strange sea:
cF;(z,

Q2) - zF32,

Q’) = 2 142, Q2) - ~(2, Q*)] .

Once n is known at some level, it will be better to convey the information
about IV,/ through
This
ratio
is
independent
of
B,,
and
it
should
have
much
less uncertainty
the ratio 121.
associated with the QCD scale. A 20% measurement of n will provide a 10% measurement
of the CKM matrix element ratio.

4

Future

Neutrino

Determinations

of V, and V,,

Four high energy neutrino

experiments are either now running or are approved to run
in the next six years. While none of the experiments is optimized for the study of neutrino
charm production, all have the potential to improve the CKM matrix element measurements.
The experiments are summarised in Table 2. The Nomad[l2] and Chorus[13] experiments
at CERN are designed to search for v,, -+ V, oscillations. Nomad features a low mass target
with very good tracking and electron identification.
This experiment should be able to detect
charm in both di-lepton modes (aa and pe). Their excellent tracking may also allow for the
identification
of charm via the D’ + DT trick. Chorus is a hybrid emulsion spectrometer.
It’s major virtue is its abiity to reconstruct charm inclusively via the identification
of the
charm decay vertex. This feature serves to boost statistics, and, more importantly,
largely
eliminates the need to know the production,
fragmentation,
and decay properties of the
charmed hadrons.
Fermilab E815[14] uses the E744/770 Lab E neutrino detector.
The
experiment is optimized for precision studies of neutral current interactions.
The feature
most relevant for charm studies is the new sign-selected neutrino beam. This will eliminate
the u/P confusion in the dimuon channel which will allow for a cleaner measurement of I&l,
assuming that the strange sea is measured by then.
The ultimate neutrino charm production
experiment is FNAL E803[15]. Lie Chorus,
this experiment is designed for a high sensitivity search for v,, + r+ oscillations using a hybrid
emulsion spectrometer.
E803 will have a factor of twenty higher statistics than Chorus; and
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Experiment

Target

Start

CC Sample

Nomad (CERN)
Chorus (CERN)
ES15 (FNAL)
E803 (FNAL)

low mass
emulsion

1994
1994
1996
1999

1
3
5
6

irOll

emulsion

Table 2: Future Neutrino Experiments.

x
x
x
x

10s
10s
10s
IO6

Charm Sample
2 x lWvwb~*)
2 x 104(mclusive)
3 x lo%&)
3 x 10s (inclusive)

Event samples are rough estimates.

its spectrometer wiIl have three times better resolution.
The higher resolution is crucial
to reduce backgrounds, particularly
in one-prong decays of charm. E803 might be able to
achieve a resolution of - 2% on j&l.
This is estimated by assuming: a sample of 50,000
reconstructed
charm events, which reduces the statistical error to jzO.003; a x5 reduction in
the experimental systematic errors due to the elimination
of fragmentation
uncertainties
and
background; a x5 reduction in the QCD scale error via the normalization
of charm to single
muon production
that is possible with high er statistics; and a x10 reduction in production
fraction and branching ratios achieved by the ability to inclusively
reconstruct charm. The
total ~tO.004 error on IV&[ wiIl be comparable to that on IV.,l; and one will thus be able to
test the unitarity
property of the CKM matrix at a level that is sensitive to new physics.
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Abstract
The strangwdkhamed
Pentaqnark is a wd.a or u&3 five-quark baryon that is expected
to be either a narrow resonance, or possibly even stable against strong decay. We describe this
hyperon here; its structure, biding energy and lifetime, resonance width, production mechanisms
and decay modes. We estimate production cross sections, techniques to reduce backgrounds in
search experiments, and how to optimize experiments to observe it. Possibiities for enhancing
the signal over background in Pentaquark searches are investigated by exami&g predictions
for detailed momentum and angular distributions in multiparticle final states. General modelindependent predictions are presented aa well as those from two models: a loosely bound D; N
=denteron” and a strongly-bound five-quark model. Fermilab E791 data, currently being analysed, may be marginal for showing dainitivc signals. Future experiments with more than lo5
reconstructed charmed baryon events should have sensitivity to determine whether or not the
Pentaqnark exists.

1

Introduction

Ordinary hadrons are mesons or baryons, whose quantum numbers can be described by
quark-antiquark
or three-quark configurations.
Unusual hadrons that do not fit this picture
would constitute new forms of hadronic matter - exotic hadrons. Such hadrons may have significant multiquark
configurations
such as qq@j and qqqqg. Exotic hadrons can have auomalous quantum numbers not accessible to a three-quark or quark-antiquark
structures (open
exotic states) or even usual quantum numbers ( cryptoexotic
states). Cryptoexotic
hadrons
can be identified only by their unusual dynamical properties (anomalously
narrow decay
widths, anomalous decay branching ratios, etc.). The discovery of exotic hadrons would
have far-reaching
consequences for quantum chromodynamics,
for the concept of confinement, and for specific models of hadron structure (lattice, string and bag models). Detailed
discussions of exotic hadron physics can be found in recent reviews [l].
We consider here
tain quarks with four
general hypothesis of
the maximum possible

possible exotic hadronic states with heavy quarks (c, b), which condifferent flavors (e.g. u, d, s, c). Their properties follow from the
“flavor antisymmetry”
[2], by which quark systems characterized by
antisymmetry
of quark flavors (both quarks and antiquarks) are the
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most strongly bound. For instance,
bound than the uu& one, etc.

this means that that the uiids

JafIe [3] predicted in this spirit that for dibaryons with six
is the Hexaquark H = [u,u,d,d,s,s] combination,
for which not
states with identical flavors. Lipkin [4] and Gignoux et al.
ticharmed”
baryons (Pentaquarks)
of the P” = [uudi%] and P%nti-beauty”
baryons, are most bound in the 5-quark sector.
for the most bound tetraquark exotic meson, the @s=[cs%a.

2

Binding

Energy

system would be more

light qusrks, the most bound
more than two quarks are in
[5] showed that 5-quark “an= [udd~.s] type, or analogous
There are also predictions [6]

of the Pentaquark

Some of these exotic states with heavy quarks may be bound. The masses would be
+ M(p)).
Such quasi-stable
below the threshold for strong decays (i.e., M(P”) < M(D;)
bound states would decay only via weak interactions,
with typical weak decay lifetimes.
Resonant states with masses above the strong decay threshold would decay strongly.
In
the present work, we focus on experimental
searches for the Pentaquark, both bound and
resonant varieties.
The biding
potential of a system is given by the difference between the Color Hyperiine
CH interaction
in the system and in the lightest color-singlet combination
of quarks into
which it can be decomposed. The wave function of the H may be written as:
*If

= al*,,

+ hg(M)

+71$-Z+)

+ &*(3-p)*

(1)

The lightest color singlet combination is the AA system at 2231 MeV. The CH contribution
to the binding energy of the H is about 150 MeV, in simple models of the CH interaction.
Similarly, the P” and P- wave functions can be written as:
*P

= aa%q

-t- Pz\Y(,;,)

-I- Rq‘z+D-)

+ 62QY),

(2)

QP-

= whq

-t iw(,;,)

+ a*(,-@)

+ 63*(NJ-).

(3)

Here the lightest color singlet is the D;N system at 2907 MeV. The CH contribution
to the
mass splitting M(D;p)
- M(P”) is the same as for the H particle, again in simple models
of the color hyperflne interaction.
The anti-Pentaquarks
are defined in a similar way and,
in general, whatever will be said about the Pentaqnarks will also hold true for the charge
conjugate particles.
The calculations of ref. [‘I] account for the SU(3)p breaking. It was shown that as the
symmetry breaking increases, the P always retains a larger binding potential than the H and
that the biiding
can be several tens of MeV. The total biding
energy includes the internsl
kinetic energy. Because the c quark is massive, the kinetic energy in the P is smaller than
in the H by about 15 MeV. This improves the prospects of the P to be bound.
More recently, Take&i,
Nussinov and Kubodera [8] studied the effects on the Pentaquark and Hexaquark systems of instanton induced repulsive interactions for three quarks
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in flavor antisymmetric
states. They claim in this framework that both Pentaquark
and
Hexaquark are not likely to be bound. Also, Zousou and Richard [6] reconsidered previous
bag model calculations for the tetraquark and pentaquark.
Their new calculation has weaker
chromomagnetic
attractions at short distances and a larger bag radius for multiquark
states
compared to ordinary hadrons. They 6nd that the Pentaquark is unbound by 80 MeV, while
the F tetraquark is unbound by 230 MeV. Similar conclusions for the P and H were given
by Fleck et al. 171. Riska and Scoccola (91 recently described the Pentaquark in a soliton
model, using different parameter sets. One set gives a bound state, while another gives
a near threshold resonance. Considering all the uncertainties
in knowing the Pentaquark
binding energy, our experimental
approach is to search for both strongly and weakly bound
Pentaquarks, as well as unbound Pentaquark resonances.
A very weakly bound D;p deuteron-size bound state just below threshold with a structure very different from that of the strongly bound proton sise Pentaquark might still be
consistent with these recent calculations, considering ah the model uncertainties.
The D;p
system does not have Pauh blocking and repulsive quark exchange interactions
which arise
in all hadron-hadron
systems where quarks of the same flavor appear in both hadrons. Thus,
even a comparatively weak short range interaction could produce a relatively large size bound
state analogous to the deuteron, with a long D;p tail in its wave function and a good coupling to the D;p system. The attraction is due to a short range interaction,
not long-range
one-pion exchange. This long attractive tail will also assist in the production
mechanism.
Because in the Pentaquark, unlike the deuteron, there is no short range repulsion, its structure at short distances will be quite d&rent
from that of the deuteron. This component too
has it’s influence on the production mechanism. These issues are discussed in subsection 4.2.
The deuteron-like
state will be stable against strong and electromagnetic
decays. Since the
D;p pair is some 50-75 MeV lower mass than other meson-baryon cluster components in the
Pentaquark, it will be the dominant component in a weakly bound deuteron-like Pentaquark.

3

Structure

and Decay

Modes

of the Pentaquark

There are different possibilities for the internal structure of observable (not very broad)
exotic hadrons. They can be bound states or near threshold resonance structures of known
color singlet sub-systems (AA for the H [lo] or D;p for the P”). But they can have more
complicated
internal color structure;
such as baryons with color octet and sextet bonds
Kwq)szx (q&cl ad Kw~~i)k
x (4 6~1(see ref. [ll]). We designate all such structures as
direct five quark configurations.
If color substructures are separated in space by centrifugal
barriers, then exotic hadron resonances can have not very large or even anomalously narrow
decay widths, because of complicated quark rearrangements in the decay processes. If these
exotic hadrons are bound strongly, they can be quasistable, with only weak decays.
The wave function of the Pentaquark contains two-particle cluster components, each corresponding to a pair of known color singlet particles; and also a direct five quark [non-cluster]
component.
The Pentaquark production mechanism and its decay modes depend on these
components. The P” can be formed for example by the coalescence of PDF, A5r”, pD:- , C+ D- t
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F’~,A~,
B+D’- + B:“r;
or by a one-step hadronization
process. Let us consider three
color-singlet
components of the P ’ : D;p (2907 MeV), D-IF
(3058 MeV) and PA (2981
MeV). The relative strengths of these components depend strongly on the binding energy,
as discussed above for the deuteron-like
Pentaquark.
Pentaquark searches in progress in
E791 [12, 131 are based on charged particle decay modes of different Pentaquark components: D;p + &r-p (B=3%),D;p
+ lP°K-p
(B=3%), D-A + K+rr-r-A
(B=8%),
mA + K-w+A (B=4%) and DoA + K-r+s+w-A
(B=8%).
The indicated branching ratios are those of the on-shell D-meson. Weak decays of virtual color singlet substructures in
bound states are possible, AD0 or C+D- for example, if their mssses are smaller than the
D;p threshold. In other cases, there would be strong decays through quark rearrangement
(x+D- )&nmd + 0; + p, and so on. Even if the mssses are smaller, the phase space favors
decay to the lightest system. The phase space factor would cause the partial width for any
decay mode to be smaller than for the on-shell decay, making the total lifetime longer.
The decay through the direct five quark [non-cluster] component can open many additional channels; such as two-particle
w-p, K-p, and 2-K+ fmal states. These additional
decay modes can shorten the lifetime of the Pentaqnark,
which would reduce the experimental possibilities
to observe it. Such relatively
simple final states are more prone to
contamination
by large combmatoric backgrounds.

Consider the resonant Pentaqnark

possibility.
Yields can be high, as one measures the
total strong decay, rather than a particular
weak decay mode. The width is the crucial
parameter that determines the possibility to observe a resonance. Chances for observation
would be good if it is of the order of 50-100 MeV or lower, similar to widths of excited D’
mesons and widths estimated by Greenberg and Lemon [14] for the lowest lying strangeness
-1 dibaryon resonances. Our attitude is to support experimental
searches for narrow exotic
Pentaquark resonances.

4

Experimental

Pentaquark

Search

An experimental
program to such for the Pentaquark should include:
(1) Beactions likely to produce the Pentaquark, complemented by an estimate
production
cross section.
(2) Experimental
signatures that ahow identification
of the Pentaquark.
(3) Experiments in which the backgrounds are minimized.
These points will be further discussed in the following subsections.

4.1

Experimental

of the

Considerations

All charm experiments require vertex detectors consisting of many planes of silicon micro
strips with thousands of channels. E791 used 23 such planes. Some of the planes are upstream
of the target. These detectors allow a high efficiency and high resolution for reconstruction
of
both primary (production)
vertex and secondary (decay) vertex. The position resolution of
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the vertex detectors is typically better than 300 microns in the beam direction. By measuring
the yield of a particle as a function of the separation between the two vertices, the lifetime of
the particle is obtained. Other major components of the spectrometers are dipole magnets for
momentum analysis, wire chambers for track reconstruction,
cerenkov counters for particle
identification,
and Electromagnetic
and Hadronic calorimeters.
Muon detectors are included
for studies of leptonic decays. The invariant mass resolution for typical charm masses in such
spectrometers is about 10 MeV. Diierent
spectrometers are sensitive to d&rent
regions of
Feynman-x values.
In hadronic production,
the charm states produced are preponderantly
chsrm mesons
at low x. The triggers for such experiments vary. In E791, the requirement was to ensure
an interaction in the target (using signals from various scintillators)
and a transverse energy
(E,) larger than some threshold. The rest of the charm selection was done off-line. Increased
charm sensitivity
can be achieved as in E781 [15] by a trigger condition that identifies a
secondary vertex. A good charm trigger can produce an enriched sample of high x charm
bsryons with improved reconstruction
probability
because of kinematic focusing and lessened
multiple scattering.
Charm2000 experiments will also require chsrm enhancement triggers
[16]. The present E791 and future E781 and Charm2000 experiments [17] complement each
other in their emphasis on different x regions, incident particle types, statistics and time
schedules.

4.2

Pentaquark

Production

Mechanisms

We consider possible mechanisms for P formation.
For the central hadron-nucleus
charm
production at several hundred GeV/c, the elementary process is often associated with qq +
CE or 99 + ti transitions.
The produced charmed quarks propagate and form mini-jets as
they lose energy. Hadronization
associated with each jet proceeds inside the nucleus, and to
some extent also outside the nucleus; depending on the transverse momentum of the jet.~ The
propagating chsrmed quarks may lose energy via gluon bremsstrahlung
or through color tube
formation in a string model, or by other mechanisms, as discussed in ref. [18] and references
therein. One may form a meson, baryon, Pentaquark,
according to the probability
for the
charmed quarks to join together with appropriate quarks and antiquarks in the developing
color field. One can estimate Pentaquark production
cross sections via one-step and also
twostep hadroniaation.
All such estimates are very rough. Our aim is to account for major
ingredients in estimating the cross section, and to give a conservative range of values. For
one-step hadronization,
the 8 joins directly to the other quarks. The one-step is the usual
mechanism for meson and baryon formation.
For two-step, the first involves meson and
baryon hadronization,
while the second involves meson-baryon coalescence.
We first consider estimates for the central production
cross section assuming a mesonbaryon coalescence mechanism, expected to be the main mechanism for production
through
the long-range (deuteron-like)
component of the Pentaquark
wave function.
We make a
crude estimate relative to the D;, an an&harmed-strange
meson (es). The weakly bound
P (deuteron type structure) can be produced by coalescence of a proton or a neutron with
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a D;, analogous to the production of a deuteron by coalescence of a neutron and a proton.
The data [19] give roughly lo-’ for the o(d)/+)
production
ratio. This ratio can also
be applied to a(P
production.
The reason is that in both cases, the same msss
(nucleon mass) is added to the reference particle (proton or D;), in order to form a weakly
bound deuteron-like
state.
We now consider the one-step hadronization
of a Pentaquark,
mechanism for the production
through the short-range component
function.
We rely here on an empirical formula which reasonably
cross section of a mass M hadron in central collisions. The transverse
at not too huge pt follows a form given as [20]:
hldpf

expected to be the main
of the Pentaquark wave
describes the production
momentum distribution

N ezp(-BJmj,

(4)

The exponential fit has inspired
where B is roughly a universal constant - 5 - 6 (GeV)-‘.
speculation that particle production is therms& at a temperature B-’ - 200 MeV 1201. One
can also include a (2J+l) statistical factor to account for the spin of the hadron. To illustrate
the universality
of B, we evabrate it for a few cases. For A, and 2, empirical fits to data give
exp(-bp:), with b=l.l
GeV2and
b=2.0 GeV2, respectively
[21, 221. This corresponds to
B= 5.0 GeV-’ for A=, and B= 5.3 GeV-’ for B”. For inclusive pion production, experiment
gives exp(-bpt) with b = 6 GeV-r [23]; and B - b, since the pion mass is small. Therefore,
We expect therefore that
B= 5-6 GeV-r is valid for A =, B“ hyperon, and pion production.
eq. 4 should be also applicable to Pentaquark production.
After integrating
over p:, we
estimate the ratio:
u(P)/a(D;)

- ezp[-5[M(P)

- M(D;)]]

- 10v2.

(5)

For illustration,
let us consider the ratio of A, to D; total production
cross sections by
sufficiently energetic baryon beams. This ratio is roughly 0.23, comparing the AC cross
section [21] with incident E- to the 0; cross section [25] with incident neutron. Eq. 5 with
the masses of these particles, including a spin statistica
factor, gives about the same ratio.
In applying eq. 5 to Pentaquark production,
we assume that the suppression of cross section
for the heavy P as compared to the light D; is due to the increased mass of P. The particular
one-step hadrouization
process is not relevant. However, as the sise of the P increases, this
formula would be less and less reliable. Cross section estimates for P production have been
given previously [12, 131, based on other arguments, and are consistent with the ratio given
by eq. 5.
All the various reaction mechanisms described above can contribute to the production
cross section, which is estimated in the range of a(P)/u(D;)
= 10m3 - 10m2. In actual
measurements, the product Q . B for a particular decay mode is measured, and estimates of
the P lifetime and branching ratios may be necessary as well.

4.3

a-

Pentaquark

Expected

Yield

We proceed with count rate estimates. Analysis of a part of the E791 data (500 GeV/c
beam) already yielded a preliminary
upper limit u(P)/o(D;)
< 6% for Pentaquark

production
[24]. This was done for the 0; + &r- and P” + &r-p decays assuming the
same branching ratios. It was based on a small fraction of the data and measured 0; yield.
With the full data sample, several tens of Pentaquarks may be observed if the cross section
is in the range estimated in the previous section. For the planned E781 and chsrm2000,
when both use Baryon beams, we rely on previous measurements done with similar beams.
With 600 GeV/c neutrons, the D; wks measured [25] in the D; -+ qh- decay mode with
aB =0.76 pb/N for 0.05 < I < 0.3, where x designates the Feynman x-value. For Baryon
beams the cross section should be proportional
to (1 -z)n, with n between 4.5 and 5.5, baaed
on the WA89 experiment
[21] with a 300 GeV/c E:- beam. These data and x-dependence
correspond to CT. B values for the whole range of z > 0 of roughly 1. /Ib/nucleon.
With
the a(P)/a(D;)
factors given above, we estimate p B = 1 - 10 rib/N,, for each of P” and
P-. For E781, scheduled for 1996, the experimental
conditions should allow reconstructed
Pentaquark events at a rate of roughly 200 events/nb.
These expectations are based on a
contribution
to this workshop by J. Russ [15], which cites an expected yield of 2300 charm
events/rib of cross section for 100% efficiency. The efficiencies include a tracking efficiency of
96% per track, a trigger efficiency averaged over x of roughly 18%, and a signal reconstruction
efficiency of roughly 50%. We therefore assume an overall average Pentaquark reconstruction
efficiency of E N 8%. We then estimate an expected yield of N(P’)=
200 - 2000 in E781. If
we assume a rate of 2000 events/nb for charm2000, the Pentaquark yield may reach the 2000
- 20,000 range. These projections depend critically on the value used for the D, production
cross section. We note that the value quoted in [25] is exceptionally
large.
It is still possible that different mechanisms for chsrm production contribute in different
x regimes. For example, there is evidence for leading production
of charmed hadrons in
WA89 and FNAL E769 [26], which suggests diffractive contributions.
For chsrm2000, one
could study [lo] the pair difIractive production reaction p+ N + (POD:) + N, with possible
0: tag or without
such tag. For the diffractive
pair production
cross section, one can
compare to the diffractive cross section for the reaction p + N + (AK+) + N at 70 GeV;
about 4 pb after subtraction
of isobar contributions
[27]. Estimates are needed but are not
available for the cross section ratio cr(P”Df)/u(AK+).
For the ratio of 10p3, with B = 3%,
one would obtain around 240 reconstructed
PO baryons with charm2000. There is the 0,’
tag possibility for this process. The cfllciency for tagged versus untagged events is reduced,
but tagging may improve the signal to background ratio.

4.4

Pentaquark

Decay

(1) Mass and Width

Signatures

and Decay Modes:

Searches for the Pentaquark are easiest via modes having all final decay particles charged.
With all charged particles detected, the invariant mass of the system can be determined with
high resolution.
One signature of the Pentaquark is a peak in the invariant mass spectrum
somewhat lower than 2907 MeV if the system is bound, and above if it is a resonance. The
position of the peak~should be the same for several decay modes. It’s width should be
determined by the experimental
resolution if it is bound, snd broader if it is a resonance.

The selection of the decay modes to be studied is made primarily by considering detection
efficiency and expected branching ratios. Since the D;p system is the lightest it is expected
to be preferred from phase space arguments. Also, two of it’s decay modes have four charged
particles in the final state (e.g. K+K-x-p
: 4 + KfK-,
K’ --t K+T-).
We describe how
this signature is implemented.
First, two distinct vertices are identified:
a production vertex
and a decay vertex. From the decay vertex, four tracks are identified and associated with
K+K-r-p.
By reconstructing
the invariant mass of the K+Kpair, one can require only 4
mass events. One then reconstructs the invariant mass of all four particles. If there is a peak
in the resulting spectrum, it will be one of the identifying
characteristics
of the Pentaquark.
One can also study a strong decay into D;p, if the P is a resonance. For this strong decay,
the proton and DC come from primary vertex, and the D; decay forms the secondary vertex.
Both weak and strong decay modes coming from the Dip and the PA components of the
P are currently being studied in E791.
(2) One General Signature

- A Spectator

Baryon:

We first note a striking signature for Pentaquark decay which may be useful for discrimiuation
against background.
This signature is predicted by both of two very different
Pentaquark models (1) a loosely-bound
D;p deuteron-like
state and (2) a strongly-bound
five-quark state. Both models predict decay modes into a baryon and two or more mesons,
in which the three quarks in th e b aryon are spectators in the decay process and remain in
the final state with a low momentum which is just the fermi momentum of the initial bound
state.
That the baryon is a spectator is obvious in the deuteron model, in which the decay is
described as an off-shell D; decaying with a nucleon spectator. In the five-quark model, a
similar situation arises in the commonly used spectator model with factorization.
Here, the
charmed antiquark decays into a strange antiquark by emission of a W- which then creates
a quark-antiquark,
which hadronizes into mesons. The strange antiquark combines with, one
of the four spectator quarks to form one or more mesons, while the three remaining spectator
quarks combine into a baryon.
In both cases, it seems that the final state should show a low-momentum
baryon in the
center-of-mass system of the Pentaqusrk and the invariant mass spectrum of the remaining
mesons peaked at the high end near the kinematic limit.
Thus in the particular
cases of
AK
the p&r-, K’OK-p
and
+T- decay modes, the &r-, K’“Kand K+n- invariant mass
distributions
respectively should show this peaking near the kinematic limit.
Note that in the particular case of
center of mass system means that the
and therefore that the pion carries off
background with a cut that eliminates
(3) Some Model-Dependent

the p&r- decay mode, a low momentum proton in the
rr- and C$are back to back with the same momentum
most of the avaikble energy. Thus one might reduce
all pions with low momentum in the center of mass.

Branching

Ratio Predictions:

The &r-p decay mode is the most convenient for a search, since the 4 signal is so
striking. We now examine the lowest order predictions from the two extreme models for the

branching

ratios of other modes relative

to &r-p.

In experiments sensitive only to charged particles the &r-p decay mode is observed in
the four-prong fmal state K+K-r-p.
The K*“K-p
decay mode is also observable in this
same four prong final state. The K’“K-p
decay mode arises naturally in the deuteron model,
since the K’“Kdecay is observed for D; decays with a comparable branching ratio to &r-.
In this model, the ratio of the two decays is predicted from observed 0; decay branching
However, the K’“K-p
decay mode does not occur in
ratios with phase space corrections.
the five quark spectator model, where the spectator strange quark csn only combine with
the g produced by the charm decay to make a 4 or with two spectator nonstrange quarks to
make a hyperon. Comparing the two decays thus tests the decay model.
The KnA and K*xA decay modes arise naturally
in the five quark spectator model.
However, they should not be expected in a very weakly bound deuteron model with mainly
a D;p structure.
In that case, the 0; decays into mesons containing
one strange quarkantiquark pair and the baryon spectator has no strangeness.
(4) Angular

Momentum

Constraints

and Angular

Distributions

for P Decays:

The Pentquark has spin l/2 and this
We can give a model-independent
prediction.
total angular momentum is conserved in the decay. Since the production process is a strong
interaction
which conserves parity, the Pentaquark will not be produced with longitudinal
polarization.
Its polarization
inthe beam direction must also vanish. Therefore, the sngular
distribution
in the center-of-mass system of the Pentaquark must therefore be isotropic for
the momentum of any final state particle in any decay mode with respect to either the
incident beam direction or the direction of the total momentum of the Pentaquark.
The
background does not necessarily have these constraints.
We also give a model-dependent
prediction.
We first consider the deuteron model. The
D; has spin eero, and spin is preserved in the decay. Thus, in the center of mass frame of
all the 0; decay products, the angle between the proton momentum snd the momentum of
any particle emitted in the D; decay must have an isotropic angular distribution.
A further prediction is obtainable for the case of a vector-pseudoscalar
decay mode of
the 0;; e.g. &- or K’OK-.
The vector meson must be emitted with zero helicity in the rest
frame of the D; . The zero helicity can be seen in the &r decay by messming the angle 8Kr
between the kaon momenta in the 4 rest frame and the pion momentum.
The prediction is
to have a cos2 6’~~ distribution.
By contrast, the five-quark model for the Pentaquark favors
helicity one over helicity zero for the vector meson by just the 2:l ratio needed to give an
isotropic distribution
in BK,. Here again the background does not necessarily have these
constraints.

4.5

Reducing

Background

There is much background from central interactions.
When low x production is studied,
the momenta of PO decay products are also lower. As a result, the background rate increases
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faster than the charm signal. It is known [27] that the combinatoric background in inclusive
processes is significantly
reduced in the fragmentation
region (z 1 0.6). The produced
particles and the decay fragments from the P, especially for high-x production,
are all
focused in a forward cone in the laboratory
system. One has therefore a good efliciency
for detecting all particles in the final state. The diftiactive
pair production reactions with
low combinatoric
background also contribute in this high x region. One would expect more
favorable background conditions at high x for the identification
of resonance P baryon states.
High quality particle identification
(PID) for the largest possible energy range of the
outgoing particles is important
for reducing backgrounds associated with incorrect identiilcation of tracks. This is available in E781, for example, via ring imaging Cerenkov (RICH)
and transition
radiation detector (TRD) PID systems. The separation of vertices is very
important also for reducing the combmatoric backgrounds, as the majority of particles come
from the primary vertex. These and other experimental
techniques to reduce backgrounds
are described in more detaiI in the contribution
of J. Russ [15].

5

Heavy

Baryons

with

Hidden

Charm

In recent years, several candidates were reported for baryon states with unusual properties (narrow decay widths, large branching ratios for the decays with strange particles).
There are candidates for cryptoexotic
baryons with bidden strangeness B.+ =I qqqs$> (q = u
or d quarks) [28]. Although
the existence of such a baryon is not yet confirmed [29], the
suggestions raise the question of the possible existence of heavy cryptoexotic
baryons with
hidden charm B+ =I qqqcC>. If M(B$) <M(rl,)+M@)
N 3.9 GeV, the B+ decays would be
OZI suppressed and the width of this cryptoexotic
baryon would be quite nsrrow (51 MeV).
TO search for such B+ states, it was proposed [30] to use the diffractive production
reaction
p + N + B$ + N; with possible decays of B+ baryons B$ + p + (J/+)G,*
+ p + (Zfl-)
or Be + p + (~),+t -+ p + (K+K-r+vr-;
27r+2n-; Kkr;
~,IIA?T).The u * B was estimated as
roughly 1.5 nb [30]. Assuming the expected Charm2000 efllciency of 2000 events/rib would
hold for these events too, this would correspond to the detection of roughly 3000 events.
If M(B+) A.3 GeV, there would be OZI allowed decays B$ + p + J/+;Ac
+ Do,
etc. Because of a complicated internal color structure of this baryon (see Introduction),
one
expects a narrow decay width (5 100 MeV). Such resonance states may be observable in
difIractive production
reactions.
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6

Conclusions

We described the expected properties of Pentaquarks. Possibilities for enhancing the signal over background in Pentaquark searches were investigated.
General model-independent
predictions were presented as well as those from two models: a loosely bound D;N “and
a strongly-bound
five-quark model. while the current E791 may have marginal sensitivity,
future experiments with more than 10’ reconstructed
charmed baryon events should have
sensitivity to determine whether or not the Pentaquark exists.
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Abstract
The sensitivity
of present charm measurements
are still limited mostly by statistics.
With a proposed charm sample of 10’ (CHAHM2000),~e
systematics will dominate the
sensitivity
of many charm measurements
such as Do-Do Mixing,
FCNC and other rare
decays. Global design considerations
as well es speci& detector design issues in reducing
systematic effects in such measurements are explored.

I. Introduction
For the past decade or so, our understanding
of charm physics has improved steadily.
The size of fully reconstructed
charm samples have grown from a few tens in the early
eighties to a few hundred thousands available at present. This impressive progress can
be attributed
to the development of silicon vertex detection techniques, high rate parallel
data acquisition
systems, advancements in computing,
and accelerator technology.
The
availability
of such large charm samples have made it possible: (a) to accurately measure
the masses and lifetimes of charm mesons and baryons; (b) to discover rare decay modes
and excited states; (c) to make accurate measurements of decay and standard model parameters; (d) to probe CP violation
and flavor changing neutral current decays (FCNC)
in the charm sector; and (e) to investigate the mechanism of chsrm production
as well.
In spite of the remarkable growth in the size of the reconstructed
charm data samples,
the accuracy of present charm physics measurements
are still limited by statistics.
But
the prospect of CHARM2000
aiming to generate three orders of magnitude
more than
the current samples raises interesting
possibilities.
With such a large fully reconstructed
data sample, it is likely that the systematic effects will limit the sensitivity
for rare c&m
decays. This can be extrapolated
from the current limits as addressed in the next sections.
Therefore, to apply severe tests on the standard model, the requirement
will be not only
high statistics but also high precision. Moreover, lower systematic contributions
will greatly
improve the accuracy of all measurements.
Therefore, an experiment such as CHARM2000
should be designed to reduce and control the systematic effects along with producing
a
high statistics charm sample.
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In section II, we outline our general approach to the design of high precision measurements.
Sections III and IV address the issues for reducing the systematic effects in
mixing
and flavor changing neutral current decays. A number of viable
observing Do-m
solutions are attempted.
The relevant issues in charged particle tracking, neutral particle
reconstruction,
and particle identification
are outlined in section V. Section VI deals with
the global design considerations
that will contribute
to systematic effects. Finally in section VII, we briefIy outline the outlook for proposing a high senstivity charm experiment
such as CHARM2008

II. Reducing

Systematic

Effects

The systematic effects can arise due to myriad of factors during all phases of an
experiment
- design, running,
and reconstruction.
In the design stage, the aim should
be for finer resolution and higher efficiency detector components.
The spectrometer
has
to be well controlled,
monitored,
and maintained
at peak performance
during the data
acquisition stage. Beyond this stage, a number of factors such as reconstruction
algorithms,
calibration
techniques and the quality of Monte Carlo simulations
can also contribute
to
systematic effects.
During the design stage, the motivation
should be for improving the sensitivity for rare
and forbidden processes such as those listed below. Therefore, the reconstruction
e&iency
for the relevant decay modes should be greatly enhanced by the design of detector elements.

* Do-m

Mixing:

D’+

+

DOT’,

Do + K-n+,
Do ---) K-p+v,,

Do + K-?r+x+r-,
Do + K-&v

e

Present Limits: DCSD/Mixing
Ratio - 0.47% @ 90% CL [E791 - preliminary
using l/3 data sample] [I]; (0.77 f 0.25 jr 0.25)% [CLEO] [4].

* FCNC:

D+

+

z+p+p-,

Do + p+p-

Present Limit:
for Do (E789] [3]

5 4.6 X 10m5 @ 90% CL for D+

* Lepton

Number

Present

Family
Limit:

result

Violation:

Do +

[E791] [2]; 5 3.1 X 10m5 Q 90% CL

e*@;

5 1.0 X 10v4 [ARGUS]

In thenext two sections, we specifically address the issues for improving the sensitivity
for DO-DO mixing and FCNC decays. In each case, we attempt possible solutions to
enhance the reconstruction
efHciency and thus, improving
the sensitivity
for the relevant
decay processes.
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III.

oO-3

Mixing

tags the D meson as a Do or Do when
The soft pion in the decay D’+ + r+D”
produced. By looking for wrong sign decays (e.g. Do + K+T-,
K+r-?r-r+
or K+T-d’),
one may be able to measure Do + Do mixing, if the D meson can be tagged. The hadronic
wrong sign decays are also allowed via the doubly Cabbibo suppressed mechanism (DCSD).
Recently, CLEO has reported that DCSD in the mode K+?r- is about 1% [4] of the Cabbibo
favored rate. The relative magnitude
of this term and the interference term (DCSD and
mixing) is an additional complication
for hadronic decays. While the semi-leptonic
modes,
Do + K-p+v,,
and K-e+v,,
are free of DCSD, the missing neutrino broadens the Do
mass region. Besides DCSD, many other factors contribute
systematic effects such as soft
pion reconstruction
efficiency, K-s misidentification,
vertex and momentum
resolutions,
and accidental pions at the primary.
To improve the soft pion reconstruction,
the direction and the magnitude
of its momentum has to be measured accurately.
By minimizing
the error in the mass difference,
M(D*+)-M(D’),
many background events can be rejected which would otherwise contaminate the mixing measurement.
How much could the mass difference error be minimized?
A typical value at fixed target experiments today is 1.2 MeV/c*.
Experimentally
the 90%
CL upper limit to l?(D’+)
is 131 KeV [5]. Theoretically
r(D*+)
ranges from this value
down to 25 KeV [6]. The uncertainty
is dominated by the error on the branching fraction
of the radiative decay B(D*+
-+ D+y) = 1.1~~:~ % [7]. The bottom line is that the
natural width is far from the reach of today’s spectrometers.
The soft pion dominates the mass difference error. Consider a typical D’+ + ?r+D”
decay. Let E,+ = 3.0 GeV, .EDO = 40.0 GeV, and the opening angle 0 = 0.806’. Now let the
soft pion travel through 2mm of r3C with a density 3.9 g/cc. This diamond [8,9,10] provides
a dense, low Z target which allows the D meson to exit before decaying.
Decays in air,
rather than in the target material, reduce background arising from secondary interactions.
This 2mm diamond target amounts to 1.7% of a radiation length. One can next calculate
the multiple scattering angle and its et&t on the mass difference.

s(e) = (yE
M D*+ =

M&J

+ wr+

,-/I.

+ 0.2LOGrsXs]

+ =DoE,+(l.

-

pDOp,+COS(8))

Thus the multiple scattering leads to a shift of the D*+ maSs of 65 KeV/c’.
Changing
the magnitude
of the soft pion momentum
by 1% leads to a 70 KeV/c2 D*+ mass shift.
So the targets must be thin. If multiple targets are required, they must be interspersed
with silicon microstrip
detectors. A possible configuration
is shown in Figure 1.
Misidentifying
kaons and pions can also wreck havoc with a mixing measurement.
A
noteworthy
development in the field of Cerenkov counters is the E781-SELEX
RICH [ll]

based on phototubes.
Phototubes work. Phototubes which can distinguish
such as the 1-i” EM1 9124A, are getting down to the $100 range.

single photons,

decays with
To boost the mixing sample one may wish to look for Do + K+n-x”
an electromagnetic
calorimeter.
This detector is also useful for Do -+ K+ e- Fe decays.
DA+NE
[12,13] is developing a lead - scintillating
fiber calorimeter.
Particles intersect
the calorimeter perpendicular
to the the fiber direction.
The volume is 83% lead and 17%
scintillating
fiber. The total thickness for 20 Xs is 14cm. Showers are thus narrow. Because
this thickness corresponds to 0.6 interaction
lengths, hadrons tend to pass through.
The
resolution at 1 GeV is 5%, worse than CsI, but the shower isolation from the thinness may
outweigh raw resolution.
Due to the absence of DCSD, mixing could be better observed by searching for the
wrong sign semi-leptonic
mode :D” + K+ p-Ti;. The relevant issues for this decay mode
such as muon identification,
kaon and pion decays in flight are addressed in the next
sections.

Target-Silicon
Planes
Configuration:
Schematic
Diagram
u-v

X-Y

Material
300
2000

Interaction

micron
micron

X-Y

Length

Radiation

Si

0.00009

0.0032

C

0.0091

0.0193

Figure:1
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Length

IV.

Flavor

Changing

Neutral

Current

Decays

The standard model predicts that the FCNC decays D+ + x+p+p-,
Do + p+pshould proceed at the level of lo-‘.
To improve the present limits, the systematics due to
misidentification,
decays in-flight, vertex, mass resolutions and calorimeter punchthrough
have to be overcome.
In addition to an excellent muon identification
system, the in-flight decays of kaons
and pions to muons have to be minimized.
The flight path should be minimized.
The
pions only lose about 20% of their momenta when they decay as shown in Figure 3. A
fairly accurate second momentum measurement
as part of a muon detector might help.
An iron toroid may not be adequate [14,15]. An air magnet would provide the best resolution. A schematic solution is shown in Figure 2. To minimize multiple scattering in the
hadron absorber upstream of the muon system, AlzOs may be preferable to iron. There is,
however, a premium on a short hadrometer,
so that pions in showers do not have time to
decay into energetic muons. To minimize punchthrough,
neutrons should be thermalized
with hydrogen and then stopped with boron. A sophisticated
tracking system with high
efficiency in the non-bend view can also help to reonstruct the in-flight decays (kinks).

Secondary

Muon
Schematic

Tracking
Diagram

System:

Air

Magnet

1
-

Muon

Figure:

Drift

2
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Tubes:

4 Planes
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view
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V. Detector

Design

Issues

The specific design of each spectrometer
component can be motivated
to reduce the
final systematic effects. The design goals should be the optimization
of efficiencies and resolutions for tracking, vertexing, particle identification
etc.. To reduce multiple scattering,
detector elements and light weight support structures should be opted wherever possible.
Below we briefly outline the major detector design issues to be considered for an optimal
performance.

* Mass Resolution:

The present high-statistics
charm experiments have mass resolutions
By using a superconducting
magnet instead of a
of the order of lo-12 MeV for Do.
conventional
one, magnetic fields of 3 Tesla or higher can be produced in a smaller region
of space. This will also lower the detector volume (decay volume). Combined with a 6ner
resolution tracking system, the mass resolution can be improved by a factor of 2-4. The
mass resolution also depends on the amount of multiple scattering present in the detector
volume which is addressed below.
To improve tracking efficiency, ideally we would like to have redundant planes
* Tracking:
in all views. Also, the overall tracking efficiency should be a weak function of individual
plane ef8ciencies. Present tracking chambers have a resolution of few a hundred microns.
Using straw tube or gas microstrip chambers can improve this resolution by a factor of 2 or
more. Presence of more materials in the decay volume unavoidably
causes more multiple
scattering.
This can be somewhat overcome by building
tracking chambers with gold
plated silicon carbide wires, &minum
field wires [16] or scintillating
fibers. Also recent
development
with helium based drift chamber gases (121 (e.g. He:CbHrs:CF4
(80:19:1))
should prove useful. The empty portions of the decay volume can be filled with low Z gas
such as helium. The total tracking system should be designed with an appropriate pattern
recognition
algorithm
that helps to optimize the tracking &ciency
and resolution.
Muon

Momentum2~stributions

40

18

35

16

30

14

25
20

12
10
a

15

6
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5
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0
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0
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6
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a
Kaon

Decay
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* Vertexing:
The goal for vertex resolution should be about 200-250 microns. The present
silicon microstrip
vertex detectors fall short by a factor of 2 or more. The present day
technology offers two-sided silicon strips with a pitch of 10 microns. Again the configuration
of different tracking views should be motivated by pattern reocognition
as outlined above.
The design of a good beam tracking system can improve the transverse vertex resolutions
considerably.
Segmented targets and minimization
of materials upstreams are necessary
to improve resolution by reducing the amount of multiple scattering.

* Particle
Indentihation:
Particle misidentification
is a major systematic factor contributing
to both signal and background.
On general principles,
less systematic effects
can be achieved using redundant particle identification
systems and high etB?cency devices
(Detection of Internally
Reflected Cerenkov Counters, Aerogel Threshold Counters) in the
required kinematical region. In the particular
case of the decay, D+ + hp+p-,
r-p
separation is crucial. Along with excellent muon identification,
a secondary tracking system
is essential for this as discussed in the last section.
* Neutral

Particle

Reconstruction:

The goal of obtaining
excellent resolution
for
neutral particle reconstruction
such as so, neutron and KI is au optional
issue for a
high-sensitivity
charm experiment
such as CHAHM2000.
The CLEO collaboration
[15]
has demonstrated
a resolution
of 1.5 % at 5 GeV of photon energy and 3.5 % at 100
MeV for their barrel CsI calorimeter.
Also recently, the BABAR collaboration
[17] has
chosen CsI over other options such as BaF, liquid krypton,
and scintillating
fiber. Using
a uranium-scintillator
based hadrometer, the ZEUS has obtained a resolution of 32%/a
[18]. It should be noted that the high e&ciency for neutral particle reconstruction
is very
expensive costing tens of millions of dollars.
* Trigger
Bias: One of the key challenges for a high-sensitivity
charm experiment is that
of a development
of a trigger that will contribute
less systematic errors. For example a
mild ET trigger introduces lower bias for the lifetime distributions
than a vertex trigger.
Vertex triggers are likely to enrich the long lifetime events. On the other hand, an ET
trigger will sdversely affect the systematic contributions
for the study of charm production
properties.
Consequently, it is necessary to design a trigger that will have less dependence
on the chosen physics goals and contribute minimum systematics bias. A mild ET trigger
might be a suitable candidate for FCNC decays and Do-m
Mixing studies. Also, it has
been long known that ET trigger of 5-6 GeV produces an enrichment factor of 2-4 in the
hadro-production
of charm.

VI.

Global

Design

Considerations

A number of global issues such as backgrounds, particle-antiparticle
asymmetries, experimental
control and monitoring,
alignment systems, calibration
techniques, and reconstruction
algorithms
should be considered in detail during the design phase of a high-
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sensitivity
experiment.
These factors play important
roles in reducing
atic effects. Below, we briefly consider each of these factors:

* Physics

the overall

system-

Backgrounds:

Physics backgrounds can arise due to similar decay topology
and decay properties
such as lifetime.
For example, the decay D+ + ?T-?T+zT+ is an
unavoidable
background to the FCNC decay D+ -+ n+p+,uas discussed in section IV.
In this case, the design emphasis should be placed on obtaining
premium efficiency for
muon, kaon and pion identification
while optimizing
the tracking for reconstruction
of
kinks (secondary kson and pion decays).

* Production

Asymmetries:
Production
asymmetries are caused by the nature of beam
For example, a negative pion beam produces more D- mesons than D+
and target.
mesons. A residual beam polarization
in hyperon experiments can cause systematic effects
in the final polarization
measurements.
SufEicient design emphasis in determining
the beam
parameters such as momentum,
polarization
etc. is necessary.
* Particle-Antiparticle

Acceptance:
In a highly sensitive CP violating
decays, it
will be essential to have an understanding
of the differences in particle and antiparticle
acceptance corrections.
These differences will vary with momentum
and the amount of
material present in their tracks. The difference in the interactions
of K- and K+ in the
calorimeter is a well known example.

* Experimental

Control
and Monitoring:
There is a multitude
of experimental
parameters such as high and low voltages, gas pressures, temperatures,
magnet currents etc.
that determine the efficiency of any given spectrometer.
A well designed, robust control and monitoring
system (such as EPICS [19]) will be essential for peak spectrometer
performance and the proper calibration
of detector elements.

* Alignment
Systems and Calibration
Techniques:
The complete knowledge of
detector geometry is of paramount
importance for finer resolutions and higher efficiencies.
There are sophisticated
available laser systems 1201 that provide alignment
of tracking
devices to a few hundred microns.
hnproper
calibration
schemes for detector readouts
such as ADCs, TDC’s etc. can dilute the detector efficiencies and contribute
systematic
effects.
* Reconstruction

Algorithms:

The efBciency for reconstruction
of an event directly
depends on the reconstruction
algorithms
for tracking and vertexing.
For example, a
good pattern recognition
algorithm can make a considerable improvement
in the tracking
efficiency. This reduces random background and thus contributes less systematic effects.
Even a small change in single track efficiency can make a large impact on the reconstruction
of multi-particle
decays. Therefore, a considerable amount of effort should be placed on
developing such algorithms.
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VII.

Outlook

for CHARM2000

Is it possible to realize a generic charm experiment
capable of producing
a reconstructed charm sample of 10’ during early 2000’s? Before answering, we should also
consider the potential
competition
from three approved B-factories - i.e., BABAR, KEK,
and CLEO III. The B mesons and baryons mostly decay into intermediate
charm states
making them also huge charm factories! CLEO is already on-line while BABAR and KEK
are supposed to be producing physics by the year 2000!
We feel that a better alternative
for a generic charm lo8 experiment would be to opt
for a high statistics and high precision FCNC or Do-p
mixing search. In the case of
FCNC search, an efl’icient lepton trigger can be developed.
This might also prove cost
effective and has less competition
from the B-factories.
A much detailed design for such
an experiment
addressing issues such as rate limit, radiation
protection,
trigger design,
sensitivity
etc. would be an excellent theme for a future workshop.
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Abstract
A number of ways are reviewed in which the study of charmed particles can answer corr.~
spending questions about particles containing b quarks. Topics include the properties of resor~ances,the magnitude of decay constants, the size of spin-dependent effects, and the hierarchy
of lifetime differences.
1

Introduction

The study of charmed particles is of interest not only in its own right,
information it can provide about particles containing b quarks.

but for the

Charmed particles are relatively easy to produce. In the standard electroweak picture,
their weak decays are unlikely to exhibit detectable CP-violating
effects, and are noticeably
afFected by strong interactions.
The good news is that these strong interactions
are rich and
easily studied.
Particles containing
b quarks are much harder to produce.
Their weak interactions
(again, in the conventional view) are expected to be a rich source of observable CP-violating
phenomena, and to be less polluted by the strong interactions.
However, these strong inter-

actions are still important
their study is hampered

(for example, one needs to know B meson decay constants), but
by a lack of statistics.

Here, chaxrned particles

can be very helpful.

Many questions regarding B hadrons can benefit from the corresponding
studies of
charmed particles. These include resonances, spin-dependent effects, lifetime differences, and
form factors for heavy-to-light
weak transitions.
Moreover, since weak decays of B hadrons
often involve charm, the branching ratios of charmed particles are cm&l in determining
the
corresponding B branching ratios.
This brief article touches upon some of the ways in which information
particles ciin be applied to the corresponding
states containing b quarks.
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about charmed
In Section 2 we

review the relevant aspects of heavy quark symmetry permitting
an extrapolation
from charm
to beauty. Section 3 is devoted to the open questions facing the study of CP violation in B
decays, with emphasis on parallels with chsrm. Section 4 is devoted to strange B’s: their
production, masses, snd mixings, and the corresponding questions for charm. Heavy meson
decay constants, for which we have partial information
in the case of charm, are treated in
Section 5. Heavy baryon spectra =e discussed in Section 6, while Section 7 treats lifetime
differences. We summarize in Section 8.

2

Heavy

quark

symmetry

In a hadron containing a single heavy quark, that quark (& 7 c or b) plays the role of
sn atomic nucleus, with the light degrees of freedom (quarks, antiquarks, gluons) analogous
to the electron cloud. The properties of hadrons containing b quarks (we shah call them
B hadrons) then can be calculated from the corresponding properties of chsrmed particles
by taking account [l] of a few simple “isotope effects.” For example, if 4 denotes a light
antiquark, the mass of a 84 meson can be expressed as
.
+ a(cq. cQ) + CI(m;*)
Q
m.m
Here the constant depends only on the radial and orbital quantum numbers n and .L The
(ps)/2mo term expresses the dependence of the heavy quark’s kinetic energy on mq, while
the last term is a hyper6ne interaction.
The expectation value of (uq . UQ) is ($1, -3) for
Jp = (I-, O-) mesons. If we define w K [3M(l-)
+ M(O-)]/4,
we find
Al(@)

= mq + const.[n,e]

mb-%+~-2m,-

“)

+ $J

@“) - z(B$

- x(c@)

1: 3.34 GeV

.

so mb - m, > 3.34 GeV, since @‘) > 0. Details of this picture which are of interest include
(1) the effects of replacing nonstrange quarks with strange ones, (2) the energies associated
with orbital excitations,
(3) the size of the @‘) term, and (4) the magnitude of hyperfine
effects. In all cases there exist ways of using information
about charmed hadrons to predict
the properties of the corresponding B hadrons.

3

CP violation

3.1
3.1.1

The CKM
Parameters

and B mesons
matrix
and their values

In a parametrization
u, c, t and the columns

[2] in which the rows of the CKM
by d, s, b, we may write

x
vti K v,

AX3( I-

p - iv)
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1 -X=/2
-AX2

[3, 41 matrix
AX3(p - iq)
AX’
1

are labelled

by

I.

(3)

v‘-%.+m
(4

1

Ah3
Figure 1: The unitarity
elements)/AX3

triangle.

(a) Relation obeyed by CKM elements; (b) relation obeyed by (CKM

Note the phases in the elements I& and V& These phases allow the standard
interaction
to generate CP violation as a higher-order weak effect.

V - A

The parameter X is measured by a comparison of strange particle decays with muon
decay and nuclear beta decay, leading to X = sin0 z 0.22, where 0 is just the Cabibbo [3]
angle. The dominant decays of b-flavored hadrons occur via the element Vd = AAs. The
lifetimes of these hadrons and their semileptonic branching ratios then lead to estimates in
the range A = 0.7 - 0.9. The decays of b-flavored hadrons to charmless fmal states allow one
to measure the magnitude of the element Vd and thus to conclude that Jm
= 0.2 - 0.5.
The least certain quantity is the phase of Vl: Arg (VA) = arctsn(n/p).
We shsll mention
ways in which information
on this quantity may be improved, in part by indirect information
associated with contributions
of higher-order diagrams involving the top quark.
The unitarity
of V and the fact that VY and Ve are very close to 1 allow us to write
VG + Vu N AX3, or, dividing by a common factor of AX3, p + in
+
(1 - p - in) = 1.
The point (p,n) thus describes in the complex plane one vertex of a triangle whose other
two vertices are (0,O) and (0,l). This triangle and conventional definitions of its angles are
depicted in Fig. 1.

3.1.2

Indirect

information

Indirect information
on the CKM matrix
K” - I?’ mixing, through the contributions
of
and two quarks of charge 2/3 (u, c, t) on the
with a mass of rnr = 174 f 10 ?:i GeV/cZ has
associated with these box diagrams.

comes from I?’ - B” mixing and CP-violating
box diagrams involving two charged W bosons
intermediate lines. Evidence for the top quark
recently been reported [5], reducing the errors

The original evidence for B” - B” mixing came from the presence of Yvrong-sign”
leptons in B meson semileptonic
decays [6]. The splitting Amn between mass eigenstates is
proportional
to f~rn~\&#
times a slowly varying function of rn+ Here f~ is the B meson
decay constant. The contributions
of lighter quarks in the box diagrams, while necessary to
cut off the high-energy behavior of the loop integrals, are numerically insignificant.
The CKM element IV,/ is proportional

to ll-p-iv].
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Thus, exact knowledge

of AmB,

f~

0.6

0.4
F

0.2

0.0

Figure 2: Contours of 68% (inner curve) and 90% (outer curve) confidence levels for regions in the (p, q)
plane. Dotted semicircles denote central value and k1.r limits implied by IVJV,s] = 0.08 f 0.03. Plotted
point corresponds to minimum x’ = 0.17, while (dashed, solid) curves correspond to Ax* = (2.3, 4.6)

and mt would specify a circular arc in the (p,r]) plane with center (1,O). Errors on all these
quantities
spread this arc out into a band. Present averages [7] give (Am~/rn)
= 0.71f0.07.
This value (close to 1) is nearly optimal for observing CP-violating
asymmetries in B” decays.
Similar box diagrams govern the parameter E in CP-violating
K” - l?’ mixing.
Here
the dominant contribution
to the imaginary part of the off-diagonal mass matrix element is
proportional
to firn:
Im (Vz) times a slowly varying function of m. Charmed quarks also
provide a small contribution.
tional
(l,O),

3.1.3

The kaon decay constant is known: f~ = 160 MeV. The imaginary part of VM is proporto ~(1 - p). Knowledge of E thus specifies a hyperbola in the (p, 7) plane with focus at
which is spread out into a band because of uncertainties
in hadronic matrix elements.

Allowed

(p, 7) region

Information
on I&,/V&j specifies a circular band in the (p, 7) plane. When this constraint
is added to those mentioned above, one obtains the potatoshaped
region shown in Fig. 2.
Here we have taken rat = 174 f 17 GeV/Z,
fn = 180 & 30 MeV, (p’ + q*)‘/’ = 0.36 i
0.14 (corresponding
to [VU/&[
= 0.08 f 0.03), and A = 0.79 & 0.09 (corresponding
to
Vd = 0.038 k 0.005). A parameter known its BK describes the degree to which the box
diagrams dominate the CP-violating
K” - I?’ mixing. We take BK = 0.8 f 0.2, and set the
corresponding value for B mesons equal to 1. A QCD correction [8] to the B” - B” mixing
amplitude has been taken to be r&CD = 0.6 f 0.1. Other parameters and fitting methods are

as discussed in more extensive treatments
reach qualitatively
similar conclusions.
The best fit corresponds
ranges are:

elsewhere [9, lo]. Several parallel

to p N 0, 7 N 0.36, while at 90% confidence
‘I N 0.3

:

-0.4 5 p 5 0.4

p”0

:

9) N- 0.3 x 2*i

analyses [ll,
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level the allowed

;
.

(4)

A broad range of parameters gives an acceptable description of CP violation in the kaon
system. The study of CP violation in B decays could co&m
or disprove this picture.

3.2

Modes

of studying

CP violation

in B decays

Any manifestation
of CP violation requires some sort of interference. We give two of the
main examples under consideration for B decays. We then discuss how charmed particles
can provide useful information
in both cases.

3.2.1

Self-tagging

Inequality
of
and B- + #If-,
change sign while
weak phases are
requires knowing
3.2.2

decays
the rates for a process and its charge conjugate, such as B+ + *OK+
would signify CP violation.
Under charge conjugation,
the weak phases
the strong phases do not. A rate difference can arise if both strong and
different in two channels (here, I = l/2 and I = 3/2).
Interpretation
the strong phase shift difference 6 s &,s - &i/s.

Decays to CP eigenstates

Interference between a decay amplitude and a mixing amplitude can lead to rate differences between decays of Be’s and B”s to CP eigenstates such as J/$Ks
or K+R-. Here, no
strong phase shift is needed to generate an observable effect, and decay rate asymmetries can
directly probe angles of the unitarity
triangle. However, it is necessary to know the flavor of
the initial neutral B meson.

3.3

Final-state

phases

Several examples involving charmed particles can be instructive in how one obtains finalstate phase shift information
horn decay rates. These examples turn out to have parallels in
the case of B mesons, but the cases of real interest for CP violation in the B system turn
out to be somewhat more complex.
The decays D + I?* are characterized by the quark subprocess c -+ sud, which has
AI = AIs = 1, and so there are two final-state amplitudes, one with I = l/2 and one with
I = 3/2. The amplitudes for decays to specific charge states can be written in terms of
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isospin amplitudes as A(D+ + ROT+) = A3i2; A(D” + K-r+)
= (2/3)A1j2 + (1/3)Aslz;
A(D” --* I?‘s’)
= fi(As/z
- Aq2)/3.
The amplitudes then obey a triangle relation, and
by considering the observed rates one finds the relative phase of the I = l/2 and I = 312
amplitudes to be around 90” (131. Thi s is likely to indicate the importance
of resonant
structure. The I = l/2 channel is ‘non-exotic”
(it can be formed of a quark-antiquark
state),
while the I = 3/2 chrtnnel is “exotic,” requiring at least two quarks and two antiquarks.
No
resonances have been seen in exotic channels, while there is an I = l/2 KT resonance just
around the mass of the D meson [14].
Triangle constructions similar to that mentioned above indicate that the relative phase of
I = l/2 and I = 312 amplitudes in D -f k’rr appears to be about 90”, while it appears to be
about 0 in D + i?p. This difference may be due to details of resonance couplings, but could
not have been anticipated
a priori.
It illustrates
the importance
of actual measurements
rather than theoretical prejudices in the evaluation of fmal-state phase shift differences.
The decays D +
subprocesses). The AI
3/2 transitions lead to
amplitudes,
and the I
consistent with 90”.

xs are governed by the subprocess c + dud (or c + u penguin
= l/2 transitions
lead to an I = 0 71x final state, while the AI =
an I = 2 ?TX final state. Again, a triangle relation holds between
= 0 and I = 2 amplitudes are found [15] to have a relative phase

The decays B -+ dv involve the quark subprocess 5 -P ?ud and so their isospin analysis
parallels that of D + Km. It has recently been concluded [16] that present data are consistent
with a relative phase shift of zero between the I = l/2 and I = 312 amplitudes.
The decays B + Ks involve the quark subprocesses g 4 FUC and 8 --* 3 (penguin
processes), and thus are characterized by both AI = 0 and AI = 1 transitions.
The AI = 0
transitions can lead only to an I = l/2 final state, while the AI = 1 transitions lead to both
I = l/2 and I = 312 final states. Four B -t Kn decay amplitudes then can be expressed in
terms of two I = l/2 and one I = 3/2 reduced amplitude, leading to a quadrangle relation
[17]. Suggestions have been made [18] for incorporating
information
kom B 4 KX decays
with the help of flavor SU(3) and untangling
various final-state phases in the Kx channel.

3.4

Flavor

tagging

in neutral

B decays

As mentioned above, the decays of neutral B mesons to CP eigenstates can provide crisp
information
on angles in the unitarity
triangle if one can “tag” the flavor of the decaying B
at the time of its production.
One method for doing this [19] relies on the correlation of a
neutral B with a charged pion.
This method [20] is already in use for tagging neutral D decays. The charged D’
resonance is far enough above the neutral D that the decays D’+ --f r+D” and D’- + r-Do
are kinematically
allowed. Here one is interested in whether a given final state haa arisen
fTom mixing or from the doubly-suppressed
process c -P dus.
In the case of B mesons, the B’ is only 46 MeV above the B, so the decay B’ + Bx
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<l3o

q$?
rr+

rr-

Figure 3: Quark graphs illustrating pion-B correlations. Fragmentation of a 6 quark leads to a 8’ and a
nearby x*, while fragmentation of a b quark leads to a @ and a nearby PT.

is kinematically
forbidden. Nonetheless, one can expect non-trivial
correlations between the
flavor of a produced B and a pion nearby in phase space, either as a result of correlations in
the fragmentation
process or through the decays of resonances above the B’. In both cases,
the corresponding physics for chaxmed particles is easy to study and will provide interesting
information.

3.5

Pion - B correlations

The pion-B correlation in a fragmentation
picture is illustrated
in Fig. 3. When incorporated into a neutral B meson, a 5 quark is ‘dressed” with a d, leading to a B”. The
next quark down the rapidity chain is a & which will appear in a pion of positive charge.
Similarly, a @’ is more likely to be correlated with a ?r-.
The existence of this correlation in CDF data is still a matter of some debate. It would
be interesting to see if it exists for charmed particles. One would have to subtract out the
contribution
of D’ decays, of course.

3.6

B”

resonances

A B” or B”
a negative pion.
resonant.

and their

can resonate with
The combinations

charmed

equivalents

a positive pion, while a 8’ or p0 can resonate with
Box- and &+
are exotic, and not expected to be

The lowest-lying resonances which can decay to B?r or B’z are expected to be the Pwave zq states. We call them B” (to distinguish them from the B*‘s). The expectations for
masses of these states [19, 211, based on extrapolation
horn the known D” resonances, are
summarized in Table 1.
The known D” resonances are a 2+ state around 2460 MeVJ2,
decaying to Dx and
D’T, and a l+ state around 2420 MeV/c2, decaying to D’T.
These states are relatively
narrow, probably because they decay via a D-wave. In addition, there are expected to be
much broader (and probably lower) D” resonances: a l+ state decaying to D*?r and a O+
state decaying to Da, both via S-waves.

Table 1: P-wave resonances of a b quark and a light (G or 2) a&quark

JP

Mess

WV/8
2+
1+
1+
0+

<
<

5.77
5.77
5.77
5.77

Allowed final
state(s)
Br, B’a
B’a
B’*
B*

Once the masses of D” resonances are known, one can estimate those of the corresponding B’ states by adding about 3.32 GeV (the quark msss difference minus a small binding
correction).
Adding a strange quark adds about 0.1 GeV to the mass. Partial decay widths
of D” states are also related to those of the B**‘s [21]. Thus, the study of excited charmed
states can play a crucial role in determining
the feasibility of methods for identifying
the
flavor of neutral B mesons.

4

Strange

B’s

4.1

Production

It
These
effects
D+ :

is important
ratios aEect
peculiar to
Do : D, :

4.2

Masses

to know the ratios of production of different B hadrons: B+ : B” : B. : Ab.
signals for mixing and the dilution of flavor-tagging
methods. Aside from
the decays D’ + Dn, one should have similar physics in the ratios
A c.

It appears that the B, states are about 90 MeV above the B’s [21]. One predicts a similar
splitting for the strange and nonstrange vector mesons [22]. The corresponding splittings for
charmed particles are about 100 MeV for both pseudoscalar and vector mesons, as well as
for the observed P-wave levels. This leads to a more general question: How much mass does
a strange quark add? This is an interesting
aisotope effect” which in principle could probe
binding effects in the interquark force.

4.3

B, - B. mixing

The box diagrams which lead to K” -go and B” - B” mixing also mix strange B mesons
with their a.ntiparticles.
One expects (A~)]B,/(A~)]B,
= (~B./~B~)~(Bs,/BB~)~V~~/V~~~,
which should be a very large number (of order 20 or more). Thus, strange B’s should undergo
many particle-antiparticle
oscillations before decaying.

Table 2: Dependence of mixing parameter E, on top quark mass and B, decay constant.

m (GeV/Z)
f~. WV)
150
200
250

157

174

191

7.6
13.5
21.1

8.9
15.8
24.7

10.2
18.2
28.4

The main uncertainty in an estimate of I, = (Am/I’) B, is associated with f&. The CKM
elements J& N -0.04 and Ve 21 1 which govern the dominant (top quark) contribution
to
the mixing we known fairly well. We show in Table, 2 the dependence of z, on f~. and no.
To measure I,, one must study the time-dependence
of decays to specific final states and
their charge-conjugates
with resolution much less than the B, lifetime (about 1.5 ps).

5

5.1

Heavy

meson decay constants

The D.

Direct measurements are available so far only for the D. decay constant.
The WA75
collaboration
[23] has seen 6 - 7 D. -+ pv events, and Fermilab E653 and the BES detector
at the Beijing Electron-Positron
Collider (BEPC) also have a handful. The CLEO Collaboration [24] has a much larger statistical sample; the main errors arise from badsground
subtraction
and overall normalization
(which relies on the D, + &x branching ratio). The
actual measurement is r = B(D, --) ,w)/B(D,
-+ &r) = 0.245 zk 0.052 Z!C0.074.
A better measurement of B(e)
= B(D, --) &v) is sorely needed. One method ,[25]
is to apply factorization
[26] to the decay B ---) D.D, where D, -+ #x, to obtain the
combination
G”,.B(&r).
Since T cc fia/B(&r),
one can extract both the decay constant and
the desired branching ratio. Using this and other methods, Muheim and Stone [25] estimate
f~, = 315 It 45 MeV and B(&r) = (3.6 h O.S)%.
The large value of f~. implies a branching ratio of about 9% for D. + -r+
news for experiments [27] contemplating
the production of vz in beam dumps.
*
5.2

The charged

This is good

D

By searching for the decay D + pu in the decays of D mesons produced in the reaction
e+e- ---* $(3770) + D+D-,
the Mark III co 11a b ora t’ion has obtained the upper limit [28]
f~ < 290 MeV (90% c.1.). The BES d et e ct or at Beijing should be able to improve upon this
limit, which is not far above theoretical expectations
[30, 31, 321.
The CLEO

measurement

of fD. mentioned

above relied on photon-D.

correlations

in

0.0
100

Figure 4: Variation

150

200

250

of x2 in a fit to CKM parameters as a function

of f~.

the decay 0: + D.7. One may be able to search for the decay D+ -a pv by looking
so - D+ correlation in the decay D’+ + D+x’ [29].

5.3

B Meson

for the

decay constants

If fB were better known, the indetermin acy in the (p,n) plane associated with fits to
CKM parameters would be reduced considerably. We show in Fig. 4 the variation in xs for
the fit described in Sec. 3.1 when fB is taken to have a fixed value. An acceptable fit is
obtained for a wide range of values, with x2 = 0 for fn = 153 and 187 MeV.
The reason for the flat behavior of x2 with fn is illustrated
in Fig. 5. The dashed line,
labeled by values of fn, depicts the (p,~) value for the solution with minimum x2 at each fn.
The product II- p - ;qlfB is constrained to be a constant by B” - B” mixing. The product
~(1 - p) is constrained to be constant by the value of E. The locus of solutions to these two
conditions lies approximately
tangent to the circular arc associated with the constraint on
IV&/V’]
for a wide range of values of fB.
The uncertainty
in fn thus becomes a major source of uncertainty
in p, which will not
improve much with better information
on IV,/V,l.
Fortunately,
several estimates of fB are
available, and their reliability
should improve.
Lattice

gazlge theories have attempted

to evaluate

decay constants

for D and B mesons.

Figure 5: Locus of points in (p, s) corresponding to minimum x1 for fixed values of fs. Circular arcs depict
central value and &lo errors for IV’,/V.,l. Solid dots denote points with x2 = 0.
A representative

set [31] is
fB = 187 f 10 f 34 + 15 MeV

,

f&

MeV

,

f~ = 208 f 9 f 35 3~ 12 MeV

,

f~. =230f7f30f18

,

=207f9+3d+22

MeV

(5)

where the first errors are statistical, the second are associated with fitting and lattice constant, and the third arise from scaling from the static (mq = co) limit. The spread between
these and some other lattice estimates [32] is larger than the errors quoted above, however.
@ark models can provide estimates of decay constants and their ratios.
In a nonrelativstic
model [33], the decay constant f~ of a heavy meson M = &q with mass MM is
related to the square of the &q wave function at the origin by & = 12]@(0)]2/M~.
The
ratios of squares of wave functions can be estimated from strong hyperiine splittings between
vector and pseudoscalar states, AMu 0: IQ(0)12/m~mq.
The equality of the 0: - D. and
D’ - D splittings then suggests that
fD/fD.

= (md/W)“2

1: 0.8 21 fB/f&

,

where we have assumed that similar dynamics govern the light quarks bound
and b quarks. In lattice estimates these ratios range between 0.8 and 0.9.

to charmed

An improved measurement of fD. and a first measurement of fD could provide a valuable
check on predictions of various theories and could help pin down B meson decay constants,
since ratios are expected to be more reliably predicted than individual
constants [34].

A( 1520)

t

400

t

L = 1

,/’

3/2L= 1
--___-_--

Fire

6

Charmed

baryon

3/2-.

-

1/2-

6: Ground states and first orbital excitations of A and AC levels.

spectra

The A, baryon is a particularly
simple object in heavy-quark symmetry, since its lightquark system consists of a u and d quark bound to a state [udl of zero spin, zero isospin,
and color antitriplet.
Comparisons with the Ab = b[ud] and even with the A = s[u(rI are thus
particularly
easy.
The [ud] diquark in the A can be orbitally excited with respect to the strange quark. The
L = 1 excitations consist of a fine-structure
doublet, the A( 1405) with spin-parity
Jp = l/2and the A(l520) with Jp = 3/2-.
The spin-weighted
average of this doublet is 366 MeV
above the A. These states are illustrated
on the left-hand side of Fig. 6.
Within the past couple of years candidates have been observed [35] for a corresponding
L = 1 doublet of charmed baryons. These are illustrated on the right-hand
side of Fig. 6.
The lower-lying
candidate, 308 MeV above the A0 decays to &rr, while the higher-lying
candidate, 342 MeV above the A,, does not appear to decay to &x, but rather to A,n?r.
This pattern can be understood [36] if th e 1ower csndidate has Jp = l/2and the higher
has Jp = 3/2+. The lower state can decay to C,P via an S-wave, while the higher one would
have to decay to C,s via a D-wave. It would have no trouble decaying to C:a via an S-wave,
however. The predicted C:, with Jp = 3/2+, has not yet been identified.

The spin-weighted average of the excited A, states is 331 MeV above the AC, a slightly
smaller excitation energy than that in the A system. The difference is easily understood in
terms of reduced-mass effects. The L. S splittings appear to scale with the inverse of the
heavy quark (s or c) mass.
The corresponding
with an L. S splitting

7

excited AS states probably
of about 10 MeV.

Lifetime

differences

Charmed

particle

lifetimes

lie 300 to 330 MeV above the &(5630),

range over a factor of ten, with

T-(S) < T(&)

< T(2,)

N T(lP)

N 7(D.)

< T(D+)

(7)

Effects which contribute to these differences [37] include (a) an overall nonleptonic enhancement from QCD [38], (b) interference when at least two quarks in the final state are
the same [39], (c) exchange and annihilation
graphs, e.g. in AC and Zz decays [40], and (d)
l&al-state interactions
[41].
In the case of B hadrons, theorists estimate that all these efFects shrink in importance
to less than ten percent [42]. However, since the measured semileptonic branching ratio for
B decays of about 10 or 11% differs from theoretical calculations of 13% by some 20%, one
could easily expect such differences among different &flavored hadrons. These could arise,
for example, from final-state interaction
effects. As mentioned earlier [18], there are many
tests for such effects possible in the study of decays of B mesons to pairs of pseudoscalars.

8

Summary

Charmed particles are a rich source of information
about what to expect in the physics
of particles containing b quarks, in addition to being interesting in their own right.
Some properties of charmed particles are expected to be very close to those of B hadrons,
such as excitation energies. Others sre magnified in the case of charm, being proportional
to some inverse power of the heavy quark mass.
Charmed particles are easier to produce than B hadrons in a hadronic
in photoproduction),
and so are a natural area of study for fixed-target
as those being performed and planned at Fermilab.
The high-statistics
particles could have a broad impact on fundamental
questions in particle
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Charm2000 Workshop Summary
R. J. Morrison
U.C.S.B.
I found this to be a very interesting workshop. Fit we heard proponentsfor five
very different experimental envhonments for producing and detecting really large
samplesof charmed events.We heard talks by Jeff Appel and Jim Wiss on Fermilab fixed
target results. E687 and E791 have on the order of 100 thousandreconstructedcharmed
events and future approvedexperiments expect an order of magnitude more. Then we
heard Ame Freyberger and David Besson discussthe beautiful CLEO results and make
projections for B factory charm samples at & = 10 GeV. Then Walter Toki told us
about BES and he and JoseRepond argued for a tart/charm factory at & = 4 GeV, the
region where charm was ftrst discovered at SPEAR. Joel Butler discussedcharm
possibilities at the Tevauon collider and SebastianWhite discusseda possible scenarioat
RHIC. It has only been 18 years since Get-sonGoldhaber and his MARK I colleagues
heroically detected the first charm events,and now we are seriously talking about
reconstructedcharmed samplesof I 10’ eventsproduced and detectedat five different
types of acceleratorenvironments.
I. Some highlights from the data
First I have selectedjust a few results from the data presentedin the talks by Jim Wiss
and Ame Freyberger. I focus on charm semileptonlc decays.
1. There is now overwhelming confnmation of the result that
-.
W-+K
wo.55.
r(D + mu)
This implies that the axial form factor Al(O) is smaller than predictions. This is in
contrast to the vector form factor f+(O) measuredin decays to the pseudoscalar,which
seemsto be well predicted by models.
2. The new data also supportsthe notion that the two main Cabibbo-favoredD decays
plus an expected 8% for Cabibbo-suppressedD decays saturatesthe inclusive D
semileptonic rate,
T(D-,~~u)+T(D-~~z~~)+c.s.~~(D-,x~~~)
3. CLEO has gocd measurementsof semileptonic Ds decaysto rl and rl’. They
find,
=l-(D+F3u)
w2 + W)
r(D, + m)+r(~.
-3 qfh) - r(D+F%) .
This evidence suggests&at the strange and nonstrangesemileptonic decaysare very
similar, as expected, and lends credibility to two separateassumptionswhich can be used
to estimate the Ds branching ratio scale:
a. The Ds and D semileptonic decay rates to the vector are equal,

r(D,+ ~ZU)
=r(D-+F%J),
b. The Ds inclusive rate is equal to that of the nonstrangeD’s, and as with the
nonstrangeD’s, is saturatedby the lowest lying pseudoscalarand vector decays,
r(D,+@ztY)+r(D,
+qzu)+r(D,+
JI'lu)+c.s.=r(D+xIu).
Either of these assumptionsleads to approximately the estimate,
B(D, +~n)=(4.0+0.8)%.
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In his talk, Walter Toki mentioned that BES is measuring this branching ratio directly,
and that BES is seeingvery few 0, + +c decays.This could be due either to a low
branching ratio or a low production crossection.If BES measuresa branching ratio much
below 3%, our nice, consistentpicture of D semileptonic decays will be destroyed.
IL Some theoretical issues
It has usually been assumedthat HQET is not very useful for charm decaysdue to the
low mass of the final quarks. We saw, however, at this workshop an HQET calculation
by Michael Luke of the inclusive D semileptonic rate,
r(D + Xe’u) = ~{,v~~[(l-2a;~)g(~)+~)~~(~)-~~2(~)]
192x3

+IvJ

i

l-

%01J
31L g(O) + ysa2

)
cII+...

where& and 1, are parametersrelated to x2 corrections. This is certainly a great
theoretical advance. On the other hand it is proportional to the charmedquark mass to
the tifth power and we do not have an experimental recipe for determining this mass.
Arne Freyberger hasjust presentedthe CLEO result,
B(D’ + Xev) = (6.97 -+0.18 rt 0.30)%. In order to approachthis precision with a
prediction, using the above expression,the charmedquark massneedsto be known to a
accuracy of 1%.
Jim Wiss and Arne Freyberger have pointed out that another application of HQET
to charm is the prediction of the polarization parameterin the decay, A, + Nu, which
agreesvery well with the CLEO and ARGUS measurements.
At this workshop we found a growing interest in charmed baryons. Jean-Marc
Richard discussedbaryons with more than one charmed quark. Isi Dunietz believes that a
signiticsnt type of B decay has beenignored. This involves the inner spectatordiagram
where the W couples to ~5sand there are two charmed baryons in the flnal state.This
would explain the low B inclusive semileptonic branching ratio since it enhancesthe
hadronic rate, and it explains the soft h,momentum spectrum. Isi explained how to test
his predictions with existing CLEO data and we will soonknow whether his excitement
is justified.
IIL Near future physics
John Cumalat and Jim Russ told us about experiments which will be taking data in
the fixed target run starting about Jan. 1996. Experiment E831 is a photoproduction
experiment which is an enhancedcontinuation of the E687 program. Projecting from past
experience, they expect to obtain about a million reconstructedcharmed events.That is
about an order of magnitude beyond the E687 and E791 data samplesand will produce a
wealth of physics.
E78 1 will focus on charmed baryons produced with a hyperon beam. The
experimental layout is unique in a number of respects.It is very long, providing decay
spacefor very high energy lambda decays.It emphasizesthe large x region and it has an
on-line vertex trigger. E781 expectsto obtain hundredsof thousandsof charmed baryon
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decays,including more than five thousand R, decays. The expectedyields in this
experiment are not basedon past experience, as for E831, and therefore contain a larger
uncertainty, especially since they dependupon the production crossection at large x. This
experiment should greatly improve our knowledge of charmed bsryons.
IV. Very high sensitivity charm physics
As we look beyond the next Fermilab fixed target run to the more distant future we
must consider the charm physics which will be coming from B factories and that which
may be possible with a future very high sensitivity experiment. Roughly we can consider
two categories:
A. Very good standard model physics Here we have a very long list of important
topics.
certainly the semileptonic decaysneed to be studied with as much precision as
possible. The q2 dependenciesof the vector form factors, and the comparisonswith the
Ds and Cabibbo suppressedform factors, where there is different strangenessin the initial
or final stateparticles, are important issuesrequiring very high statistics. Chsnn baryons
will be increasingly important. JonathanRosner has pointed out the relationship between
charm and B physics. The relationship between the Cabibbo-suppressedcharm form
factors and Charmless semileptonic B decaysis very important. The accurateextraction
of IV&l from B semileptonic decaysmay depend upon the knowledge of the appropriate
charm form factors. Double Cabibbo suppresseddecays (DCSD) will be very interesting.
As pointed out by Ted Liu in his contribution, an understandingof the population of the
DCSD Dalitz plot may lx useful in observing mixing.
Of course the list of important topics is very long. Charm physics is a very rich
subject Arne Freyberger pointed out that CLEO publishes about twice as many papers on
charm as it does on B physics. This will probably continue as long as increasingly useful
data samplesbecome available.
B. Nonstandard model Physics. Is there a window in the charm sector for the
discovery of really new physics?Perhapsthis is the most important issue discussedat the
workshop.
GustavoBurdman addressedthe issueof neutral D mixing. In contrast to earlier
estimatesby Wolfenstein and others that long distance effects may lead to mixing at the
1.0-3level, he calculates that within the standardmodel there is no mechanism leading to
mixing at a level above about 10-8. It was mported that Wolfenstein and others now agree
with this much lower estimate. This meansthat searchesfor mixing in the neutral D
system are much more important than previously thought, since any positive result
meansnew physics.
We also heard about possibilities for observing CP violation and flavor changing
neutral currents. Paul Sheldon presenteda very nice review.
The talk by Sandip Pakvasawas especially interesting since he showed that in
plausible models observableeffects can be seenin the charm sector. For example, he
showed that an extra I-Eggsdoublet will lead to D mixing. The Dl-D2 massdifference is
calcul+d in terms of two parametersin the model. A large region of this parameter
space1snot excluded by existing data, allowing for mixing at levels up to the existing
upper limit.
V. Experimental issues regarding the search for mixing
In thesetwo days there have been a large number of working groups and I
apologize for not being able to report on the work of thesegroups. I did participate with
the @xing group, led by Ted Liu. Since this is one of the key physics issuesfor high
sensmvny charm, I think it is appropriate to discuss someof the mixing experimental
issues. This is in the context of a future data sample which may be about one thousand
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times larger than that available today. SeeJim Wiss’s talk for a discussion of the
frustrations in setting mixing limits.
The existing limits Born Fermilab fixed target experiments E691, E687, and E791,
have been set by studying the time dependenceof ‘wrong sign” DO decays,

1

Z(f) = e-’ *t2 + ‘tacos
+ ‘DCso ,
[
where the proper decay time, t, is measuredin DO lifetimes, r* is the fraction of
decaysin the mode which are mixed, ris the &action with the “wrong sign” due to
double Cabibbo suppresseddecay, and 4 is the relative phaseof the two amplitudes. The
particle is tagged initially as a DO b using D’s from D*‘s. The sign of the slow pion from
the D* decay idendfies the initial DC The signature for mixing is a deviation from an
exponential proper time distribution with the lifetime of the DO. The sensitivity tends to
be at large times due to the factor oft for the interference term and the factor of t2 for the
mixing term.
Ted Liu of CLEO has recently observedthe DCSD decay, Do + K+n-. This rate is
significantly larger than expected, about 1% of Do + K-IF+. The interference term
could, in principle, be larger than the pure mixing term but, unfortunately, the relative
phaseis unknown. The DCSD rates for other modes may be much smaller. Figure 1
shows how the wrong sign proper time distribution might look for the case where r, is
one tenth r,,. It can be seenthat for extreme relative phasesthe interference leads to
very characteristic proper time distributions. The interference could help in the
observation of mixing, but, since the phaseis unknown, complicates the setting of mixing
upperlimits.
There is a nasty background which also has an exponential distribution with the DO
lifetime. This comes from the background under the massdifference peak due to
choosing a wrong slow pion. This wrong pion can have either sign and so leads to wrong
identification of the initial characterof the D. This background, divided by the right sign
signal is,

where S is the number of right sign signal events,B is the number of background events,
Q is the D*-D mass difference and ucis the mass difference resolution. The background
density , $g,

is a characteristic of the fragmentation process.It is about 0.001 MeV-1

for CLEO and was about .004 MeV-1 for E691 using photoprcduction. It is probably
larger for hadroproduction. This background can be reduced by improving the mass
difference resolution. This resolution is dominated by the angle measurementof the slow
pion and is typically about 1 MeV. With the silicon vertex detector, CLEO expects to
reduce this to about 0.3 MeV. In fixed target experiments it is impommt to keep the
target thin to reduce the multiple scatteringof the slow pion. For CLEO this background
is about ln the DCSD rate.
There are a number of possible approachesto the searchfor mixing. One, which
eliminates the DCSD issues,uses semileptonic decayswhere there is no DCSD. One
could use the D*trick, with the decay Do + KTv. In this case the missing neuuino
effectively broadensthe signal massdifference region. This population is given as a
function of the observed K-rmass in figure 2. The region with K-Z’mass above 1.4
GeV is rich, with about half of the total signal. For theseeventsthe net&no has a low
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energy and so the proper decay time can be reasonably well estimated obtaining the
Lorentz factor from the ratio of observedmomentum over observedmass.Then mixing
shows up as a t2 term in the proper decay time distrlbutiion. Unfortunately this region has
an effective mass difference width about ten times larger than oc, so, very roughly, we
expect the random pion background to be about ten times larger than for the hadronic
decay describedabove. With very good vertex resolution this background can be reduced
by obtaining the D direction as the line betweenthe primary and decay verticies. In this
casethe neuuino kinematics are known, but with a quadratic ambiguity. The background
will depend upon how well the D direction is measured.It was pointed out in the working
group that it is the late decayswhich matter for mixing, and these are the ones with the
best D direction measurements.
One could imagine “enhancing” the D* tag for either method by also requiring
information from the “other” charm in the event.About 20% of the “other” charm decays
are semileptonic and are uncontaminated by DCSD. Requiring a lepton from the “other”
charm reducesour good event rate by the factor 6,u,&,where b[ is the semileptonic
branching ratio, a,is the acceptancefor detecting the lepton from the “other” charmed
particle, and s, is the efficiency for identifying the lepton as a lepton. Assuming that the
“other” charm lepton has a substantialimpact parameterwith respectto the primary
vertex, the background is probably now limited by events where a meson from the
“other” charm is misidentified as a lepton. Then the background is reduced by the factor
n,,,u,&, where n, is the averagenumber of charm decay mesonsof the sign opposite to
that of the lepton, per charm decay, a, is the acceptancefor a meson from the “other”
charm , and &,, is the probability of misidentifying a meson as a lepton. Requiring the
lepton from the other charm then improves (or worsens) the experimental signal over root
background by the factor,
4%
The lepton identification efficiency should be about 100% , the two
4GzL’
acceptancesshould be about equal, and n, is about 1.5. Then, very roughly, the
4
Since the other charm is usually at low x it may
J--1.5X&, .
be hard to obtain a large value for u,. This method of “boosting the tag” may be useful if
the lepton misidentification probability can be kept very small. If the misidentification
probability can be made very small it may be necessaryto suppressevents with multiple
charm pairs. The notion of a lepton tag fmm the “other” D may lead to a very useful
trigger for a fixed target experiment.
The question of how to best observemixing is a very interesting one and one which
deserves a much more thorough study. My own guessis that after 30 fb-1 a B-factory
could observe mixing at the level of lo4 and that a fixed target experiment ,with a
sensitivity equivalent to 108 reconstructedcharm decays, might approach 10-5. With a
fortunate value for the relative DCSD phaseboth types of experiments might be more
sensitive.
improvement factor is, 4

VI. Comparison with B-factories
In order make an unbiasedcomparison between a possible very high sensitivity
fixed target experiment and charm results from a B-factory, I have scaled from results of
existing experiments. In the caseof fixed target I have scaled from E791, since I assume
that to obtain this event rate a hadron beam will be required. In the caseof a B-factory I
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have scaled from CLEO II. In both caseswe can expect substantial improvements in the
detector, which I assumeroughly cancel in the comparison. The numbers I get for a few
modes are given in the following table:

Comparison of numbers of events
Mode

D*+ + ST+(Do + K-K+ )
D+ + K-7t+n+
D+ + K-e+v
Do -+ K-e+v
D+ + z”e+v
Do + z-e+v
rmiv

B-factory 3Ofb-1
scaled from CLEO

4 lo4

--.nnnn
..-a
CharmLwu
I””
reconstructed
2 106

1

107
106
2106

104
5105

500
10s
JO-5

JO-4

The table shows some interesting features. CLEO does a bad job with D+ decays, which
are a strong point of fixed target experiments due to the long lifetime. The CLEO silicon
detector upgrade and the B-factory vertex detectorsshould help fix this problem. The Bfactories and CLEO will have superb a’detection and it may not be sensible for fixed
target experiments to try to compete. As a consequenceI assumethat for Cabibbo
suppresseddecaysthe fixed target experiment will focus on detecting charged pions. This
wrll require K rejection at a level of a few tenths of a percent. With the equivalent of
108 reconstructed Charm decays, it looks this fmed target experiment has a sensitivity
advantageof about a factor of 50 over one year of running at a B-factory.
When could such a run take place at the Fermilab? In the next table we consider the
possible Fermilab schedule,and the probable situation at CLEO and the presently
a proved B-factories. Such a scheduleis clearly very speculative and has an error of
ato ut 2 years by the year 2003.
One of the reality factors is the very long time between 800 GeV fixed target runs,
about 5 years. Another possible comparison is the time averagedFermilab rate
compared with the B-factory rate, considering that there will be three B-factories. Then
the sensitivity advantageis = s

= 3.

VIL Is a high sensitivity charm experiment possible? What is the goal? Design?
Defming a high sensitivity charm experiment as equivalent to 108 reconstructed
charm decays, is it possible to carry out such an experiment with reasonableresources?
What should be the goal of the experiment? What is the experimental philosophy? What
is the design?
I had the senseat this workshop that the pro’s who have beenmaking E687 and
E791 work, and am producing the physics, feel that this goal is too ambitious. I take their
views very seriously. On the other hand we heard a number of very interesting talks
about new technologies which could possibly solve some of the problems.
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Charm Highlights
1994
E687
pub
Em

1998 11999 12CKIO I2001

12002

12003

B-fat

-3 fb-1

Sherwood told us about pixel detectors.I understandthat pixel detectorscan handle a
fluence of lo15 tracks per cm2. That is about the fluence of a beamwith a crossectional
area of a few cm2 which would be necessaryto produce this enormous charm sample in
a thin target.
Randy Ruchti told us about the very successfulcosmic ray tests of the DO fiber
tracking system.This might be the solution for a high rate tracking system
We heard about Diamond detectorsfrom Richard Tessmk, Vertex detectors from
Luigi Moroni, Gas microstrips from David Anderson, Particle ID from Eli Rosenbergand
Marleigh Sheaff, the WA82/92 vertex trigger from Dario Barberis, ideas about triggers by
David Christian.
I found these talks very interesting. For an experiment which can not run before the
beginning of the next century we should be seriously looking at new technologies.
What about the experimental arrangement?I detected a very wide range of ideas.
Some think in terms of a short experiment like E691, about 16 meters. others think long,
like E781, about 60 meters. Short gives fewer muon decays,long gives more separation
of particles and is namrally made of stages.Somethink in terms of an open trigger
recording vast quantities of data, others want to be selective.There are very different
ideas about the target and vertex detector anangements. Should the beam be tightly
focused and pass through holes in detectorsor should the beam be spreadout in order to
have an acceptablefluence asit passesthrough detector material?
Dan Kaplan presentedhis ideas for an experimental layout. It was not what I
expected and I suspectthat many people at this workshop would choosevery different
arrangements. In contrast to a B-factory, where any group of physicists would invent
essentially the samedetector, the fmed target environment lends itself to a variety of
sensible alternatives, particularly when the goal is not defined. To be viable, there will
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eventually have to be a convergenceof a substantial number of physicists toward a
consistent set of well defined goals: and a single experiment to carry them out.
It seemsto me that some very tmportant questionswere not really addressedvery
well in the talks. what is the rate lit for such an experiment? why 108 reconstructed
charm events?Is the limit the tracking system?Is it radiation protection? Is it the data
acquisition system?The trigger? Could one trigger on a lepton, for example, and get the
equivalent of log reconstructedcharm events?Should Chatm2000 uy to do everythiig,
or should it pick a well defined physics objective, which can not be approachedby the Bfactories, and do it very well?
The thinking has begun. Perhapsit will lead to a great experiment.
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Abstract
A list is given of these open questionsconcerning the dynamics of charm decays where there
exists a strong need for obtaining an answer. Such a need is based on lessons to be learnt about
QCD -either in their own right or for a better understanding of B physics - or on searches for

New Physics with a small background from the Standard Model. The major items on this list
are: lifetimes of the E$+ bayous; semileptonic branching ratios of II,, A, and % hadrons and
absolute branching ratios for those states; radiative decays D -+ yK’, yp/w, D, i yq5/w, D +
PI-K/K’;
Do - Da oscillations down to a sensitivity below lo-’ and CP asymmetries in
nonleptonic D decays down to 0.1%. Ongoing and already approved experiments will produce
important new insights, yet are unlikely to provide sufficient answers to all of these questions.
It is discussa how a third-generation fixed-target experiment like CHAFlW!OOO or a r-&m
factory can fill the bill.

One can always raise further issues about a physical system. Yet the mere fact that
some questions still wait for an answer does not mean there exists any real need for obtaining
those answers. My discussion will therefore proceed in three steps: first I will list those open
questions concerning the physics of charm decays that in my judgement strongly deserve
an answer; next I will try to anticipate which of those will be answered to which degree in
on-going or already approved experiments including those at the asymmetric B factories; in
the final step I will attempt to evaluate to which degree new initiatives like a new generation
fixed target experiment - as envisioned by CHARM2000
- or a tau-charm factory can make
significant
new contributions.
In passing I would like to note that intriguing
open questions remain also concerning
charm production,
like the nature of leading particle effects, the size of associated (i.e., A,D)
production and of diffractive charm production,
the specifics of charm-anticharm
correlations
etc. However I will not address them in this note.
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1

Worthy

Open

Questions

in Charm

Decays

According to the Standard Model (SM) ch arm decays constitute a decidedly dull affair:
The relevant KM parameters V(e) and V(cd) are well known; for the smallness of IV(cb)l
and IV(ub)l constrains V(cs) and V(cd) very tightly through KM unitarity.
Slow Do - b”
oscillations, small CP asymmetries and tiny branching ratios for rare decays are expected.
This is actually the Pessimist’s perspective;
and re-interprete
them in a constructive way:

the Optimist

will look at these statements

Because V(cs) and V(cd) are well-known a priori, one can employ charm decays to study
the workings of QCD in a novel environment under controlled laboratory
conditions.
l

l Precisely
because the SM promises us no drama in charm decays, one can conduct searches
for Do-Do
oscillations,
CP violation and rare charm decays as probes for New Physics (NP)
with an almost zero background from the SM.

In addition it appears now that these phenomena might become observable
facilities, even if they occur only at the level of the SM expectations.
l

Let me first summarize

1.1

our present understanding

at the new

of charm decays:

Lifetimes

While most predictions of charm lifetimes have historically
turned out to be embarrassing
for theory (or at least for the authors involved), postdictions have done much better. While
this is not very surprising, it represents a non-trivial
success, if it is based on a systematic
and self-consistent
treatment.
Heavy Quark Expansions
(HQE) provide us with such a
framework.
To be sensitive to lifetime differences among charm mesons, one has to go to
order l/m:.
In the table below I have juxtaposed the ‘Predictions’
for the lifetime ratios
[l, 21 with present data:

Q+MD”l

QCD( l/me expansion)
N 2 (mainly due to destructive

s(D.)/T(D~)
+A&(D’)

l& fewxO.01
+.s 0.5

interference)

Data
2.50 f 0.05
1.13 It 0.05

0.51 zk 0.05

In evaluating
the theoretical
entries in this table one has to keep in mind that the
theoretical error is estimated to be around 30%; the observed value for r( D+)/T( Do) is thus
reproduced within the expected errors.
Lifetimes for charm-strange
baryons have been measured as well, yet with quite unsatisfactory errors, as listed in the table below:
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QCD(l/m,
r(E:)/r(h,)
T(:$)/T(:;)

expansion)+

quark models

- 1.3
- 2.8

[2]

Data
2.0 ic 0.7
4.0 f 1.5

Considering that m, represents at best a moderately
large expansion parameter, the
agreement between theoretical expectations and present data is better than could have been
anticipated.
I can identify a need for improved experimental
accuracy only in two respects:
(i) Present data on the lifetimes of Jb
-el + baryons clearly leave something to be desired. A 10%
accuracy on r(Z$+) represents an appropriate goal; a similar measurement of r(fi,) would
be neat. Such data would provide us with valuable cross checks of the l/m= expansion
for baryon decays, yield indirect information
on terms of higher order in l/m, not yet
computed, and allow us to make numerically
meaningful extrapolations
to beauty baryon
lifetimes. (ii) Measuring the ratio T(D,)/T(D’)
with N 1% precision would provide us with
a rather sensitive gauge for the impact of ‘weak annihilation’
(WA) in charm decays and for
the weight of Suer
breaking.

1.2

Semiieptonic
Somewhat

Decays

of Charm

dated measurements

Hadrons

have yielded

bsL( D+) s BR( D+ + e+X) = 17.2 & 1.9%
bsL(D”)

s BR(D’

+ e+X)

(1)

= 7.7 f 1.2%

Their ratio is consistent with the observed D+ - Do lifetime ratio.
are also reproduced reasonably well in the l/m= expansion
(31.

(2)

The absolute

numbers

BR(D, + IX) has not been measured yet (only constrained),
nor have BR(z+
--t IX);
I also remain unconvinced that BR(A, + 1X) has truly been measured. It should be noted
that while r(D+ + IX,) = r(D” + IX,) holds due to isospin invariance, no symmetry
argument can be invoked for r(A, + IXs) vs. I’(D’ + [X,); in the l/me expansion one
actually finds rsL(A,) N (0.85 - 0.9) x I’s=(D) through order l/m:.
The lepton energy spectra have been measured in inclusive D decays, but not with a
high degree of accuracy; the Cabibbo supressed c + d transitions have not been identified
there yet. Exclusive decays like D + lvK/K’
have been studied and Do + lvn been seen.
Yet the overall database is highly unsatisfactory
and calls out for a significant improve
ment. The insights to be gained from it concerning the workings of QCD would be valuable
not only in their own right, but would be a great asset in understanding
the weak decays of
beauty hadrons in general and in extracting
IV(cb)j and jV(ub)l in particular.
To be more
specific: (i) The semileptonic widths of D, D,, A, and preferably E:c should be measured with
at least 5% accuracy. Comparing them with each other and the corresponding
nonleptonic
widths will illuminate the impact of WA. (ii) The observed value of l?sr,( D) yields an important calibration point for understanding
the semileptonic width of B mesons as a function of
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IV(cb)l. (iii) Analysing the lepton spectra in inclusive semileptonic decays separately of Do,
D+ and D, mesons, in particular in the endpoint region, will provide us with rather direct
information
on the weight of WA and other hadronization
effects.

1.3

Absolute

Branching

Ratios

Absolute branching ratios for Do and D+ decays have been determined with 510%
accuracy. Nothing is known in this respect about E, and precious little about A2, decays.
Reviewing events over the last two years I feel little confidence that the absolute branching
ratios for D, decays are known to better than 30% - if even that.
I regard this situation as truly embarrassing, since the absolute charm branching ratios
constitute an important ‘engineering input’ in beauty physics. The uncertainties in the charm
branching ratios are emerging as the limiting factor in determining
the branching ratios of
beauty decays like B + lvD(*), B, + IUD?) and Ab + IvA, with obvious consequences
for extracting
a numerical value for jV(cb)j. Any analysis of the charm content in B decays
depends on the absolute branching ratios of charm hadrons, and any claim of a ‘charm deficit’
is therefore severely compromised by our ignorance in that respect.

1.4

Bare

Decays

An observation of D+, D.+ 3 /J+Y, r+v will allow a reliable extraction of the values for
the decay constants fn and fn,. A battery of theoretical estimates clusters around [4]

fl3 -

200 f 30 MeV,

fD, -

200 f 30 MeV,

fD,/fD N 1.15

The Mark III upper bound on D+ + p+v yields fo 5 290 MeV
by CLEO and WA 75 on D, + p’+v yield fD, = 344 f 37 4~ 52 f
r&r = 3.7%) and fo, = 232 f 45 f 20 ?c 48 MeV [6], respectively.
establishing
in principle that such decays can be observed and
threshold.

- 1.2

(3)

at 90% C.L. Recent studies
42 MeV (51 (for BR( D, +
I view these as pilot studies
measured not only at Dd

The occurance of radiative decays like D + yK’, yplu; D, + y$i, yp/w per se would
not be remarkable theoretically
since they can proceed via WA coupled with photon emission
off the initial light antiquark line. Yet their observation would serve an important
ulterior
motive. For it has been suggested [7] that the KM parameter IV(td)l can be extracted from
exclusive radiative B decays: BR(B + rp/w)/BR(B
--t yK’) N IV(td)12/lV(ts)12.
This is
based on the assumption that both radiative transitions
are dominated by the electromagnetic penguin operator. There is however a fly in the ointment for this interesting suggestion:
WA coupled with photon emission also generates B + yp/w transitions and this WA contribution
is independent
of IV(td)l and estimated to be roughly comparable in size to the
‘! Ignoring such a contribution
would lead to the extraction
of an
penguin contribution
incorrect number for IV(td)l. Radiative charm decays on the other hand do not receive any
‘WA also contributes

to B- -+ yK’-,

but that can be neglected.
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significant contributions
from penguin operators, only from WA. Measuring BR( D + 7K’)
and BR(D + 7p/w) will provide us with an important
calibration
for gauging the impact
of WA on B + 7p/w. As a rough estimate one expects BR( D + yK*) - 10e5 - lo-’ and
BR(D --f yp/u) - 1O-6 - 10-s [8].
There is actually a nice bonus to be found in measuring these charm decays: New Physics
can generate c + uy transitions leading to D --t 7p/w, but not to D + -yK’. Observing

yg;$y;
would then signal the intervention
ple [9]!

1.5

# ta.20,

of NP, of which non-minimal

SUSY is one relevant

exam-

Do - ijo Oscillations
According

to the SM the rate for Do - Do oscillations

rD= w -+l-x) - r(Do + 1+x)

is quite slow, namely

O( 10-y

Do - Do transitions
are driven by long-distance dynamics within SM; the prediction stated
in Eq. 5 therefore suffers from considerable numerical uncertainties.
The best available
experimental
bound wmes from E691:
rjJ 5 3.7 x 10-s (90% CL).

(6)

There is nothing intrinsically
preventing NP to intervene at this level; i.e. a measurement
with improved sensitivity
could reveal a positive signal. Observing a non-vanishing
value for
rn between lo-’ and 10T3 would at present not constitute irrefutable evidence for NP, considering the uncertainties
in the SM prediction. There is some hope that those can be reduced in
the future, partly through theoretical efforts and partly through more precise and wmprehensive data on Do --t K+K-,
x+?T-, Pp,
nono, n-K+,
KKr,
3~, KI?xn, 4~ modes.
For a more reliable estimate of r(L)’ -+ p) can be obtained from a dispersion relation
involving the measured branching ratios for the channels common to Do and b” decays.

1.6

CP Violation

in Charm

Decays

CP asymmetries of very different forms and shapes can arise in charm decays: they can
involve Do - @’ oscillations or represent direct CP violation; in the latter case they can refer
to decay widths or to final state distributions
like T odd correlations in D + KExm modes.
1.6.1

Direct

CP Violation

Since direct CP asymmetries require the interference of two different weak amplitudes
with different strong phases, one has the best (and within the SM only) chance to observe such an effect in Cabibbo suppressed charm decays like Do + K+K-,
n+n-;
D+ --t

No CP asymmetry
K+K-?r+,
&r+.
coming from E687:
’ Decay Mode
D” --f K+KD+ --f K- K+r+
D+ -+ K*OK+
D+-+&?+

has been observed

Measured

Asymmetry

0.024 f0.084
-0.031

yet, with

the best bounds

so far

90% C.L. Limit
-11% < Acp < 16%

-14% <Am ~8.1%
-33% < ACP < 9.4%
-7.5% < Acp< 21%

f 0.068

-0.12f0.13
0.066 f 0.086

The requirement to encounter strong final state interactions
does not pose any problem
in principle since charm decays proceed in the resonance region below 2 GeV; yet at the same
time it introduces an element of considerable numerical uncertainty
into the predictions.
A
rough estimate suggests that within the SM direct CP asymmetries could be as ‘large’ as
0(10T3) [lo, 111. Fitting a set of quark diagrams to describe a host of nonleptonic twc&ody
modes of D mesons leads to a quite similar conclusion 1121. It is not inconceivable that NP
could enhance these asymmetries somewhat, say to the 1% level.
Larger effects could surface in the Dalitz plots for D + KI?‘n,
tions, like for example (p’** . (&+ x p;(-)) in D’ --f K+ K-n*n’.

1.6.2

CP Asymmetries

involving

Do - b”

377 or in T odd correla-

Oscillations

In the presence of D” - p oscillations
and for a channel f common to Do and Do
decays, the required interference can occur between the amplitudes for Do + f and b” +
f. Examples for such final states are f = K+K-,
~+?r-, KS*‘, Ksw, Ksq. Ignoring the
possibility of direct CP violation one writes down:
-rD’IT(Do

--f f)l*(l

- Im@

l?( ijo + f; t) = eerD’IT(bo

+ f)[*(l

$ Irn%P, sin Am&)

l?(D’+f;t)=e

sin Am&)

with P, = T(D” + f)/T(DO
+ f) denoting the ratio of decay amplitudes
Do - p oscillations.
Three observations should be noted here [13]:

and q/p reflecting

(i) While this CP asymmetry becomes unob-ble
for AND = 0, it actually is proportional
to Arno/I’~
for small values of Arn~. The quantity Q, introduced
in eq. 5, on the other
hand is given by $(AmD/I’o)*.
(For simplicity I ignore Al?0 effects although within the SM
one expects very roughly Al? - o(Am~).)
Thus the experimental
bound on PD translates
into Arn~ 5 0.09 . r~ and the CP asymmetry
ALP = I?@’ 4 f; t) - r(D”
r(oo + f; t) f r(Do
could still reach values of several per cent!

AmD t
--f f;t)
N ---In&/
+ f; t)
rDTD

P

(ii) No such luck arises in the SM: for reasons that are quite specific to it, one finds Amo O(o.O1)rD and Im(q/p)p
N 0(10m3); i.e. the size predicted by the SM for these kinds of
asymmetry is presumably too small to be observable.
(iii) Accordingly
one should vigorously search for CP asymmetries involving
Do - D” oscillations: their dependance on the (proper) time of decay provides a striking experimental
signature; observing them - as defined in eq. 8 - with a size of 10m3 or above constitutes a
clear sign for the intervention
of NP.
Hence we arrive at the following benchmarks concerning future studies of CP violation:
one should aim for achieving a lop3 sensitivity
for CP asymmetries involving
Do - p
oscillations as well as for direct CP violation.
Observation of an effect unequivocally
signals
the presence of NP in the former case, but not necessarily in the latter.

2

Answers

Expected

To Be Obtained

by Existing

or Approved

Experiments

Over the next four years I expect important
new data to come from experiments
at
FNAL, CEBN, Beijing and Cornell.
Five years from now the asymmetric
B factories at
KEK and SLAC will start to contribute.
I anticipate the most significant new information
in the following areas:
(i) A more precise determination
T(y).

of r(D.)

and the first fully

quantitative

measurement

of

(ii) The first measurement of BR( D, --t 1+ X) and studies of the inclusive lepton spectrum
in semileptonic D. decays; the fust direct determination
of BR(D, + &r).
(iii) Extracting

the absolute values of BR(D

(iv) Possibly a measurement
(v) The first quantitative
(vi) Mapping

of absolute A, branching

extraction

out the doubly

(vii) A rather comprehensive
D. and possibly AC decays.

+ K?r, Knlr)

to better

than 5%.

ratios via a E, + Ack tag.

of fD and fn, from D, D, + ,w.

Cabibbo

suppressed D and D, decays,

analysis of Cabibbo

favoured and once Cabibbo

suppressed D,

(viii) Detailedstudies
of exclusivesemileptonicdecays
D + ivK/K’/n/p,
D, --t lvrl/d/K/K
and AC + luA/C with the dependance of the formfactors on the momentum transfers measured rather than assumed.
(ix) Probing
per cent.

Do - do oscillations

All these anticipated
driving charm decays:

down to rg -

data will certainly

10e4 and CP asymmetries

deepen our understanding

down to a few

of the hadrodynamics

(a) Applying
a comprehensive
BSW-type
analysis of the two-body modes of D and D,
mesons (and preferably of AC baryons as well) separately to Cabibbo allowed, once and twice

suppressed decays will undoubtedly
reveal a clear deviations from the predictions
baaed on
It
will
also
help
us
to
arrive
at
better
factorization,
presumably with a definite pattern.
estimates of AmDlsM, and it will sharpen our understanding
of where we can expect the
largest direct CP asymmetries, and what size they can reach within the SM.
(b) It will be immensely instructive
D, and A, decays with predictions
the lattice.

to compare detailed data on exclusive semileptonic
D,
obtained in particular
through simulations
of QCD on

(c) The improved accuracy in the measurements of r(D,) and ~(2’)
a handle to arrive at a quantitative
understanding
of chsrm lifetimes
with a gauge from which to extrapolate to ?(B,), ‘r(Ab) and +b).

will provide us with
and at the same time

(d) Observing Do - Do oscillations and/or CP violation would represent a major discovery;
its ramifications
would of course depend on the numerical size of the effect.
Yet despite all this progress major tasks will remain unaddressed or at least unfinished:
(i) A = 5% measurement of ~(0,) would be quite helpful,although
this is not the major
item among the unfulfilled tasks. (ii) I find it doubtful that the absolute branching ratios for
D,, A, or 2, decays will have been determined within even 10%. (iii) Likewise, f~ and fD,
will not have been measured to better than 20% or so. (iv) Nothing useful will be known
about the radiative decays D + ~K’fpjw,
D, + yc+/lp/w. (v) The accuracy will still be
unsatisfactory
with which the total semileptonic widths will be known for D, D, and &,, let
alone for 2,; likewise for the inclusive lepton spectra.
At first sight, this list might appear like a rather pitiful collection of small morcels having
falling off the main table. In particular, I have already implied that I expect all twcrbody
channels of D and D, mesons to have been measured with sufficient accuracy and detail,
i.e. including modes with one or two neutrals. Yet I would like to state quite emphatically
that the list above represents very major unresolved problems using the criteria given in the
introduction:
Weak decays of charm hadrons constitute a microscope
effects crucial for a full understanding
and thus exploitation
l

to study the strong
of beauty decays.

Charm decays provide a rather clean lab to search for manifestations
decays, 00 - p oscillations and CP violation.

l

interaction

of NP in rare D

These two aspects will not have been treated with the ‘ultimate’ sensitivity.
I therefore
conclude: in all likelihood there will remain a strong and identifiable need for another major
new initiative
for studies of charm decays to understand hadronization
effects down to the
level of the QCD ‘noise’ and to probe for NP down to the SM ‘noise’ - or to better understand
a signal that has emerged!
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3

New Initiatives

for The Next

Millenium

I will attempt to evaluate the potential of two complementa ry facilities to provide the
‘final’ answers in the physics of charm decays, namely CHARM2000
on one hand and a
r-charm factory on the other.

3.1

CHAFLMZOOO

A next-generation
experiment based on fixed-target
production
of charm will be able
to do a superb job in measuring the relative branching ratios of a host of exclusive nonlep
tonic channels in D, D,, A. and EC accurately. I am however not convinced at all that our
understanding
of charm decays would improve in proportion,
since I am skeptical that the
theoretical ‘noise’, i.e. the irreducible uncertainties,
will drop to the per cent level. I should
add one caveat, though: I could see a meaningful progress to emanate from CHARM2000
measurements of (quasi-)twc-body
modes if previous experiments - contrary to my expectations stated above - had failed to measure channels containing two neutrals in the final
state with decent accuracy.
In my opinion there are then five main challenges
merits of CHARM2000
can be judged:
(I) The lifetimes of E:c and preferably
of at least 5%.
(2) The decay constants

against which the significance

and the

also of R, baryons should be measured with an accuracy

fn and fo, should be extracted

from D, D, --t I.LV to within

10%.

(3) CHARM2000
would again have the statistical
muscle to observe the radiative decays
D -+ 7K'/pjw,
D, + y$a/p/w (and also D + PI-K/K’/p/w
etc.) at the transition rate
expected for them. The question is whether backgrounds like D + aoK’ -+ 7[7]IC can be
controlled.
(4) Can absolute branching ratios be determined to within N 1 - 2% for D, within N 5% for
D, and within N 10% for A, decays? The strong decay D’ + Dx can be used for calibrating
the D branching ratios; for the other chsrm hadrons new calibration
methods have to be
pioneered, like C, --t A,r.
(5) Can D” - Do oscillations be probed down to
reveal a positive signal? Even more crucially, can
that a comprehensive search for CP asymmetries
CP violation can be undertaken with a sensitivity

rd N 10m5 which almost certainly should
systematics be controlled to such a degree
involving Do - Do oscillations and direct
for 10e3 or even smaller?

There is another aspect to be briefly mentioned,
not - in all fairness - as a formal
challenge, but rather as a potential bonus of quite significant weight: (i) Can the inclusive
semileptonic widths of the different charm hadrons be measured with, say, 5% accuracy?
(ii) Can the lepton energy spectra in inclusive semileptonic charm hadron decays be measured
with an accuracy that allows to extract the value of IV(cd)I from the endpoint region?
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3.2

r-Charm

Factory

The capabilities of a r-charm factory are quite complementary
to those of CHARM2000.
Clearly charm lifetimes cannot be measured directly. What can be done - and can be done
quite well - is to measure semileptonic branching ratios. For the isospin partner D+ and
Do one has: T(D+)/T(D”)
N B&(D+)/B&L(D’).
Yet such a relation does not hold
in general for all hadrons; in particular
one expects ~(4)/7(0”) # BR~L(A,)/B&~(D”).
Using tagged decays one can determine the absolute branching ratios of the various charm
hadrons in a clean way. The lepton energy spectra in inclusive semileptonic
decays both of
mesons and of baryons can be studied quite well. Employing beam energy constraints should
allow one to measure radiative charm decays like D + yK’/p/w
rather reliably.
Relying
on quantum mechanical EPR-like correlations one can probe for Do - Do oscillations,
CP
asymmetries involving them and direct CP violation [IO].
While all of this appears feasible in principle,

I see two challenges on a practical

(1) Can rg be probed down to values N IO-‘? Even more importantly,
sensitivity to search for N low3 CP asymmetries?

level:

can one acquire the

(2) The clean environment
at a r-charm factory has its price: very little charm physics can
be done ‘parasitically’;
i.e., D, D., A, and t, decays have to be studied at different beam
energies corresponding
to Db, D*D,lDD,
D,D*,,, A,& and E:,t, final states. The required
statistics has then to be accumulated in the rather limited amount of time available at each
beam energy - and these beam energies have to span, merely for charm physics, the region
from the Db threshold up to at least the A, and very preferably the Z:c threshold!

4

Summary

There is a strong and well-defined need for another new generation of charm decay experiments, like CHARM2000
and a r-charm factory. Very specific challenges can be formulated
that those projects have to overcome. Since their approaches, strenghts and drawbacks are
quite complementary,
it would be wonderful if both could be realised.
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ABSTRACT
The perturbative QCD fragmentation functions, which have recently been
calculated to predict the production rates of the heavy-heavy quark bound
states (e.g., J/+, +‘, T, and B.) at e+e- and hadronic colliders, could be
applied phenomenologically as a model for charm and bottom quark fragmentation into heavy-light mesons. The prediction on the observables Pv, (z), and
a(z) are compared with experimental data.
1.

Introduction

It has been well known that the dominant production mechanism for mesons and
baryons that contain a single heavy quark is the fragmentation
of the heavy quark, in
wbicb light quark-antiquark
pairs are created out of the vacuum by the color force of
the heavy quark and then the heavy quark captures the light quarks to form mesons or
baryons. However, in this process, the creation of light quark-antiquark
pairs tells us
that the nonperturbative
effects are important and so the fragmentation function, wbicb
describes the process, cannot be calculated from the first principle or from perturbative
&CD. But, of course, a lot of model-dependent
fragmentation
functions are available,
e.g., Peterson fragmentation
function1 and Lund fragmentation
model.’
On the other hand, for the production
of heavy-heavy quark bound states such
as vv, J/$J, +,‘, T, and B, mesons,3 the importance of fragmentation
was not realized
until Bra&n
and Yuan” pointed out that at the large transverse momentum region,
fragmentation
of the heavy quark and of the gluon is the dominant production mechanism for the heavy-heavy quark bound states. They also emphasize that the production
process essentially involves the creation of heavy quark-antiquark
pair, which tells us
that the natural scale of the process should be of order of the mass of the heavy quark
created, and so the process should be calculable by perturbative
QCD (PQCD). Subsequently, the fragmentation
functions for g + rl, and J/ql~,~ c + ‘I], and JJ+,” c +
polarized 314,s z + B, and Bz,‘-s 6 + polarized B:,s,g g + xc,” and 5 + P-wave
B 0**11 were calculated to leading order in strong coupling constant o, and ‘v, where v
is the typical velocity of the quarks inside the meson.
These fragmentation
functions have been applied trivially to predict the branching ratios of the 2 boson into the corresponding
heavy-quark bound states. Among
the bound states, the production
of J/#, +‘, xc’s, and B, mesons is of great interest
*A talk given at the QCD groop of the “Charm2000 Workshop”,
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Fermilab, Illinois

(June 1993).

Fig. 1. The lowest order contributing Feynmau diagramin tial
of an off-shell 6 antiquark iuto the B, meson and z antiquark.

gauge for the fkagmentation

to experiments.
The production
rates and the transverse momentum spectra for J/+,
‘,I2
and
B,
mesons’3
at
hadronic
colliders were also calculated by convoluting
the
1c1
corresponding
fragmentation
functions with the parton cross sections. The J/$J production by heavy quark fragmentation
can, to a great extent, explains the discrepancy
between the production by the lowest order mechanism and the experimental
measurement at the Tevatron.”
The B, meson, which has not been observed bat should exist,
has been predicted observable at the Tevatron because of the sutliciently
large production cross section.13 In addition to the application that the PQCD fragmentation
functions can successfully predict the production rates of heavy-heavy quark bound
states without any model dependence, they can also be applied as a phenomenological
model to describe the charm and bottom quark fragmentation into heavy-light mesons,g
e.g., c + D, D’ and b + B, B’. Although in the tiagmentation
of c -+ D, D’ and
?I -+ B, B‘, there are probably large nonperturbative
and relativistic
effects that the
PQCD fragmentation
functions cannot take into account, these PQCD fragmentation
functions can at least provide insights to understand these heavy-light systems. For the
rest of the paper, we concentrate on the phenomenological
applications of the PQCD
fragmentation
functions to charm mesons.
2.

Perturbative

QCD

Ekagmentation

Functions

_in this section, we bridy
describe the idea of PQCD tiagmentation
functions
with b -t B, and B; as illustrative
examples. All other bound states can be calculated
similarly. The lowest order contributing
Feynman diagram for the fragmentation
of the
heavy b antiquark if shown in Fig. 1. The bulb represents a short distance process
producing
a heavy b antiquark and P denotes the Diiac spinor for producing the 8
antiquark.
The fragmentation
function for b + B. should be independent
of P, i.e.,
independent of how the iis produced in the short distance process. The fragmentation
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function

can be calculated

from this expression:

In2
pJ
I-t
dk%a (MolZ

DLB.(z) = &

0)

where M = ma + tn, is the mass of the meson, M is the amplitude for producing
a B, and .? from an off-shell e with virtuality
s = q2, where q is the 4momentum
of the b antiquark,
and MO is the amplitude for producing
a z with the same 3momentum $ The smpiitude M is evaluated in ariaI gauge with an auxiliary 4vector
n“ = (1, -$/Id),
where p’ is the 3-momentum
of the B, meson. In this gauge, the
dominant contribution
arises from the Feynman diagram depicted in Fig. 1. Other
diagrams are suppressed by powers of ma,,/qo. In other words, factorization
is manifest
in this gauge.’ Different spin-orbital
states of the B, meson can be obtained by using
the corresponding
projections. After some algebraic work and integrating
over a, we
obtain

%B.(z,PO)= N (l”‘;l$z,e
-2(1-

[6 - 18(1 - 2r)z + (21-

t)(6 - 19r + 18r2)z3 + 3(1 - r)*(l

74~ + 68~‘)~~
- 27 + 2rZ)z4]

, (2)

for the ‘So state, and

&+&PO)

=

3N (;~[c:~:j.)s
-2(1 - r)(4 -f

*

[2 - 2(3 - 2r)z + 3(3 - 2r + 4+’
+ 27723 + (1 - r)2(3 - 2r + 2+4]

)

(3)

for the first excited 3Sl state. In the above equations, N = 2cx.(2m.)“~R(0)~‘/(81rrm~)
and r = m,/(ma + m,). The results for the 1ongitudinaI
and transverse B; mesons
and the P-wave B, mesons can be found in Ref.~..~~” In this case, N is a product
of the strong coupling constant a.(2m,),
the constituent
quark masses ntb and mcr
and the wavefunction
IR(O)l of the bound state. The constituent quark masses can be
determined from other observed quarkonia and the wavefunction can aIs0 be determined
reliably from potentiaI mod&r4
The scale of the strong coupling constant is set to be
2771.~
- the minimal virtually
of the gluon propagator, and the initial scsle po of the
fragmentation
functions is set to be nab + 2m, - the minimal virtuality
of the off-shell b
antiquark.
Since the inputs to these fragmentation
functions can be reliably obtained
from other sources, they can be used to calculate the production rates and distributions
of the mesons at high energy colliders with great predictive power.

3.

As a Phenomenological

Fragmentation

Model

The fragmentation
functions in Eqns. (2) and (3) can also be regarded as twoparameter functions with N and r as free parameters. N governs the overall normalization and + = mu~~/m,,,~,
is the mass ratio, which is very similar to the parameter
EQ of the Peterson fragmentation
function. r We vary the parameter + to study the
behavior of these fragmentation
functions in the limit T = m~t/rnv-on
-t 0. In other
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words, we expect that in this limit, T + 0, these fragmentation
functions can describe,
to certain extentl the fkagmentation
of the heavy quark into heavy-light
mesons, e.g.,
c +-D, D’ and b --t B, B’. Although in the fragmentation
processes of c -+ D, D
and b -+ B, B’ there are probably large nonperturbative
and relativistic
effects that
we have not taken into account, our PQCD fragmentation
functions with the free parameters N and T can at least provide some insights to these systems while precise
nonperturbative
fragmentation
functions for charm and bottom are not available yet.
These PQCD fragmentation
functions as a phenomenological
model to describe the
charm and bottom quark fragmentation
into heavy-light mesons have certain advuntages over the previous fragmentation
models’~s:
i. they contain

the spin information

for d&rent

spin-orbital

states;

ii.

although the normalisation
of each fragmentation
function is a free parameter,
the ratio of the normalizations
of different spin-orbital
states is determined. For
example, the ratio of the normalization
of 3S1 and ‘So states can be cancelled
before the limit T + 0 is taken;

iii.

our PQCD fragmentation
functions are consistent
methods of Heavy Quark Effective Theory.

with a general analysis using the

Using the techniques of HQET, Ja.Ee and Randall’s have recently shown that at
the heavy quark mass scale the fragmentation
function DQ-~(2)
for a heavy quark Q
to split into a haclron H with a single heavy quark can be expanded as a power series
in T,
D+H(z)

= +

+ b(y) + a(r),

where a(y) and b(y) are functions of y = (1 - (1 - r)z)/rs
and O(r) denotes all other
terms higher order in T. The leading term a(y) is independent
of the heavy quark
spin and flavor; while the next-to-leading
term b(y) and all higher order terms contain
heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry breaking effects. It was verified that our PQCD
fragmentation
functions can be expressed in this form.‘,g In fact, one can show that’s
the leading order terms can be derived by using the Feynman rules of the leading
operator in the HQET Lagrangian,
while the O(T’) pieces arise not only horn the
next-to-leading
(l/M)
operators but also horn the small component of the heavy quark
spinor in the HQET.
For the folIowing we concentrate on the charm system. The fragmentation
fimctions for c + D and c + D’ are given in Eqns. (2) and (3), respectively, with N as a
free pammete1 and + = rnU.d/(mv + r&d), where m+d is the constituent
mass of the
light quark inside the D and D’ mesons. We look at a few observables: Pv, (J), and
(I(Z), and compare with some existing data.
a) Pv for the D and D’ system is defined as
Pv =

D’
D-ID’
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’

0.8 -

P,-D-/(D+D’)

a’

0

0.2

0..

0.0

0.0

Fig. 2. The ratio Pv = D*/(D + D’) for the D -‘D* system predicted
mentation functions, and the comparison with the data.

L

by the PQCD

tiag-

which is a measure of the relative population
of D’ in the production
of D and D’
mesons. Since fragmentation
is the dominant production mechanism, the production
rates of D and D’ in Eqn. (5) can be replaced by the corresponding fragmentation
probabilities
as
pv =
P-D*
P-D

+ P-D-

’

(‘5)

which is a function of T only. The probabilities
PC-n and PC-n* can be obtained
by integrating
DC-o(z)
and DC-p(z)
over z. The prediction by our fiagrnentation
model is shown in Fig. 2. At t = 0, which is the heavy quark mass limit, the ratio
PV = 0.75 is exactly the value given by heavy quark spin symmetry. However, the
experimental
data did not agree well with the heavy quark symmetry prediction of 0.75.
A compilation of the data on Pv can be found in Ref.,” where the updated branching
ratio, B(D’+ + DW)
= 0.681 f 0.016 is used, and the average P~J = 0.646 f 0.049.
For the charm system we choose m, = 1.5 GeV and the’light constituent
quark mass
mu,d inside the D and D’ mesons to be 0.3 GeV, therefore z = 0.167. The experimental
data point (r = 0.167, Pv = 0.646 f 0.049) is also plotted in Fig. 2. We found a very
good agreement between the prediction of our fragmentation
model and the data. If
we choose a smaller value, say 0.2 GeV, for the light constituent quark mass, we could
even get a better agreement. The error in Pv certainly allows us to vary the m,,,d more
than kO.15 GeV such that the prediction is still within la from the data point. Or, we
can use the experimental value of Pv to extract the parameter +. Physically, PV < 0.75
means that the production
rate of D meson is larger than it should be as given by
heavy quark spin symmetry, or in other words, D’ is produced less than it should be.
This might be due to the hyperfine mass splitting of D and D’ mesons, which can be
accounted for by the a”“G,,,,fM
term in the HQET Lagrangian.
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Fig. 3. The average (2)’ for e + D’ and for b + B’ &gmmtation
versus the scale p. The
experimental measurements from LEP (p = mz/2) and CLEO/ARGUS (/J = 5.3 GeV) are
also shown.

b) (z) is the average longitudinal
momentum fraction that is transferred from the heavy
quark to the meson. In terms of fragmentation
functions, (z)’ at a scale p is given by
JdzzD,~+,~)

k)LD’

= fdz DmD.(z,p)

.

Experimentally,
the inclusive c + D’ channel was measured at LEP and at CLEO and
ARGUS. The (2)”c-tD. given in Eqn. (7) is the ratio of the second to the first moments
of the fragmentation
function at the scale ,u. Since the anomalous dimensions of the
moments are known e$icitly,
the scaling behavior of (2)’ CXI be determined to be

(2)’ = (2)”

(3)

+

)

where 7 = -4C~/3,
CF = 413, b = (llN,
- 2nf)/3, N, = 3, rat is the number of
active flavors at the scale p, and (2)” is the value determined at the initial scale b.
Taking the inputs: m, = 1.5 GeV, m,,.d = 0.3 GeV, b = m, + 2m,J = 2.1 GeV, we
have T = 0.167, and (z)rLD. = 0.77 and (z)~~?‘”
= 0.50. The variation of (z)kD,
and (z)&
as functions of ,u are shown in Fig. 3, where we chose nab = 4.9 GeV. The
curve for (z)&.
was also shown because we want to demonstrate that using the same
mu,d and mb = 4.9 GeV, the results predicted also agree with the data for the bottom
quark fragmentation
at LEP.
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Fig. 4. The spin asymmetry parameter a(z) ver&s E for the D’ vector mesons predicted by
our PQCD fragmentation model and the experimental measurement by CLEO.
The measured quantity is (2~)) which is the energy of the meson relative to one
haR of the center-of-mass energy of the machine, and 23 should be a good approximation to z. At LEP, measured values of (ZE)~~D* are from OPAL (0.52 cb 0.0316),
ALEPH (0.504 f 0.0188), and DELPHI (0.487 rb 0.0158).‘* The average (2~)~D*
=
0.504 f 0.0133. For the bottom quark, onIy the inclusive hadron production has been
measured. But we expect that (ZE)bB.
should be close to (z,u)bw,,
where & is
a bottom hadron, because the b + B’ is the dominant fragmentation
mode of the
bottom quark. The measured values of (zE)~H,
are from OPAL (0.726 c!c 0.023),
ALEPH (0.67*0.050),
DELPHI (0.695*0.0326),
and L3 (0.686f0.017).‘g
The average
(nE)&.&
= 0.694 f 0.0166. Also, we have data on c + D’ from CLEO and ARGUS.”
Combining the CLEO and ARGUS data we have (ZE)~-D. = 0.648 zt 0.043. The scale
of the measurements is taken to be one half of the center-of-mass energy of the machines, so it is mz/2 at LEP and 5.3 GeV at CLEO/ARGUS.
These data are shown
in Fig. 3. Excellent agreement is demonstrated.
The only inputs to these comparisons
are w, m,, m,,d, and b. Once they are fixed, (z)” can be calculated by Eqn. (7) and
evolved by Eqn. (8) to any scale ,u.
c) P(P) is defined by
(I=

2L-T
T

’

(9)

where L(T) denoted the production of the longitudinal
(transverse) component of the
vector meson. Since the fragmentation
into the spin-orbital
3Si states is the dominant production
mechanism for longitudinal
and transverse vector mesons, Q can be
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expressed in terms of the fragmentation
LX=

probabilities

2pc+D*(L)

- p-D*

P,,D.(L)

and PC-p(~)

as:

(T)

P-D*(T)

CYis then a function

(10)

of T only. If we expand Q as a series of T we have

Q= 0 - ;T + O(T).
The leading term 0 corresponds to the value given by heavy quark spin symmetry since
we expect that in the heavy quark mass limit the ratio of L:T=1:2. The first nonzero
term -zr breaks the heavy quark symmetry. The spin asymmetry, which comes in in
the order of T, is expected to be larger in the D’ meson than in the B’ meson. The
z-dependence of a can also be obtained without the z integration:

a(z) =

~Dc+D*(L)(z)

-D-D*(T)(Z)
DC-D*(T)

02)

The expressions for these polarized fragmentation
functions Dc+p(~,~)(~)
can be found
in Ref..’ Experimental
data of ~$2) was available from the CLEO measurement.2’
We
choose m, = 1.5 GeV, mu,d = 0.3 GeV, and we have T = 0.167. We show the prediction
of a(z) by our fragmentation
model and the data from CLEO in Fii. 4. A moderate
agreement is concluded as the error of the data is large.
4.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have demonstrated
the applications of the perturbative
QCD
fragmentation
functions as a phenomenological
model to describe the fragmentation
of
a heavy quark into heavy-light mesons. Explicitly,
we compare the predictions by the
PQCD fragmentation
functions on the charm system assuming a 0.3 GeV for the light
constituent
quark mass in the charm mesons. Excellent agreement was found in the
measurements of Pv and (z), and a moderate agreement on o(z). If more and more
charm or bottom fragmentation
data are available, we can also compare the production
rates of the P-wave states, which allows a further test of the PQCD fragmentation
functions as a phenomenological
fragmentation
model. No doubt that a more precise
measurement on the spin asymmetry parameter a(z) is necesssry.
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Abstract
We present templates for the spectra of highly excited heavy-light
(84) mesons that are derived from potential-model descriptions of
quarkonium (90) spectra.
When we have information
about the energy levels of one family of heavylight mesons, heavy-quark
symmetry is an apt tool for mapping that information onto another heavy-light
family (11. When that information
is lacking for all the heavy-light
families (charmed mesons and above), we must
fall back upon more model-dependent
considerations.
It is noteworthy
that.
the spin-independent
spectra of heavy-light
mesons calculated in potentials
constructed
to describe the li, and T spectra reproduce the known general
features of the heavy-light
spectra, particularly
along the leading Regge trajectory.
The calculated energy levels define templates that may be useful
in anticipating
the spectroscopy and in making preliminary
assignments of
levels discovered in the future.
We consider two functional forms for the potential
that give reasonable
accounts of the c? and bi; spectra: the QCD-motivated
potential given by
Buchmiiller
and Tye [2], with (constituent)
quark masses

‘Internet
‘Internet
‘Internet

m, = 1.48 GeV/c’

mb = 4.88 GeVJc’

m, = 0.45 GeV/c’

m, = md = 0.30 GeV/c’

address: eichtenafnal.gov
address: hillafnal..gov
address: quiggafnal .gov
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:

and a Coulomb-plus-linear

potential
I’(r)

(the “Cornell

= -;

+ ;

potential”)

[3]:

,

with
m, = 1.84 GeV/c’

mb = 5.18 GeV/c’

m, = 0.45 GeVJc’

m, = md = 0.32 GeV/c2

K = 0.52

a = 2.34 GeV-’

.

We solve the Schrodinger equation. turning a blind eye to the fact that
heavy-light
mesons are far from nonrelativistic
systems [4]. For each meson
flavor, we adjust the 1s energy level to the value
M(lS)

= 3Mcl-j

+ A4tO-j
4

determined
from experiment
[5, 61. The resulting spin-independent
spectra
of I<, D, D,, B, and B, mesons are presented in Table 1 for the BuchmiillerTye potential and in Table 2 for the Cornell potential.
The essential features
of the spectra are quite similar in the two potentials.
We have not attempted
to estimate spin splittings.
The relativistic
quark model of Godfrey and Isgur
[7], which includes an estimate of spin splittings,
gives similar predictions

[sl.
In the figures that follow, the Buchmiiller-Tye
spectra are compared
with what is known experimentally
[5, 6, 91. The agreement encourages us
to take the calculated energy levels as good first guesses for the positions of
the unobserved levels. In addition to the 2- and 3- states whose properties
we have predicted in [l], the first radial excitations
of the D, and B, may
be especially good candidates for discovery.
Fermilab is operated by Universities
Research Association.
Inc., under
contract DE-AC02-76CH03000
with the U.S. Department
of Energy.
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Table 1: Masses (in GeV/c?) of heavy-light
mesons in the BuchmUer-Tye
potential.
The 1s center of gravity has been adjusted to match experiment.
Level
1s
2P
2s
3D
3P
4F
3s

Ii’
0.7943
1.312
1.592
1.715
1.962
2.066
2.205

D
1.973
2.460
2.710
2.830
3.051
3.149
3.269

D,
2.075
2.538
2.761
2.880
3.077
3.17’2
3.271

B
5.313
5.790
6.029
6.149
6.361
6.45i
6.569

B,
5.403
5.854
6.064
6.183
6.369
6.462
6.552

Table 2: Masses (in GeV/c?‘) of heavy-light
mesons in the Cornell
The 1s center of gravity has been adjusted to match experiment.
Level
1s
2P
2s
3D
3P
4F
3s

Ii
0.7943
1.326
1.636
1.749
2.028
2.123
2.299

D
1.973
2.463
2.732
2.843
3.089
3.178
3.325

D,
2.075
2.541
2.781
2.893
3.11.5
3.200
3.326

347

B
5.313
5.806
6.064
6.176
6.413
6.500
6.640

B,
5.403
5.864
6.088
6.200
6.411
6.495
6.612

potential.
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Abstract
We refine heavy-quark-symmetry
estimates of masses and widths of orbitally
excited B, B,, and D, mesons given in [l]. We present additional details of
the predictions for d-wave states.
Incisive
that

study of particle-antiparticle

the quantum

identification
with

of opposite

The efficiency

b-number

the decays D”

might be dramatically

-+ B(*)‘x*

B”’

The ultimate
P-violating
B”-Bo

tags the neutral

asymmetry

oscillations

bternet

of the neutral

B of

enhanced if the neutral

of orbitally

excited (q)

[3]. The charge of the pion emitted

one or more narrow excited

numbers

(bg) states, the strong decay

meson as (&d) or (bJ)> respectively.

of B”-tagging

would also benefit

address: hillQfna1.

in association

of the charmed meson. If significant

would be in the search for the expected

in (B” or B”) -+ J/t,bKs
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decay products

+ xD’

XD and D”

+

through

application

That

[2].

in the strong decay signals the flavor content
of B mesons are produced

B mesons requires

at the time of production.

whose decay signals the flavor

mesons have been observed as (strong)

states, through

for neutral

the decay of a B” or B” produced

of flavor identification
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and CP-violation
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from efficient
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gov
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large

decay [4]. The study of time-dependent
tagging.

B-*-tagging

may also resolve

kinematical
between

ambiguities

in semileptonic

two solutions

and Z”-factories,
the form factors
v,b [5,6].

decays of charged and neutral

for the momentum

kinematic

tagging

in semileptonic

The study

of an undetected

may make practical

mixing

would
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dramatically

enhance the prospects for studying

high-statistics

and B, states from the properties

Overall,
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efficient
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mixing.
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and branching
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for the utility
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In hadron
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decay B”
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weak decay, and enable precise measurements

of B,-B,

In Ref. [l], we estimated

B mesons by choosing

I< and D levels.

narrow

must rule on the strength

resonances,

would

excited

Our results
is likely

to

of these lines and the ratio

of signal to background.
For hadrons
symmetries

containing

in the limit

a heavy quark Q, quantum
as the heavy-quark

ical QCD scale [7]. These heavy-quark
spectrum
metry

and decays of heavy-light

should provide

properties

an excellent

chromodynamics

displays additiomd

mass mq becomes large compared

symmetries

are powerful

aids to understanding

(Qq) mesons. Because nzb >>
description

with a typ-

heavy-quark

AQCD,

sym-

of the B and B, mesons. It is plausible

of D mesons, and even A mesons, should also reflect approximate

the

that

heavy-quark

symmetry.
One essential

idea of the heavy-quark

the total (spin + orbital)
separately

angular momentum

conserved

[S]. Accordingly,

mesons is composed

of a degenerate

J’=

limit

is that the spin $J of the heavy quark and
3’, = s’, + L’ of the light degrees of freedom are

each energy levei in the excitation
pair of states characterized

5 + ZQ, i.e., by .I = jp f $. The ground-state

are degenerate
excitations
Masses.

are inversely

in the heavy-quark

lead to two distinct
The leading
proportional

limit,

doublets

corrections

correspond
associated

to the spectrum

to the heavy-quark

pseudoscalar

spectrum

of (QQ)

by j, and the total

spin

and vector mesons, which

to j, = i! with

J = 0 and 1. Orbital

with j, = L i i.
prescribed

by heavy-quark

symmetry

mass. We may write the mass of a heavy-light

meson as
M(nLJ(j,))=M(lS)

+ E(nL(j,))
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+ ‘(nLJ(j9))
w

,

(1)

where n is the principal

quantum

number and M( IS) = [3M( 1Sr) + M( lSc)]/4

the ground state. In the heavy-quark
of the heavy-quark

limit,

the excitation

energy E(nL(j,))

will show below that their counterparts
strategy

the properties

of the orbitally

excited

the 2+-l+

is needed to estimate

yet known,

in other heavy-light

is to use the observed properties

would suffice to predict
quark,

is independent

mass [9].

Let us focus first upon the j, = i states observed as narrow

Our overall

is the mass of

resonances.

splitting.

Further

of the Ii

and D mesons to predict

information,

energy.

involving

Since no excited

use the strange resonances.

We

systems should also be narrow.

B, D,, and B, mesons. The charmed

the 2P excitation

we provisionally

DTT or D’r

According

mesons alone

a different

heavy

B or B, levels are

to Eq. (I),

the masses

of the strange and charmed mesons with j, = 5 are given by
M(2Pz)K

- M(lS),,

= E(2P) + CYs)

M(2P1)~

- M(~S)K

= E(2P) -t

M(2P2)n

- M(lS)D

= D(2P) + ‘(%)

,

M(~P~)D

- h’f(lS)~

= E(2P)

,

where we have suppressed the j, label for brevity.
the five unknowns
The IfThere

E(2P),

and D-meson

is no ambiguity

because it is narrow,
[14] in identifying
picture

C(2Pz),

about

the 2+(g)

as predicted

K1(1270)

,

mc

(2)

We are left with four linear equations

in

and na;‘.

levels.

inputs

We identify

[12,13] by heavy-quark

as the l+(!)

are displayed

D1(2424)

symmetry.

level, because that assignment

we choose a value for the charmed-quark
the reasonableness

B, families.

We consider

= I.48

E(2P)

+ ““)

masses we use as experimental

(2), we verify

Both

m;‘,

C(2k)

in Table I.

as a j,

= f level

We follow

Ito et al.

gives a consistent

of masses and widths.

To proceed,

n,

C(2Pr),

.

of 172, and predict

two sets of parameters

mass: mi.

[C(2Ps) = (0.0629,0.07S3)

= (0.4437,0.4437)

inspired

(GeV/c*)s,

GeV/cs, m, = (0.3295,0.4097)
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solving

Eqs.

the j, = $ masses for the B, D,, and
by .J/$

GeV/c2, mb = 4.3 GeV/c2 [15]; and n, = 1.S4 GeV/c*,

solutions

After

C(2Pr)

and T spectroscopy:

mb = .5.13 GeV/cs [16].

= (0.0105,0.0132)

GeV/cs] yield reasonable

(GeV/c*)s,
values for

the strange-quark
2 MeV.

mass. Their implications

The average values are presented

The heavy-quark-symmetry
observed

[l&17]

calculated

Kr(1402)

like their

[lS] at 2573.2 f

states by this technique.

(1) from the kaon spectrum
implies

heavy-light

that

systems.

the l+(i)
Chiral

counterparts

Splitting

alone.

and O+(i)

symmetry

for pionic

Consider

and heavy-quark

for the emission

of h with orbital

relations

quark spin in the

into a reduced amplitude

whereC6Q'jbJ'=
aa.JJP

J(ZJI

only upon the tot4

+ 1)(2j,+
angular

spin sh and the orbital
may be written

1)

momentum

angular

suggest that,

j, = i p-wave states
will make the

for B---tagging.

h with

spin sh.

The

to H’ satisfies

become independent

of the heavy-

can be factored

[13]

6-j symbol,

and $, E .?A+ l
jh of the light

momentum

in all the

e relative

of QCD [12]. The decay amplitude

An times a normalized

and

meson H, characterized

hadron

momentum

because the decay dynamics

+ co limit

mQ

and a light
angular

combined

their utility

heavy-light

Kz(1429)

degenerate

states 119). This

and will limit

the decay of an excited

amplitude

be nearly

the masses of

can be estimated

between

the heavy-light

decay to the ground

meson H’(L;.(ji)),

predict

the multiplet

symmetry

spectrum,

to a heavy-light

symmetry

within

between

of our method.

so we cannot

levels should

by LJ(js),

hadron,

The coefficients

C depend

and not separately

wave ! of the decay. The two-body

on its

decay rate

as
r;;H’h

where p is the three-momentum
symmetry

We take the discrepancy

The small splitting

and study of these states challenging,

Decay widths.

certain

for the 2+ Dz2 meson lies 12 MeV

1.9 MeV/cs.

in the strange-meson

have large widths

discovery

for the 1+ D, meson lies 10 MeV below the level

D mesons have not yet been observed,

other heavy-light
using Eq.

prediction

and observed masses as a measure of the limitations

The 2P($)

within

in Table I.

at 2536.5 f 06 MeV/c2. The prediction

below the level observed

should

for the B, D,, and B, levels are consistent

= (cfp?;J’
!>

)2p2’+r +;I

of the decay products

does not predict the reduced amplitude
358

(pz ),

(3)

in the rest frame of H. Heavy-quark

An or the related F’,~~(p2)

for a particular

decay.

Once determined

from the charmed or strange mesons, these dynamical

may be used to predict
each independent

related

data.

the overall strength

[ZO]. Our ability

B mesons.

For

[~~~~ps]‘,

of the decay and the momentum
the pc threshold

to predict

excited

Gaussian form

= $p(O)exp(-p2/aZ)

The final factor moderates

momenta

those of orbitally

decay process, we assume a modified
Fj$(p’)

and determine

decays, including

quantities

scale n by fitting

existing

beha.vior of the decay amplitude

decay rates depends on the quality

at high

of the information

used to set these parameters.
In writing

(3) we have ignored

corrections

l/mq

decay rates, except as they modify the momentum
the momentum

The decays 2P(!)
strength

momentum

[3]. This determines

all pionic

+ D’T)

transitions

rates are stable as the momentum

the strengths

of A’ and n transitions

with the 1992 Particle

CLEO measurement,
The narrow
symmetry.

width

This

suggests that

observed

[21]. The predictions

agree well with what is

+ Da)/l?(D;

-+ D’T)

= 1.6

Data Group average, 2.4 i 0.7 [lo], and with a recent

mixing

also applied

dynamics

heavy-quark

with the prediction
2P(;)

of the narrow

This pattern

should

level with

from heavy-quark
the broader

hold for B and B, as well.

to the decays of the 2P(z)

2P(i)

We have

strange mesons. The pionic

rates given in Table II for the strange resonances are somewhat

lower than the

values, but the ratios agree well with experiment.

The low-mass tail of ~(770) is kinematically
lS($).

between the 2P( $) and lS( i)

scale R ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 GeV. SU(3)

observed for D,r is consistent

[24].

experimental

= 25 MeV, as suggested by

2.1 i 0.6 + 0.6 1231.

state [12,13] is negligible

transition

To evaluate the

masses for the B and B, states.

known about the L = 1 D and D, states 1?7]. The ratio r(D;
is consistent

processes (= 1 GeV)

The results are shown in Table II, where we have used experimentally

The predicted

for

We assume that

+ lS( i) + ?r are governed by a. single l’ = 2 amplitude.

masses of the D, D,, and I< levels and our calculated

determines

of hadronic

predictions

e

Fs!i4(0), we fix l?(D; + L)r) +T(D;

recent experiments
multiplets.

with decay angular

symmetry

p of the decay products.

scale K of the form factor in (4) is typical

and that it varies little

transition

to heavy-quark

accessible in decays 2P( !) + vector meson+

These decays are governed by three independent
359

decay amplitudes

characterized

by

(jr,,!)

= (2,2).

(1.21, and (l,O).

a,+,,
with the F2,2

SU(6)

f or p ion emission.

symmetry

identifies

the (2,2) transition

The two new amplitudes

strength

occur in a fixed combination

that should be dominated by the l? = 0 amplitude. We have to evaluate one new transition
2’
strength, F:;(O).
Lacking measurements of partial widths for vector meson emission in
the charmed
resonances,

states, and encouraged

by the pattern

-+ p + If)

we use the decay rate I’(Ki(1270)

smear the expression
the 150-MeV

width

(3) for the partial

width

of the p resonance.

of pionic

decay widths

= 37.S MeV to fix Flt;i(O).

over a Breit-Wigner

The resulting

estimates

of D1. Rates for I(“+

The results
narrow,

collected

ICw decays follow by SU(3)

in Table II show that

with large branching

fractions

should also have significant
of the p resonance.
dominant

two-pion

The strange states, &

with

j, = g.

1<:(1770)
candidates

Only

as a 3Ds(:)

level is clear.

for its partner

B***(614S),

D;*-(2SSO):

To evaluate

= 45 MeV.

meson emission.
important

widths

about

strength

Fa!ik(0)

symmetry

picture
level.
mesons

The identification

potential

of the

and Ks(lS16),

are

[15] to estimate

the

the assignment

for

f or p seudoscalar
determines
that

emission,

the strength
would

percent

We summarize

we fix T(K;

-+

$‘+(O) for vector
F3,3

allow us to fix the other

“’ ( 0 ) = 0. Our projections
we have set. F2;,

be underestimates.

twenty

their

systems.

of the 3D( ;) states in Table III.

but decay with

as the 2Pr(t)

the L = 2 heavy-light

have been observed.

In the absence of measurements

therefore

MeV);

the jq= $ doublet will be very small for the D-*-(2830),

.4s before, SU(6)

decay amplitude,
will

[14] of Kr(1270)

Two Jp = 2- levels, Ks(1773)

and B;“(619S)

the transition

(TSlO

states shown in Table III 1261. Whatever
within

These states

B and B’. The consistent

[25]. We use the Buchmiiller-Tye

the 3Ds($) level, the splitting

emission

and B,rl are very narrow

B,, we consider briefly

the strange resonances

masses of the L = 2 heavy-light

If-s)

B or B’ plus a pion.

be

that we have modeled by the low-mass tail

the identification

To assess the prospects for tagging

of the total

symmetry.

decays are by kaon emission to the ground-state

of ICI and K; decay rates supports

about one-third

are also

both the B; and the B, states should

to a ground-state
transitions

We

form to take account of

for the p transitions

shown in Table II. We predict that the Dp channel contributes
width

for the strange

for vector-meson

our expectations

for the total

The 3D(q) B mesons will be broad (z 175 MeV),
probability
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to B, and B; by emitting

a haon.

The

favorable

branching

fraction

means that it might be possible to use B; and Bs decays to tag

the B,, in spite of the large total widths.
The investigation
can provide

light families.

background,
studies

provides

a network

dynamics

mesons is important

and for engineering

purposes as well.

symmetry

efficient tagging of flavor and momentum

We conclude

urgent experimental

and CP violation
this note with

ated by Universities
the U.S. Department

two “shopping

lists”

Accelerator

Inc., under contract

of Energy.
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with little

that

then be dramatically
summarize

some of the

of c@and b?j mesons.

at the Fermi National

Research Association,

produced

on

ma.y be at hand. Prospects for incisive

at high energies would

issues in the spectroscopy

This work was performed

it

Heavy-

may offer a new perspective

of strange mesons. If the narrow B; and B, are copiously

mixing

for the insights

that links the decay rates and masses of all the heavy-

It is even possible that heavy-quark

of B”-B”

enhanced.

excited heavy-light

into strong-interaction

quark symmetry

the spectrum

of orbitally

Laboratory,

which is oper-

DE-ACOZ-76CH03000

with
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TABLES
TABLE I. Masses (in MeV/?) predicted for the 2P(g) levels of the B, D,, and B, systems.
Underlined entries are Particle Data Group averages [lo] used as inputs.
Meson Family

I<

D

B

D,

BS

794.3

1973.2

5313.1

2074.9

5403.0a

W2+($)

1429 f 6

2459.4 f 2.2

.5iil

2561

5861

MU+($))

1270 f 10

2424 f 6

.5759

2526

5849

159

35

12

35

12

MW

MP+($))

- Wl+($))

aAssuming that M(1S) = M(lSo)
M(B,)

+ 34.5 MeV/c*, as in the B system. The pseudoscalar mass,

= 5365.5 MeV/c*, is an average of the reported values [ll].
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TABLE II. Heavy-quark-symmetry
Transition
D;(2459)
D;(2459)
Di(2459)
OX24591
-.
,
Dz(2459)
D;(2459)
Dl(2424)
Dl(2424j
D1(2424)
D1(2424)

Calculated
- D*K
+ DK
--+ Dq
- D*P
i Dp
+ aJl
+ D’x
i D’p
-+ Dp
i dl

D;,(2573)
D;,(2573)
D;,(2573)
D;,(2573)
D,1(2536)

i
i
+
-

D-Ii
DIi
D,v
all
D’K

3

<l
2s

Ici(1429) + li’x
1CX1429) -i li?r
Ici(l429j

-

lii(1429)
&(1429)

- Iiw
- aii

K1(1270)-

Kl(1270)
k-1(1270)+
KI(1270)+

-

zip

Ii-n
lip
Ku
all

zs+;i:

202;

20+,+,

6

1S

24i7i5

6 3

15ztSf5

1.2
9.4
- 0.1

11
<l

3
<1
25

B,1(5849) -+ B’Ii

19 It 7

<l

B2’(5771)
Bi(5771)
Bi(57il)
Bl(5759)
B1(5759)
Bl(5759)
Bl(5759)

Bh(5861) -L B’K
B&(5861) --+ BK
B:,(5861) - ail

E687 1993’

9*

11
11

B’p
Bp
all
B’x
B’p
Bp
all

Width (MeV)
PDG 1992*
~ CLEO 1993b

1Gd
- 0.1

B;(5771) + B-T
BZ(5771) - Bh
+
i
i
i
i

predictions for decays of 2P($) heavy-light mesons.

1s+::;
< 4.6

17
1
3

21
-1
2.6
4
-1
12
2i
12
3

.j.j

25
50
9
3
- 10.3

6
38f
7

51

14
38

(90:020)

‘Particle Data Group, Ref. [lo].
bP. Avery, et al. (CLEO Collaboration), Ref. [3].
‘P.L. Frabetti et ai. (E687 Collaboration), Ref. [3].
dSum fixed at 25 MeV.
‘Y. Kubota et al. (CLEO Collaboration), Ref. [IS].
‘Input vaiue.
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< 2.3

< 3.2

TABLE III. Heavy Quark Symmetry predictions for decays of 3D($) heavy-light mesons.
Width (MeV)
Transition
Ii,‘(1770) + K’x
Ay(1770) - KK
h’,‘(lTToj

-+ I<-~

11’$(1770) i
Iq1770) +
K~(1768) +
&jl768j
+

lip
all

Calculated
45b
62
13
73
193

74
1164 i 17)

Ii-r;

K-p

21

Kz(1768) + lip
K2(1768) - all

0’
99

0;(2830) + D’T
0;(2830) - D~F

54
5s
14

Dz(2830)
Dz(2830)
D;(2830)
Dz(2830)
D;(2830)
Dj(2830)
D;(2830)
D2(2830)
D2(2830)
Dz(2830)
Dz(2830)
D2(2830)
D2(2830)
Dz(2830)

-+ D;K
i D,K
+ D’p
- Dp
+ D:K*
--+ D;K*
- all
* D-x
-.+ D;K
+ D’p
+ Dp
+ D;K*
+ D,K*
+ all

D&(2880)
D;(2880)
D:,(2880)
D&(2880)
D:,(ZSSO)
D&2880)
D&2880)
Daz(2880)
D&2880)

- D’K
- DK
-+ D’K’
--+ DK’
+ all
-i D-K
+ D’K’
+ DK’
+ ail

B,‘(6148)
&(6148)
Bz(6148)
@(6148)
B,‘(6148)
Bg(6148)

Observed’
45
3%
--

39

1‘S
41
<1

14
238
95

20
23
OC

<l
OC

138
34
47
2
15
98

60
3
0’

63

- B’li

70
60

+ Ba
--- B;K
-+ BJi’
+ B‘p
+ Bp
B,‘(6148j i B;K*
B,‘(6148) i B,K*

<1
<1

B,‘(6148) i

183

1s

20
7
8

all
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(136 f 18)

&(6148)
B2(6148)
Bz(6148)
Bz(6148)
B;(6148j
B2(6148)
Bz(614S)
Bf3(6198)
B;(619S)
B:d6198)
BH(6198j
~“.

--* B’n
BP

122
32
12
0’

B:II’
B,K*

<1
OC

all

167

+ B:K
+ B*P

+
+
+
*
-

B:,(6198) +
B,2(6198) +

B’Ii’

49

BIi

45
2

B’li”
BK’
all
B*IiB’K’
BIi’

2
9s

85
3

B&6198) -*
B,2(6198j +
B&6198) -t all

OC

88

‘Particle Data Group values, Ref. [lo].
bInput value.
‘Set to zero in the absence of experimental information
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D”
J

Shopping

List

Observe D12 + DK.
MC&)

a Determine
l

How narrow
states.)

l

Determine

branching

+ 35 Me!+*

= 2572 MeV/c*

ratios for D;, D,, Dz2,

is Dsl?

strength

= J4(D,l)

(This

probes mixing

between

the j,

= i and j,

= : pwave

of the transitions
D;-+D'P(DP)
DI -(D'P)DP

l

Observe (or infer from total widths and observed partial widths) transitions
between
D”(j,
= $‘) and o”(j,
= i’) levels. Can the broad O+ and If charm states be
detected through
D; -) r(D,,
D, + ~0;
Will the charm-strange
for kaon emission?

l

0;)
transitions?

O+ and l+ states be narrow because of the limited

Discover
D;(2S30)

+ D-x> D?r, DD,I;: Dp

Dz(2830)

-+ D-x,

D,K,

D-p,

Dj(2SSO)

-+ D-K.

D-K,

DK’

D,2(2880)

-+ D-K,

DI(’

Dp, D,K*

The underlined channels would provide a direct measure of the strength
tude that we have been forced, by ignorance, to set to zero.
l

phase space

of the ampli-

Observe the cascade transitions
D,(2S:30) + D;T,

D,x

D2(28:30) + D;7:
Given one partial width, we can use heavy-quark
3D( i) ‘-f 2P($) + pseudoscalar transitions.
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symmetry

to predict

all other

B”

Shopping

List

l

Observe B;(5767)
+ B(-)x and Br(5755) + B-T;. If these states are important
channels for the production of B, they may make possible highly efficient flavor tagging
for the study of CP violation and B”-B” mixing.

l

Observe B;,(5846)

l

Determine

branching

-+ B(‘)K

and B,r(5834)

+ B-K

ratios for B;, B1, B$.

a How narrow is B,,? (This probes mixing between the j, = $ and j, = i p-wave states.)
Will the js = 3 levels B$ and B,l be narrow because of the limited phase space for
kaon emission?
l

Search for
B;(614S)

+ B%,

B,Ii,

Bs(614S) --+ B’rr,

B;It’,

If these states are narrow and prominent,
B, and &

These narrow

B(*)p
B-p, 5,

they may be useful for tagging

B;s(6198)

--+ B-K,

B,s(619S)

+ B-Z<, BK’

states may be especially

B,Ii*

BK,

BIT

easy to identify.

The underlined channels would provide a direct measure of the strength
tude that we have been forced, by ignorance, to set to zero.
. Do the B”
transitions

states (B;,

the flavor of

Bz) cascade through

the B”

B,(614S)

BIT

--a B;x,

Bs(614S) + B;x
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levels?

of the ampli-

Observe the cascade

The E781 Trigger

and Data

Acquisition

System

Jtigen Engelfried
Fermi I?ational Accelerator Laboratory
Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract
The trigger and data acquisition system of Fermilab Experiment 781 (SELEX), a high statistics charm baryon experiment scheduled to run in the next Feimilab fixed target run in 1996, is
briefly described. The ii& and second level hardware triggers are expected to reduce the trigger
rate by at least a factor of 10 ccmpared to the interaction rate. A third level software trigger
searching for secondary vertices is expected to cut by another factor of 40.

1

Experiment

Description

Ei’81 [l] expects to collect several 10s reconstructed charm baryons. The experiment is
described in more detail in [2]. Here we will only point out important
parts used to trigger
on charm particles.
Charm particles will be produced in a segmented target (4% of an interaction
length)
by a 650GeV, 2MHs negative beam, mostly containing
C- and v-.
Twenty planes of
20 pm and 25 pm pitch silicon microstrip
detectors immediately
follow the target and are
used to reconstruct
tracks from the primary and secondary vertices with high precision.
Three magnets surrounded by proportional
wire and drift chambers are used to measure
the momenta of charged particles. A TED and a RICH are used for particle identification.
The setup is completed by a three-stage electromagnetic
leadglass calorimeter and a hadron
calorimeter. The overall length of the experiment is about 50 meters. Scintillator hodoscopes
are placed behind the second magnet to be used in the trigger.

2

Level One and Two Hardware

Triggers

The first level trigger requires at least 3 positive particles in the hodoscopes behind
the second magnet, which has an implicit momentum cut of x 15GeV/c.
This, together
with a signal from an interaction
counter directly after the second microstrip
plane and
an (optional)
beam particle tag obtsined from the beam TED, will form the iirst level
trigger within 5 150 nsec after the interaction.
We will use this signal to gate the front end
electronics.
‘for the E781 Collaboration
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In the second level trigger we may use the hit correlation in the hodoscopes to select
at least one positive track of > 25GeV/c,
but the second level is mostly needed for other
physics triggers. After this signal we will start the fIont end readout, otherwise we will clear
the front end electronics.

3

Trigger

Rates

and Readout

Speed

We expect the hardware trigger (level one and two together) to reduce the interaction
rate by at least a factor of ten. This was checked with data from E653 and with Monte
Carlo. We expect a raw trigger rate of 10 KHz. With an online deadtime of 5 30 ,asec and
an event size of so 5 KBytes we have to read out 35 MBytes/set.

4

The Data

Acquisition

System

The data acquisition system was developed in close collaboration
with other experiments
and the FNAL OLS group as part of the Fermilab DART project [3]. The data will be
collected in ten independent streams and stored in VME dual ported memories. We expect
to collect 140,000 events with 700 MBytes of data over the twenty second spill. A schematic
layout of the system is shown in figure 1.
During the whole 1 minute cycle time of the Tevatron we will transfer the data of two
of the streams containing the silicon microstrip, the PWC, and the RICH data (about 25 %
of the event size) via a fast VME to VME crate interconnect to an SGI Challenge L with
twelve processors, with a total computing power of 1300 MIPS. The data will be distributed
to twelve filter jobs using the DART Data Flow Manager (DFM) [4]. After a positive decision
of the level three filter job the total event will be logged from the VME crate to 8 mm tape
at a rate of about 300 KByte/sec.

5

The Level Three

Software

Filter

To select charm particles we make use of the long lifetime (several 100 femtoseconds)
which produces typical laboratory Sight paths of several millimeters.
This secondary vertex
can be separated from the primary vertex by a high-resolution
vertex detector consisting
of silicon microstrips.
We will not reconstruct the full secondary vertex in the filter code.
Instead we ask only that one of the tracks seen in the downstream
spectrometer
has a
sizeable miss-distance (impact parameter) from the beam particle at the center of the thin
(< 1.5mm) production
target.
First the tracks in the second spectrometer will be reconstructed,
using only the information from the proportional
wire chambers. The tracks will be extrapolated
back to
the silicon microstrip detector to select hits. The impact parameter of these tracks to the
primary vertex reconstructed from the beam track is then calculated.
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the E781 data acquisition
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system

In Figure 2 we show the distribution
of the maximum miss distance in each event for
downstream 3-track events from the E781T data [5]. A cut at a miss distance of 30 pm gives
a rejection factor of 10; extrapolating
to the full E781 vertex detector, which will have 20
plans in 4 views instead of 8 planes in 2 views, we project gaining at least a factor of 2 in
additional rejection.
With this algorithm we will select most of the charmed baryons with high e6iciency.
For states with extremely short lifetimes [6] we plan to use additional information
from the
RICH detector to select final states with a simultaneous K- and proton, indicative of a 2
or 0: decay, as well as to trigger on exotic strong-interaction
states which have baryons in
their decays.
To measure the speed of the algorithm,
we used code developed for E781T and timed
it on a SGI Challenge L. At the current time, we need about 7msec/event
for the missdistance algorithm, which will translate to about 1700MIF’s of computing power to process
140000 events/minute.
However, we are confident that we can reduce the time by optimizing
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E781T

400

GeV pi-

Al data

u
95 events - 3-prong

Figure 2: Maximum

data

miss-distance for downstream 3-trade events from E781T.

the code. The RICH part will only add a few hundred psec per event, since most of the
information
needed for the RICH algorithm, especially the track information
from the second
spectrometer,
is already calculated for the miss distance algorithm.
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Abstract
The search for iI”@ mixing carries a large discovery potential for new physics since the
Do@ mixing rate is expectedto be very small in the Standard Model. The past decadehas seen
significant experimental progress in sensitivity, from 20% down to 0.37%. This paper discusses
the techuiques (including some new ideas), current experimental status, and future prospects for
the mixing search. The conclusion is that while it is possible that the mixing sensitivity may
decreaseto lob5 around the year 2000, reaching the 10-e level will certainly be quite diilicult.
1

Introduction

Following the discovery of the Do meson at SPEAR in 1976, experimenters
began to
search for DoDo mixing, using a variety of techniques. The past decade has seen significant
experimental
progress in sensitivity (from 20% down to 0.37% [l] to [13]), as can be seen
in Figure 1. Much of the enthusiasm for searching for @no mixing comes from the belief
that the search for DoDo mixing carries a large discovery potential for New Physics, since
the mixing rate &
= 13(D” + b” --i f)/ B(D” 4 f) is expected to be very small in
the Standard Model. Theoretical calculations of DOB0 mixing in the Standard Model are
plagued by large uncertainties.
While short distance effects from box diagrams are known [14]
the long distance effects from second-order weak
to give a negligible contribution
(- lo-“),
interactions with mesonic intermediate states may give a much larger contribution.
Estimates
of ha
from long distance effects range from 10e7 to 10v3 [15]. However, it has recently
been argued by Georgi and others that the long distance contributions
are smaller than
previously estimated, implying that cancellations occur between contributions
from different
and
the
prevailing
conclusion
within
the Standard
classes of intermediate mesonic states 1161,
< 10m7. A measurement of such a small mixing rate is
Model seems to be that &e
impossible with present experimental
sensitivity.
However, the observation of a larger value
for &+
in the DoDo system would imply the existence of new physics beyond the Standard
Model [17]. Examples includes flavor-changing
neutral currents mediated by the exchange
of a non-standard
Higgs scalar with a mass of a few TeV/c2, which could lead to kw
as
large as 0.5%.
Recently, CLEO has observed a signal for Do -+ K+a(181, and found R = B(D” +
K+T-)/
f3(D” --) K-r+)
N 0.8% [19]. Normally, Do decays by Cabibbo favored decay
Do + K-T+ and fro -f K+x-.
A signal for Do -) K+a- could indicate mixing of D” -f i%‘.
But it could also indicate a different decay channel, namely, Doubly Cabibbo Suppressed
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Decay(DCSD)
Do --) K+n-, which is suppressed with respect to the Cabibbo favored decay
without a
by a factor of tan4ec N 0.3% where Bc is the Cabibbo angle. Unfortunately,
precision vertex detector, CLEO is unable to distinguish
a potential mixing signal from
DCSD. As Purohit pointed out [20]: “The CLEO II result makes the entire subject of
DoDo mixing very interesting.
It really calls for a fixed-target
experiment to use its decay
time resolution to decide whether the signal is due to DCSD or mixing”.
If the number of
reconstructed
charm decays can reach 10’ around the year 2000, that would allow one to
reach a new threshold of sensitivity to D"bo mixing, and perhaps actually observe it. This
is why charm mixing has been singled out for its own working group at this workshop.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the techniques which can be used
to search for mixing, including two new ideas. One of them is to use Do -+ K+K-,
?T+?T- etc.
to study mixing (see 2.1.1), and the other is to use the difference in the resonant substruture
in Do -+ K+a-a",D'
+ K+r-r+retc. to distingusih mixing and DCSD (see 2.1.2). In
each case, the relevant phenomenology
will be briefly presented.
Section 3 discusses the
present status and future prospects of searching for mixing at different experiments.
In
section 4, a comparison of the future prospects of the different experiments with different
techniques will be given. A brief summary is in Section 5.

2

The Techniques

The techniques which can be used to search for mixing can be roughly divided into two
classes: hadronic and semi-leptonic.
Each method has advantages and limitations,
which are
described below.

2.1

Hadronic

method

The hadronic method is to search for the Do decays Do + K+n-(X).
These decays
can occur either through Dobo mixing followed by Cabibbo favored decay Do + b" -t
K+r-(X),
or through DCSD Do + K+T-(X).
This means that the major complication
for this method is the need to distinguish
between DCSD and mixing [Zl]. The hadronic
method can therefore be classified according to how DCSD and mixing are distinguished.
In
principle, there are at least three different ways to distinguish
between DCSD and mixing
candidates experimentally:
(A) use the difference in the decay time-dependence;
(B) use the
possible difference in the resonant substructure
in Do ---t K+T-T~,K+T-&~-,
etc. modes;
(C) use the quantum statistics of the production
and the decay processes.
Method (A) requires that the p be highly boosted and so that the decay time information can be measured. Method (B) req uires knowledge of the resonant substructure
of the
DCSD decays, which is unfortunately
something about which we have no idea at this time.
Finally, method (C) requires that one use e+e- annihilation
in the charm threshold region.
In the following, we will discuss these three methods in some detail.
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2.1.1

Method

A -use the difference in the time-dependence

of the decay

This method [22] is to measure the decay time of the Do -+ K+lr- decay. Here the Do
tagging is usually done by using the decay chain D’+ -+ Do*,+ followed by Do + K+?r-.
The z$ from D*+ has a soft momentum spectrum and is refered to as the slow pion. The
ide’a is to search for the wrong sign D’+ decays, where the slow pion has the same charge as
the kaon arising from the Do decay. This technique utilizes the following facts: (1) DCSD
and mixing have different decay time-dependence,
which will be described below. (2) The
charge of the slow pion is correlated with the charm quantum number of the Do meson and
thus can be used to tag whether a Do or B” meson was produced in the decay D*+ + DOT,’
or D’- + 0’~;.
(3) The small Q value of the D’+ decay results in a very good mass
resolution in the mass difference AM E M(o’+)
- M(D’) - M(n,+) and allows a D’+ signal
to obtained with very low background.
(4) The right sign signal D’+ + DOT,+ followed
by Do + K-T+
can be used to provide a model-independent
normalization
for the mixing
measurement.
A pure Don state generated at t = 0 decays to the K+?r- state either by DoDo mixing or
by DCSD, and the two amplitudes may interfere. The amplitude for a Do decays to K+?rrelative to the amplitude for a Do decays to K-n+ is given by
A=Ja

t+G

e’+

(1)

where 4 is an unknown phase, t is measured in units of average Do lifetime. Here bxing
=
(2” + ys)/2 where x = &n/y+,
y = ‘y-/7+.
The quantities 7* and 6m are defined by
7* = (7rh 7z)/2 and bm = mz - mr with rni, 7i (i = 1,2) being the masses and decay rates
of the two CP eigen states. Besides, Rnosn = ]plz ( assuming CP conservation),
where p is
defined as p = Amp(D’ -f K+r-)/Amp(D”
+ K+T-).
Here we have also assumed a small
mixing; namely, 6m, 7- < 7+ or 2, y < 1.
The first term, which is proportional
to t, is due to mixing and the second term is due
to DCSD. It is this unique attribute of the decay time-dependence
of mixing which can be
used to distinguish between DCSD and mixing. Now we have:
R(t)

= (RDCSD

+ @CL&Z&

tws++

Define o = &S&DCSD,
which describes the strength
equation (2) can then be rewritten as:
R(t)

= RDCSD(~

+ 4%

l/2

kXipp+-f

of mixing

relative

to DCSD.

Then

tcosd + 1/2at2)e-*

From this equation, one may read off the following properties:
(1) The mixing term
peaks at t = 2. (2) The interference term peaks at t = 1. (3) A small mixing signature can
be greatly enhanced by DCSD through interference (with co.+ # 0) at lower decay times.
The ratio between the interference term and the mixing term, denoted t(t), is given by t(t) =
@
cosd/t x a.
So when (Y * 0, [ + co. For example, with cos+=l,
10%,1%,0.1%,0.01%,0.001%
(corresponding
to R-i*
= 10-3,10-4,10-5,
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at t = 1 for Q =
lo+, lo-‘)
one

has t(t) = 9,28,90,280,900
term become smaller than

respectively.
(4) Only for t > &&os4I
does the interference
the mixing term.
(5) R(to) = 0 happens and only happens

when cosd = -1, and only at location to = 0. 2 a For Q = IO%, l%,O.l%,
one has to =
4.5, I4.1,44.7.
(6) One can obtain a very pure DCSD sample by cutting at low decay time:
0.1. At such low t, the mixing term drops out and leaving only the interference
t-ccterm. Let’s define the purity of DCSD to be PDCSD = 1 - Ji 6
cosqS(te-t)/ Ji e-‘. For
0.1
one
get
Pnosn
=
&Zcos~
C/(2
+
C).
Let’s
take
C
=
0.2,
for a = lo%, l%,
cwe can get 7’~o.m = 96%,99% pure DCSD respectively.
(7) The cut t 5 C cuts off only
1 - (1 + C)e-C N C2/2 = 2% from the whole interference term.
While Property (1) tells us that the mixing term does live at longer decay time, Property
(3) tells us clearly that we should not ignore the interference term. In fact, that’s the last
thing one wants to ignore! (unless we know for sure cos 4 = 0). It is the commonly believed
namely DCSD, that could greatly enhance the chance of seeing a
Uannoying background”,
very small mixing signal. (In semi-leptonic method, one does not have this advantage). For
a very small mixing rate, almost all the mixing signature could show up in the interference
term, not in the mixing term, as long as cos 4 # 0. Property (2) tells us at which location
one expect to find the most rich signature of a potential small mixing, which is where the
interference term peaks: t N 1 (why should one keep worrying about long lived DCSD
tails? let’s hope for cos 4 # 0 first.) Property (5) shows that destructive interference is
not necesssrily a bad thing.
In fact, it could provide extra information.
For example, if
cosd = -1, then one should find R(to) = 0 at to = @,
see Figure 5. For the general
case, interference will lead to very characteristic
time distribution,
as can be clearly seen in
Figure 6. Properties (6) and (7) show that we can study DCSD well without being confused
by the possible mixing component. This will become important when we discuss method B.
Figure 5 shows that the signature of mixing is a deviation from a perfect exponential
time distribution
with the slope of 7+ r. Our ability to observe this signature depends on the
number of Do -+ K+*-(X)
events we will have. Right now this is limited by the rather poor
statistics. Figures 3 and 4 show each term with a = 10% and cos4 = ZH (with Rncsn = 1).
It is interesting
to point out here that, in principle,
the Singly Cabibbo Suppressed
Decays (SCSD), such as Do + K+K-,
rr+z- can be used to study mixing. This is because
(assuming CP conservation) those decays occur only through the CP even eigenstate, which
means the decay time distribution
is a perfect exponential time distribution
with the slope
of 71. Therefore, one can use those modes to measure 7r. The mixing signature is not
a deviation
from a perfect exponential
(again assuming CP conservation),
but rather a
deviation of the slope from (71+72)/2.
Since 7+ = (71 +r2)/2 can be measured by using the
p -+ K-a+ decay time distribution,
one can then measure y = r-/7+ = (7i-72)/(7r
+7z).
Observation of a non-zero y would demonstrate mixing caused by the decay rate difference
(&h
= (z’ + y2)/2). It is worth pointing out that in this case other CP even (odd) fmal
states such as Do -+ K+K-K+K-,n+r-n+n(~+a-TO, K+K-no)
can be used to measure
7r(7s). In addition, there is no need to tag the Do nor know the primary vertex location,
‘One can use Do + K-a-

to study the acceptance function
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versus decay time.

since we only need to determine the slope. I should point out also that this method is only
sensitive to mixing caused by the decay rate difference between the two eigen states, not to
mixing caused by the mass difference z = 6m/y+ (6m = tns - ml). The sensitivity of this
method is discussed in section 4.1.

2.1.2

Method

B - use difference in resonance substructure

The idea of this new method is to use the wrong sign decay D’+ + D”T,+ followed by
Do 4 K+r-?r”,
K+r-r+?retc., and use the possible differences of the resonant substructure between mixing and D&SD to study mixing.
There are good reasons to believe that
the resonant substructure of DCSD decay is different from that of mixing (Cabibbo favored
decay, CFD). We can use the Do + K+T-T’
decay as an example. For CFD and DCSD,
the true yield density n(p) at a point p in the Dalitz plot can be written as:
n(p)

cc Ifi e’+‘As

+ f~ ei”BWP+(p)

+ f3 eiCBWK.-(p)

+ f4 e’44BWR.o(p)12

(4)

where fi are the relative amplitudes for each component and & are the interference phases
between each submode. & is the S-wave three-body decay amplitude, which is flat across
the Dalitz plot. The various BW(p) terms are Breit-Wigner
amplitudes for the K’T and
Kp sub-reactions.
Note that in general *,
fiDCSD

/ficFD

f

@=-’

fjDCSD/fjCFD

e+

,QFD

(i

#

j)

(5)
(6)

This means that the resonant substructure (the true yield density n(p)) for DCSD is different
from that of mixing 3. As both DCSD and mixing contribute to the wrong sign decay, the
yield density for the wrong sign events nw(p) will have a complicated form, due to the fact
that for each submode DCSD and mixing may interfere with each other. Just like in method
A, for very small mixing, the interference term between DCSD and mixing will be the most
important one.
In principle, one can use the difference between the resonant substructure for DCSD and
mixing events to distinguish mixing from DCSD. For instance, combined with method A, one
can perform a multi-dimensional
fit to the data by using the information
on AM, M(D’),
proper decay time t and the yield density on Dalitz plot n,(p,t).
The extra information
ZIt has been pointed out [23, 331 that it is unlikely that just one universal suppression factor will affect
the individual DCSD. For example, SU(3) breaking can introduce a significant enhancement for Do DCSD
decays Do + K+v,
K’+n-,
while SU(6) breaking can introduce s siaeable suppression relative to the naive
expectation for Do DCSD decay Do + K+p-.
3The sign of the interference between each submode changes whenever cosf7.q (0~ is the h&city angle of
the resonance) changes sign. This is the same for both the Cabibbo favored decay and the DCSD. This can
be easily seen from the BreitWigner
amplitude which describes the strong resonances and decay angular
momentum conservation: BWR a Mij-~R’~&z
where MR and r’~ are the mess and width of the Mij
resonance (the K’ or p). The difference between Cabibbo favored decay and DCSD comes from the relative
amplitude fi for each submode and the interference phase term .4.
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on the resonant substructure
will, in principle, put a much better constraint on the amount
of mixing.
Of course, precise knowledge of the resonant substructure
for DCSD is needed
here and so far we do not know anything about it. Because of this, for current experiments
this method is more likely to be a complication rather than a better method when one tries
to apply method A to Do -+ K+n-no
(see section 3.2 and (241) or Do -P K+T-z+r-.
In
principle, however, one can use wrong sign samples at low decay time (which is almost pure
DCSD, see section 2.1.1.) to study the resonant substructure
of the DCSD decays. In the
near future, we should have a good understanding
of DCSD decays and this method could
become a feasible way to search for mixing.

2.1.3

Method

C --use

quantum

statistics

of the production

and decay processes

This method is to search for dual identical two-body hadronic decays in e+e- --* @I” --)
Dodo, such as (K-x+)(K-T+),
as was first suggested by Yamamoto in his Ph.D thesis (251.
The idea is that when DoDo pairs are generated in a state of odd orbital angular momentum
(such as V’), the DCSD contribution
to identical two-body pseudo-scalar-vector
(D ---f
PV) and pseudoscalar-pseudo-scalar
(D + PP) hadronic decays (such as ( K-T+)( K-r+))
cancels out, leaving only the contribution
of mixing [25,23,26].
As many people have asked
about this, I would like to show here the essence of Yamamoto’s original calculation for the
(K-&)(K-r+)
case. Let’s define c(t) = e--im+-7it/2 (i = I,2) and e*(t) = (ei(t)&es(t))/2.
A state that is purely ID”) or IDo) at time t = 0 will evolve to ID(t)) or lb(t))
at time
t, with ID(t)) = e+(t)ID’)
+ ed(t)ID
and ]B(t)) = e-(t)lD”)
+ e+(t)lB’).
In e+e- -+
Q” ---) Do@‘, the D”bo pair is generated in the state D”bo - boDo as the relative orbital
angular momentum of the pair L: = 1. Therefore, the time evolution of this state is given by
lD(t)b(t’))
- Ib(t)D(t’)),
where t (t’) is the time of decay of the D (b). Now the doubletime amplitude &(t, t’) that the left side decays to K-n+ at t and the right side decays to
K-r+
at t’, giving a wrong sign event (K-r+)(K-n+),
is given by:
&(t,t’)

= (e+(t)e-(t’)

- e-(t)e+(t’))(a’

- b”)

where a = (K-r+lD”)
is the amplitude of the Cabibbo favored decay Do -+ K-T+, while b =
(K-r+lDO)
is the amplitude of DCSD b” --) K-T+.
Similarly, the double-time amplitude
&(t,t’)
for the right sign event (K-&)(K+T-)
is given by:
dJt,t’)

= (e+(t)e+(t’)

- e-(t)e-(t’))(a’

- b2)

(8)

One measures the wrong sign versus right sign ratio R, which is:
R = NW ?T+,K-n+)
N(K-T+,
K+*-)

+ N(K+n-,

K+n-)

+ N(K+?r-,

K-n+)

JJd&,
= JJ&(t,

P) dt &’
t’) dt dt’

Note in taking the ratio, the amplitude term (u” - 6*) in Equations (7) and (8) drop out.
Thus, clearly R does not depend on whether b is zero (no DCSD) or fmite (with DCSD).
Integrating
over all times, one then obtains R = (z’ + y’)/2 = &xipg,
where t and y are
defined as before.
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This is probably the best way to separate DCSD and mixing. The exclusive nature of
the production guarantees both low combinatoric backgrounds and production kinematics
essential for background rejection. This method requires one use e+e- annihilation in the
charm threshold region (where one cannot observe the D decay vertex). Here the best final
state is (K-r+)(K-rr’).
In principle, one can also use final states like (K-p+)(K-p+)
or
(K*-sf)(K*-v+),
etc., although again there sre complications.
For example, it is hard
to differentiate experimentally (K-p+)(K-p+)
from (K-p+)(K-r+n”),
where DCSD can
contribute. With high statistics, in principle, this method could be combined with method
B.
It is worth pointing out that quantum statistics yield different correlations for the D”fio
The well-defined coherent quantum states of
decays from e+e- + DO~o,DO~o~,Dodoro.
the D"bo can be, in principle, used to provide valuable cross checks on systematic uncertainties and, more importantly, to extract t = bm/T+ and y = y-/7+ if mixing is observed 1321.
2.2

Semi-leptonic

method

The semi-leptonic method is to search for Do --) Do + X1-v decays, where there
is no DCSD involved. However, it usuaIly (not always!) suffers from a large background
due to the missing neutrino, in addition, the need to understand the large background often
introduces model dependence. In the early days, the small size of fully reconstructed samples
of exclusive Do hadronic decays and the lack of the decay time information made it difficult
to constrain the DoDo mixing rate using the hadronic method, many experiments used semileptomc decays. The techniques that were used were similar -searching for likesign P+/J+
or p-p- pairs in $N + #(p+p+)X
[4, 71 and s-Fe + I”+# [5], n-W + p+p+ [lo].
These techniques rely on the assumptions on production mechanisms, and the accuracy of
Monte Carlo simulations to determine the large conventional sources of background.
There are other ways of using the semi-leptonic method. The best place to use the
semi-leptonic method is probably in e+e- annihilation near the charm threshold region.
The idea is to search for e+e- + Q” + Dsp --t (K-l+v)(K-I+Y)
or e+e- + D-D‘+
+
(K+x-z-)(K+I-u)~,+
[27,28]. The latter is probably the only place where the semi-leptonic
method does not suffer from a large background. It should have a low background, as there is
only one neutrino missing in the entire event, and therefore threshold kinematics constraints
should provide clean signal.
It is worth pointing out that one can not claim a Dobo mixing signal based on the semileptonic method alone (unless with the information on decay time of Do) 4. Nevertheless,
one can always use this method to set upper limit for mixing.
4Bigi [32] has pointed out that an observation of a signal on Do --t 1+X establishes only that a certain selection rule is violated in processeswhere the charm quantum number is changed, namely the rule
ACharm = -AQI where QI denotes leptonic charge. This violation can occur either through D”fi’ mixing
(with the unique attribute of the decay timedependence of mixing) , or through new physics beyond the
Standard Model (which could be independent of time).
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3
3.1

Mixing

Searches

e+e- running

at Different

Experiments

on W’(3770) -MARK

III,

BES, Tau-charm

factory

The MARK III collaboration was the fist (though hopefully not the last) to use the
e+e- -+ @” -t DoDo technique. They reported preliminary results for two Uwrong-sign”
Do decay events (unpublished)
[30], one was consistent with K-p+ vs. K-p+, while the
other one was consistent with K*‘R’ vs. K’OnO. This was a very interesting result at
that time, and had a strong influence on the subject. However, one cannot draw a firm
conclusion about the existence of DoDo mixing based on these events. There are at least
two reasons: (1) The background study has to rely on Monte Carlo simulation of the PID
(particle identification - Time-of-Flight).
As Gladding has pointed out: “These results
must be considered preliminary because the calculation of the confidence level is sensitive to
the tails of PID distribution for the backgroundn [31]; (2) Assuming that the Monte Carlo
background study is correct, and that the events are real, one still cannot claim the two
events are due to mixing, for example, the non-resonant decays Do + Kmr” may contribute
to one side of the pair in each of the events, in which DCSD can contribute.
The MARK III puzzle can be completely solved at a r-charm factory, which is a high
luminosity (10sscm-2s-‘) efe- storage ring operating at center-of-mass energies in the range
3-5 GeV. The perspectives for a D”b” mixing search at a r-charm factory have been studied
in detail 127, 281. I will outline here the most important parts. The best way to search for
mixing is probably to use e+e- --) V” + D”bo -+ (K-n+)(K-n+).
The sensitivity is not
hard to estimate. Assuming a one year run with a luminosity of 10sscm-2s-‘, 5.8 x IOr
D’s would be produced from Q”. Therefore about 9 x lo4 (K-d)(K+r-)
events would
A detailed
be produced. About 40% of them (3.6 x 104) could be fully reconstructed.
study has shown that the potential dominant background comes from doubly misidentified
(K-r+)(K+r-),
and if TOF resolution is 120 ps, this background can be kept to the level
of one event or less. This means one can set an upper limit at the 10e4 level.
As mentioned above, the best place to use the semi-leptonic method is probably at a rcharm factory. One good example is to search for e+e- -t D-D’+
-+ (K+T-r+)(K+l-v)T$.
It is expected that this method can also have a sensitivity at the 10m4 level. There are many
other independent techniques that one can use for a mixing search at a r-charm factory. By
combining several independent techniques (which require running at different energies), it
was claimed that DoDo mixing at the lo-’ level could be observable.
There have been several schemes around the world for building a r-charm factory. If
such a machine is built, it could be a good place to study mixing. At the workshop, Walter
Toki told us the history of the ~-charm factory: one was proposed at SLAC in 1989 and at
Spain in 1993. It was discussed at Dubna in 1991, at IHEP (China), and at Argonne (this
workshop). It will be discussed again at IHEP (Ch’ ma ) soon. Let us hope that we will have
one in the not too distant future.
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3.2

e+e- running

near T(4S) -ARGUS,

CLEOII,

CLEO

III,

B factory

Using the CLEO II data sample, with an integrated luminosity of 1.8 fb-’ at and near
the T(4S) resonance, CLEO has observed a signal for Do + K+T- [19] from the decay chain
D’+ -+ DOT,' + (K*rr-)rr,+, as can be seen in Figure 2.
Without a precision vertex detector, CLEO II can only in effect measure the rate B(D" +
-f
Kn) integrated over all times of a pure Do decaying to a final state K?r. The ratio R=B(D'
K+n-)/B(DO
* K-x+) is given by integrating equation (2) over all times:

R=

bxins+

RDCSD +

%~~~&JC~DCOS~

CLEO II finds R = (0.77 f 0.25 (stat.) rt 0.25 (sys.))%. This signal could mean one of
two things: (1) mixing could be quite large, which would imply that mixing can be observed
in the near future; (2) the signal is dominated by DCSD. The theoretical prediction for
Rncsn is about 2 tan4Bc - 0.6% [23, 341, which is quite consistent with the measured
value. It is, therefore, believed by many that the signal is mostly due to DCSD, although
it remains consistent with the current best experimental upper limits on mixing, which are
(0.37 - 0.7)% (121 and 0.56% [IO].
CLEO has also tried to use hadronic method B, by searching for Do + K+n-TO. This
mode has never been studied before due to the need to detect the rr’. The excellent photon
detection at CLEO II allows one to study this mode with a sensitivity close to Do + K+nmode. The main complication faced here is that (as discussed in section 2.1.2) the resonant
substructure is not necessarily the same for wrong sign and right sign decays. Because of
this, the interpretation of R as k,,
or R ncsn will be complicated by the lack of knowledge
of the details of the interference between submodes (and also the decay time information).
Moreover, one has to worry about the detection efficiency across the Dalitz plot. Setting an
upper limit for each submode is clearly very difficult. CLEO has thus set an upper limit
as R = B(D" + K+rr-rO)
/B(D" -+ K-?r+n")
on the inclusive rate for Ds + K+R-T'
< 0.68% [24]. Note this upper limit includes the possible effects of the interference between
the DCSD and mixing for each submode as well as the interference between submodes.
This summer, CLEO will install a silicon vertex detector (SVX) with a longitudinal
resolution on vertex separation around 75 pm. This will enable CLEO to measure the decay
time of the Do, and reduce the random slow pion background (as the resolution of the
D’+ _ DO mass difference is dominated by the angular resolution on the slow pion, this
should be greatly improved by the use of the SVX). By the year 2000, with CLEO III (a
symmetric B factory) and asymmetric B factories at SLAC and KEK, each should have
about thousands p + K+K-(X),
x+x-(X)
and a few hundred Do + K+T- (and perhaps
Do + K+?r-?r", K+?r-?r+?r- too) signal events with decay time information for one year of
running. The typical decay length of Do (L) is about a few hundred pm, and the resolution
of the decay length (UC) is about 80 ,um (L/o= - 3). The sensitivity to mixing at CLEO
III and asymmetric B factory has not been carefully studied yet. A reasonable guess is that
it could be as low as 10e4. If mixing is indeed as large as DCSD, it should be observed by
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3.3

Fixed

target

experiments-E615,E691,

E791, E687

A significant amount of our knowledge has been gained from Fermilab fixed target experiments, and in fact the current best upper limits on mixing have emerged from these
experiments (E615, E691), and will come from their successors E687 and E791 very soon.
The best upper limit using the semi-leptonic method comes from the Fermilab experiment E615, which used a 255 GeV pion beam on a tungsten target. The technique is to
search for the reaction nN + D”bo --) (K-p+v)D’
+ (K-p+v)(K-p+v),
where only the
final state muons are detected (like sign b+p+ or ,u-p- pairs). Assuming o(cZ) N A’ nuclear
dependence, they obtained b
< 0.56% [lo].
The best upper limit using the ha&on& method by measuring the decay time information
comes from E691, which is the first high statistics fixed target (photoproduction)
experiment.
In fact, E691 was the fnst experiment which used the decay time information (obtained from
the excellent decay time resolution of their silicon detectors) to distinguish DCSD and mixing.
were used. The upper
The decay chains D’+ + D”r,+ followed by Do + K+T-, K+r-r+nlimits from the Do -f K+T- mode are l&xipp < (0.5 - 0.9)% and RDCSD < (1.5 - 4.9)%
while the upper limits from Do -+ K+T-r+?rare b
< (0.4 - 0.7)% and Rnoso <
il.8 - 3.3)% . Th e combined result gives R.,,,rm < (0.37 - 0.7)%. The ranges above reflect
the possible effects of interference between DCSD and mixing with an unknown phase(d).
Note that for Do -+ K+n-a+*-,
th e resonant substructure in the Cabibbo favored and
DCSD decays has been ignored.
At this workshop, both E687 and E791 have reported their preliminary result from part
of their data. One can find the details in Jim Wiss’s talk. The best upper limits on mixing
should come from these two experiments soon. It is worth pointing out here that both the
E687 .and E791 results reported in the workshop are based on the assumption that there is
no interference between DCSD and mixing. Future analysis should include the interference
term for the reasons discussed in section 2.1.1.
4
4.1

Comparison
Hadronic

of Different
method

Experiments

A

This measurement requires: (1) excellent vertexing capabilities, at least good enough
to see the interference structure; (2) low background around the primary vertex. The background level around the primary vertex is an important issue as the interference term in
equation (2) does peak at t = 1. In addition, low background around primary vertex means
that one does not suffer much from random slow pion background and also one can measure the DCSD (or direct SCSD) component at low decay time well. This is important for
understanding DCSD (or direct SCSD) at large decay times. The vertexing capabilities at
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e+e- experiments (13/o N 3) for CLEO III an d asymmetric B factories at SLAC and KEK
should be su5cient for a mixing search. The extra path-length due to the Lorentz boost,
together with the use of silicon detectors for high resolution position measurements, have
given the fixed target experiments an advantage over e+e- experiments (L/a N 8 - 10).
The low background around the primary vertex at e+e- experiments and photoproduction
experiments is a certain advantage. It is worth pointing out here that at the e+e- experiments (esp. at asymmetric B factory or Z factory) it maybe possible to use B” -+ D-+1-v,
where the primary (D*+ decay) vertex can be determined by the I- together with the slow
pion coming from the D’+. In this case, the background level around the primary vertex is
intrinsically very low.
However, in the case of Do + K+K-,r+r-,
etc., the requirement on the background
level around the primary vertex is not so important. In this case, the mixing signature is
not a deviation from a perfect exponential (again assuming CP conservation), but rather a
deviation of the slope from (-ye + 72)/2 (which can be measured by using Do -+ K-n+).
In
addition, since we only need to determine the slope here, we do not need to tag the Do nor
know the primary vertex location. The sensitivity of this method depends on how well we
can dertermine the slope. Roughly speaking, the sensitivity to y would be l/n,
where N is
the number of Do -+ K+K-, x+x-, etc. events, which means that the sensitivity to mixing
caused by the decay rate difference (- y2) is l/N. For example, a fixed-target experiment
capable of producing N 10s reconstructed charm events could lower the sensitivity 5 to
- 10m6 for the y2 term in hixing = (z’ + y*)/2.
4.2

Hadronic

method

B

In the near future, we should be able to have a good understanding of DCSD ’ in
Do ---) K+r-d?r-,
etc. modes, then method B will become a feasible way
to study mixing and the sensitivity should be improved. Just like method A, this method
requires very good vertexing capabilities and very low background around the primary vertex
(this is even more important than in method A, since precise knowledge of DCSD is very
important here). In addition, this method requires that the detection efficiency (for the mode
being searched) across Dalitz plot be quite uniform (at least the detector should have good
acceptance on the Dalitz plot at locations where DCSD and mixing resonant substructure
are different). This is necessary so that detailed information on the resonant substructure
can be obtained in every corner on the D&z plot.
Do -+ K+n-x0,

The excellent photon detection capabilities will allow e+e- experiments to study the
Do + K+z-?r’
mode with very low background.
From the CLEO II Do + K+?r-rO
analysis, the detection efficiency across the Dalitz plot will have some variations due to cuts
%ince I came up with this idea the day before the deadline of this paper, the sensitivity has not beed
carefully estimated yet.
61t may be possible that good understanding of DCSD can be reached by measuring the pattern of D+
DCSD decays where the signature is not confused by a mixing component. It is worth pointing out that the
Dt DCSD decays can be studied very well at future fixed target experiments.
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needed to reduce background, however, it is still good enough to obtain detailed information
on the resonant substructure [24]. Future fixed target experiments may have a good chance
to study Do + K+?r-hrmode, since the detection efficiency across Dalitz plot should be
quite flat. The sensitivity that each experiment can reach by using this method depends on
many things and need to be carefully studied in the future.
4.3

Hadronic

method

C

The sensitivity of this method depends crucially on the particle identification capabilities. Since the Do is at rest, the K and rr mesons will have the same momentum, so a
doubly misidentified Cabibbo favored decay Do + K-d
(K- + ?r-,h
-+ K+ ) mimics
a Do + K+?r- with almost the same Do mass. It is worth pointing out here that particle
identification is not as crucial to method A as it is to this method, as far as this particular
background is concerned. This is because in method A, the Do is highly boosted, and doubly
decays will have a broad distribution in the Do mass spectrum
misidentified Do -+ K+raround the Do mass peak; this background can be kinematically rejected with only a small
reduction of the efficiency for the signal events ‘.
Once the sensitivity reaches 0(10m5), one may have to worry about other contributions. For instance, e+e- + 27 + Do@ may produce C-even states, where DCSD can
contribute [26].
4.4

Semi-leptonic

method

The semi-leptonic method usually suffers from large background (except at a r charm
factory), the traditional method of looking for like sign p+p+ or P-/J- pairs is an examp!s.
New ideas are needed in order to improve the sensitivity significantly.
Some promising
techniques have been suggested by Rally Morrison and others, and have been discussed in
the working group [29].
5

Summary

The search for DoDo mixing carries a large discovery potential for new physics since the
Dobo mixing rate is expected to be very small in the Standard Model. The past decade has
seen significant experimental

progress in sensitivity

(from 20% down to 0.37%).

In light of the recent CLEO II signal in Do + K*?r-, if the mixing rate is close to that
of DCSD (above 10s4) , then it might be observed by the year 2000 with either the hadronic
or the semi-leptonic method, either at fixed target experiments, CLEO III, asymmetric B
‘The idea is for each Kt *- candidates, one can invert the kaon and pion assignmentsand recalculate the
Do mass, denoted MsP. If MB+ lies close to the nominal D” mass, the combination is discarded. This veto
works as long as the momentum measurementis correct. One can say that excellent tracking capabilities is
crucial in order to get rid of this background here.

factories(at SLAC and KEK), or at a r-charm factory. If the mixing rate is indeed much
smaller than DCSD, then the hadronic method may have a better chance as the potentially
very small mixing signature could be enhanced by the presence of the relatively large %nnoying background” DCSD. The design of future experiments should focus on improving
the vertexing capabilities and reducing the background level around the primary vertex, in
order to fully take advantage of having the possible DCSD interference. In addition, since
decays such as Do + K+K-, ?T+R-, occur only through the CP eigenstate, the decay time
distribution is a perfect exponential time distribution with the slope of 71 (the decay rate of
the CP eigenstate, assuming CP conservation). This fact can be used to measure the decay
rate difference y = y-/y+ = (71 - ~s)/(yr + 7s) alone. Observation of a non-zero y would
demonstrate mixing caused by the decay rate difference. Moreover, the possible differences
between the resonant substructure in many DCSD and mixing decay modes could be used
(method B) and the sensitivity could be improved significantly this way. This means that
understanding DCSD in J) decays could be a very important step on the way to observe
mixing. Experimenters and theorists should work hard on this. In this sense, it is best to
think of the quest to observe mixing as a program rather than a single effort.
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Upper
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for Charm

Hadron

Decays

to Two Muons

plus a Hadron
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Abstract
A search for charm hadron decays into two muons plus a hadron has been carried out using
a hybrid emulsion spectrometer.
No evidence for such decays has been found, which allows
upper limits ranging from 1.7 x lo-’ to 7.2 x IO-’ at 90 % confidence level to be placed on
the branching fractions for charm-changing neutral-current
and lepton-number violating decay
modes. A possible new experiment aiming to lower the upper limits down to lo-’ is proposed
as an extension of the present emulsion hybrid experiment.

1

Introduction

So far the standard model of electroweak and strong interactions is consistent with all
known phenomena in particle physics [l], although it is not thought of as the ultimate theory.
In this situation, searches for non-standard processes such as flavor-changing neutral-current
(FCNC) decays, which sre forbidden to first order in the standard model, are particularly
interesting because they may provide evidence for %ew physics”[2]. FCNC decays of strange
psrticles, such as KE + e+e- and KE + ?r”e+e-, have been studied to the level of lo-” to
lo-’ (11. For the charm-decay sector, the existing experimental limits for FCNC decay modes
are much less stringent [I]. The best limit at present [3] is B(P + /.L+P-) < 1.1 x 10m5.
However, this decay mode is expected to be helicity suppressed [4] by a factor of (rn,&~~)~.
Therefore the study of helicity-unsuppressed FCNC decays into two leptons plus a hadron
is a more sensitive test for FCNC interactions of the charm quark.
In this paper, we describe a search for these decays in a hybrid emulsion experiment,
Fermilab E653, and report resulting upper limits for FCNC charm decays such as B(D” +
x’#p-)
and B(D+ + s+p+p-) ‘. This search is sensitive to modes with missing neutral
haclrons, as well as to constrained decays in which a signal would appear as a visible invariant
mass equal to that of a charm state. In addition to these FCNC decay modes, we have
sIso searched for lepton-number violating decays into same-sign muons plus a hadron, e.g.
D+ -t r-p+p+,
by the same scanning p rocedure, and also report upper limits for such
decays. In the last part of this paper, a proposal is made to get lo3 times more stringent
upper limits for both FCNC and lepton-number violating decays of charm particles.
‘Throughout

this paper, charge-conjugate

modes are implied unless otherwise stated.
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2

Features

of the Apparatus

and the Recording

of the Events

Fermilab experiment E653, as described in detail elsewhere [5], used a hybrid emulsion
spectrometer which consisted of a nuclear emulsion target and an electronic spectrometer.
The primary interaction and short-lived decay vertices were observed visually with high
spatial resolution of 1 pm in the emulsion target. The electronic spectrometer provided the
track and decay vertex reconstraction and muon identification downstream of the emulsion
target, and identified the selection of events to be scanned.
The emulsion target, 1.47 cm thick, was composed of 20 plates placed perpendicular
to the beam. The high-resolution decay volume was extended by the use of two precision
emulsion anslysers: a thin analysis plate separated from the target by 1.0 cm of low-density
plastic honeycomb, and a moving emulsion tape 1.2 cm further downstream. The electronic
spectrometer consisted of an Is-plane silicon microstrip vertex detector which began 5.7 cm
downstream of the emulsion target, a large-aperture dipole magnet, 55 drift chamber planes,
and a liquid argon calorimeter. A second spectrometer for muon analysis, which began after
1700 g/cm’ of absorber, comprised 12 drift chamber planes on either side of an iron toroidal
magnet.
The data used in this analysis were obtsined in a 600 GeV/c P- beam with a trigger
which required both a beam particle to interact in the target and a muon to penetrate 3900
g/cm* of absorber. A totsI of 8.2 x lo6 events, corresponding to 2.5 x lOa interactions, was
collected.
3

Selection

of Dimuon

Events

Dimnon candidates to be scanned, selected from events reconstructed
eter, satisfied the following requirements:

in the spectrom-

(1) Two muon tracks, with either opposite or same charges, were identified
system.

in the muon

(2) The muon tracks must be cleanly reconstructed. In particular, the x2’s for matching the
track segments upstream and downstream of the dipole magnet had to be smaller than 3.0.
This reduced the number of accepted charged hadrons, especially kaons, which decayed in
the magnet volume.
(3) For both muons tracks, t,he momenta p,, must satisfy 8 < p, < 150 GeV/c. The lower p,,
requirement was chosen to reduce the feedthrough of hadron decays in flight, and the upper
limit to reduce hadron punchthrough.
(4) For at least one muon, the transverse momentum with respect to the beam direction,
prTr, must be greater than 0.8 GeV/c. This requirement was designed to have good efficiency
for charm, but to discrimin ate against other sources of secondary vertices such as strange
particle decay.
Thus, selection criteria (2) and (3) p rovided unambiguous matching of the muon tracks
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in the upstream spectrometer, while the selection (4) re d uced considerably the number of
events to be scanned without serious loss of signal. At this stage, before scanning, there
was no requirement that the muons originate from the same vertex. A total of 1158 events’
passed these selection criteria.
4

Results

of Scanning

After events with primary interaction vertices outside the target fiducial volume had
been eliminated, 950 events remained. The primary vertex was looked for in this sample
using the procedures described in refs. [6, 71, and was found for 946 (99.6%) of them.
The next step was to determine whether either muon originated from the primary
vertex, since most of the muons in these events came from the decays of kaons or pions
emitted from the primary interaction.
To remove these primary muons, the slopes of the
spectrometer muon tracks were compared visually with the emulsion track slopes at the
primary vertex. If either muon matched with an emulsion track, no further scanning was
done on the event. The matching criterion was that the difference in the slopes of the tracks
be less than 2 mrad 3.
This track-matching procedure at the primary vertex eliminated 897 of the 946 events.
For the remaining 49 events with both muons unmatched at the primary vertex, scanning
of the emulsion downstream of the primary vertex, and also interactive track-matching by
physicists of spectrometer tracks downstream of the emulsion (“graphic scan”) [7], continued
until alI emulsion-spectrometer track matches were found. As a result of this decay search,
33 of the 49 dimuons were identified as charm-anticharmpairs
in which both charm particles
decayed semimuonicslly. This number agrees well with the expected number of N 35 events
from a Monte Carlo simulation based on the cross section measured [lo] in this experiment. 4
An additional 13 dimuons were attributed to events in which at least one muon was emitted
from a secondary interaction with dark nuclear breakup tracks, or from a kaon decay.
Only three events had dimuon decay candidate6 (no evidence of nuclear breakup, and
prong count consistent with charge conservation). There were no three-prong (C3) or fiveprong (C5) charged decay candidates. Two events had neutral two-prong (N2) decay candidate6 found inside the emulsion target, and the third had a neutral four-prong (N4) candidate
found outside the emulsion target by the graphic scan procedure. No partner decay was observed in any of these three events, although the overall tinding probability for finding a
partner charm decay was [6, 111 about 80 %.
*Of these 1158 events, 19 had three muons; each muon satisfied the selections (2) and (3), and at least
one of three muons had pr > 0.8 G&/c.
3A larger matching tolerance was used for tracks with production angle 0 , 0.04 rad.
‘This expected due indndes feedthrough from hadronic decays in which a pion or kaon decayed into a
mnon.
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5

Simulations

and Detection

Efficiencies

To estimate the detection efficiency and the expected values of possible backgrounds,
a Monte Carlo simulation was carried out. Uncorrelated charm pairs with the production
distributions measured in this experiment [lo],
d%
&FdPi;.

0: (1 - IZFI)” . e+P(-@$)I

where n = 4.25 f 0.24(stat.) & 0.23(syst.) and b = 0.76 i 0.03 xk 0.03 (GeV/c)-* for z~ > 0
were superimposed on primary interactions generated by the FRITIOF [12] routine. All
experimental conditions, namely the experimental apparatus, the trigger conditions, the
ofIiine selections, the scanning procedure, and the analysis method, were taken into account.
The detection efficiency l can be decomposed into several parts and written as:
2
E = Ap,, . %dcction . ep
. &m&ion,

where A,, is the geometrical acceptance of the apparatus for two muons from the decay,
is the efficiency for the decay to pass the selection criteria discussed above. The
ad ~se~ection
efficiency er for finding and linking a prompt muon in the two spectrometers was 81.7 %. The
detection efliciency in emulsion E,,J~
(93 %) h as contributions from incorrect matching
in emulsion (94 %), and from scanning efficiency for a muomc decay vertex (99 %).
The net efficiency E for the phase space decay of the mode Do
to be 12.9% by the simulations.
The efiiciencies for other modes
Although the scanning procedure and efficiency for finding a decay
some for various decay modes, the overall efiiciencies vary due to the
of m,, > 0.8 GeV/c.
6

Estimated

+ vr’p+p-

was found

are listed in Table 1.
vertex sre almost the
selection criterion (4)

Backgrounds

The largest source of background is due to the feedthrough from semi-muonic (hadronic)
decay modes of charm hadrons in which a pion or kaon (pions or kaons) decayed into a muon
(muons). The amount of the feedthrough background was estimated by the simulation to
be 0.81 event for the two-prong N2 topology; 0.15 for N4; and 0.75 and 0.02 for the charged
topologies C3 and C5. Another possible background source is the early decay of Ki -+ X+T-,
with rr* + /.L*v, which is expected to be 0.4 event in our N2 sample. The expected number
of secondary interactions of neutral hadrons without evidence of nuclear breakup, in which
two pions or kaons decayed into two muons, was estimated to be less than 0.1 event from
the observed number of secondary interactions with nuclear breakup tracks.
5This number in&da
a small correction
region of Feynman ZF < 0.

(9.6 So) for the contribution
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from detecting the decay in the

Table 1. 90% confidence level (CL) upper limits on the branching fractions B for exclusive charm
decays into dimuons plus a hadron. The last five decay modes are due to lepton-number violating
processes.
Number of
signal
events N.
2
2

Decay mode
Do -) #p+p-

Do + @p+,r
Do
D+
D+
D’
D;

h p”p+p-,
-* r+p+p+ K+p+/i
--$ p+p+p-,
+ K+p+p-

p” 4 hr-

p+ *

T+AO

--)
*
-t
--*

FCNC

3.0
2.5
2.5
2.5

0
0
0
0

T-$/L+
K--$/L+
p-p+p+
K-,&p+

2.9

3.0

0

a; + E-$/L+

7

2.9

0

4s * PP+PD+
D+
D+
D,f

0
0
0
0
0

Upper limit
on N,
(90 % CL)
5.0
5.0
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Efficiency
E (%)
15.9
10.8
5.8
15.9
10.7
6.0
12.6
9.9
15.9
10.7
6.0
12.6
4.6

Upper limit
on B
(90 % CL)
1.7 x 10-d
2.5 x lo+
2.4 x 1O-4
2.2 x 10-d
3.3 x 10-d
5.8 x 1O-4
6.0 x 1O-4
3.3 x 10-4
2.2 x 10-b
3.3 x 10-d
5.8 x 1O-4
6.0 x lo+
7.2 x 1O-4

Limits

The 90 % confidence level upper limits on the decay branching fractions are calculated
:
by (e.g. for B(D” * r’p+p-))
B(D”

--) T’,u+/J-)

<

N(signal)
N(D0)

. ‘-‘,

where N(signal) is the upper limit on the number of signal candidates (Do * d’p+p-)
and
N(I)‘) is the number of Do produced in the region ZF > 0 (1.83 x 10s). The numbers of
Do, D* (0.718 x 105), and D,f (0.38 x 105) were calculated from the cross sections measured
in this experiment: u(D”; t,c > 0) = 22.05 f 1.37 f 4.82/lb/nucleon [lo], a(D*; 2.~ > 0) =
8.66 rb 0.46 f 1.96pb/nucleon [lo], and ~(0,‘; ZF > 0) = 4.6 AI 1.2 f 1.5,ab/nucleon [14] while
the number of A,$ baryons (0.91 x 10s) was estimated by the cross section obtained from
other experiments [15].
For a conservative estimate, the two N2 candidates described in Sec. 4 are treated
as signal in the upper limit calculation, although they could be bachground.
Also, the
number of estimated N2 bachground events has conservatively been tahen as only the charm
feedthroughs, 0.81. Thus the 90% confidence level upper limit on the number of N2 decays,
N(signal), is 5.0, based on 2 candidates and 0.81 events of estimated background.
For
ah other decay topologies, N(signal) is 2.3 since there are no candidates. Effects due to

uncertainty in N(D’) and uncertainty (5 %) in the overall efficiency are taken into account
by convoluting the Poisson distribution for N(signal) with Gaussian distributions of the
uncertainties. Table 1 shows the 90% confidence level upper limits on the numbers of various
dimuon decays and the resulting upper limit on the branching fractions for the decay modes,
together with corresponding efficiencies.
The upper limit on the branching fraction for Do + ?~‘JL+P-, the first reported meais 2.2 x 10e4, an
surement for this mode, is 1.7 x 10m4. The upper limit for D+ + d,u+porder of magnitude lower than the present published result [l]. Most of the limits obtained
for other FCNC and lepton-number violating decay branching fractions are either first reported measurements, or else an order of magnitude smaller than previous published results
[l, 16, 17, 181.
8

Possible

new experiment

for the study

of charm

diuon

decays

Depending on the E653 results, a new experiment could be proposed for the study of
charm dimuon decays which aims a goal of B(D + X/J~) of the order of 10-r.
The primary interaction and short-lived decay vertices were observed visually with high
spatial resolution of 1 pm in the emulsion target. The electronic spectrometer provided the
track and decay vertex reconstruction and muon identification downstream of the emulsion
target, and selected the events to be scanned.
The strong point of the Emulsion Hybrid Experiment such as E653 is as follows. On
can observe directly both of primary and secondary vertices under the high magnification
microscope, and this enables us,
1) to reject almost backgrounds such as ?y* + p*v or K*

-+ p*:v at the primary vertex,

2) to discriminate the candidates clearly horn backgrounds such as nuclear interactions etc.
at the secondary vertex, retaining high signal-to-bachground
ratio and also retaining
high detection efficiency.
An expansion of the order of lo3 of this type of experiment could reach an upper limit
of the order of lo-’ with 90 % CL for the branching ratio of charm dimuon decay. Of course,
a simple expansion of lo3 is impossible, both because of bigh cost of emulsion plates, and
because of heavy load of measurement and analysis.
Possible strategy to overcome these difficulties is to use a few emulsion plates separated
by air gaps as an analyser of sewndary tracks and vertices, and to use thin tungsten sheet as
a target. Fig. 1 shows a proposed set up of this hind of experiment. The detector consists of a
tungsten target, a hybrid vertex detector (emulsion + SSD), an em- and hadron-calorimeters,
and a muon spectrometer. A detail of the hybrid vertex detector is shown in Fii. 2. An
analyser which consists of 4 emulsion plates with the area of 1 ms coated each 60 pm on
both surfaces of 300 pm thick Acrylic base separated each other by air gaps of 5 mm is

attached just downstream of the tungsten target of 2 mm tbich. This part is followed by
DSSD layers with different pitches. The em&son-space analyser will be moved by the target
mover during the exposure to the beam, in order to get uniform event distribution over the
whole area of the analyser.
Hybrid Vertex
(Emulsion

Detector

+ Spectrometer

+ Muon Spectrometer

+ SSD)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

New Experiment

I
,“.,

Set Up

Figure 1: New experiment set an.

On one hand, this method enables us to reduce drastically the volume of emulsion
needed, and to decrease the scanning load. On the other hand, this method throws away
the direct observation of vertices. With the highest spatial resolution of sub-micron of the
emulsion plates, however, the above type of analyser will retain points of advantages claimed
only for nuclear emulsion.
1) One csn reject muons from decays of pions by pointing them bath to the primary vertex.
2) One can observe tracks of charged parent through the emulsion- space analyser.
3) One can measure the angle of charged parent with high accuracy of the order of 1 mrad.
4) One can resolve plural decay vertices, if they are separated more than 5 pm in x-y
projection, and more than 100 ,am in s projection.
Table 2 and Table 3 show the comparison of the proposed experiment and the experiment E653. Quantitatively, the relative gain of lo3 of the new experiment against the E653
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the decay vertex detector.

will be obtained by the ratio product of Target Thickness
Density on Target,
2.l%m.f.p.
3.7%m.f.p.

x Total Target Area x Beam

1 x lm2 x 300
10s/cm2
x 0.25 x 0.25m2 x 31 x 105/cm2 = **O

Besides the above quantitative
pected.

expansion, certain qualitative

improvement

will be ex-

1) Decreasing of the distance between the target and the dump (6 m for E653; 1 m for new
experiment) will reduce the backgrounds down to l/6, which come from rr* + ,U*V and
K* + $v , and this means the reduction of the fake dimuons of l/36.
2) 2 times enlargement of the acceptance for muons (100 mrad for E653; 200 mrad for new
experiment) will results the increase of factor 4 of the detection efikiency of the dimuon
events as weR as the acceptance of muons.
About the technical feasibility
mentioned.

of the proposed experiment,

following points could be

1) We have an experience of handling large emulsion plates as large as 1.4 x 1.4 ms, and
a big amount of emulsion as big as 200 liters, in the experiment CERN WA95.
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Table 2. Comparison E653 -2

beam
target

emulsion

SSD

beam density
distance
to DUMP

and New Experiment (Apparatus).

E653 run 2
600 GeV/c ?remulsion
1.5 cm
- 3.7 % m.f.p.
330 pm double side
20 layers
0.25 x 0.25 m2

New Experiment
700 GeVJc ?rtangusten
2mm
- 2.1 % m.f.p.
60 pm double side
4 layers
lxlm*

31 modules

300 modules

- 26 L

- 150 L

single side
18 layer
12.5,25, 50 pm pitch
1os/, cm2

double side
- 10 layer
10, 20,50 pm pitch
lo’/ cm2

6m

lm

comments
We cannot observe
the decay in the target
+ detection eff. x$

We have experience
to make 1.4 x 1.4mz
in CEFLN WA95.

Total taget area x150,
while total emulsion
volume x6.

The limit from emulsion
measurement.
Xi

backgrounds :
(T’ 4 p*v, K*

+ p’v)

x($)*7

muon acceptance

100 mrad

200 mrad

403

fake dimuon event x(i)”
x2
acceptance and detection
etkiency x 4

Table 3. Comparison E653 run 2 and New Experiment (Analysis).

number
number
number
number
number

of
of
of
of
of

beam
Do produced
interaction
triggered event
selected event

scanning
bachgrounds
(1) both muons from
primaryint.
+rr+/J
(2) one muon from
primsryint.
+?r+/J
another muon from
ChZUDl+pX
(3) both muons from
charm-*px

E653 run 2
2.8 x log
1.8 x 10s
1.2 x 10s
3.8 x 10s
950
semi-automatic

New Experiment
3 x 10’2
1.8 x lo8

comments
x103

6.3 x 1O’O
2.1 x 10s
- 7 x 104
full-automatic

- 1.4 x 104
(1) =d (‘4
total 901

- 2.4 x lo4

33

- 3.3 x 104

x70
practically using
in CER.N WA95
checking first
emulsion sheet,
we can reject
backgrounds
both (1) and (2).

2) The beam density of 106/cm2 on the emulsion surface may be near the limit, but not
inacceptable for the analysis.
3) Full automatic scanning and measuring system are already in practice in the experiment
CERN WA95, in which lo5 events will be treated per year.
As described before, the separating power of plural vertices in air gap in this method
is 5 pm and 100 pm respectively in x-y and s projections. The number of bachground events
falling in this region is, however, expected to be only 2.2 in the proposed experiment, and
even in those cases, we can dis crimkate the true signal by the minimum parent mass method.
From the points mentioned above, this proposal depends on actuality, even though it
being very preliminary one.

9

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have reported results of a search for charm hadron decays into two
muons plus a hadron. Some of the upper limits on branching fractions for charm-changing
neutral-current decays and lepton-number violating decays are obtained for the first time,
and most of the other limits are an order of magnitude smaller than the previous results. As
an extension of the present type of emulsion hybrid experiment, a possible new experiment
aiming a goal to get upper limit of 10m7 is proposed.
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W-E&ion

for

AS = 1 and AC = 1 Weak

Decays

M. D. Scadron
Physics Department
UaiveRity

of Arisona

‘ll~cson, AZ 36721, USA

The W-emission quark (i.e. hadron vacuum saturation
1 and 2 for nonleptonic

Cabibboangle-suppressed

VS) graphs depicted in Figs

-)x+x0

K+

and D+

+x+x0

weak

decays agree very well with data for the vector form factor f+(O) SJ 1. More speci&&
for the standard weak hamiltonian

Hw = (GF/~&)(J,+P
the VS prescription

predicts for K+ -+ x+x*

I(~+~“lH~l~+)IVS

+ J“J,+),

(1)

with f* = 93 MeV,

1(~+IA,lO)(*“IV’lK+) 1
fr (rf$ - mz)

= Ww&‘5)

= (Gras/d)
a 1.9 x 10m8GeV,
and the PDG finds the nearby experimental
I(n+x"lHwlK(+)lefp

amplitude

= mK[8rr/q]"2

Likewise the W-emission VS amplitude
J(~+~“lHwlD+)lvs

(2)

[l]

=(1.834f0.007)

for D+ + &x0
=

x

fr (ma - mz)

10s6GeV,

(3)

while the PDG total rate combined with the recently measured D+ + x+r"
ratio

[2] 0.22

(3)

with f+(O) = 1 is

(GFwI/~&)

k 0.29

x 10s8GeV.

brauching

l 0.05 finds
I(A+x~IHwID+)~~~~

~~0.36 x lo-*GeV.

= mD[8rr/q]"'

On the other hand, the Cabibbwrngle-enhanced

D+ + r+R"

(4)

VS decay depicted

in Fig 3 needs the usual [3] form factor suppression f+(O) rz 0.76

I(*+~“l~wlD+)Ivs = (GF&~)

A

(mZD-r&)

F* 1.3 x 10s6GeV,
in order to agree with the PDG value
407

f+(O)

(5)

I(~+I?‘IHwlD+)Icrp
The above W-emission

= rno [87rI’/4~]“’

at the quark level or vacuum saturation

works well for AS = 1 nonleptonic

(6)

at the hadron level also

weak baryon decays [4].

Contrast the above W-emission
for both K*

= (1.3 f 0.1) x 10-‘GeV.

AI = 312 amplitudes with the AI = l/2 transiti

4 xm and D” + AT weak decays. The charged W-emission

of Figs. 1 and 2 are then replaced by the (off-diagonal)
grapha of Figs. 4 and 5. In the K”

quark graphs

quark self-en-

+ TX case, the GIM me&an&m

plus m

[5] converts the b to

z or ti quarks in Fig. 4, leading to the observed AI = l/2 enhanced K” decay amplitudes

P31
I~~LW”NG~M =

G$>‘K

(rnz - mz)(mg

- rnz) s 24 x lo-*

GeV,

(7)

near data [l]
&r?r&,~K”)l~,

= (26.26 f 0.12) x lo-*

However for D” -+ TT, the GIM mechanism
resulting

in the observed AI = l/2

GeV.

(8)

turns the c to J or d quarka in Fig. 5,

nonenhancement

for D” decays [l].

It is intereating

that the charmed quark mass controls both AS = 1 K decays (via the rn: factor in eq. (7)),
and the AC = 1 decays (via the rn% factor in eqs. (3) and (5)).
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Figures

Fig. 1. W-emission
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CHARMONIUM

HADROPRODUCTION

AND

CHARM2000

Leonard Spiegel
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
Batavia, IL 60510

ABSTRACT
FNAL experiment E705 has recently published several results on the production of charmonim states in 300 GeV/c secondary hadron beams. This
brief note mnmark es results from proton-Induced charmonimn production.
Theoretical motivations for the studies are described, with emphasis on those
results which would beneiit from further experimental probing. It is argued
that charmouium hadroproduction should be viewed as a natural and important adjunct to the CHARM2000 program and that special considerations
should be given to the spectrometer design so as to enhance sensitivity for
charmonimn x states.
1.

QCD Motivation

Charmonium hadroproduction is invariably studied within the framework of Quantum Chromodynamics. One wishes to relate observed differential distributions of charmonium states to parton level diagrams and, in the process, clarify some of the assumptions involved in QCD calculations. In addition to the mathematical ditliculties
presented by QCD expansions, detailed predictions are also necessarily complicated by
convolutions with target and beam particle structure functions. Fzperimentally, one
would like to focus on charmordnm states that tend to isolate features of theoretical
interest. For example, it has long been appreciated that 30-40% of fixed target J/~‘S
are the result of x and $I’ decays. lb This implies an additional set of production-level
diagrams which must be taken into account in order to fully account for $ production.
In contrast, x states are mostly directly produced and thus represent an interesting set
for exploring QCD questions.7-‘2
Figures la and lb illustrate two conceivable lowest-level diagrams for CEproduction by gluon fusion (appropriate for proton-nucleon reactions, especially at small 2~).
Figure la assumes that color conservation is maintsined at all levels of the production process. Along with the diagrams are predictions for the relative production cross
sections for the ho, ~1, and xs states. The null prediction for the x1 state is easy to
understand: two massless, spin 1 gluons will not couple to a spin 1 state.13 Figure lb,
on the other hand, allows for an intermediate colored state which subsequently &evaporates” a soft gluon to yield a colorless d state. In lack of detailed understanding of
the evaporation process, the model simply assumes the x states are produced in proportion to their 25 + 1 spin projections. This leads to a sharp contrast with the color
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singlet model for the relative yields of xi and xs states. Unfortunately these states are
separated by only 45 MeV/Z,
which makes their isolation experimentally challenging.
2.

Experiment

E-705

Experiment E705 ran in the Proton West beamline of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and was designed to trigger on high mass dimuons while at the
same time maintaining good acceptance for charged hadrons, electrons, and photons.
Beam to the experiment alternated at approximately monthly inter&s between 300
GeV/c positives (55% percent protons and 45% pions) and 300 GeV/c negatives (98%
pions and 2% antiprotons). The beam was targeted upon a 33 cm lithium target. Two
beamline Cerenhov counters tagged on an event-by-event basis the beam particie composition. No distinction was made between pions and haons.
Reconstruction of the dimuon data yielded a sample of approximately 23,000
J/+‘s. Of these, approximately one half come from n-G interactions, one quarter
from n+Li, one quarter from protons, and a small percentage from antiprotons. E
705 also observed signah above baclrgronnd (m the combined data sample) of around
500 +’ --* p+p- and 1,100 xi.2 --f $7 ---) $p-y
states. The dimuon spectrnm for
protons is shown in Fig. 2a.14 By observing J/+ signals witbin specific Feynman-x
biis and correcting them for the spectrometer acceptance, the J/$ zF distribution is
obtained. This distribution is shown in Fii. 2b along with a structure function inspired
parameterization.
3.

Direct

J/$

Production

The main sources of non-direct J/11, production include radiative x decays and
40’ --, +lrz decays. The branching ratios for xo,r,s 4 +y are (6.6 f 1.8). 10e3%, (27.3 f
l-S)%, and (13.5 ck l.l)% respectively.” Thus the xo state can be neglected as a source
of indirect 4’s. By comparing the nnmber of xi and xs states above bachground with
the number of J/# states above background and correcting for the 7 acceptance, E705
measures the fraction of J/4 states that arise from x decays. For this anaiysis, it is not
necessary to resolve the xi and xs states. One does make the reasonable assumption
that the spectrometer acceptance is identical for x1 and xs photons.
In a sin&r fashion E705 estiiated the fraction of J/$‘s arising from $’ +
$rr decays by using its own meezurement for the $’ cross section and the tabukted
branching ratio.‘s This result, along with x state estimates, is shown in Table 1. By
removing the known decay contributions to the observed dimuon spectrum, E705 is
able to estimate the cross section for direct J/+ production. It should be noted that
components of this determination were all measured within a single experiment, thus
tending to minimize the systematic errors.
Table 1. E705 production results for protons. P in nanobarns/nncleon for z~ > 0.

md(+)I 4Wd+,)I tl,from
XI + x2 I ti fm3 +’

143 f 17 1 0.14 f 0.03 1

0.30 f 0.94
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I ~44)

1 0.08 ct 0.02 / 89 f 12

4.

x Production

Figure 3 illustrates the mass difference, M(ppy) - Af(p,~), for proton-produced
dimuons in the J/+ range. I’ The background curve was obtained bv combii
dimuons
with -y’s from other eve&. Following abackground subtraction, the resultant histogram
is shown in the upper right hand corner of Fig. 3. Superimposed on the backgroundsubtracted curve are fits for the individual contributions of the x1 and x2. The shape
of these response curves was obtained by measnring the energy resolution of conversion
electrons, where one has accurately measured their momentum, and cross-checking the
results with v” signals. The expected width (sigma) of the two x signals is 30 f 3
MeV/c?. I4 By centering the Gaussian fits at the known masses of the xr and xr and
by showing the normalizations to float so as to best fit the masz dit7erence spectrum,
the relative contributions of the xr and xs are measured. Removing the branching
ratios yields a ratio,r7 ur/uz = 0.08$$, which can be contrasted with the analogous
measurement for pions: ur/os = 0.52?~:$.
Although the errors are fairly large, the E-705 cross section ratio for protons suggests the dominance of the color singlet model diagram of Fig. 1. Only one other proton
experiments has attempted to separately measure the individual x state cross sections
and their result, u,/ur = 0.24 & 0.28, is again suggestive of strict color conservation.
5. Relevance to CHARM2000
There are many open questions with regards to charmonium hadroproduction
that would benefit from fresh theoretical and experimental investigations. With a suitable dimuon trigger, the CHARM2000 program could easily amass a substantial charmonium data sample. Special consideration should be given to the photon calorimeter
so that the resulting energy resolution is sharp enough to well resolve the xr and xz
charmonium states. With unprecedented zignals consisting of hundreds of thousands of
J/+‘s and tens of thousands of #’ and x states, and with hopefully a renewed theoretical
interest, CHARM2000 should be able to offer deeper insights into QCD.
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Fig. 1. Gluon

Fig. 2. a) E705
distribution.
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Abstract
Measurements of the polarization of .7/$ produced in pion-andens collisions are in diqreement
with leading twist QCD prediction ahue J/$ is observed to have ne&ible
polarisation whereas
theory predicts snbstaatial poluisation. We argue that this discrepancy cannot be due to poorly
known strncture functions nor the relative production rates of J/$ and XJ. The diqreement
between theory and experiment suggests important higher twist corrections, as has earlier been
surmised from the anomeJons non-factorised nnclurr A-dependence of the J/$J cross section.

1

Introduction

One of the most sensitive tests of the QCD mechanisms for the production of heavy
quarkonium is the polarization of the J/$J in hadron collisions. In fact, there are serious
disagreements between leading twist QCD prediction [2] and experimental data [3,4,5, 6, 7]
on the production cross section of ‘direct’ J/+ and x1. We would like to advocate that
polarization of J/1/, provides strong constraints on the production mechanisms of J/$J and
thus can pinpoint the origin of these disagreements.
In this paper we will present some preliminary results on the theoretical calculation of
the polarization of J/$J in ?rN coUisiom. The completed a&y&
will be published in a
later paper[l]. We found that the polarization of J/# p rovides important constraints on the
nature of the production mechanisms and urge that polarization measurement of J/4 should
be included in the design of future charm production experiment.
The paper is organized as follow. In section 2, we show that from the experimental data
on the production cross sections and leptonic decay widths of direct J/11, and $‘, the long
‘Presented by W.-K. Tang at QCD Tests Working Group, Workshop on the Future of High Sensitivity
Charm Experiments: Charm2000, Fermilab, Batavia, Il., June 7-9, 1994
2Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DEAC03-76SF00515
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distance physics of formation of bound states of eE can be separated from the short distance
physics of production of the & pair. Thus, the perturbative analysis is under control in
calculating J/4 production even though the mass of charm quark is not much larger than
A4cn. Once the validity of perturbative method is established, we calculate the production
cross sections of direct J/1/1, ~1 and xs in ?rN collisions iu PQCD. These results are presented
in section 3 and discrepancies are observed. We show that, in comparison with the recent
E705 and E672 data [8, lo], the predicted ratio of direct J/+ production compared to the ~2
production is too low by a factor of about 3. In addition the production ratio of production
cross sections of x1 to xs is too low by a factor of 10 compared to data. A similar conclusion
has been reached in [ll]. The polarisation data of J/4 [12,13,14] allows us to make further
conclusion of the origin of the disagreements. In section 4, we find that even if the relative
production rates of the J/4, x1 and xs are adjusted (using K-factors) to agree with the
data, the J/$J polarization data is still not reproduced. Therefore, the discrepancies do not
arise from an incorrect relative normalisation of the various chaunels and new production
mechanisms are needed. We will present our conclusion in the last section.
2

Can direct

J/q4 production

In leading twist
both ‘directly’ from
the production and
fractions ~1,s + J/+

be calculated

in PQCD?

QCD, the production of the J/l/l at low transverse momentum occurs
the gluon fusion subprocess gg + J/4 + g [Fig. la] and indirectly
via
decay of xr and xs states. These states have sizable decay branching
+ 7 of 27% and 13%, respectively.

(4
4
Y,(O)

P

ee+

Figure 1: Fig. la shows direct J/$ production through gg scattering. The formation of bound state is
described by the wavefonction ‘;/JO)
at the origin. Fig. lb shows ieptoaic decay of J/$ into he- pair.
The probability of finding the CC!pair is given by the wavefnnction QJ,+(O).

In this model, we assume that the non-perturbative
physics, which is described by the
wave function at the origin in cases of production of J/$ and +‘, is separable from the
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perturbative hard subprocess, i.e., factorization holds. As the wave function at the origin can
be related to the leptonic decay amplitude [Fig. lb], the ratio of +’ to direct J/+ production
can be expressed in terms of the ratio of their leptonic decay width. More precisely, taking
into account of the phase space factor,
43u
udir(J/+)

-

r(q~ + e+e-)

- I’(J/+

M$+

+ e+e-)

-

M$

- 0.24 3~ 0.03
-

where Cdir(J/+) is the cross section for direct production of the J/4. The ratio (1) should
hold for all beams and targets, independently of the sise of the higher twist corrections in
producing the point-like c? state. The energy should be large enough for the bound state
to form outside the target. The available data is indeed compatible with (1). In particular,
the E705 value [8] is 0.24. In Table 1, the ratio of $’ to direct J/+ production with d&rent
projectiles is presented. They are ah consistent with the value 0.24.

11

u(y) WI -r(J/+)

dfl)/Wir(J/+)

Table 1: Prodoction cr’oss sections for $‘, direct .T/+ and their ratio in r+N,
data is from Ref. [S].

r-N

and pN cdisions.

The

The anomalous nuclear target A-dependence observed for the J/4 is a,lso seen for the
q [15], so that the ratio (1) is indeed independent of A. Therefore, at high energies, the
quarkonium bound state forms long after the production of the cz pair and the formation
process is web described by the non-relativistic wavefunction at the origin.
3

Production

rates of $ and XJ states at leading

twist

In leading twist and to leading order in a., J/q6 production can be computed from
the convolution of hard subprocess cross section 99 -f J/4g, gg + xj, etc., with the
parton distribution functions in the beam and target. Higher order corrections in cz., and
relativistic corrections to the charmonium bound states, are unlikely to change our qualitative
conclusions at moderate ZF. Contributions from direct J/$ production, as well as from
indirect production via ~1 and xs decays, will be included. Due to the small branching
fraction xo + J/$ + 7 of 0.7%, the contribution from xs to J/+ production is expected
(and observed) to be negligible. Decays from the radially excited 23S, state, #’ + J/+ +X,
contribute to the total J/4 rate at the few per cent level and will be ignored here.
The ?rN + xs + X production

cross section to lowest order is

a(rN --) xz +X;

~/*(zl)Fs/N(T/~l)~O(99
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+

X2)

(2)

where r = Miz/s and the quantity uo(gg + xs) = 16n*nf]K~(O)]*/M~~
[18]. We restrict
the xs momentum range to the forward CM hemisphere (2~ > 0) in accordance with the
available data, and use the structure functions of Ref. [16, 171 e&rated at Q” = M&. We
also take the renormalization scale to be Q2 = Mi2.
The direct xN + J/+ + X cross section is similarly given by

4*N--fJ/++ X;

ZF > 0)

=

where 2 is the invariant momentum transfer’in
zzM:/+

L=max

the subprocess, and
- 21;

2% + 22

,M$,-s

.
>

Eq. (3) also applies to the sN + xl +X reaction, in which case a sum over the relevant
subprocesses gg -+ xrg, gg + xrp, gji + xrQ and gp + xrg is necessary. The differential
cross sections da/& for all subprocesses are given in [18, 191.
In Table 2 we compare the xs production cross section, and the relative rates of direct
J/4 and xr production, with the data of E’705 and WA11 on r-N collisions at Elob = 300
GeV and 185 GeV [8].

~(~21

Experiment
Theory

bbl

188 ZIZ30 f 21
72

udir(J/+)/~(Xz)

0.54 f 0.11 f 0.10
0.19

4Xd/~(Xd
0.70 jr 0.15 f 0.12
0.069

Table 2: Production cross sections for x1, ~2 and directly produced J/J, in a-N collisions. The data from
Ref. [S, 91 in&de murmrements at 185 and SO0 GeV. The theoretical calculation is at 300 GeV.

The xs production rate in QCD agrees with the data within a ‘K-factor’ of order 2 to
3. This is within the theoretical uncertainties arising from the J/4 and x wavetknctions,
higher order corrections, structure functions, and the renormalization scale. A similar factor
is found between the lowest-order QCD calculation and the data on lepton pair production
[20,21]. On the other hand, Table 2 shows a considerable discrepancy between the cskulated
and measured relative production rates of direct JJ$ and x1, compared to xs production.
A priori we would expect the K-factors to be roughly similar for all three processes. We
conclude that leading twist QCD appears to be in con&t with the data on direct J/+ and
xr production. Although in Table 2 we have only compared our calculation with the E705
and WA11 x-N data, this comparison is representative of the overall situation (for a recent
comprehensive review see [ll]).
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4

Polarization

of the J/#

The polarisation of the J/+ is det ermined by the angular distribution of its decay muons
in the J/$ rest frame. By rotational symmetry and parity, the angular distribution
of
massless muons, integrated over the azimuthal angle, has the form

where we take 0 to be the angle between the /.P and the projectile direction (i.e., we use
the Gottfried-Jackson
frame). The parameter X csn be calculated from the c~ production
amplitude and the electric dipole approximation of radiative x decays.
The electric dipole approximation of the radiative decay XJ + +,r is enact in the heavy
quark limit; i.e., when terms of 0(E,/ m =) are neglected. As a consequence, the heavy quark
spins are conserved in the decay, while the orbital angular momentum changes.
The lowest order subprocess g(pr)g(ps) -+ C? + x2(Jz) only produces x2 with J, = 312
states asumming that the transverse momenta of the incoming gluons are neglected. In
the J, = f2 polsrisation state the spin and orbital angular momenta of its constituent
charm quarks are aligned, S, = L, = fl.
Since S, is conserved in the radiative decay
xs -f J/$ + 7, it follows that J=(J/$) = S, = +l (L = 0 for the J/+). Thus the J/~‘S
produced via x2 decay are transversely polarised, i.e., X = 1 in (5). This result is exact
if both the photon recoil and the intrinsic transverse momenta of the incoming partons are
neglected. Smearing of the beam parton’s transverse momentum distribution by a Gaussian
function exp [-(h~/500 MeV)2] would bring X down to~X z 0.85.
From the gg + J/# +g amplitude we find for direct J/+ production,
Pi&-

TN + J/# +X

+

+ x7

1
du
G &Fd cos 8

= &

Fp/r(=dFd22)

I
x [ml

+ ew + (eu

-

eoo) m2

e]

(6)

where B,,, is the J/# + p+p- branching fraction, ZF = 2@+/& is the longitudinalmomentum fraction of the J/+, and 0 is the muon decay angle of Eq. (5). The grr,gm
are the density matrix elements and can be found in [l].
For the rrN + x1 + X + Jfll, + 7 + X + ptpsimilarly

1

do

B,,&Fdcos6

=

&BdxI
x [&

+ h)&j
+ s&4 + (&

I
- &)

+ 7 + X production

process we get

(~~~~~)3~,~(zl)F,/N(z2)
cm2 e] ,

where the density matrix elements for ij = gg, gq g4 and gq scattering are again given in

PI.
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In Fig. 2a we show the predicted value of the parameter X of Eq. (5) in the GJ-frame
as a function of %F, separately for the direct J/4 and the xl.2 ---) J/y5 + 7 processes. Direct
J/41, production gives X N 0.25, wheress the production via xr results in X N -0.15.
The X(zF)-di&ibUtiOn
obtained when both the direct and indirect J/4 production
processes are talcen into account is shown in Fig. 2b and is compared with the Chicago-IowaPrinceton [I4 and ES37 data [14] for 252 GeV ?rW collisions and 150 GeV x-W collisions
respectively. Our QCD calculation gives ). 21 0.5 for zF S 0.6, significantly different from
the measured value A N 0.
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2: CIF’ (0) and E537 (o) data compared with theoretical prediction.

Fii. 2a shows the pmamcter X
from different contribntions:
direct J/qb, ~1,~ + J/16 + 1 processes.Solid curves shows the results with the
intrinsic trausverse momentum of the incoming partom neglcetcd while the dashed curves have the beam
parton’s transverse momentum modeled by a Gnasim function exp[-(k~/500McV)2].
Fig. 2b takes into
accomt both the direct and indirect J/$ production: without K factors correction (solid curve), and with
K factors correction (dashed curve).

The discrepancies between the calcatated and measured values of X is one further indication that the standard leading twist processes considered here are not adequate for explaining
chsrmonium production.
The J/# polarization is particularly sensitive to the production
mechanisms and allows us to make further conclusions on the origin of the disagreements,
including the above discrepancies in the relative production cross sections of J/$, x1 and x2.
If these discrepancies arise from an incorrect relative normahsation of the tious
snbprocess
contributions (e.g., due to higher order &ects), then we would expect the J/$ polarization
to agree with data when the relative rates of the subprocesses are adjusted according to the
measured cross sections of direct J/$, x1 and xs production3. The dashed curve in Fig. 2b
%I the case of DreU-Yan virtual

photon production,
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it is known that higher-order

corr&io~

do not

shows the effect of multiplying the partial J/T) cross sections with the required K-factors.
The ?+parameter is still predicted incorrectly over most of the ZF range.
A similar conclusion is reached (within somewhat larger experimental errors) if we compare our calculated value for the polarisation of direct J/11, production, shown in Fig. 2a,
with the measured value of A for $’ production. In analogy to Eq. (l), the $’ polarisation
data should agree with the polarisation of directly produced J/+,‘s, regardless of the production mechanism. Based on the angular distribution of the muons from #’ + #pdecays
in 253 GeV r-W collisions, Ref. [23] quotes X+Y = 0.02 It 0.14 for ZJJ > 0.25, appreciably
smaller than our QCD values for direct J/$‘s in Fig. 2a.
5

Discussion

We have seen that the J/4 and x1 hadroproduction
cross sections in leading twist
QCD are at considerable variance with the data, whereas the xs cross section agrees with
measurements within a reasonable K-factor of 2 to 3. On the other hand, the inclusive decays
of the charmonium states based on the minimal perturbative final states (gg and qgg) have
been studied in detail using perturbation theory [24, 25, 111, and appear to work fairly
well. It is therefore improbable that the treatment of the cg binding should require large
corrections. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the relative rate of +’ and direct
J/+ production (Eq. l), which at high energies should be independent of the production
mechanism, is in agreement with experiment.
In a leading twist description, an incorrect normalization of the charmonium production
cross sections can arise from large higher order corrections or uncertainties in the parton
distributions[ll].
Taking into account that the normahsation may be wrong by as much as
a factor of 10 and that even such a K-factor
does not explain the polarization data of J/+,
a more likely explanation may be that there are important higher-twist contributions to the
production of the J/t) and x1 as suggested in large 2~ case [26,27].
Further theoretical work is needed to establish that the data on direct J/+ and x1
production indeed can be described horn higher twist mechanisms. Experimentally, it is
important to check whether the J/$‘s produced indirectly via x2 decay are transversely
polsrlsed. This would show that x2 production is dominantly leading twist, as we have
argued. Thus, the polarization of J/4 production from different chsnnels provides a very
sensitive discrimin ant of different production mechanisms.
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Abstract
A summary is given of recent measurements
of performance of warm-liquid
calorimeters, using tetramethyl pentane (TMP) as the active medium. A comprehensive
set of tests were performed using beams of electrons and pions to study the signal
response ratio eJit, ie. compensation, over the energy range 5 - 150 GeV/c. Studies were
made with iron and lead absorber, varying the ratio of absorber to TMP. It was found that
compensation was not achievable using iron, but was nearly so using lead The response
ratio, e/x, is relatively insensitive to the ratio of thicknesses, absorberfl’MI’,
but is very
sensitive to electric field strength because of signal saturation for large ionization density.
Thus, the e/a ratio can be tuned by adjusting the electric field strength. In another part of
the investigation, a calorimeter was built with the lead absorber plates immersed in the
TMP medium, a design not previously attempted
This calorimeter was successfully
tested in the same beam, exhibiting good performance. Finally, this calorimeter and two
other test cells were irradiated by a Co60 source to doses as high as 30 Mrad. A surprising
result was found: the electron lifetime first improved by a large amount from an initially
low value, and then decreased rather slowly. The predicted maximum dose for good
calorimeter performance without cleaning or renewing the TMP is more than 150 Mrad .
The two test cells were built to study further the lifetime degradation as well as possible
space charge limitations under very intense irradiation.
The results indicated that space
charge is not a limitation with rates as high as 1.3 Mratiday, and the projected electron
lifetime limit was > 600 Mrad
L~pensatioIlstudies
The warm-liquid
calorimetry (WALIC) collaboration has performed a systematic
study of the relative electron and pion signal response, eJa, as a function of the thickness
ratio of TMP to absorber, and of the type of absorber material[l, 21. These results were
obtained in a series of beam tests at Fermilab, with tagged electrons or pions over the
energy range 5 to 150 GeV. The absorbers used were: (l)iron, (2)lead, and (3) aluminum-
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clad lead. The calorimeter was highly modularixed[l],
with the TM? in thin detector
modules interleaved between absorber plates to facilitate changes of configuration.
The
total number of TMP detector modules was as large as 70, allowing for sampling intervals
as small as 0.1 interaction lengths and 0.8 radiation lengths. The total calorimeter depth
was seven to nine interaction lengths, depending upon the configuration.
In the case of
iron, the ratio of iron to TMP thickness was varied from 2.5 to 30, and the leadLIMP ratio
lead
was varied from 2.5 to more than 10. The study of composite aluminum-clad
absorber plates was intended to test the effect on e/x of the “transition region effect’, i.e.
the effect on the electromagnetic shower of the atomic number of the cladding material
at the surface boundary between the absorber and the sensing medium (TMP). A
complete description of the apparatus and the beam setup is given in references [ll and

Dl.
The results of these beam tests clearly demonstrated that compensation could not
be fully achieved using iron as the absorber, regardless of the iro&TMP ratio, while
compensation cau be achieved using lead absorber. Varying the ratio of absorber to TMP
thickness had little effect on the efx ratio either for iron or lead absorber. However, it is
essential to take into account the effects of ion recombination and saturation [31 in the
TMP, which strongly affect the signal response and cause a preferential suppression of
the hadronic signal. Only a relatively low field, 6.7 keV/cm, was possible with the TMP
modules used in this test, and at such a low field the response to the hadronic component
was suppressed because of recombination.
However, this effect has been measured [31,
and full compensation in lead would occur at a field of about 20 keV/cm. This field is
achievable since we have subsequently operated with fields in excess of 35 keV/cm in
another TMP calorimeter, end over 50 keV/cm in other test devices using TMP. The
ehuninum~clad lead absorber was shown to have a small (= 1% 1 but definite effect in
decreasing the e/x ratio.
The beam test results described above are generally quite well reproduced by
Monte Carlo simulations using the GEANT program [41. In particular, the dependence
upon particle energy, the insensitivity
to the absorber/TMP
ratio, and the effect of
aluminum cladding on lead absorber are all reproduced.

IL A’S\, .

. g PooI’ Calorimeterc Beam and Irradiation

Tests

A calorimeter module has been built and successfully tested in which the absorber
plates are immersed directly in the TMP sensing liquid [5]: this is referred to as a
“swimming pool” design. Materials in contact with the TMP were the lead absorber
plates, the eluminum containment vessel, ceramic standoff insulators, and Kapton sheet
insulators between plates. The calorimeter described here consisted of two towers,
mounted side-by-side, each having nine lead plates 11.5cm x 11.5~11 wide by lcm thick,
resulting in a total depth of 18 radiation lengths per tower. The TMP gap between plates
was 2mm, and fields of 35kV/cm were achieved. The plates were connected in the
“electrostatic
transformer”
mode to minimize the output capacitance and achieve
maximum speed[61. The shaping time used was 0.1 pa, and the total drift time of
electrons in each gap was about 0.2~~. Moreover, the leading edge of the signal is
extremely fast and quite suitable as a first-level trigger at the LHC 1’71. The electric field
is in the range where full compensation can be achieved, as discussed above in section I.
This module wae tested briefly in the FNAL beam used for the tests described in section I.,
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and performed well. In particular, the cross-talk between the two adjacent towers was
measured to be only about 0.5% i.e. when the beam impinged upon one tower and the
signal was measured from the adjacent tower.
A major concern with use of warm-liquid calorimeters in experiments has been the
possible degradation of the lifetime of the free electron carriers in the liquid due to
attachment on impurities, especially those produced from the liquid itself by radiolysis
resulting from exposure to the ambient particle flux. As an example, the most intense
flux in the forward calorimeter of the SDC experiment was estimated to be = lMrad/day.
According to some earlier measurements on small liquid samples [8,9], the lifetime would
decrease to an unusable level in a short time. Therefore, sophisticated filtering schemes
had been devised to produce very high purities of liquids, to achieve maximum use of the
calorimeter before refilling or repurifying.
However, our tests showed a rather different effect. Starting with a rather poor
lifetime, about 0.4~~ we irradiated our calorimeter with gamma-rays from an intense
Co60 source at a rate of about O.lGMradMay.
Instead of the lifetime decreasing, it
increased to over 2w, and then decreased, but more slowly than indicated by the
previously published results [8,91, and had lifetimes generally one order of magnitude
larger than would have been expected based upon those results. When extrapolated to
the dose where the lifetime would preclude good calorimeter performance, at O.l& we
obtained an estimate of 150Mrad before the TMP would need re-puri5caton.
At first we
thought this unexpected performance was due to a “gettering” action of the electric field
in sweeping out electronegative
impurities which had attached electrons.
However,
measurements with and without the electric field showed that, although there is a
measurable effect due to the field in the presence of radiation, the largest improvement
of lifetime comes from the radiation alone.
In order to study the effect of the high density of ionization, i.e. “space charge”, due
to intense radiation flux, two small devices were built. These consisted of only one plate,
made of aluminum and about 3” in diameter. This device, smaller than the calorimeter
described above, could be placed much closer to the Co60 source, allowing dose rates as
high as 1.5MradMay. Since the intensity was very high, individual signal pulses could not
be monitored, but instead the total current was measured as ‘a function of both the
radiaton intensity end the electric field. It was found that for a dose rate of 1.3Mratiday
there was only a 10% decrease in current when operating at 26kV/cm, and even smaller
at the maximum field attainable with this device, 35kV/cm. These devices were also
tested for electron lifetime up to a total exposure of over SOMrad, and the extrapolation to
maximum usable dose gave an estimated 6OOMrad before replacement or repurification of
the TMP would be necessary. Gas was found to be evolved from these cells, and was
The results can be compared with
measured both in volume and in composition.
published estimates IS]: the volume of gas was = 0.01 moles for = 400 cc of TMP, about a
factor of two less than the prediction, and consisted almost entirely of hydrogen and
methane, in the ratio of = 2:1, in good agreement with predictions.
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Charm baryons has been singled out as a separate study group for a good reason. Most
of what we have learned on charm physics comes from the study of charm mesons, because
there are much more data for charm mesons than for charm baryons. The standard dogma
is that this will continue to be true in the future. However, significant experimental progress
has been made recently for charm baryons, and this has been slowly followed by more
theoretical interest [l]. The charge of this working group wss to determine how much the
study of charm baryons can increase our knowledge of charm physics; what physics can be
studied more easily with charm baryons than with charm mesons; and how to boost the
production and reconstruction efliciency for chsrm baryons. We start our discussion with a
list of physics topics.
1. LIFETIMES. A systematic study of the lifetimes of the weakly decaying charm baryons
can give us information on the different roles of spectator decay, W-exchange, and interference. A number of circumstances make the study of charm baryon lifetimes extremely
important in their own right and also complementary to what can be learned from charm
meson lifetimes. The four weakly decaying (singly) chsrm baryons, when added to the
three charm mesons, more than doubles the amount of possible lifetime measurements
and makes a comparison of lifetime ratios with theory much more practical.
Since
W-exchange is not helicity suppressed in Cabibbo-favored charm baryon decays, and
since there are more interference possibilities in charm baryon decays, charm baryon
lifetimes are more sensitive to W-exchange and interference contributions. This neatly
complements the study of charm meson decays.
Although there have been recent improvements iu the lifetime measurements of a number of different charm particles, improvements iu the reliability of theoretical predictions
have not followed. It can be seen horn some older work on charm baryon lifetimes [2],
that the absolute lifetimes are diilicult to predict reliably but the ratios of lifetimes can
be more reliably calculated. It has even been said that the QCD-baaed ‘inclusive’ approach adopted in these cshzulations will never become fully quantitative [3], however,
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measurements of the lifetimes will still be informative [4]. So on the theoretical side
one needs to improve the reliablity of calculations for the absolute lifetimes and also
set out a procedure whereby one can extract useful information on the various decay
contributions from the d&rent lifetime measurements. On the experimental side, the
precision of lifetime measurements of the D mesons are now at the 1% level. One may
expect similar precision to be reached for the AZ and Hz, but the short lifetimes of the
EE aud Cz are almost comparable to the current experimental resolution of O.&-O.07 ps,
which limits the precision of lifetime measurements. Improvements in the longitudinal
vertex resolution are required in the future. This will also improve signal-to-noise and
produce a more uniform acceptance with lifetime.
2. HADRONIC DECAYS. We can surely learn more about W-exchange from the study of
charm baryons, since this is not helicity or color suppressed as in chsrm meson decays,
but can we learn more about final state interactions and interference effects? Also,
two-body decays appear quite dominant in charm meson decays; is this true for charm
baryons? Maybe W-exchange can play a role in the resonant structure of charm decays?
It is difficult to answer these questions at present due to both the lack of data on charm
baryon exclusive hadronic decays and the corresponding lack of theoretical knowledge.
There are several older and more recent theoretical analyses of charm baryon hadronic
decays (51. A desirable theoretical work would be a compilation of specific charm bsryon
decays from which one can extract useful information on W-exchange and Final State
Interactions.
Traditional Dalits plot analyses would be useful, but no D&z plot analysis on charm
bsryon decays has yet been done that correctly handles the spin &ects. Some theoretical
work on this would be helpful. Resonant analyses greatly benefit from large signal-tonoise, but in the past this has been difiicult to achieve with large efiiciency, mainly
due to the short lifetime of charm baryons and background from the more adundant
charm meson decays. Another area of charm baryons that could be greatly improved
is the number of different fully reconstructed decay modes. Not many have so far been
seen, and for a good reason: the decay baryon has to be reconstructed. These consist
of: protons, which must be identified with good efticiency to eliminate abundant pions
and kaons; neutrons, which are diEcult to reconstruct and cannot be used in vertexing;
A’, which normally cannot be used in vertexing and some are lost due to its relatively
long lifetime; C*@, di&mlt to reconstruct due to neutral particles in their decay modes,
and some are lost due to their relatively long lifetimes; and S:-*O and a-, which require
the reconstruction of a A0 (and x0 for the 2’) and some of which are lost due to two
relatively long-lived decays. To compete with charm meson decays, one has to increase
the acceptance and efficiency for reconstruction of these bsryons relative to what has
been achieved so far.
3. ABSOLUTE BRANCHING
RATIOS. To aid in comparisons with theory where (normally) absolute rates are calculated, one requires the absolute branching ratios, as well
as lifetimes. We could not think of any particularly good methods of obtaining absolute
branching ratios for the Bz,‘” and @ charm baryons. Methods already exist for extract428

ing the absolute branching ratio for hf [S, 71. Using theoretical predictions of exclusive
semileptonic decays one may be able to relate the AZ decays to the Z>” and flz decays,
but one still needs more knowledge of their production. Probably a specialized experiment is needed for a measurement of the absolute branching ratio of the E>” and flz
charm baryons.
4. SPECTROSCOPY. Recently there has been a lot of interest in excited D mesons (D”).
The spectroscopy of excited charm baryon states should be much “richer” just because
there are more of them; these should complement our studies of excited D mesons although they are theoretically more &&cult to handle [8]. The large number of mass
splittings that can be studied should provide an excellent testing ground for theory,
but an experimental analysis will require excellent photon and x0 reconstruction efficiency, as well as very efficient reconstruction of the ground-state charm bsryons. In
order to measure narrow natural widths, it is anticipated that one would require better
mass resolution than is typical of charm experiments so far. Since most resonances are
expected to decay strongly, there would be an advantage to having a primary vertex
which is relatively clean of pions, as in photoproduction.
5. SPIN DEPENDENT
DECAYS. It is possible that charm baryons could be produced
polarized in hadroproduction,
as has been observed for strange bsryons (91. Charm
baryons offer another experimental ground for this study and a spin analysis should be
essily achievable as long as we have excellent signal-to-noise [lo].
6. CHARM BARYON PRODUCTION.
Almost all the experimental results on charm production have come from J/4 and D studies. Charm baryon production will complement
this study, and also enables investigation of other features of charm production like
associated production. We know of no recent theoretical work on charm baryon production. A theoretical analysis may motivate more enthusiasm for future experimental
studies [ll].
We expect many new results from Fermilab experiment E791 and upcoming experiment E781 on charm baryon hadroproduction.
Results on charm baryon
photoproduction
should come from the upcoming Fermilab E831 experiment.
7. DOUBLY CHARM BARYONS. The physics interest of the doubly charm baryons ccd,
ecu and ccs is covered in an article by Jean-Marc Richard in these Proceedings. We did
not come up with a method to calculate reliably the production of these baryons, but a
back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that it is quite possible that a few could be seen
in the next generation of charm experiments (Fermilab E831 and E781). These are expected to decay weakly with reasonably charm-like lifetimes into D mesons plus baryons
or into charm baryons, mainly 2, [12]. Re construction of these doubly charm states
require excellent reconstruction etliciency for EC. It is not known how the production
of these doubly charm baryons could be enhanced.
8. RARE/EXOTIC
DECAYS. We cannot normally hope to compete with charm meson
studies in the search for rare or exotic decays, and we could not think of any phenomena
that would affect uniquely charm baryon decays but not charm mesons.
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9. SEMILEPTONIC
DECAYS. The inclusive semileptonic partial widths for D” and D+
are observed to be the same. It would be interesting to study whether this is true for
the charm baryons. This would not be true if interference effects are important for
one charm baryon and not another. Information on the inclusive semileptonic partial
widths may be helpful in dete rmining the charm baryon lifetimes if one has a reliable
theoretical model for what fraction of the total width is semileptordc. A determination
of the inclusive semileptonic width is experimentally dif3lcult due to large bachgrounds
unless one can produce a particular charm baryon cleanly or can tlnd a clean tag.
Exclusive semileptonic charm baryon decays should be easier to reconstruct. It would
be interesting to study whether these decays are saturated by pure 3-body decays (one
hadron and the lepton and neutrlno) as in the case of the D mesons. These studies would
also complement our studies using charm mesons of form factors and CKM matrix
elements. Measurement of the exclusive semileptonic charm baryon decays may be
helpful in extracting absolute branching ratios for the charm baryons.
It is clear to this worlcing group that the study of charm baryons can provide unique
physics and also information complementary to that gained from a study of charm mesons.
It is also clear that in the majority of past experiments, the focus of beam considerations,
triggering conditions and detector elements have been on charm mesons. It was felt by this
group that to gain significantly in our knowledge of charm physics through the study of
charm baryons, one has to focus on the special requirements of charm baryons: enhancing
their production and improving their reconstruction. The reconstruction needs improvement
in vertex resolution, due to the short lifetimes of the charm baryons; in momentum/mass
resolution to improve the signal-tonoise and measure natural widths; in acceptance of the
relatively long lived hyperons that have to be reconstmcted; and in particle identification to
improve signal-to-noise. These considerations were taken into account for CEKN experiment
WA89 and the upcoming Fermilab experiment E781, which have been designed to study
charm-strange bsryons. The upcoming Fermilab experiment E831, which is a “normal charm
meson” experiment, is expected to fully reconstmct 20,000 AZ + pK-v+ and one million
charm mesons. A future CHARM 2000 “normal charm meson” experiment that reconstructs
100 million charm mesons may be expected to reconstruct one million A$ + pK-x+ and
10,000 each of Hz, Hz and a:. Obviously the impact of such an experiment will depend on
whether E781 can achieve their goal of fully reconstructing 100,000 A;’ + pK-v+, 150,000
each of H:,+and HE, and 5,000 Cz [13]. If so, we believe a specialised charm baryon experiment
will be required to significantly improve on that.
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CP Violation

in the Charm

Sector
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K.C. Peng, M.D. Sokoloff, T. Takeuchi, W. Toki

Abstract
This is a summary of the CP Violation Working Group discussions. The minimal Standard
Model predicts direct CP violation at the level of a few tenths of a percent, or less, in singly
Cabibbo-suppressed decay modes. The statistical sensitivity of the experiments discussed at this
workshop would be on the order of one percent. A signal at this level would provide evidence for
new physics at the TeV scale.

CP violation

may be observed experimentally through particle-antiparticle
mixing, as
is done in the K’fTO system, or directly through the difference of psrticle and antiparticle
partial decay rates to charge-conjugate final states (for charged or neutral Ds). Standard
Model predictions for mixing are generally very low[l], r,k z lo-’ or less, so the possibility
of observing CP violation via mixing is negligible for the foreseeable future. Standard Model
predictions for direct CPviolation are somewhat more encouraging, but again, the prospects
for observing a statistically significant signal in a foreseeable experiment are poor. Particle
and antiparticle partial decay rates to charge conjugate f&l states can differ only if (at least)
two amplitudes with different weak phases and different strong phases lead to the same final
state. In the Standard Model this occurs only for singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays. For
decay modes with branching ratios on the order of 0.1% the expected asymmetries are at
most a few times 0.1%[2], assuming the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase is fairly large (sin 6 of
order.0.5).
To observe an m o signal, one requires a parent charm meson sample of at least ms/( A2.
BR) events, where A is the asymmetry between particle and antiparticle decay rates normalized to their sum. For a 5 o signal, we want a parent meson sample of at least 10” events.
While this is nominally within the reach of the experiments considered at this workshop, it is
unlikely that measurents can really be made with this precision. The most interesting decay
modes (those where one might anticipate that at least two amplitudes contribute to the same
final state) are generally more di5cult to pick out experimentally. For example, the r”K”
f&l state cannot be produced via spectator amplitudes (because these decays have no iinal
state d-quarks at tree level), and the W-exchange amplitudes are GIM+.uppressed[3]. Yet
the branching ratio is around O.l%, not that much less than the K-K+ fmal state. Unfortunately, to tag a decay as particle or antiparticle requires that the D be a D’ decay product
(and only 20% to 25% of D’s come from D’ decays), and only 219 of Do + x°Ko decay as
Ki ---* ?T+x-, K$ + x+x-. Additionally, ycr is typically one to several meters for these K!js,
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so relatively few Ki + ?T+K- decays will be pithed up in a precision vertex detector. Selfwhich has been predicted to have enhanced penguin
tagging decays such as D+ + K’K+,
amplitudes which can lead to enhanced CP violation[4], have similar problems.
We are not aware of any physics beyond the Standard Model which predicts direct CP
violation greater than a fraction of a percent[5]. However, an ultra-high statistics experiment
should have the statistical power to measure CP asymmetries of order 1% in singly Cabibbosuppressed decay modes and of order 5% in doubly Cabibbosuppressed decay modes, sssuming backgrounds can be controlled and possible systematic errors minimized and measured
well. A 5% asymmetry in a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay rate would correspond to an
amplitude almost a factor of 100 less than the dominant spectator decay amplitudes of the
Standard Model. Assuming that new physics produces amplitudes cx (g’/Mx)2, where g’ is
a conventional coupling strength and Mx is the mass scale of the new physics, a search for
direct CP violation would be probing physics at the TeV scale.
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Abstract
The main topic of discussion was decays of excited charmed mesons. The group discussed
the current status of kmv1edg.e about the excited stats of charmed mesons, the problems encountered in the study of these states, and measurements on the excited states that would be
desirable in the near future. The other topics discussed were charm production, and W-emission
for AS=1 and AC=1 weak decays.

1

EXCITED

CHARMED

MESONS

Charmed mesons are useful for testing our ideas about the quark model and about QCD
via the quark model. As pointed out by DeRujula, Georgi and Glsshow [l] in 1976, for
a meson containing a heavy and a light quark, as the mass of the heavy quark increases,
the properties of the meson are det ermined increasingly by the dynamics of the light quark,
and approach a universal limit. There is some recent theoretical work, for example that by
Eichten, EIill and Qnigg [2] and that by Godfrey and Kokoski [3], that analyses data on charm
mesons using this Heavy Quark Symmetry. Experimental information on the properties of
charmed mesons is usefnl for developing and testing these models.
A better knowledge of the characteristics of charmed mesons also helps the understanding
of B-mesons [4]. The models using Heavy Quark Symmetry use the observations on chsrmed
mesons to predict the properties of the B-mesons 121. Experimental measurements on Bmesons require a knowledge of the properties of the charmed mesons because B-mesons
usually decay to charmed mesons.
1.1

Difficulties

in Observing

Excited

States

While the properties of the L=O charmed mesons (1s states) are fairly well understood,
the spectroscopy of the L=l mesons (2P states) is in its beginning stages, and none of the
higher excited states (the 2S, 3D, etc.) has been observed. The excited charm states are
expected to decay strongly, either directly or through other excited D-mesons, to one L=O
D-meson and one or more lighter mesons. They are more d&x&
to observe and analyze
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than the L=O mesons because they are not produced as copiously, and are wider. The
combinatoric background under the peak is also worse, partly due to the larger width of the
states, and partly because they have a larger number of particles at the end of their decay
chains.
In fixed target experiments, there is an additional reason for a higher combmatoric
background in case of the excited D-mesons. Unlike the case of weak charm decays, the
decay vertex cannot be distinguished from the production vertex. Hence, the mass combination hypotheses will include tracks other than those actually associated with the decay.
As a result, there is a higher combinatoric background, which gets worse with increasing
multiplicity in the primary vertex (the vertex associated with the production of charm).
Since multiplicity in the primary vertex generally is higher when the charm is produced by
hadroproduction
as opposed to photoproduction,
a photoproduction experiment is likely to
have smaller combiiatoric background.
There are other difbcaities associated with the larger width of the excited D-mesons
than just a larger statistical uncertainty resulting from a higher combinatoric background
under the peak. One of them is the systematic error in the determination of the magnitude
and shape of the background. The standard method to observe a new state is to look for a
peak over a smooth background in a mass plot. The background under the peak is obtained
by interpolating between two regions on either side of the peak with the assumption that
the background varies in a smooth simple fashion (usually parametrizable with up to four or
five parameters). For a reliable determination of the background one needs a wide enough
window around the peak (z 6 times the full width of the state if the width is much larger
than the resolution of the mass measurement, and sz 10 times the resolution if the width is
nsrrow ) .
If the state being investigated is wide, it is difficult sometimes to find such a window,
because of structures near the peak due to other states (partially or fully reconstructed),
or from the state being investigated, if it is only partially reconstructed.
For example,
when looking for the decay Dz’(2460) to D+n- in the difference msss distribution AM =
M(D+r-)
- M(D+),
one sees a peak at AM R 590 MeV/Z
arising from the decay of
D;‘(2460)
to D+r-,
and an additional bump at AM m 420 MeV/cs due to the decays
with the D’+ decaying to Dfro [5]. If d such structures
D;‘(2460) and Dy(2420) to P+x-,
were caused by known states, they could be dealt with. Unfortunately, many of them are
due to heavier states which have not yet been observed or are not very well understood.
These structures are more likely to be a’problem if they are of a width comparable to that
of the state being investigated. A very wide structure would provide a smooth background
under the peak. A very narrow structure usually does not affect the determination of the
characteristics of the peak, unless it is very close to the peak (within zz one full width of
the center of the peak). If the narrow structure was tall enough to affect the background
determination it would be easy to identify and deal with.
Sometimes peaks due to two states can overlap. The analysis in that case becomes more
complicated, especially if one does not have any a priori knowledge about any of the states.
An example is the peaks due to the Dy(2420) and D;‘(2460) in the D’+r- mass distribution.
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In such cases, one attempts to find another decay mode in which the peak is more isolated.
In the particular case of &‘(2460),
one looks for the state in the decay Dz + D+x-.
Additional information about the decay (for example, the helicity information in the above
case [5]) can also be used to disentangle the overlapping states.
1.2

Current

Status

For a given pair of quarks, ti, c& or cg with orbital angular momentum L=l, there are
three total angnlar momentum states, Jp=O+, If, and 2+, corresponding to the value S=l
for the snm of the quark spins. There is one state, J’=l+,
corresponding corresonding to
S=O. The 2+ states have been observed for all three quark pairs I%, c& and c% The two J=l
states are expected to mix. One of the two observable states after the mining is expected to
be narrow and the other is expected to be relatively wide (I’ >200 MeV) [3]. The narrow
state has been observed for ti and c& The fnll reconstruction of the J=l cd state, which
decays to D’+s” or D&ox+, but not to D+T’ or DOT+, requires efficient detection of a rr”.
In a fixed target experiment, a decay to a x0 has a higher background than a decay to a R+
because the direction of a potential rr” track is not as well known as that of a & track. The
rest of the L=l states have yet to be observed. Most of them are expected to be fairly broad
[2][3]. The 2s states or states with higher radial excitations have not been observed either.
1.3
1.3.1

Measurements
Branching

to be made

Fractions

More decay modes of the known states have to be observed and the branching fractions
for the various decays measured. One decay mode that seems to be especially important for
measurements on B-decays is the decay of the L=l D-mesons to Dp. Even though the central
value of the p mass is too high to allow a decay of an L=l D-meson to Dp, the large width of
the p is expected to result in a significant brsnching fraction to Dp [6]. Fnll reconstruction
of this decay might reqnire some special attention during the design of a detector.
/ r (Dz +
The information on branching fractions, for example, l? (D2 + D+r-)
D’+v-), has large rmcertsinties and many theoretical predictions remain plausible. A better
measurement of these fractions is needed to help develop the details in the theoretical models
and increase the reliability and accnracy of their predictions. A better knowledge of the
branching fractions also helps messnrements on B-mesons, due to the decay of B-mesons to
excited D-mesons.

1.3.2

Widths

The widths of the observed L=l states have a large uncertainty. The nncerttity
in
the width due to a systematic uncertainty in the background under the peak is, in all cases,
comparable to the statistical error. With higher statistics available, more excited states are
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expected to be observed and understood. This should lead to a better understanding of the
reflections they cause in the various mass plots used to observe the L=l mesons. A better
understanding of the background would in turn enable a better measurement of the widths
of these states.
When obtaining the ratio of the number of events, a large part of the error in the ratio
comes from the uncertainty in the shape of the peak. Thus a better measurement of the
width of the peak would result in a better measurement of the number of events in the
various decay modes and hence of the brsncbing fractions.
1.3.3

Observation

of New States

Most of this discussion centered around the items in the D** Shopping List of Eichten,
Hill and Quigg [6]. The radially excited states in the list are wider than the L=l states
observed so far. The 3D and 2P states are 400 MeV heavier than the 2P states. They are
probably too heavy to observe at CLEO. 0 ne might be able to observe them at the Fermilab
experiments E687 and E791, depending on how well the background can be handled. If one
intends to observe them in a future experiment through decays to other excited states one
should make sure that the apparatus has a satisfactory acceptance for capturing the decay
products of these excited state. For example, if one intends using decays through D*, it
should be noted that a soft pion from a D* can be swept out by a magnetic field quite easily,
and the apparatus might have a bad acceptance for D* while being efficient at reconstructing
ground state D-mesons.
2

Charm

Production

Study of charm production provides a means to test QCD via production models. The
mass of the charm quark places it in a unique position, where it can provide a link between
perturbative and nonpertubative QCD. Charm production data is starting to reach new
kinematic regions where it can distinguish between the various theoretical predictions.
J/4 hadroproduction at large Z, by Fermilab experiment E789 [7] was discussed. J/4
production at large ~1 is especially interesting because the production cross section at large
zf has appreciable contribution from quark-antiquark annihilation (gluon-gluon fusion dominates the total cross section elsewhere). The results from E789 indicate a negligible contribution to the cross section from intrinsic charm 171. FNAL experiment E791 [9] will have a
sample of high zf open charm mesons which will allow further investigation of hadroproduction. It is important to have a high statistics experiment in the near future that can probe
these newly explored regimes more effectively.
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3

Weak Decays

Michael Scadron talked about W-emission for AS=1 and AC=1 weak decays. The talk
is written in a report in these proceedings [8].
4

Summary

The group concentrated most of its efforts on discussing the existing and intended measurements on the excited charmed mesons. Many of the problems associated with these
measurements were identified as a first step towards planning future measurements on these
excited states.
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Introduction

The agenda for the mixing group is to consider the details of the following experimental situations: (A) Fixed-target experiments, including E687, E791, E781, ES31 and next
generation. (B) e+e- machines, including the r-charm factory, CLEO II, III, Asymmetric
B factories (SLAC and KEK) and a possible Z factory. We should evaluate these options
in terms of: (a) the advantages and limitations of each approach; (b) techniques: hadronic
modes vs. semileptonic modes; (c) how to improve the sensitivity: implications for the design of detectors. This includes how to improve the total yield of Do and D*+ events, the
mass resolution of the Do and D’+, the background (from other Do decays) rejection and
the resolution on the decay length measurement; (d) the sensitivity to mixing each might
have.
Due to the limited time for the working group discussion, we could not cover all the
topics mentioned above (some of them are discussed in Liu’s talk, see mixing review paper in this proceedings). At the working group, we rather focused on the question: are
semileptonic decays ever going to be a feasible way to get a mixing limit? This summary
will bristly summarise two interesting ideas (both are the semihrptonic methods) discussed
at the working group.
2

Morrison’s

idea

The idea is very similar to the hadronic method: one uses the decay chain D*+ + Don+,
instead of looking for Do + K+?r-, one can search for Do + K+Z-v where there is no
DCSD involved. Of course, due to the missing neutrino, this mode usually suffers from
large background. However, for events in which the neutrino is very soft in Do rest frame,
Do + K+l-u
is quite similar to Do + K+rkinematically. In this case, one has the same
advantages ss D” + Do& followed by Do + K+T- has. In addition, as the neutrino is
soft, the proper decay time of the Do can be reasonably estimated from K+I-. The potential
mixing signal therefore should show up ss a t* term in the proper decay time distribution.
To select the events with soft neutrino, one can require the K+l- mass above 1.4 GeV.
This requirement will keep about 50% of the total signal. One major background here is
the random slow pion background, as the effective msss difference width is still much larger
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(a factor of 10) than D*+ + Do& followed by Do + K+T-.
In order to reduce this
background, Rally Morrison suggested to look for a lepton with the correct charge sign in
the other side of the charm decay. Another background is DCSD decay Do 4 K+rwhen
the x- fakes a I-, however, this background will only populates at the higher end of the
K+l- mass spectrum where the neutrino energy is almost zero. This can be eliminated by
cutting off that bigh end of the K+Z- mass. In principle, this idea can be used in a fixed
target experiment as well as in a e+e- experiment. The sensitivity of this method depends
on the lepton fake rate (meson fakes as a lepton). One can find some detsil discussions in
Rally Morrison’s workshop summary paper.
3

CLEO

way

This idea, suggested by Ame Freyberger of CLEO, is based on the technique which has
been used by ALEPH, HRS and CLEO to extract the number of D’+ + D”x,’ events. The
technique utilizes the following facts: (1) Continuum production of ci? events are jet like.
(2) The jet axis, calculated by m aximizmg the observed momentum projected onto an axis,
approximates the D*+ direction.
(3) The D*+ + D”x,’ decay is a two-body process, and
the small amount of energy available means that the v$ is very soft, having a transverse
momentum p1 relative to the D*+ direction which cannot exceed 40 MeV/c.
This low
transverse momentum provides the D’+ + D”x.+ signature.
The facts are used in the following way. The maximum momentum in the lab that the
x$ can have perpendicular to the line of Sight of the D’+ is 40MeV. One can deilne this
quantity as pL = IpSlsin&, where sine,, is the angle between the D’+ and the z,+ in the
lab frame, and pv is the magnitude of the z$ momentum. Hence, the rr: from D*+ will
populate the low pl (or sid,)
region. The signal is enhanced if one plots pt (or sid0,)
instead of pl. One then looks for an lepton in the jet with the correct sign, namely, zzZ+
right sign combination and z:I- wrong sign combination. The signal D*+ + 0”~: followed
by Do -+ K-l+u will peak in the low p: (or sin*&) region for the right sign events; wbile
the potential mixing signal D’+ + DOT+ followed by Do + K+Z-v will peak in the low p:
(or sin*B,) region for the wrong sign events. It is worth pointing out that one can look for
a lepton in the other side of the event to reduce background.
There are many kinds of background to this method one has to worry about. One of the
major backgrounds is fake lepton background. For example, the decay chain D*+ + DOT,’ +
(K-X)x$
will also peak at the low p: (or sin*f&) if the K- is misidentified as a I-. Another
major background is probably the z” d&z and -y conversions in Do -+ Xr” followed by
3r” ---) -ye+e- or Do -P Xx0 followed by no + 7-y and then -y + e+e-. These two major
backgrounds are at about 0.3% level in the current CLEO II data. Understanding these
backgrounds is the major difliculty faced by this method. Although for CLEO III, things
should improve, it is not clear what kind of sensitivity one can expect from this method for
future experiments. Nevertheless, it is an interesting idea and worth investigating.
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Abstract
The workiag group disassed several topics related to charm production that can provide
important input for our nnderstmding
of QCD. It was recognized that studies of both open
and bidden charm in a high-statistics experiment will be essential in order to understand the
production mechmisms.
Nndear effects were F&O discussed and a connection was made to
similar eif’ectr observed in other reactions.

1

INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized for some time that charm production is a very important tool
for studying &CD. The reasa for that is obvious. The charm quark is the lightest of
the heavy quarks, heavy enough for perturbative methods to be meaningful and on the
other hand light enough that it is readily accessible in fixed-target experiments in large
numbers. Charmonium and open-charm states have been studied in hadron-hadron
and
hadron-nucleus interactions, in real and virtual photon-nucleon processes on free and bound
nuclei, in neutrino interactions, and in electron-positron
collisions. The wealth of data has
lead to significant progress in understanding the fundamental processes that are responsible
for charm production and the strong interaction that is behind them. It is equally evident
that much more can be learned from an improved study of charm production with much
higher statistics. The working group discussed several topics in which the considered highstatistics charm experiment could have an impact in our understanding of &CD. This paper
summarizes the subjects that were discussed and a few additional relevant topics. More
information can be found in the contributions of the members of the working group and in
the references.

In QCD, charm hadroproduction is understood as a hard scattering process between the
elementary constituents of the participating hadrons, quarks and gluons, followed by fragmentation and hadronization of the produced charm quarks. The hard process provides the
opportunity to test perturbative QCD mechanisms, while the hadronization allows studies
of longer-range aspects of the strong interaction.
Once the production mechanism is well
understood, the process can then provide a measurement of the parton distributions of the
‘Present: T. Carter, K. Chemg, R. Gardner H. Goldberg, G. Herrcra, B. Kopeliovich, V. Papawsiliou,
L. Spiegel, W.-K. Tang, S. Watanabe
+Work supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics Division, under Contract
No. W-31-109-ENG-38
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interacting hadrons. This is of particular interest since the process is dominated, at present
energies, by gluon interactions and therefore can provide direct information on the glnon
distribution, which is poorly constrained by other types of experiments.
2

TOTAL

CHARM

HADROPRODUCTION

The QCD prediction for the charm hadroproduction
sion of the form

CROSS

SECTION

cross section is given by an expres-

where fi(er,p),
fj(Zs,p) are the distributions of the partons ;,j participating in the interaction, in the beam and target, respectively, evaluated at some appropriate scale 8, zr and
zs are the momentum fractions carried by the partons, and & is the elementary cross section
between the partons. Here, s is the hadron-hadron
center-of-mass energy, while zress is
the CMS energy for the parton-parton
subprocess, which to leading order can be gluongluon fusion (gg -+ &) or quark-antiquark
ann&ilation (q@ + Cc). The cross section 6 can
be calculated in perturbative QCD, while the parton distribution functions are taken from
measurements in other experiments, usually deep inelastic lepton scattering.
Earlier calculations, to leading order in &CD, underestimated the observed cross section, unless a very light (1.2 GeV) charm quark mass was used (see Ref. [l] for a review).
Recent, next-to-leading order, calculations reproduce the data both in magnitude and in
shape (energy dependence), using a mass of 1.5 GeV; however, the theoretical uncertainties
are still substantial. The situation was summarized in the plenary talk by Itidol@].
Recent results from E769[3], at 250 GeV beam energy, provide a much more accurate
measurement of the cross section than has been available until now. A precise measurement
at 800 GeV can be used as an even more stringent test of the QCD calculations, using the
lower-energy data to constrain the absolute normalization, since the shape is less sensitive to
uncertainties such as the charm quark mass and the renormalization scale. It may therefore
help to discriminate between different sets of parton distributions, especially different gluon
densities.
3

HADROPRODUCTION

OF OPEN-CHARM

STATES

Additional tests of QCD are possible by studying the differential distributions da/dzF
and da/d& in semi-inclusive production of various charm states, as well as correlations in
associated charm-anticharm
production.
A detailed comparison of theoretical predictions
with experimental data was presented by Ridolfl[2]. In general, the distributions
agree
qualitatively with the theoretical calculations, except that a “leading-particle effect” is seen
by several czcperiments[4][5][6] in D-meson production by pion beams: the distribution of
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the D that shares a valence quark with the incoming beam pion (D- for a x- beam) is
harder in ZF. This asymmetry between leading snd non-leading particles is not predicted by
the perturbative QCD mechanism gg -+ ti, where the c and the E have equal probabilities
to be produced at high ZF. It can be understood as a “color-drag” effect, where a valence
quark from the beam recombines with the produced e or .5 and pulls it along the beam
direction. Fragmentation models that include the effect, such as the PYTHIA Monte Carlo,
can reproduce the observed asymmetry.
Alternatively, the asymmetry can be explained in terms of an intrinsic-charm component
in the beam[7]: a rr- fluctuating into a ]&c.?) state can break up into a D- or a Do (Id?)
or /tic)) carrying a substantial fraction of the beam momentum, while no such mechanism
exists for the charge-conjugate states D+ and L?‘. A similar picture arises in the content of
the valon modcl[8] with a significant component of c and E quarks in the sea. The upcoming
results from the full data sample of the high-statistics experiment E791[6] will allow a detailed
comparison of the asymmetry as a function of +F and pi with the theoretical predictions
of these models. In particular, the intrinsic-charm model predicts that the asymmetry will
be predominantly at low pi, where the heavy and valence quarks are aligned. It will be
extremely interesting to search for a similar asymmetry in a future experiment with a proton
beam, not only for D production, but also for AC and A=,,for which a similar effect would be
expected.
An intrincic-charm component in the proton wavefunction would give rise to diffractive
production of charm in proton-nucleon interactions. A search for such diffractive production
by E653[9] produced an upper limit of 1.8% of the total cross section for D+ production
in psi interactions.
This does not rule out the intrinsic-charm model of Ref. [7], which
predicts a v&e of about 1.1%. This number should be well within reach of the future charm
experiment, if di&.ctive events can be identified efliciently.
3.1

Fragmentation

in Perturbative

QCD

The hadronization of a produced charm quark into a bound state is in general a nonperturbative process, due to the small masses of the light quark-antiquark
pairs produced
in the fragmentation. Several phenomenological models exist that attempt to describe the
process. However, it has been recently realized that fragmentation of heavy quarks or gluons
into bound states containing two heavy quarks, such as 7)o J/$, xc, and (the yet unobserved)
B,, can be substantial and in the kinematic region of large pi, perhaps the dominant mechanism. Because of the large masses involved, this processes should be calculable in PQCD.
In fact, there has been a sign&ant
amount of work in the last two years in calculating
fragmentation functions into heavy-heavy quark systems. This has been motivated in part
by the apparent excess of J/# production at the Tevatron[lO], compared to the expectations
from the lowest-order production mechanism.
In this workshop, Cheung presented a model[ll], in which the derived expressions for
the perturbative fragmentation functions are treated as phenomenological functions with two
free parameters that can be fitted to describe the non-perturbative fragmentation of a heavy

quark to a heavy-light system. The free parameters are the msss ratio r = m~&))2maon
of the light quark to the meson, and an overall normalization.
The model makes specific
predictions about the relative production of different spin states. ln the limit r + 0, the
treatment is similar to the methods of the Heavy Quark Effective Theory.
As an example, the fragmentation fuctions c + D and c + D’ were presented. The
observables Pv = D’/(D + D’) (the ratio of vector mesons to total), (z) (average fractional
energy carried by a meson), and Q = (2L - T)/L (the spin asymmetry parameter) as a
function of z, were calculated and compared with data. Good agreement was obtained with
r = 0.167 (w~n&~ = 0.3 GeV) for Pv and (t), less good for o(z). The model can be further
tested with more data, especially on production rates of P-wave states, and more precise
measurements of the spin asymmetry parameter.
4

HADROPRODUCTION

OF CHARMONIUM

STATES

Even though production of charmonium states is not the main purpose of the experiment
considered here, the possibility of a dimuon trigger presents the opportunity to accumulate
a very substantial sample of hidden-charm states decaying into two muons. With reasonable
assumptions on trigger and reconstruction efficiencies, an experiment with lo* fully reconstructed charm decays should also expect to have between 0.5 and 1 million J/+4 -+ ,u+pevents[l2]. Furthermore, the open geometry of this experiment will also allow it to see charmonium states decaying to additional particles, such as photons and pions, also with high
statistics. The importance of charmonium production in testing perturbative QCD processes
was stressed by several speakers in the working group.
4.1

Produdion

of x. States

Production of the different 1P charmonium states offers a good tool for discriminating
among difIerent perturbative production mechanisms. In the color-evaporation model[l3],
the fundamental hard process, either gluongluon
fusion or quark-antiquark
annihilation,
involves a color-octet intermediate state (a single gluon) which decays into a CEpair; the color
is “evaporated” from the final state through emission of soft gluons that are neglected in the
calculation (see Fig. 1, left). The prediction for the relative rates of the three spin states,
XQ, xcr, and xd is simply given by 2J + 1 (1:3:5). In the color-singlet model[l4], on the
other hand, the intermediate state is a colorless object, as two gluons couple directly to &,
or a quark and an antiquark annihilate into two gluons (Fig. 1, right). The predicted relative
rates are 39~4 for the gluon-fusion subprocess and 0:4:1 for the anx&lation
subprocess.
During the workshop, Spiegel presented[l5] preliminary results from E672 on production
of xc* and xd by a 515-GeV A- beam, detected in the decay channel xv + -yJ/#. The ratio
of xc1 to X& production cross section was 0.6 f 0.2, consistent with, but more accurate
than, earlier results with similar beams. This is what would be expected from the colorevaporation model, either from gluon fusion or quark annihilation. However, the result can
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1: Diagrams for xc production in perturbative QCD, in the color-evaporation model (left) and the
color-singlet model (right). The top graphs are for gbm~-plnon fusion, the bottom ones for qnark-antiqnark
-tion.

also be understood in the color-singlet model, with the contributions
combining to produce the same ratio.

from the two diagrams

On the other hand, results from E705[16] with a 309GeV p beam give a ratio consistent
with zero, which seems to exclude the evaporation model and to favor the color-singlet model,
dominated by the fusion diagram. However, the evaporation model is ruled out by only 2~.
In addition, it is not dear why both graphs should contribute in the pion experiment, while
the gluon-fusion graph dominates in the lower-energy proton experiment. Furthermore, this
particular mechanism predicts very little direct J/4 p ro d UCt ion, while the experiments see a
substantial direct J/+ component, about 90 nb/nucleon with protons[l5]. Clearly, the issue
is still far from settled.
A high-statistics charm experiment that combmes muon identification and good photon
detection will undoubtedly provide important new information, at an energy more than twice
that of previous experiments. In addition, higher statistics should allow studies of angular
correlations, which can further help discriminate among d&rent mechanisms.
4.2

J/4

and $’ Production

As mentioned in the previous section, in addition to the directly produced J/$ and $
states, a substantial fraction of the observed rates is due to the radiative decays of the xc
states. The fraction of directly produced JJyb’ s can provide additional tests of the production
mechanism. In the workshop, it was shown by Tang1171 that measurement of the polarization
of the produced states provides such a test.
The polariaation X of the J/+ is determin ed by the angular distribution of its decay
muons in the J/4 rest frame. This has the form, in the Gottfried-Jackson frame,

da
-al++coss8,
dcose
where 6 is the angle between the p+ and the projectile direction.
The polarization of the J/$ was calculated[l’l], both for the direct component and the
contributions from xc1 and xcz radiative decays (the contribution from xQ is negligible).
Direct production gives X N 0.25, while the two xc states produce X N -0.15 and 0.85,
respectively. The result was also shown as a function of ZF and was compared with data
from aN interactions. Discrepancies were found between the calculated and the measured
values. These discrepancies could not be removed by adjusting the individual subprocess
normalizations (K factors) according to the observed cross sections of direct and radiative
J/~‘S
It wits further argued that the polarisation of $J’ should be the same as that of the
direct J/+. However, the measured value is X*, = 0.02 f 0.14, significantly lower than the
expected 0.25. From this discussion, it appears likely that higher-twist contributions, such as
those due to an intrinsic charm component in the beam, may be important in the production
of the 4 and x states. More precise data on the production rates and polarizations would
be helpful in deciding the merit of the different theoreticsl arguments.
5

NUCLEAR

DEPENDENCE

OF CHARM

PRODUCTION

One of the outstanding puzzles of charm hadroproduction
is the observation of a significant reduction in the per-nucleon production cross section for J/+ and $’ on heavy
targets[l8][19], while no nuclear dependence was seen by several experiments on open-charm
production[20][21],
consistent with a hard scattering process. If the A-dependence of the
cross section is parameterised as A”, then a = 1 implies no nuclear effects, while a < 1
(n > 1) means nuclear suppression (enhancement).
A hard, pointlike process is characterised by Q N 1, while typical hadronic total cross sections show a dependence close to
a N 2/3, implying that the interaction takes place mostly on the surface of the nucleus.
The two 4 states show a similar nuclear dependence, o N 0.9. Understanding the origin of
the nuclear effects is very important, not only in order to dissentangle the aspects of charm
production that are due to the hard process, rather than a medium ir&uence, but also for
the additional information they provide on the strong interaction. In particular, studies of
nuclear effects provide the opportunity to investigate longer-range aspects of &CD, using
relatively well understood short-range processes.
A tempting explanation for the depletion seen in the 41,cross section in nuclear targets
would be a suppression of the gluon sea in a bound, compared to a &eel nucleon. Indeed,
the $J data correspond to smaller values of es (see Eq. (1)) than the open-charm production
data, obtained at lower beam energies (results from E789[21] with 800-GeV protons were
at small z1~ and therefore also at larger 1s than the + data). This would imply a nuclear
“shadowing” effect for the gluon sea significantly larger than the corresponding effect for the
quark-antiquark
sea, as seen in DrelI-Yan production. However, this explanation probably
fails considering the fact that the effect does not appear to scale with as, when the results
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are compared with ones at lower energies[22]. Instead, the effect scales with zp and is larger
at higher ZF.
An alternative explanation is higher-twist terms, due to intrinsic charm, present in the
beam, dissociating diffractively in the presence of a nucleus[23]. Since diffraction occurs
prim-drily on the surface, it is chsracterised by an exponent a N 213, and the dieactive
component reduces the A-dependence of the total cross section from a = 1 to a smaller
number. In addition, the intrinsic charm component becomes more significant at high IF,
due to the high mass of the charm quark. However, E789 sees no need for such a component
in their J/q3 differential cross section as a function of ZF, which can be described in terms
of gluon-fusion and quark-annihilation
processes exclusively. This can be used to set very
stringent upper limits in the contribution from intrinsic charm[l8], which not consistent with
this model.
In this workshop, Kopeliovich presented a calculation based on final-state interactions
of the d state propagating through the nucleus[24]. Naively, this appears to be an unlikely
explanation: the +’ has a radius 4 times larger than J/# and the rescattering effects should
be more important.
Also, one might expect less suppression of the cross section at high
23, since the faster d pair remains longer, due to time dilation, in its presumably smallsised, color-singlet state, before it evolves into a full-size vector meson and therefore has fewer
interactions propagating through nuclear matter, according to the ideas of color transparency.
Nevertheless, a detailed calculation of the space-time evolution of the state reveals a much
more complicated picture.
In this approach, the effect is closely related to nuclear effects seen in other processes,
such as photoproduction
of vector mesons and deep inelastic scattering at low t, which can
be described as fluctuation of the virtual photon into a qq pair, followed by propagation
of the pair through the nucleus. Rather than sssume a monotonic increase of the quarkantiquark separation with time, the strength of the final state interactions is calculated
quantum-mechanically,
by expanding the matrix element in a series of ah the appropriate
intermediate states, including off-diagonal elements (a detailed presentation can be found in a
recent review on color transparency presented by Nikolaev[25] and iu references therein). The
interplay of coherence and formation lengths can lead to an increase or decrease of the cross
section, depending on energy and mass scale (corresponding to shadowing and antishadowing
in inelastic scattering). The overlap of the initial and final states is also affected by the nodal
structure of the first radially excited state, in this case $‘. The calculation reproduces the
observed IF dependence of the nuclear suppression of the charmonium states fairly well and
it also provides a unified description of a large number of similar effects in other processes.
In this model, the similarity in the nuclear dependence5 of the J/+ and $/ hadroproduction cross sections is accidental and is only approximate (ii photoproduction,
a significant
variation is predicted with Qs). Furthermore, a similar ZF dependence is expected[24] for
the nuclear effects in hadroproduction
of open charm; however, the overall level of a(zF)
is shifted upwards, so that a(O) N 1. Thi s is consistent with sU measurements, where no
nuclear suppression is seen in the central region. The additional suppression in the production of the charmonium states is due to the total absorption of these states in nuclear

matter, while no such channel is available for open charm. This of course can be tested in
an experiment with enough statistics at high ZF, if at least two targets with ditferent A are
used. Indeed, it is imperative to study any possible nuclear effects in charm production at
high tF where no such data exist, before results from production on heavy targets can be
interpreted properly.
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1

University

Introduction

This working group concentrated primarily on searches for Flavor Changing Neutral
Current (FCNC), Lepton Family Number Violating (LFNV), and Lepton Number Violating
(LNV) charm decays. In the standard model, FCNC charm decay is expected to be extremely
rare, LFNV and LNV charm decays are forbidden. (Just how rare FCNC decays are expected
to be was the subject of some discussion, see below.)
Searches for the above decays provide an important opportunity to search for new
physics, beyond the Standard Model. While sensitive searches have been carried out in
kaon decay, it is still important to look in charm decay because the “new physics” may only
couple to “up”-type quarks.
In this summary we list the contributed talks and briefly summarize the ensuing discussions. Where available we include documents provided by the speakers on their results.
Where such documents are not available we attempt to describe results in more detail.
2

Contributed

talks

The rare decay working group received contributions from E. Niu, K. Lau, S. Pakvssa,
and A. Schwartz. Pakvasa expanded on his plenary talk on mechanisms leading to rare
decays, followed by a brief discussion of the uncertainties in theoretical estimates of branching
ratios. Schwartz compared rare K and rare D decays. Niu and Lau gave results from rare D
decay searches in Fermilab E653 and E771, respectively. Niu also sketched a next-generation
experiment which would be 100 times more sensitive to rare D decays than E653.
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6

Summary

of discussions

The present round of Fermilab fixed-target charm experiments has pushed the limit on
the branching ratio of several rare D decays to a few x 10 --5. It seemed clear that CLEO II
will at best equal this sensitivity. However with secondary-vertex detection and improved
statistics CLEO III will perhaps surpass the current iixcd-target results. Possibilities at the
Fermilab-collider experiments were brought up but not discussed iu detail. Advantages (and
drawbacks) of closed versus open geometries were also discussed but the working group did
not achieve any conclusions. A dedicated (closed-geometry) design would benefit from a
limited focus on rare decays.
4

Sandip

Pakvasa

There was further discussion of Pakvasa’s plenary talk, to which the interested reader
is referred.

5

Alan

Schwartz

A calculation of the rate for c + uZ+l- in the Standard Model has been made. This
calculation was reviewed at the working group and compared to the analogous strange-quark
rate. Nonperturbative
(d&g-a)
contributions which plague the kaon measurements are
expected to be negligible in rare D decays. D mesons are the only available system where
lepton-flavor-violating
processes involving “up-like” quarks (e.g. c + up+e-) can be searched
for.
6

Etsuko

Niu

Resnlts from rare D-decay searches in Fermilab E653 were presented and a next-generation
experiment which would be 100 times more sensitive to rare D decays than E653 was
sketched. We refer to the plenary talk by Paul Sheldon and to Niu’s transparencies and
paper for details.
7

Kwong

Lau

Based on 25% of E771 data a limit of B(D” + p+p-) < 1.1 x 10d5 was set at the 90%
confidence level. Details of this analysis are described in an E771 draft, appended below.
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Abstract
Some of the interesting semileptouic and fully-leptoaic charm decsy physics topics that we
anticipate investigating over then next few years are d&cussed.
1

Introduction

Tbis small working group discussed some important and exciting topics that still can
and should be addressed regarding semileptouic and fully-leptouic decays of charm particles. Earlier in the plenary sessions, Jii Wiss summarked the current general experimental
situation, Ame Freyberger discussed pertinent CLEO results, and Michael Luke motivated
the usefulness of inclusive studies of semileptouic decays. Many of the topics for semi- and
fully-leptonic are currently limited by statistical precision. Much progress can be expected iu
many of these areas from the higher statistics experiments Fermilab E-831, Fermilab E-781,
CLEO 2.5, CLEO 3, BES, r - charm, and the b-factories. We concentrated on near-term
leads, without waiting for the machines and the experiments of the next millenium. This
report summarizes our discussions.
2

Form

Factors,

CKM

Elements,

and Absolute

Branching

Fractions

The semileptonic decay rates sre proportional to the product of the square of the CKM
matrix element and the square of the form factor, the latter being a function of qs, the
mass-squared of the virtual W* emitted, I? x IV,l*f*(q*).
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The form factors f(q*)
of their magnitude

are important

in their own right and our imperfect knowledge

and q2 dependence limits our capability

of messurlng the CKM matrix

elements accurately. As examples, we can only measure IV,/ to about 20% using D + Kev,
and we really haven’t studied f’ (9’) which is needed to extract IV~12/jVul’ from the relative
rates
w+

+

row

rp+

+

PLY)

lKd12f$(d)
= IKd12f&(42)-

Thus it is important to get the q* dependence of both the decays into w and into K, in a
model independent way, with good w-K separation over the entire acceptance and q2 range.
Just what is the functional form of these form factors for semileptordc decays into pseudoscalers and into vector particles? Are they best represented by exponentials, f(q”) = em?
as suggesed by ISGW, or by the pole formalism, f(q*) = I-nZ&
? Both forms are bascially
ad hoc. How are the studies of form factors affected by q*-rzilution,
particle ident&ation, acceptances, and backgrounds ? For Kev decays, there is not sufEcient q2 range to
fully study the dependence on functional form and pole mass. The xLv decays, although
Cabibbo suppressed, can have a larger q’ range and possibly better sensitivity by more
closely approaching the pole mass.
The form factors for aLv and p& should be related to those for Kev and K’ev by HQET
symmetries.
Although in this working group we have concentrated on the form factors for semileptonic
decays of charm into pseudoscaler mesons, it was pointed out that no experiment has yet
had the sensitivity to study the Rs form factor ratio in decays into vector mesons, such as

K’ev.
The
absolute
that the
elements

study of many of these topics is related to and often requires the measurement of
decay rates or absolute branching fractions. For example, Tii Bolton described
lack of absolute branching fractions is a limitation in determining the CKM matrix
using v and ii production of same sign dileptons.

In the Fired Target environment, which is the preferable method: hadroproduction
or
photoproduction?
Using 500 GeV w-, the average reconstructed charm particle momentum
is about 70 GeV, while for E-667 using an average interacting photon of 200 GeV, the average charm momentum is about 90 GeV. So acceptances, vertex separation/Lxenta
boosts,
particle identifications, etc. all are about the same for the two approaches. Hadroproduction
is likely to result in bigher multiplicities than photoproduction,
which difference might be
important in certain physics, such as absolute branching ratio work and semileptonic decays
requiring a soft pion tag, etc.
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3

Inclusive

vs. Exclusive

Semileptonic

Decays

Although HQET is not expected to be very applicable in exclusive c -B SW+ transitions, it may be useful in similar inclusive decays where one integrates over all the messy,
perturbative, low-energy hadronic physics complications.
The question was
by measuring only the
fragments. Could you
(or infer) the neutrino
~52machine?

raised whether one can measure the kinematics of the W+ well enough
charged lepton and integrating over or ignoring the remaining hadronic
use vertexing and the direction of the parent charm particle to measure
momentum? Would any of this be better studied at an e+e- + 4” -+

In studying inclusive semileptonic decays, one is often left only with the laboratory
momentum of the charged lepton, possibly relative to a thust
axis. Typically there is a
lower energy cut off for the acceptance or identification of the lepton, typically about 0.7
GeV at CLEO. How could this lepton threshold be lowered to increase the q* range available
for study?
Inclusive semileptonic decays (easily calculated, but measured with difhculty) are used
in measuring absolute branching ratios, such as for D$ + &r+. This is accomplished by
summing up all the exdusive semileptonic modes and relating to the indusive sendleptonic
rates. If one has included alI the exclusive semileptonic modes, then one may fiud the CKM
matrix element squared, and by relying on symmetry arguments such as l?(D” --) K’lv) =
r(D$ + C&V), one can infer r(D,+ + &r+) born the relative 0,’ + &,q&,q’lv,
and fob
decay rates.
A basic expectation, requiring experimental verification, is the equality of all such charm
meson semileptonic decay widths to about 3%.
The inclusive semileptonic decay rates of Do and D+ have been measured to about 5%
accuracy, that of the AZ to about 25%, and the D.f not at all.
Are there differences in the decays into electrons or into muas?
The fuhy leptonic
decay of Dt is expected to be dominated by decays into r, but for semileptonic decays, the
e - p differences are expected to be on the order of 4% due to the different phase space
available. Are there any surprises for the form factors? As Jii Wiss noted in his plenary
talk, an e - p difference would show up in the f-(q2) part of the form factor.
Semileptonic decays also show promise in the search for Do - 8 mixing, for which there
is no background due to double Cabibbo-suppressed decay processes.
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4

Decay

Constants

Although there was not much discussion of the fully-leptonic decays, measurements of
the decay constants fDt and
were both considered important and could be used to
bootstrap your way up to understanding the similar decays of b-mesons.

fDt

There have recently been observations of the fully-leptonic decay 0,’ + p+v, by WA75, CLEO, and E653. CLEO and WA-75 have preliminary measurements of fDt. E-653
also has three candidate D$ + r+u, with r+ -P p+~,,i?~, with all particles tracked in the
emulsion target.
The emulsion techniques rely heavily on the observation of the D,f trach bef me decay.
Can the emulsion technique be pushed another factor of 100 in processing capacity, or must
there be new totshy electronic approaches. Can the CLEO techniques of tagging D:+ + 7Dz
and of using the electron samples to estimate backgrounds in the ,a sample be extended to
iixed target or hadron collider applications?
Can we study the Cabibbo suppressed leptonic decay D+ 4 PV? What about bachgrounds from 0: + p? Can we get enough D.+ -9 rv to test p - r lepton universality?
5

Semileptonic

Decays

of Charm

Baryons

This topic was also heavily discussed in the Charm Baryon Working Group.
Not much is now known about the semileptonic decays of charm baryons. ARGUS had
previously observed semileptonic decays of z and 2:. Now CLEO is beginning to observe
=o 4 2-e+y
and 2,+ 4 EWY.
-C
Theoretically, we might expect that there would be about a 20% difference in the inclusive semileptonic decay rates I(&
+ X.!IV) and r(D + X&).
Such a quantitative
measurement might be very difticult in a Fixed Target experiment, but might be conceivable
at a threshold e+e- machine.
Other than for providing the impact parameter of the lepton, conventional vertex detectors don’t seem that useful unless they can trach the parent charged charm baryon, such
as A,’ or Z$, or unless they can verticise the .!+ and the B:- from the decay of the 2:. Does
even a single space point (or pixel) at the downstream end of the target help much in this
application?
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6

Vertex

Tracking

Dsrio Barberis then described the vertex tracker of WA-92 (previously WA-82). This
system has the capability of t&l&g
the parent D.f or charm baryon before it decays and
therefore of producing a vertex between the parent charm and the decay lepton. This is
needed to find the angle and pi of the decay.
The vertex tracker system consists of an upstream incident x- beam spectrometer and
a 2 mm Cu target, followed by 13 planes of silicon strips, 10 pm pitch, each separated by 1.2
mm. This very close tracking is done in one projection only and forms the basis of an on-line
impact parameter trigger which Dario described in the plenary session. This vertex tracker
is then followed by a more conventional 3dimensional silicon tracker. The first 6 planes of
the vertex tracker are 150 pm thick, while the last 7 planes are 300 ,um thick. Dario noted
the tradeoffs between amount of material for signal to noise ratio and for multiple scattering
and secondary interactions. Pulse height analysis is done on these vertex strips for rejecting
secondary nuclear interactions within the silicon. Nuclear breakup typically deposits energy
over many adjacent strips, while large pulse heights due to Landau fluctuations in dE/&
typically involve only one strip.
Dario noted that even 10 pm pitch detectors aren’t that great considering the angular
resolution at such closeness to the primary vertex. He also noted that 2dimensions would
be much better for identification of the kink, and are probably required for decay angle
determination in these fully-leptonic decays or in any l-prong decay topology.
Dario showed an event with two B-particle candidates, corresponding to one charged B
and one neutral B, decaying within this tiny 5 mm x 5 mm x 1.75 cm (target through 13
detector planes) 8500 channel vertex decay detector.
7

Backgrounds

Some of the troublesome backgrounds experienced include understanding the lepton fake
rates, particularly at CLEO, and hadron misidentification. For example, E653 did not have
rr - K identification capability and relied on the minim um parent mass technique. Therefore
much effort was put into insuring the dominant D+ + i?Lv was not confused with the
Cabibbo-suppressed mode D+ ---) pb.
An interesting Cabibbc-suppressed decay with a different background problem is Dk +
K’b,
which has identical, and not fuJly reconstructed final state particles as D+ --f K”h.
Due to the similar masses of the D+ and the D$, the form factors are expected to be almost
equal, leading to a tbirly unbiased measurement of jVdl*/lV, I*. Since there is a missing
neutrino for both processes, a mass constraint will not work, and the only discrimination
between signal and background might be on the basis of lifetimes.

A final bachground complication related to radiative corrections where an additional
photon is radiated, such as D -t K’ev + 7. These corrections are often added late in the
analysis using the CERN PHOTOS program and are expected to be of the level of a l-3% X0
equivalent (external) radiator for charm meson semileptonic decays. With its CsI calorimeter
with good efficiency and resolution for low energy photons, CLEO has observed the radiative
decays r ---) evp + 7 and K,” ---) w+w- + 7, finding agreement with the PHOTOS prediction.
CLEO has not observed D 4 KLv + 7, however.
8

A Dedicated

Experiment?

If you really wanted to study leptonic decays - fully leptonic, inclusive semileptonic,
and exclusive semileptonic - how would you optimize your experiment? These experiments,
always involving the detection of and often triggering on leptons, concentrate on many of
the most pressing issues iu charm particle physics, such as CKM matrix elements and form
mixing. Could other than open
factors, and the search for rare phenomena such as Do -p
geometry experiments be more optimal ? Are open or restrictive triggers more optimal?
Experimentally, should one concentrate on muons or electrons (or both simultaneously)?
Do you really need particle (charged hadron) identification capability? Can one adequately
identify the charm states topologically or by minimum parent mass, as done by Fermilab
E653 for K’fv and plv? Can you forgo hadron identification in order to increase overall
acceptance, at the loss of capability of studying hadronic decays and Cabibbo suppressed
modes?
A large acceptance approach would surely help, by catching both charm particle decays.
Even if you trigger on one semileptonic decay, the other charm decay is unbiased and often
tagged, maybe sufficiently for Do - p mixing searches. Siie lepton triggers are required.
Triggering on at least one lepton that came from a decay vertex not associated with the
primary vertex, would also be helpful. Similarly, large acceptance helps in picking up the
slow pion in D’+ + r+D” decays to tag the D” for studies of its decays. A short, wide
spectrometer, sounding a lot like E771 with a WA-92 vertex track,
seems to be optimal.
Could one sell a proposal for such a dedicated, ultra high rate experiment,
solely on leptonic triggers and tags?
9

concentrating

Summary

We concentrated on discussing near term leads for physics we could do with our existing
detectors, we shot the breeze on future fantasies, and we did some wishful thinking on future
prospects and possible programs. A lot of interesting technical questions that deserve more
extensive follow-up study were generated.
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Daniel M. Kaplan
Northern
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University

University,

DeKalb,

IL 60115

Donsld J. Summers
of Mfssivsippi, Odord, MS 38677

The working group first considered the pros and cons of possible fixed target beams
(see Table 1). Note that the nuclear enhancement of charm production (s A’) relative
to the total cross section (a As2f3) h as not been included in the Table end can increase
charm yields by a factor of almost 5 for heavy targets, however at the expense of worsened
mass resolution for DI’s, since the soft pion from e.g. D’+ + Do*+ cm be significantly
scattered while emerging from the target. (A l-mm Pt target, for example, represents 16%
Xe on average, contributing 6MeV rms pr hick, which is a significant fraction of the 40MeV
imparted to the soft pion by the decay.) Don Summers suggested r3C-diamond as a target
cornbig
high density, long radiation length, good heat conductivity, and a modest (x2)
nuclear enhancement factor. The motive for a dense target is to be able to require charm
decays in air to minimize background.
If one assumes (see talk by J& Appel) that one reaches for the highest “equivalent”
number of charm decays by restricting the trigger and geometry to the decay topologies
of interest, then proton beams can probably reach the highest effective charm luminosities.
Proton beams have the added advantage of very small spot sizes, which cm~ allow simple
impact-parameter trigger strategies. Overall, it appears that a proton beam would be,a good
choice for a Charm 2000 experiment (see talk by Dan Kaplan). However, it may be possible
to increase the intensity of photon beams using crystals. Hard bremsstrahlung is enhanced
Table 1: F.&uatecI yields of produced charm (autipartick iacluded) neglecting A- dependenceeuhauceutent

(z-2)
2 x 10-29
2 x 1o-2g

1 x 10-30
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as an electron passes through the electric field of a crystal lattice.
appear to be favored.
The working
is closely tied to
crucial since the
these beams also
acceptance, large
more channels.

For now though, protons

group looked at architecture issues. The architecture of an experiment
the choice of the beam. For a pion or photon beam, large acceptance is
maximum beam intensity achievable is limited. The large spot sizes of
tend to drive the design to a large-angular-acceptance detector. For a fixed
spot size requires larger silicon-detector area and thus (for fixed resolution)

The possible classes of detector configurations can be reduced to three generic types, as
shown in Fig. 1 [l]. Clearly the choice of particle identitication directly influences the details
of the layout. A single-magnet design is probably more consistent with RICH particle-ID
while a two-magnet design allows multiple threshold-Cherenkov detectors. The three-magnet
approach taken by E781 is clearly driven by the need to reconstruct hyperons in decays
of charmed baryons with high efficiency but is not necessarily optimal for an experiment
concentrating on mesons. A longer spectrometer does increase the fraction of kaons and
pions decaying in fIight.
With modem tracking detectors, silicon, scintillating fibers, straw tubes, microstrip
chambers, etc., the multiple-scattering
resolution limit can probably be reached with a modest magnetic field of about 0.5 GeV kick. The channel count may need to be in the 1OOK to
1M range to achieve this limit, and care must be taken to minimine the amount of material
traversed by the detected particles. Recent work with helium based drift chamber gases and
ahmimm field wires may prove useful.
Using a 500 GeV wr- beam, E791 achieved a ratio of reconstructed charm per interaction
of = 10-s. If this ratio can be maintained in future experiments, then a proton-beam
experiment running at 1 interaction/RF-bucket
(53 MHz) should be able to reconstruct N 10’
charm. in a run of 2 - 3 x 10s live beam seconds, while a pion-beam experiment is limited by
proton economics to perhaps 10’ (assuming it is not permitted to monopolize the accelerator!)
for 800 GeV primary energy. Since the charm cross sections sue about the same in the two
csses while the total pion inelastic cross section is only c2/3 that for protons, achieving this
ratio with a high-intensity primary proton beam will be nontrivial. The future experiment
will have to feature much higher trigger rejection and hotter DA than E791 (which essentially
wrote all inelastic interactions to tape). D. Christian’s paper and the Triggering WorkingGroup Summary (these Proceedings) address the prospects for on-line vertex triggering.
E789 has run with a l-view vertex trigger processor taking sz lops/event that rejected 9
out of 10 events. It enhanced the two-body decay, Do + K-d,
by a factor of 5 to 7. The
spectrometer arrangement imposed momentum cuts on the K- and w+, as well as a minimum
opening angle cut of 40mr. Extending the E789 technology by an order of magnitude or
perhaps a bit more seems workable. Beyond this only lepton triggers may be feasible without
a technological breakthrough.
A better spectrometer may compensate for a low trigger efficiency and slow DA, within
limits. Possibilities include increased solid angle acceptance, increased detector element
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efficiency, lower channel occupancy, less mass for multiple scattering, higher magnetic field,
and higher resolution. New detector elements might include a RICH and a muon system
that measures momentum.

Mamet

Fie

1: Three alternative confignrstions

for a heavy-quark

spectrometer (from FM. [l]).
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Fixed target charm experiments have dramatically increased their charm yields over
the last 15 years. As described in Jeff Appel’s introductory talk, the increase is primarily
due to better secondary vertex resolution using silicon detectors, and due to high data
taking/analysis
capacities. Certainly, DAQ and analy sis capabilities must be matched in
any future experiment; there is little use in recording more data than can be examined in a
reasonable length of time. So far, the most successful high statistics charm experiments have
run with fairly open triggers. Most participants believe, however, that significantly higher
charm statistics will not be achieved by simply recording more interactions.
As an illustration of the problem consider the “strawman” experiment proposed for the
workshop with a 5 MHz interaction rate. One proven trigger technology is the Et trigger,
which can reject at most about x5 of the interactions and still remain reasonably eilicient
for charm. If one used an Et or similar trigger and recorded “all” triggered events the DAQ
system would accept a 1 MHz trigger rate. For an event size of 3kb (typical for FNAL E687
and E791), there would be a 3Gb/s rate horn the front ends during the spill cycle, and a
1 Gb/s continuous rate to tape. After a 3 x 10s second run, which is only a couple of months
at 50% percent on-time, one would have a 3000 Tb data set, consisting of 3 x 1012 events.
An offline fast filter might be used, for example, to pick out events with secondary vertices.
A filter code that takes 2 MIPS-set per event (optimistic compared to current experiments)
requires 200,000 MIPS-years of computing just to complete this fast filter. Computing costs
may come down in the year 2000 to 850 per MIPS; even so, this scenario presents an expensive
and long-term analysis problem.
After this exercise it is dear why many participants in the Workshop agreed that an
increase to 10’ reconstructed charm requires a technological innovation, and the most likely
breakthrough must come in better triggering on charm events. In the Working Group there
was general agreement that a DAQ that could log data at 100 Mb/s or so could be built
for the Charm2000 experiment. This is a factor of 20 below the rate described in the above
scenario. So Charm2000 needs a trigger that can give an additional x20 in conjunction with
an Et trigger, or x100 reduction from the interaction rate. This additional trigger device
must work at input rates of 1MHz.
Most of the discussion in the Working Group revolved around the various types of triggers
and triggering devices that might be developed to solve this problem. The discussion began
with a description of the triggers to be used in the two charm experiments approved for the
1996 FNAL fixed target run, E781 and E831. E831 is a follow-on to the photoproduction
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experiment E687. That experiment will use much the same trigger as before, selecting
hadronic events seen in the calorimeter with a total energy threshold. E781 will use a sigmahyperon beam to produce charm. The 1st stage of the trigger is topological, looking for
more than 2 positive tracks above 15 GeV, and perhaps also a selection based upon track
multiplicity.
Events passing the 1st stage of the trigger will be passed to a Unix processor
farm that will select events based upon the impact parameters of a subset of the tracks. At
the expected event rate to the Unix processor the code must execute in 4.5msecfevent or
less.
The rest of the discussion in the Working Group concentrated on new trigger develop
ments that might be used for a Charm2000 experiment. Dave Christian’s contribution to
these proceedings covers all the topics in the discussion very well, and it will not be repeated
here. There was agreement that if one wanted to concentrate on semileptonic charm decays
a lepton trigger could be devised that would operate at Charm2000 rates. But, if one wanted
to be open to all types of charm events triggering becomes difficult. The general impression
was that hardware devices such as a multiplicity jump detector, or the optical impact parameter device, could probably work as beauty triggers, but may have intrinsic difficulties as
charm triggers. The best hope for fast and efficient charm triggers appears to be data-driven
“hardware” processors discussed at length in Dave Christian’s contribution.
The implementation of processor triggers has matured over the last few years, as experiments using them learn from earlier experiences. It was noted that such hard-wired tracking
and vertening processors can never do a better job than offline reconstruction programs, but
several techniques for making them perform at a level closer to the full oflline analysis were
brought up. Placing the entire vertexing detector system in a magnetic field to sweep out low
momentum tracks would~allow a processor to make a quick momentum selection, allowing
it to find only high momentum tracks with large impact parameters. In addition, inchworm
motors could be used to position the SMDs, eliminating the need for a large set of offline
fiducial constants. Pure offsets are easy for hardware trackers to deal with, but rotations are
not. It is generally agreed that event selection based on vertexing can achieve the necessary
factor of x10 to x20 in trigger rate needed to make the Charm2000 experiment possible,
and there are at least two examples of experiments with working hardware trackers capable
of track reconstruction in the 10 to 20~s range. If the data flow is pipelined these devices
could be used in the Charm2000 experiment.
The working group ended with mild optimism that a trigger/DAQ for such an experiment could be created with the technology of the year 2000, if money were no constraint.
Improvements in one of the two optical triggers could help significantly in making such an
experiment practical.
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Vertexing

Working

Group

Summary

Charles Flay Newsom
University of Iowa
Abstract
The workin gronp conducted an informal discus&on of the various aspects involved in improving vertering beyond the p-t
limits. The diwmions
are briefly summarised in the
following sections, followed by comments and condtions.

1

Beam

Considerations

(a) Higher energy beams will help move BOTH secondary vertices away from the target
and ,will reduce multiple scattering problems.
(b) A higher beam intensity will benefit both collider and fixed target programs.
2

Target

Considerations

(a) Thin, dense targets will be needed, as usual.
(b) Vacuum should reduce secondary interactions

to a minimum.

(c) An active target can ID secondary interactions
trigger level.
3

and possibly remove them at the

Detectors
(a) Single sided silicon detectors

These detectors are a mature technology. Pitch size will remain about lo-20 microns,
limited by the thickness of the detector, which is in turn limited by electronic noise. No
large resolution improvements are foreseen for this type of detector.
(b) Double sided silicon detectors
These detectors are severely limited on the back side at the moment. There is a technical
solution to improving the back-side resolution by adding an additional layer. This could be
a significant improvement in the resolution. Since fewer silicon planes would be needed
multiple scattering effects would be reduced and better vertex resolution would result.
(c) Piiel detectors
465

-The minimum pixel size will not shrink much below 50~mz50~m.
-There

will be problems with scaling these to full detector sizes.

-It is possible to read out pixel detectors in “strip mode” where one rapidly reads the
logical “or” of all pixels within a single column and/or row. When used in a front-end trigger
processor, one might obtain a significant additional rejection factor.
-They are very important
future experiments.

in reducing track confusion, and will be an integral part of

(d) Diamond detectors show great promise for very high rate experiments.
be required (but they may be useful) in the next round of experiments.
4

They won’t

Readout

(a) Massive on-detector parallelism and pipelining
provements in the near future.

show the main promise of speed im-

(b) Pixel readout is now becoming viable (e.g. at reasonable speeds).
5

Computing

The biggest gain in vertexing is thought to be in this category. Industry driven improvements arc sufficient to move one forward rapidly. No major HEP effort is needed, other than
as a major user of new high-end systems. Since this subject is the topic of another working
group, no further discussion was required by this working group.
6

General

Comments

by Individuals

(a) A 2x improvement in detector readout noise will allow a 2x thickness reduction in
thickness (mechanical problems tide), which will allow small pitches. 10pm pitches will
become more usable.
(b) Pixels are very useful to clsrify confusion (x-y correlations) but will not compete in
resolution with strips. Vertex detectors will remain mostly strips with a few pixel planes.
(c) We need to commercially
and down!) and yield problems.

manufacture

pixels to overcome present size (scaling up

(d) It is time to build pixel detectors for real experiments.
(e) SSC funding losses have severely affected R and D efforts in the USA. Additional
sources of funding are needed and desirable.
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7

Conclusions

The main charge given to the members of the working groups was to examine the
feasibility of increasing the number of fully reconstructed charm events in a next generation
experiment by a factor of roughly 100. The working group divided this factor into two
separate categories as summarised below.
(a) A single factor of ten improvement seems achievable within the next few years using
existing technologies. This would be achieved by many different improvements as discussed
above, with the biggest factor coming from improvements in computer hardware.
(b) An improvement factor of 100 is not possible with present day silicon detectors. For
this reason, no member of the working group was prepared to make such a large step at this
time. No one felt that it would be possible to incrementally achieve this type of improvement
with existing detector technology. Diamond detectors are clearly felt to be one promising
solution to explore for use after the forthcoming generation of experiments are completed.
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